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SUNDAY IN THE COUNTRY (PG)
October 30, 1985

Categories: Season 1985/86

Tags: Art House & International, Drama

https://wordpress.org/plugins/print-my-blog/


An elderly academic painter’s family visit him one Sunday in the summer of 1912 – cue for a meticulously beautiful �lm by Bertrand Tavernier, with

English sub-titles. Also ‘Extended Play’ (1981, 13 mins)

Bertrand Tavernier | France | 1984 | 94 minutes | PG



BILLY LIAR (PG)
November 27, 1985

Categories: Season 1985/86

Tags: Comedy, Drama, Romance

The mistakes of a young undertaker’s clerk when he gets engaged to TWO girls with the added worry of using some of the �rms petty-cash. Also a

Charles Chaplin short.

John Schlesinger | UK | 1963 | 98 minutes | PG



TRADING PLACES (15)
January 15, 1986

Categories: Season 1985/86

Tags: Comedy

In John Landis’s witty comedy, a smug white pillar of Wall Street is forced to swap fortunes with a resilient black con-man, with hilarious results.

John Landis | USA | 1983 | 116 minutes | 15



REAR WINDOW (PG)
February 12, 1986

Categories: Season 1985/86

Tags: Drama, Mystery, Thriller

Rear Window is one of �ve �lms that Hitchcock mysteriously withdrew from circulation over 25 years ago. Recently re-released, together with Psycho

and Vertigo, it is considered to be one of his best.

Alfred Hitchcock | USA | 1954 | 112 minutes | PG



THE DRESSER (PG)
March 12, 1986

Categories: Season 1985/86

Tags: Art House & International, Drama

A study of egotism in the theatre set in war time Britain. The �lm transforms, with memorable performances, a tale about life in the theatre to a tale

about the theatre of life.

Peter Yates | UK | 1983 | 118 minutes | PG



THE SHOOTING PARTY (15)
October 1, 1986

Categories: Season 1986/87

Tags: Art House & International, Drama, Romance

With a quality cast headed by James Mason, Edward Fox and John Gielgud this very British �lm relates the events of a shooting party at a country

house, above and below stairs.

Alan Bridges | UK | 1984 | 96 minutes | 15



36 CHOWRINGHEE LANE (PG)
October 22, 1986

Categories: Season 1986/87

Tags: Art House & International, Drama, Romance

Jennifer Kendal, sister of Felicity, plays an elderly Anglo-Indian teacher who harbours memories of her dead �ancee and regrets the passing of the old

order. A sympathetic and closely detailed portrait of a survivor.

Aparna Sen | India | 1981 | 113 minutes | PG



VERTIGO (PG)
November 12, 1986

Categories: Season 1986/87

Tags: Drama, Mystery, Romance

One of Hitchcock’s best thrillers, Vertigo was re-released in 1983 having mysteriously withdrawn for 25 years.

Alfred Hitchcock | USA | 1957 | 128 minutes | PG



THE ASSAM GARDEN (U)
December 3, 1986

Categories: Season 1986/87

Tags: Art House & International, Drama

A British widow returns from India. Through developing her garden she also develops a bond with an Indian woman and �nds their experiences as

women to be similar. Deborah Kerr and Madhur Jaffrey are directed by Mary McMurray.

Mary McMurray | UK | 1985 | 90 minutes | U



TRAFFIC (PG)
January 14, 1987

Categories: Season 1986/87

Tags: Art House & International, Comedy

A classic Jacques Tati �lm which chronicles Monsieur Hulot’s bumbling efforts to transport the camper-van that he has designed from Paris to the

Amsterdam Motor Show.

Jacques Tati | Italy/France | 1970 | 96 minutes | PG



DANCE WITH A STRANGER (15)
February 4, 1987

Categories: Season 1986/87

Tags: Art House & International, Biography, Drama, Mystery

The story of Ruth Ellis, the last woman to be hanged in Britain, and her involvement with David, an arrogant upper class young racing driver.

Mike Newell | UK | 1984 | 102 minutes | 15



ANNIE’S COMING OUT (PG)
February 25, 1987

Categories: Season 1986/87

Tags: Drama

A gripping account of a woman’s �ght to secure the release of Annie whom she believes to be wrongly classi�ed as severely retarded. At the National

Viewing Sessions for �lm societies this �lm received the highest audience rating.

Gil Brealey | Australia | 1984 | 93 minutes | PG



MY BEAUTIFUL LAUNDRETTE (15)
March 18, 1987

Categories: Season 1986/87

Tags: Art House & International, Comedy, Drama, Romance

The story revolves around the business and personal relationship between a white and an Asian in south London. Contradictory themes are skilfully

woven together in a complex social tapestry.

Stephen Frears | UK | 1985 | 95 minutes | 15



HANNAH AND HER SISTERS (15)
October 7, 1987

Categories: Season 1987/88

Tags: Comedy, Drama, Romance

This Woody Allen comedy drama, with Michael Caine and Mia Farrow, charts the amorous af�liations of three sisters and their men over a two year

period. Also a spoof Ingmar Bergman short, “The Dove”.

Woody Allen | USA | 1986 | 107 minutes | 15



DEFENCE OF THE REALM (PG)
October 21, 1987

Categories: Season 1987/88

Tags: Drama, Mystery, Thriller

Denholme Elliott leads in the drama where two journalists follow up a scandal of an MP and a German diplomat involved in spying and nuclear

weapons.

David Drury | UK | 1985 | 96 minutes | PG



TURTLE DIARY (PG)
November 11, 1987

Categories: Season 1987/88

Tags: Comedy, Drama, Romance

Starring Glenda Jackson and Ben Kingsley, with screenplay by Harold Pinter; this comedy drama centres on the release of turtles from the zoo!

John Irvin | USA/UK | 1985 | 97 minutes | PG



MY LIFE AS A DOG (PG)
December 2, 1987

Categories: Season 1987/88

Tags: Art House & International, Comedy, Drama

13 year old Ingemar has two main loves – his mother and his dog. When his mother is ill he goes to his uncle and meets Saga who really would prefer

to be a boy.

Lasse Hallström | Sweden | 1985 | 101 minutes | PG



JAGGED EDGE (18)
January 12, 1988

Categories: Season 1987/88

Tags: Drama, Mystery, Thriller

An exciting who-dunnit with excellent performances by Jeff Bridges and Glenn Close.

Richard Marquand | USA | 1985 | 104 minutes | 18



GIRL IN THE PICTURE (15)
February 3, 1988

Categories: Season 1987/88

Tags: Comedy, Romance

A soft-hearted romantic comedy set in Glasgow.

Cary Parker | UK | 1985 | 91 minutes | 15



AGNES OF GOD (15)
February 24, 1988

Categories: Season 1987/88

Tags: Drama, Mystery, Thriller

A theological detective story set in a Montreal nunnery; Norman Jewison directs Jane Fonda and Anne Bancroft.

Norman Jewison | USA | 1985 | 108 minutes | 15



ROUND MIDNIGHT (15)
March 16, 1988

Categories: Season 1987/88

Tags: Drama, Music

Set in Paris in the 1950’s this Bertrand Tavernier �lm memorably depicts the saving of a jazz musician from drink and drugs.

Bertrand Tavernier | USA/France | 1986 | 133 minutes | 15



84 CHARING CROSS ROAD (U)
October 12, 1988

Categories: Season 1988/89

Tags: Drama, Romance

Anne Bancroft, Anthony Hopkins and Judi Dench lead star studded cast who �t their parts to perfection. 20 years of correspondence between American

writer and London bookshop �nally lead in 1969 to her visiting London.

David Jones | USA | 1986 | 99 minutes | U



HOPE AND GLORY (15)
November 2, 1988

Categories: Season 1988/89

Tags: Art House & International, Comedy, Drama

John Boorman’s �ne autobiographical �lm of second world war, set in suburban London. Starting on the day war was declared and ending in late 1942,

just before America enters the war. An exciting time for a young boy.

John Boorman | UK | 1987 | 112 minutes | 15



BABETTE’S FEAST (U)
November 23, 1988

Categories: Season 1988/89

Tags: Art House & International, Drama, Romance

Set in pious Lutheran Jutland village, two elderly sisters are looked after by Parisian housekeeper. Their simple life is changed when the housekeeper

wins the Paris lottery – a real feast follows.

Gabriel Axel | Denmark | 1987 | 103 minutes | U



STAND BY ME (15)
December 7, 1988

Categories: Season 1988/89

Tags: Adventure, Drama

Young boys go looking for the body of a missing teenager and hope to become heroes on �nding it. A marvellously engaging adventure about boyhood

revisited, based on the story by Stephen King.

Rob Reiner | USA | 1986 | 89 minutes | 15



TRAVELLING NORTH (15)
January 11, 1989

Categories: Season 1988/89

Tags: Comedy, Drama

Leo McKern and Julia Blake as unmarried couple who leave Melbourne to travel north after his retirement. A poignant tragi-comic �lm about love in

the autumn years of life.

Carl Schultz | Australia | 1986 | 97 minutes | 15



GRAPES OF WRATH (PG)
February 1, 1989

Categories: Season 1988/89

Tags: Drama

After the dust bowl disaster of the thirties, Oklahoma farmers trek to California in hope of a better life. Oscars for Jane Darwell and John Ford (director)

well supported by Henry Fonda. One of the great �lms, in most peoples Top-Ten.

John Ford | USA | 1940 | 128 minutes | PG



THE DEAD (U)
February 22, 1989

Categories: Season 1988/89

Tags: Art House & International, Drama

John Houston’s serene farewell based on James Joyce’s marvellous story about a Dublin dinner party in 1904.

John Houston | UK/USA | 1987 | 83 minutes | U



LET’S HOPE IT’S A GIRL (15)
March 15, 1989

Categories: Season 1988/89

Tags: Comedy, Drama

Italian comedy about the break up and subsequent reunion of a family. The �lm is as ramshackle as the old house in which it is set, but its casual

mixture of comedy and tragedy is a beguiling one.

Mario Monicelli | Italy/France | 1985 | 119 minutes | 15



THE DAWNING (PG)
October 4, 1989

Categories: Season 1989/90

Tags: Art House & International, Drama

A stranger enters the life of a young girl who is staying with her aunt and grandfather while waiting to go to university.

Robert Knights | UK | 1988 | 97 minutes | PG



PATHFINDER (15)
October 18, 1989

Categories: Season 1989/90

Tags: Adventure, Drama

The �rst �lm in the Lapp language. A visual experience with a simple plot. Set many centuries ago, the story centres around a teenage boy who

escapes marauding warriors and, with help from a holy man, saves his people.

Nils Gaup | Norway | 1987 | 86 minutes | 15



THE LONELY PASSION OF JUDITH HEARNE (15)
November 8, 1989

Categories: Season 1989/90

Tags: Drama, Romance

Bob Hoskins, stocky, feet turned out, is the perfect foil to Maggie Smith’s ever increasing storkiness. Emotional misunderstanding between them leads

to tragedy.

Jack Clayton | UK | 1987 | 116 minutes | 15



CASABLANCA (U)
November 29, 1989

Categories: Season 1989/90

Tags: Drama, Romance

One of Hollywood’s greatest love stories, �lled with Allied optimism as a barful of shady characters and naive refugees wait for a bucket-shop ticket to

freedom. Claude Raines, Humphrey Bogart and Ingrid Bergman.

Michael Curtiz | USA | 1942 | 102 minutes | U



A WORLD APART (PG)
January 17, 1990

Categories: Season 1989/90

Tags: Drama

The story of a mother who is totally committed to the anti-apartheid cause, and the effects of her dedication to her teenage daughter. Gripping

emotional commitment.

Chris Menges | UK | 1987 | 113 minutes | PG



JEAN DE FLORETTE (PG)
February 7, 1990

Categories: Season 1989/90

Tags: Art House & International, Drama

Jean, a hunchback tex collector, tries going back to nature when he inherits a remote farm. His idealistic projects are scotched by the hostility of the

locals and tragedy follows.

Claude Berri | France/Italy | 1987 | 121 minutes | PG



BAGDAD CAFÉ (12A)
February 21, 1990

Categories: Season 1989/90

Tags: Art House & International, Comedy, Drama

A German tourist is abandoned by her husband in the Arizona desert. She stumbles upon a run-down cafe and soon gets to work changing it beyond

recognition.

Percy Adlon | W Germany | 1987 | 91 minutes | 12a



MANON OF THE SPRING (PG)
March 14, 1990

Categories: Season 1989/90

Tags: Art House & International, Drama, Romance

Continuing the saga begun in Jean De Florette, this tells how Jean’s daughter avenges herself on the villains who drove her father to his death by

depriving his farm of water.

Claude Berri | France/Italy | 1986 | 120 minutes | PG



MY LEFT FOOT (15)
October 3, 1990

Categories: Season 1990/91

Tags: Art House & International, Drama

Only able to communicate with his left foot, Christy Brown struggles through his childhood to the writing of his autobiography and marriage to his

nurse. Dine acting all around.

Jim Sheridan | UK | 1989 | 103 minutes | 15



WHEN HARRY MET SALLY…� (15)
October 24, 1990

Categories: Season 1990/91

Tags: Comedy, Drama, Romance

Harry and Sally meet at college but are determined not to get involved with each other. They keep meeting and discuss their own disastrous affairs.

Hilarious and touching.

Rob Reiner | USA | 1989 | 95 minutes | 15



THE WHALES OF AUGUST (U)
November 14, 1990

Categories: Season 1990/91

Tags: Drama

Set in 1954, two sisters who have grown irreconcilably apart spend their summer by the seas.

Lindsay Anderson | USA | 1987 | 91 minutes | U



VENUS PETER (12A)
December 5, 1990

Categories: Season 1990/91

Tags: Drama

A small boy is dominated by the sort of dreams that run counter to the realities of the little �shing town in which he lives. Warm and human.

Ian Sellar | UK | 1989 | 94 minutes | 12a



THE BEAR (PG)
January 16, 1991

Categories: Season 1990/91

Tags: Adventure, Art House & International, Drama

A bear cub loses his mother but they joins a wounded male and although captured by hunters he escapes to the wild again. Compelling viewing,

�lmed using live bears.

Jean-Jacques Annaud | France | 1988 | 98 minutes | PG



CINEMA PARADISO (15)
February 6, 1991

Categories: Season 1990/91

Tags: Art House & International, Comedy, Drama, Romance

A hotel room in a city; the telephone rings. Salvatore (Toto) eventually takes the call and hears some disturbing news, then heads home. The �lm

moves back to his village life which revolved around the cinema where he spent most of his time with Alfredo the projectionist.

Giuseppe Tornatore | Italy/France | 1988 | 125 minutes | 15



REVERSAL OF FORTUNE (15)
February 19, 1991

Categories: Season 1991/92

Tags: Drama, Mystery

Was the lethal insulin injection self in�icted or was it administered by her loving husband in order to get his hands on her fortune? The �lm lets those

facts which are known speak for themselves.

Barbet Schroeder | USA | 1990 | 111 minutes | 15



JESUS OF MONTREAL (18)
February 20, 1991

Categories: Season 1990/91

Tags: Art House & International, Drama

The story is simple; the rami�cations complex. A small theatre group mounts a Passion Play in Montreal which is a hit with the public but no the

church. The results are initially predicable but then tragic.

Denys Arcand | Canada/France | 1989 | 119 minutes | 18



ROSALIE GOES SHOPPING (15)
March 13, 1991

Categories: Season 1990/91

Tags: Comedy

Rosalie loved shopping. A house full of worldly goods and a family, preparing wonderful meals. But Rosalie’s methods of shopping are not that legal

and she does confess to her priest.

Percy Adlon | W Germany | 1989 | 94 minutes | 15



MR. & MRS. BRIDGE (PG)
October 2, 1991

Categories: Season 1991/92

Tags: Drama

The miracle of a plotless, suspenseless �lm. Touching story of upper middle class Kansas family presented in a series of �nely drawn character studies.

James Ivory | USA | 1990 | 125 minutes | PG



I LOVE YOU TO DEATH (15)
October 23, 1991

Categories: Season 1991/92

Tags: Comedy, Drama, Mystery

Husband and wife run a pizza cade in New York; he is unfaithful to her and so she and her mother attempt to have him murdered. Fine performances

from all the cast which includes Joan Plowright, Kevin Kline and Tracey Ullman.

Lawrence Kasdan | USA | 1990 | 97 minutes | 15



BEAUTIFUL DREAMERS (15)
November 13, 1991

Categories: Season 1991/92

Tags: Drama

Set in London, Canada, a doctor running the local asylum detests inhumane treatment. After attending a conference he implements dramatic changes

and introduces new activities culminating in a cricket match.

John Kent Harrison | Canada | 1990 | 108 minutes | 15



TILAÏ (PG)
December 4, 1991

Categories: Season 1991/92

Tags: Drama

Village returns home after two years away to discover his former �ancee is now his father’s wife. After meeting her secretary he �nds himself

condemned by the village elders for incest. Also a short, ‘Creature Comforts‘ – an Oscar winning animation �lm; brilliant insight into zoo animal

thoughts and failing.

Idrissa Ouedraogo | Burkina Faso/France/Switzerland | 1990 | 81 minutes | PG



CYRANO DE BERGERAC (U)
January 15, 1992

Categories: Season 1991/92

Tags: Art House & International, Comedy, Drama, Romance

Cyrano, the poet and dauntless of�cer from Gascony with long nose, is perishing from unrequited love for his cousin Roxanne. High poetry, comedy,

swashbuckling action on a spectacular scale.

Jean-Paul Rappeneau | France | 1990 | 138 minutes | U



DRIVING MISS DAISY (U)
February 5, 1992

Categories: Season 1991/92

Tags: Comedy, Drama

Set in Atlanta the �lm tells the story of an ageing Jewish widow and her black chauffeur – observing the subtle and gradual shifts between them as

the years pass.

Bruce Beresford | USA | 1989 | 99 minutes | U



THE FIELD (15)
March 18, 1992

Categories: Season 1991/92

Tags: Art House & International, Drama

A tragedy worthy of King Lear. The �ght here is not over a kingdom but a few acres of mist-sodden land. Human greed leads to murder, misery and

madness.

Jim Sheridan | UK | 1990 | 110 minutes | 15



THE FISHER KING (15)
September 30, 1992

Categories: Season 1992/93

Tags: Comedy, Drama

An af�uent disc-jockey inadvertently incites a phone-in caller to multiple murders but is saved by the homeless and penniless Robin Williams taking

him on a mad quest for the grail. Wonderful acting.

Terry Gilliam | USA | 1991 | 137 minutes | 15



RAISE THE RED LANTERN (PG)
October 21, 1992

Categories: Season 1992/93

Tags: Art House & International, Drama

The �lms concerns Songlian who is the fourth mistress to the clan leader and the rivalries between the various mistresses which which erupt into

tragedy and madness.

Zhang Yimou | China | 1991 | 125 minutes | PG



MISSISSIPPI MASALA (15)
November 11, 1992

Categories: Season 1992/93

Tags: Art House & International, Comedy, Drama, Romance

Lively performances from Denzel Washington and Sarita Choudhury as the young lovers struggling through the haunting memories of their past.

Unusual and amusing love story.

Mira Nair | USA | 1991 | 113 minutes | 15



AMERICAN FRIENDS (PG)
December 2, 1992

Categories: Season 1992/93

Tags: Comedy, Drama, Romance

While walking in the Alps Ashby (Michael Palin) reluctantly guides two American women, but on returning to his Oxford college his running for

President is interrupted by their not entirely innocent reappearance.

Tristram Powell | UK | 1991 | 95 minutes | PG



HEAR MY SONG (15)
January 13, 1993

Categories: Season 1992/93

Tags: Comedy, Drama

Josef Locke comes back to Britain despite a warrant for non-payment of income tax to complete an old love affair and give a de�antly rousing one-

man concert. Wonderful scenery with tearful �nale.

Peter Chelsom | UK | 1991 | 105 minutes | 15



FRIED GREEN TOMATOES (PG)
February 3, 1993

Categories: Season 1992/93

Tags: Comedy, Drama

Jessica Tandy’s feisty stories of a brawling rural Alabama woman are the heart of this double story of four women, two against the world in the 1920’s

and two who �nd inspiration in each other in modern times.

Jon Avnet | USA | 1991 | 130 minutes | PG



FLIRTING (15)
February 24, 1993

Categories: Season 1992/93

Tags: Art House & International, Comedy, Drama, Romance

Two outcast schoolkids (a stammering boy and an African girl) �nd solace in one another’s affections. Bursting with laughter, adolescent desire and

erotic tension.

John Duigan | Australia | 1989 | 99 minutes | 15



THELMA AND LOUISE (15)
March 17, 1993

Categories: Season 1992/93

Tags: Comedy

Thelma, escaping from her claustrophobic marriage, and Louise, a harassed waitress, go off on a weekend spree but on their �rst night Louise shoots a

thug trying to rape Thelma and this is the start of their race to freedom.

Ridley Scott | USA | 1991 | 129 minutes | 15



PETER’S FRIENDS (15)
September 29, 1993

Categories: Season 1993/94

Tags: Comedy, Drama, Romance

A decade later Peter invites all his old friends from the University musical revue troupe to a houseparty. They gradually slip into their old

relationships…

Kenneth Branagh | UK | 1992 | 101 minutes | 15



LEON THE PIG FARMER (15)
October 20, 1993

Categories: Season 1993/94

Tags: Comedy

A Jewish estate agent resigns his job in disgust and becomes a delivery man. He then discovers that his real father is a Yorkshire pig-farmer, with

amusing consequences.

Vadim Jean & Gary Sinyor | UK | 1992 | 103 minutes | 15



UNFORGIVEN (15)
November 10, 1993

Categories: Season 1993/94

Tags: Drama, Western

Se in the 1880’s of Wyoming this expertly crafted �lm has Clint Eastwood as an ageing reformed bad-man persuaded to do one last job. Co-starring

Gene Hackman as the sheriff.

Clint Eastwood | USA | 1992 | 131 minutes | 15



STRICTLY BALLROOM (PG)
December 1, 1993

Categories: Season 1993/94

Tags: Comedy, Drama, Romance

Stunning dancing gives this �lms its edge and by the end you’ll be doing the rumba up the aisles and deciding to sign up for dance classes.

Baz Luhrmann | Australia | 1992 | 94 minutes | PG



BLACK ROBE (15)
January 12, 1994

Categories: Season 1993/94

Tags: Adventure, Art House & International, Drama

A compelling saga of Father Laforgue, an ambitious young Jesuit, whose mission to save the ‘savage’ Indians soon becomes a desperate struggle for his

own survival.

Bruce Beresford | Canada/Australia | 1991 | 100 minutes | 15



ORLANDO (PG)
February 2, 1994

Categories: Season 1993/94

Tags: Drama, Fantasy, Romance

Based on Virginia Woolf’s novel and starring Tilda Swinto as Orlando, a character based on Woolf’s �rst friend and lover Vita Sackville-West.

Sally Potter | UK/Russia | 1992 | 93 minutes | PG



A HEART IN WINTER (15)
February 23, 1994

Categories: Season 1993/94

Tags: Art House & International, Drama, Romance

The arrival of Camille upsets the long-standing relationship between a top violin maker and a violin dealer.

Claude Sautet | France | 1992 | 105 minutes | 15



INTO THE WEST (PG)
March 16, 1994

Categories: Season 1993/94

Tags: Adventure, Drama

A white horse becomes attached to a family and gains mythical status. After living in their �at it is sold illegally but the two young boys set out to

reclaim the horse.

Mike Newell | Eire | 1992 | 102 minutes | PG



RAINING STONES (15)
September 29, 1994

Categories: Season 1994/95

Tags: Comedy, Drama

A young man on the dole is driven into debt by his desire to buy his daughter a communion dress. Fine lead performances.

Ken Loach | UK | 1993 | 91 minutes | 15



THE STORY OF QIU JU (15)
October 19, 1994

Categories: Season 1994/95

Tags: Art House & International, Comedy, Drama

Set in a remote village of northern China the �lm tells the story of Qui Ju who is expecting her �rst child and the problems she encounters when her

husband and the village chief �ght.

Zhang Yimou | Hong Kong/China | 1992 | 100 minutes | 15



GROUNDHOG DAY (PG)
November 9, 1994

Categories: Season 1994/95

Tags: Comedy, Romance

An ordinary day for an eccentric weatherman… but he then �nds himself stuck in time, re-living the same day again and again. Very amusing with a

highly satisfying end.

Harold Ramis | USA | 1993 | 101 minutes | PG



THE PIANO (15)
November 30, 1994

Categories: Season 1994/95

Tags: Art House & International, Drama, Romance

A mute woman arrives in 19th century New Zealand with her daughter and beloved piano for an arranged marriage. The husband to-be refuses to take

the piano and she makes a strange bargain with a neighbour.

Jane Campion | Australia | 1993 | 120 minutes | 15



THE STOLEN CHILDREN (12A)
January 11, 1995

Categories: Season 1994/95

Tags: Drama

A tough cop is assigned to escort two Milanese children taken into care after their mother is arrested. When the local orphanage refuses to take them

he is forced, much against his will, to cross Italy.

Gianni Amelio | Italy | 1991 | 110 minutes | 12a



THE AGE OF INNOCENCE (U)
February 1, 1995

Categories: Season 1994/95

Tags: Drama, Romance

A lawyer (Daniel Day-Lewis) constrained by polite 19th century New York society is forced to choose between two women (Michelle Pfeiffer and

Winona Ryder).

Martin Scorsese | USA | 1993 | 138 minutes | U



MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING (PG)
February 15, 1995

Categories: Season 1994/95

Tags: Comedy, Drama, Romance

Shakespeare’s comedy of the courtship of Benedick (Kenneth Branagh) and Beatrice, played by his real wife Emma Thompson. Sunshine, laughter and

merrymaking on a Tuscany hillside sprinkled with �owers.

Kenneth Branagh | UK | 1993 | 111 minutes | PG



LIKE WATER FOR CHOCOLATE (15)
March 15, 1995

Categories: Season 1994/95

Tags: Art House & International, Drama, Romance

A young woman’s life is shaped �rst by her stern mother and more importantly by the overwhelming power of cooking. Striking and sensuous,

sometimes mystical, and enjoyably unpredictable.

Alfonso Arau | Mexico | 1991 | 114 minutes | 15



LITTLE WOMEN (U)
September 27, 1995

Categories: Season 1995/96

Tags: Drama, Romance

Susan Sarandon and Winona Ryder star in the classic and moving tale of the struggles of the womenfolk of a New England family during the American

civil war.

Gillian Armstrong | USA | 1994 | 118 minutes | U



FOUR WEDDINGS AND A FUNERAL (15)
October 18, 1995

Categories: Season 1995/96

Tags: Comedy, Drama, Romance

Director Mike Newell and writer Richard Curtis hit exactly the right note in a charming, knowing, unsentimental piece. Quality cast and some

wonderful British locations.

Mike Newell | UK | 1993 | 117 minutes | 15



THE WEDDING BANQUET (15)
November 8, 1995

Categories: Season 1995/96

Tags: Art House & International, Drama, Romance

Wai-Tung lives in New York with his white lover Simon, but his parent yearn for grandchildren. He arranged a marriage of convenience. When his

parents announce that they are coming for the wedding cultural chaos ensues.

Ang Lee | Taiwan/USA | 1993 | 108 minutes | 15



THREE COLOURS: RED (15)
November 29, 1995

Categories: Season 1995/96

Tags: Drama, Mystery, Romance

A student model runs over a dog which belongs to a retired judge. A �lm on the mysterious interconnections between people.

Krzysztof Kieslowski | France/Poland | 1994 | 96 minutes | 15



PHILADELPHIA (12A)
January 17, 1996

Categories: Season 1995/96

Tags: Drama

A successful gay lawyer decides to sue his employer for wrongful dismissal and employs a homophobic attorney to represent him.

Jonathan Demme | USA | 1993 | 125 minutes | 12a



VANYA ON 42ND STREET (U)
February 7, 1996

Categories: Season 1995/96

Tags: Comedy, Drama

Riveting performances. You will feel at the end that you don’t need to see the play in period costume or setting, you have already seen it stripped to its

soul.

Louis Malle | USA | 1994 | 120 minutes | U



EAT DRINK MAN WOMAN (PG)
March 6, 1996

Categories: Season 1995/96

Tags: Art House & International, Comedy, Drama, Romance

Retired chef Mr Chu serves up ritualistic dinners to his three unmarried daughters. Over the meals each daughter struggles with her own trials and

tribulations about relationships. A comfortably intricate comedy.

Ang Lee | Taiwan | 1994 | 124 minutes | PG



MURIEL’S WEDDING (15)
March 20, 1996

Categories: Season 1995/96

Tags: Comedy, Romance

Bored and unhappy, ugly duckling Muriel seeks solace in Abba songs and bridal wear catalogues until, egged on by her friend, she escapes from her

dull home in search of Mr Right. An engaging and enchanting �lm.

P. J. Hogan | Australia | 1994 | 105 minutes | 15



SECRETS AND LIES (15)
September 18, 1996

Categories: Season 1996/97

Tags: Comedy, Drama

The tale of a suburban photographer and his neurotic working-class sister. Meanwhile a black optometrist who was adopted at birth searches for her

real mother.

Mike Leigh | UK | 1996 | 140 minutes | 15



TO LIVE (12A)
October 9, 1996

Categories: Season 1996/97

Tags: Art House & International, Drama

How a family in Chine lives through the years from the civil wars of the 1940’s to the hardships of the Cultural Revolution in the 1960’s. Another

wonderful performance from Gong Li.

Zhang Yimou | Hong Kong | 1994 | 125 minutes | 12a



CARRINGTON (18)
November 6, 1996

Categories: Season 1996/97

Tags: Drama, Romance

The extraordinary story of an unconventional 17 year sexless affair between gay writer Lytton Strachey (played by Jonathan Pryce) and artist Dora

Carrington (Emma Thompson).

Christopher Hampton | UK | 1995 | 120 minutes | 18



THREE COLOURS: WHITE (15)
November 27, 1996

Categories: Season 1996/97

Tags: Comedy, Drama, Mystery

A tale of the despair and desire for revenge felt by a Polish hairdresser Karol when his French wife divorces him.

Krzysztof Kieslowski | France/Poland | 1993 | 91 minutes | 15



JEFFERSON IN PARIS (12A)
January 15, 1997

Categories: Season 1996/97

Tags: Drama, Romance

A Merchant Ivory �lm set in 1795 at the decadent court of Louis XVI. As usual great attention to detail and some impressive performances, especially

from Greta Scacchi.

James Ivory | USA | 1995 | 139 minutes | 12a



CASINO (18)
February 5, 1997

Categories: Season 1996/97

Tags: Drama

The latest Scorsese �lms shows how Las Vegas and the way criminals who run it have changed over the last two decades. With Robert de Niro and

Sharon Stone.

Martin Scorsese | USA | 1995 | 178 minutes | 18



THE POSTMAN (U)
March 5, 1997

Categories: Season 1996/97

Tags: Art House & International, Comedy, Drama, Romance

A funny, heart-warming tale of how the friendship between an exiled Chilean poet and the local postman in�uences the course of a romance. Postman

Massimo Troisi died just 12 hours after shooting �nished.

Michael Radford | Italy | 1995 | 108 minutes | U



FUNNY BONES (15)
March 26, 1997

Categories: Season 1996/97

Tags: Comedy, Drama

A comedian returns to England from the USA and �nds more than one skeleton in his family’s cupboard.

Peter Chelsom | USA/UK | 1995 | 120 minutes | 15



RIDICULE (15)
September 24, 1997

Categories: Season 1997/98

Tags: Art House & International, Comedy, Drama, Romance

A provincial engineer discovers that the only way to advance himself and his cause is to use words as weapons. A brilliant picture of the �nal writhings

of a corrupt society.

Patrice Leconte | France | 1996 | 103 minutes | 15



SMOKE (15)
October 22, 1997

Categories: Season 1997/98

Tags: Comedy, Drama

A leisurely slouch through the lives of likeable people, all weaving pipe dreams into what they need to get by in the middle of a big city.

Wayne Wang | USA | 1995 | 112 minutes | 15



ANTONIA’S LINE (15)
November 12, 1997

Categories: Season 1997/98

Tags: Art House & International, Comedy, Drama, Romance

As Antonia’s extended family grows, all come to sit at her long table and learn the same simple rule, which is to look for good in others – and not to

criticise those who have a way of being happy without seriously bothering anybody.

Marleen Gorris | Belgium/Netherlands/UK | 1995 | 105 minutes | 15



CABARET (15)
December 3, 1997

Categories: Season 1997/98

Tags: Drama, Music

As a substantial section of the membership asked for the occasional ‘golden oldie’, we’ve selected one of the all-time classics for this season. Cabaret is

a story of despair and depression masked by glitter, glamour and gaiety and is made memorable by outstanding performances from all the cast.

Bob Fosse | USA | 1972 | 128 minutes | 15



A SELF MADE HERO (15)
January 14, 1998

Categories: Season 1997/98

Tags: Comedy, Drama

Albert lives a French village under occupation and had an over-active imagination. After he moves to Paris and befriends a con-man, he learns how to

make himself into a convincing hero. But what happens when his country needs the hero to serve again?

Jacques Audiard | France | 1995 | 105 minutes | 15



THE LAST SUPPER (15)
February 4, 1998

Categories: Season 1997/98

Tags: Comedy, Drama, Mystery

Very funny US ‘Shallow Grave’ style �lm in which �ve graduate initially agree on ridding the world of bigots, but end up displaying some of the

tendencies that they despise.

Stacy Title | USA | 1995 | 92 minutes | 15



BRASSED OFF (15)
February 25, 1998

Categories: Season 1997/98

Tags: Comedy, Drama

Peter Postlethwaite gives a superb performance as the band leader, Danny, in a �lm that is �lled with the music of the real-life Grimethorpe Colliery

Band.

Mark Herman | UK | 1996 | 109 minutes | 15



GABBEH (U)
March 18, 1998

Categories: Season 1997/98

Tags: Art House & International, Drama

A delicate love story that tells us something of the position of women in Iran today. The story is illustrated in the carpet being woven by Gabbeh, the

central character.

Mohsen Makhmalbaf | Iran/France | 1995 | 75 minutes | U



MRS DALLOWAY (PG)
September 30, 1998

Categories: Season 1998/99

Tags: Drama, Romance

In the course of one day in June 1923, Clarissa Dalloway relives a day in her youth and the reasons for choosing the life she now has.

Marleen Gorris | UK | 1997 | 97 minutes | PG



PURPLE NOON (PG)
October 21, 1998

Categories: Season 1998/99

Tags: Drama, Mystery

A new print of the classic �lm ‘Plein Soleil’, a take of passion, envy and murder played out in the merciless light of the Mediterranean sun.

Rene Clement | France | 1960 | 118 minutes | PG



THE WINGS OF THE DOVE (15)
November 11, 1998

Categories: Season 1998/99

Tags: Drama, Romance

Helena Bonham Carter stars in this Henry James classic which tells of love and deception at the turn of the century.

Iain Softley | UK | 1998 | 102 minutes | 15



IT’S A WONDERFUL LIFE (U)
December 2, 1998

Categories: Season 1998/99

Tags: Comedy, Drama

The story of a hero who plunges into despair and drunkenness until he is rescued by an angel who shows him what life in Bedford Falls would have

been like without him.

Frank Capra | USA | 1946 | 130 minutes | U



KOLYA (12A)
January 13, 1999

Categories: Season 1998/99

Tags: Art House & International, Comedy, Drama

A Russian boy is abandoned by his mother and left in the care of a Czech man who makes a reluctant father. The �lm is alternately funny, serious,

charming and heartbreaking.

Jan Sverák | Czech Republic | 1997 | 105 minutes | 12a



L.A. CONFIDENTIAL (18)
February 3, 1999

Categories: Season 1998/99

Tags: Drama, Mystery, Thriller

A story of corruption in the LAPD, set in the 1950’s. Less-than-perfect characters cheat, love and lie in this gripping tale of police corruption.

Curtis Hanson | USA | 1997 | 138 minutes | 18



THE BOXER (15)
February 24, 1999

Categories: Season 1998/99

Tags: Drama

Danny Flynn tried to build a new life after fourteen years in prison for IRA activities, but his relationship with a former love brings swift retribution.

Jim Sheridan | USA/Ireland | 1998 | 113 minutes | 15



MY LIFE IN PINK (12A)
March 24, 1999

Categories: Season 1998/99

Tags: Art House & International, Comedy, Drama

A small boy is convinced that he is a girl. This �lm was selected for the Directors; Fortnight at the Cannes Film Festival. There will also be a ‘short’

shown before the main �lm.

Alain Berliner | France/Belgium/UK | 1997 | 88 minutes | 12a



HILARY AND JACKIE (15)
September 29, 1999

Categories: Season 1999/00

Tags: Drama

Biopic of the complicated private life of a talented cellist, Jacqueline du Pre, whose career was tragically shortened by the early onset of multiple

sclerosis.

Anand Tucker | UK | 1998 | 124 minutes | 15



LITTLE VOICE (15)
October 20, 1999

Categories: Season 1999/00

Tags: Art House & International, Comedy, Drama

Tale of a little girl with a big voice – but only when singing along to dead father’s records. Will Michael Caine persuade her to go public? Will Ewan

McGregor become her �rst love?

Mark Herman | UK | 1998 | 96 minutes | 15



COUSIN BETTE (15)
November 10, 1999

Categories: Season 1999/00

Tags: Comedy, Drama

the story, set in Paris 1846, of a plain woman whose attempts to revenge herself on the family who have wronged her go badly amiss.

Des McAnuff | UK/USA | 1998 | 107 minutes | 15



LIFE IS BEAUTIFUL (PG)
December 1, 1999

Categories: Season 1999/00

Tags: Art House & International, Comedy, Drama

An amazing �lm that turns tragedy into comedy and tears of laughter into tears of sadness in the space of two hours.

Roberto Benigni | Italy | 1997 | 116 minutes | PG



NIGHTS OF CABIRIA (PG)
January 19, 2000

Categories: Season 1999/00

Tags: Art House & International, Drama

Classic Fellini movie showing humanity in a prostitute while pointing to the inhumanity in the moral citizens.

Federico Fellini | Italy | 1957 | 110 minutes | PG



THE MIGHTY (PG)
February 9, 2000

Categories: Season 1999/00

Tags: Drama

A story about children that charms while it informs. The righteous triumph, thanks to the might of King Arthur and his knights.

Peter Chelsom | USA | 1998 | 100 minutes | PG



THE APPLE (PG)
March 1, 2000

Categories: Season 1999/00

Tags: Art House & International, Documentary, Drama

While a father seeks to protect his children from the world, they delight in exploring new sights, sounds and relationships that lie outside their door.

Samira Makhmalbaf | Iran | 1998 | 86 minutes | PG



GODS AND MONSTERS (15)
March 22, 2000

Categories: Season 1999/00

Tags: Drama

A retired �lm director, his health failing, re�ects on past triumphs and failures in both his work and his life.

Bill Condon | USA | 1998 | 105 minutes | 15



BUENA VISTA SOCIAL CLUB (U)
September 27, 2000

Categories: Season 2000/01

Tags: Documentary, Music

A feature length documentary recording the musical performances and live of the almost forgotten Cuban artists who form the Buena Vista Social

Club.

Wim Wenders | Cuba | 1998 | 104 minutes | U



BURNT BY THE SUN (15)
October 18, 2000

Categories: Season 2000/01

Tags: Art House & International, Comedy, Drama

The �lm can be read as a parable about the approaching change in Soviet direction as the war begins, or about the treachery of friendship, or about

the dangers of complacency.

Nikita Mikhalkov | Russia | 1994 | 134 minutes | 15



WAKING NED (PG)
November 8, 2000

Categories: Season 2000/01

Tags: Comedy

Two best friends in a small village in Ireland organise a plot to investigate who has just won the National Lottery.

Kirk Jones | UK | 1998 | 91 minutes | PG



THE PHILADELPHIA STORY (U)
November 29, 2000

Categories: Season 2000/01

Tags: Comedy, Romance

A hilarious and captivating romantic comedy about a wealthy woman in Philadelphia, who tried to marry again just after her divorce, but her previous

congenial husband wants to prevent it.

George Cukor | USA | 1940 | 113 minutes | U



EAST IS EAST (15)
January 17, 2001

Categories: Season 2000/01

Tags: Comedy

The story of a contradictory Pakistani Muslim living in Manchester with an English wife and their multi-racial children and trying to raise them in a

mono-racial way.

Damien O’Donnell | UK | 1999 | 96 minutes | 15



COOKIE’S FORTUNE (12A)
February 7, 2001

Categories: Season 2000/01

Tags: Comedy, Drama

It’s a gentle and occasionally ironic picture of small town America, about the death and murder charges of a rich widow committing suicide because

she misses her husband �ercely.

Robert Altman | USA | 1999 | 118 minutes | 12a



ALL ABOUT MY MOTHER (15)
February 28, 2001

Categories: Season 2000/01

Tags: Art House & International, Comedy, Drama

A single mother, struggling to come to terms with the tragic loss of her son, takes a year-long journey.

Pedro Almodóvar | Spain/France | 1999 | 101 minutes | 15



HAPPY TEXAS (12A)
March 21, 2001

Categories: Season 2000/01

Tags: Comedy

Plenty of amusing mishaps and complications of two escaped convicts who pretend to be gay beauty pageant producers.

Mark Illsley | USA | 1999 | 100 minutes | 12a



BEST IN SHOW (12A)
September 18, 2002

Categories: Season 2002/03

Tags: Comedy

Christopher Guest | USA | 2000 | 90 minutes | 12a



BEHIND THE SUN (12A)
October 2, 2002

Categories: Season 2002/03

Tags: Art House & International, Drama

Walter Salles | USA | 2001 | 105 minutes | 12a



THE DISH (12A)
October 23, 2002

Categories: Season 2002/03

Tags: Comedy, Drama

Rob Sitch | USA | 2001 | 101 minutes | 12a



MULHOLLAND DRIVE (15)
November 13, 2002

Categories: Season 2002/03

Tags: Drama, Mystery

David Lynch | USA | 2001 | 147 minutes | 15



THE FRONT PAGE (U)
December 4, 2002

Categories: Season 2002/03

Tags: Comedy, Drama, Mystery

Billy Wilder | USA | 1974 | 105 minutes | U



MONSOON WEDDING (15)
January 15, 2003

Categories: Season 2002/03

Tags: Comedy, Drama, Romance

Mira Nair | India/USA/Italy/Germany/France | 2002 | 114 minutes | 15



LAST ORDERS (15)
February 5, 2003

Categories: Season 2002/03

Tags: Art House & International, Comedy, Drama

Fred Schepisi | UK/Germany | 2001 | 109 minutes | 15



THE LADY AND THE DUKE (PG)
February 19, 2003

Categories: Season 2002/03

Tags: Art House & International, Drama

Eric Rohmer | France | 2001 | 129 minutes | PG



IN THE BEDROOM (15)
March 12, 2003

Categories: Season 2002/03

Tags: Art House & International, Drama

Todd Field | USA | 2001 | 130 minutes | 15



THE MAN WHO WASN’T THERE (U)
March 26, 2003

Categories: Season 2002/03

Tags: Comedy, Drama, Romance

Joel Coen & Ethan Coen | USA/UK | 2001 | 116 minutes | 15



DOWN WITH LOVE (12A)
September 15, 2004

Categories: Season 2004/05

Tags: Comedy, Drama, Romance

Down with Love is a nostalgic pastiche which emulates the romantic comedies of the 1960s, where sworn enemies eventually fall in love. There is a

strong in�uence of 1959’s Pillow Talk and 1961’s Lover Come Back, both of which starred Doris Day and Rock Hudson.

It opens with the 1960s, 20th Century Fox logo, then proudly announces that it has been �lmed in Cinemascope. The period illusion continues through

the corny opening credits and into the �lm, which takes place in 1962 and looks as if it were �lmed then. Great attention has been paid to detail, and

some members will no doubt be on the lookout for anachronisms!



The music, cinematography and editing are much in keeping with the era. There are no rapid cuts or cutting-edge camera angles. Wardrobe and set

design �awlessly evoke New York City as it was in ’60s movies – not necessarily as it was in real life.

Everything is simple and straightforward, relying on dialogue and character interaction to involve the viewer.

Renée Zellweger plays Barbara Novak, a women’s advice columnist who arrives in New York having written a book called Down With Love. In the book

she announces a new type of woman who will not be subservient to men in the workplace and who will call her own shots in the bedroom.

Ewan McGregor plays a successful, womanising, playboy journalist, Catcher Block (great name?), who has to write an article about Barbara Novak and

her book – both of which he manages to totally dismiss. However, when the book becomes a huge success he can’t even get an interview with her.

Determined to prove that she is a fraud; someone only interested “in love and marriage like all women”, he creates a false personality, astronaut Major

Zip Martin, in order to seduce her. Predictably, she falls for him and he falls for her.

Mistaken identity, sneaky behaviour and trickery are the essence of the �lm. But, unlike the Rock Hudson/Doris Day formula of the inevitably happy

ending, this �lm has twists and surprises right up to the end credits.

Watch out for a walk-on cameo by 83 year old Tony Randall, who played Rock Hudson’s sidekick in Pillow Talk and Lover Come Back.

The highlight of the �lm is a �ve minute, high speed monologue from Renée Zellweger as Catcher Block gets his comeuppance. The camera remains

static as words pour forth from her character’s innermost soul.

The smart graphic credit titles, split screen and use of bright colours, come from director Peyton Reed, who has directed many TV series but few

feature �lms. He has clearly studied the �lms he is emulating, because his style is perfect and he has addressed the common complaint of old-time

�lm-goers that “they don’t make movies the way they used to”.

Is Down with Love a homage to the 1960s sex comedies or a parody? You decide.

Peyton Reed | USA | 2003 | 101 minutes | 12a





THE BARBARIAN INVASIONS (18)
October 6, 2004

Categories: Season 2004/05

Tags: Art House & International, Comedy, Drama

Having a dif�cult time accepting the reality of death and feeling regretful of his past, Rémy is dying of cancer and tries to �nd peace in his last

moments. His estranged son, ex-wife, ex-lovers and old friends will all come to him to share his last breath. The Barbarian Invasions is a provocative

comedy about sex, friendship, and many other things that invade our lives.

His former wife Louise calls their son Sébastien in London, where he is a rich trader, to tell him his father is near death, and although he has not

spoken to the old man for a long time, Sébastien �ies home with his �ancée Gaëlle. Their �rst meeting goes badly; it is a replay of Rémy’s socialist

rejection of Sébastien’s values and his “worthless” job. But Sébastien has learned from the �nancial world how to get things done and soon he has



bribed a union of�cial to prepare a private room for his father on a �oor of the hospital no longer in use. He even wants to �y his father to America for

treatment but Rémy blusters that he fought for socialised medicine and he will stick with it.

The �lm is an indictment of overcrowded Canadian hospitals and absent-minded care-givers but it also reveals a certain �exibility for example, when

the nun caring for Rémy tells his son that morphine no longer kills the pain … but heroin would.

How Sebastian responds to this leads to one of the most delightful sequences in the �lm and to the introduction of a drug addict, Nathalie, who

becomes another of Rémy’s carers. Marie-Josée Croze won the best actress award at Cannes 2003 for the part.

Sébastien calls up his father’s old friends. Some are Rémy’s former lovers. Two are gay. One, Rémy’s age, has started a new family. They gather at �rst

rather gingerly around the deathbed of the person they had drifted away from but eventually their reunion becomes a way to remember their younger

days, their idealism, their de�ant politics. Rémy is sometimes grey and shaking with pain, but the �lm side steps the horrendous side-effects of

chemotherapy and uses heroin as the reason why he can play the graceful and even ebullient host at his own passing.

There is a scene at a lakeside cottage that is so perfect and moving that only a churl would wonder how wise it is to leave a terminally ill man outside

all night during the Quebec autumn, even with blankets wrapped around him. This is a �lm in which words and interaction take precedence over plot

and action.

In many ways, Rémy’s death is the kind of passing we might all wish for. He does not suffer for long, goes out on his own terms and at the end, is

surrounded by his friends and loved ones. He is also given the opportunity to heal old wounds and speak his mind. Who could ask for anything more?

Denys Arcand | Canada/France | 2003 | 112 minutes | 18



SPRING, SUMMER, FALL, WINTER… AND SPRING (15)
October 20, 2004

Categories: Season 2004/05

Tags: Art House & International, Drama

Spring, Summer, Autumn, Winter…and Spring uses perfectly composed shots to amplify an emotionally resonant story. The �lm successfully

demonstrates that “artistic” �lms do not have to be boring.

Although few in the audience are likely to identify intimately with the characters, Buddhist monks who live in virtual isolation, the �lm’s themes about

the mutability of life and the desire for peace and atonement have universal implications. One can be a City Stockbroker or a Cranbrook teacher and

still understand the points being made by Kim Ki-duk’s �lm.



Spring, Summer, Autumn, Winter…and Spring uses the changing of seasons as a metaphor for life. As the �lm opens it is spring in South Korea and the

two inhabitants of a �oating monastery, located in the middle of a lake, are going about their daily routine. They are a teacher, Oh Young-Soo and his

very young apprentice, Kim Jong-ho. The boy is not yet 10 years old but he is learning the ways of Buddhism. During this segment he learns an

especially forceful lesson.

Ten years later, it is summer. A sick girl, Ha Yeo-jin, has come to the monastery to be healed. While there she and the apprentice, now a teenager,

played by Seo Jae-kyeong, fall in love. Lured from the calmness of his ascetic lifestyle by the promise of carnal pleasure, he abandons his master and

accompanies the girl back to the “real world.” His master’s warning – that lust leads to possession, and possession to murder – is prophetic.

Ten years later, in the autumn, the apprentice, Kim Young-min, returns to the monastery; this time as a fugitive from the law.

Through his master he learns the path to redemption – just as the police arrive to arrest him. Finally, a decade later, in winter, the apprentice, Kim Ki-

duk, returns for a �nal time. Now content to accept the role of master, the old monk having died, he makes the monastery his home and takes on an

apprentice of his own.

The concept that existence is circular is much in evidence. The �lm begins where it ends, with an ageing man imparting wisdom to a young charge.

We suspect that this has gone on for centuries and will continue for centuries. The land around the monastery is untouched by time. The only clue that

this is a contemporary story comes from the clothing and attitudes of the police who arrive in autumn. The �lm depicts the life of an individual in ten-

year snapshots over the course of his development from boyhood to maturity like a Bildungsroman.

Idealism is supplanted by a yearning for physical satisfaction; romance turns to tragedy; repentance leads to understanding. These things happen

quickly on-screen, with the years elapsing in a heartbeat. We mourn for lost innocence and appreciate the accumulation of wisdom.

The �lm is visually beautiful and spiritually austere. By the end, although we do not know the main character’s name, we feel that we have taken a

long and rewarding journey at his side.

Ki-duk Kim | South Korea | 2003 | 103 minutes | 15





WHALE RIDER (PG)
November 10, 2004

Categories: Season 2004/05

Tags: Drama, Romance

Female empowerment is not an unusual theme for a �lm; the context of it in Whale Rider is. Like many tribal societies the Maoris are patriarchal, and

the concept of a female ruler, if not unthinkable, goes against tradition. Whale Rider, based on the novel by Maori author Witi Ihimaera, postulates

what might happen if, in seeming contravention of religious custom, a girl appears to have been endowed with the mystical abilities of a chieftain.

The Whangara people live in a village on the eastern coast of New Zealand, a place they have inhabited for more than a millennium. Legend says that

their demi-god ancestor, Paikea, arrived in New Zealand on the back of a whale. Since then the �rst-born son has always been the Whangara chieftain

– until now. Pai is the lone survivor of a birth that claimed the lives of both her mother and twin brother. Her grief-stricken father, Porourangi, �ed the

island for Europe, leaving his daughter in the care of his father and mother, Koro and Nanny Flowers. Koro is bitterly disappointed, since it appears



that the bloodline of centuries has ended with his immediate family. He cannot bring himself to consider that Pai, the �rstborn in Paikea’s bloodline,

might be the rightful chieftain – because she is not a male.

The majority of the story takes place when Pai is about 11 years old. She spends most of the �lm trying to prove herself to her grandfather, who

refuses to consider her as anything more than a disappointment. He begins to teach all the �rst-born males in the village in the “old ways,” hoping that

one of them will show the courage, strength and fortitude to take over the Whangara’s leadership.

Although change is necessary, it need not destroy culture and tradition. Pai’s role is not to destroy a custom that has held true for more than 1000

years but to re-shape and continue it.

Screenwriter/director Niki Caro is not a Maori, but she went to great pains to ensure authenticity including hiring Maori advisors, indigenous extras

and �lming in the actual place where the book is set.

The story is rewarding and uplifting; the coming of age story of a girl who must defy the odds to achieve her goals. There is enough humour to keep

the overall tone light, although there are moments of deeper, heartfelt pathos. There is affection between Pai and Koro, but he maintains a self-

imposed distance. Early in the �lm we see that he genuinely cares for his granddaughter, but his disappointment about her gender colours his actions

and perspective. All she wants to do is earn his respect, a point that is heartbreakingly illustrated when she makes a speech dedicated to him.

Keisha Castle-Hughes is wonderful as Pai, showing the character’s un�agging spirit and boundless determination. Rawiri Paratene portrays Koro as a

stern and humourless man, but not a villain. He is an individual of strong values and beliefs who cannot escape the rigidity of his upbringing. This is

as much the story of Koro’s growth as it is Pai’s.

The spectacular New Zealand setting makes the perfect backdrop for the �lm’s blend of realism and fantasy.

Niki Caro | New Zealand | 2002 | 101 minutes | PG



THE TRIPLETS OF BELLEVILLE (12A)
December 1, 2004

Categories: Season 2004/05

Tags: Animation, Art House & International, Comedy, Drama

Sylvain Chomet’s delightful animated feature is touching, hilarious and so French you can taste it! It playfully alludes to Jacques Tati and is in�uenced

by Betty Boop and 101 Dalmatians; and is one of the most interestingly original �lms made in recent years.

A young orphan boy, Champion, loves to watch TV, especially broadcasts by a red-hot jazz singing trio, The Triplets of Belleville, who belt out their toe-

tapping numbers in the irresistible style of Django Reinhardt and the Hot Club de France. Champion grows up to be a Tour de France racer but gets

kidnapped en route by sinister ma�a types. His grandmother and his fat, lazy dog Bruno come to his rescue enlisting the help of the Triplets

themselves, now elderly ladies.



The �lm gets off to a great start with a comic tribute to Hollywood – a crowd outside a theatre in the manner of Singin’ in the Rain watching a trio of

vast women, the Belleville Triplets, explode from limousines too small to contain them, followed by a show in which they perform to pastiche 1930s

jazz.

The Triplets of Belleville, the direct English translation of the French title, took the best part of �ve years to assemble, and the animation mixes

computer-generated images with traditional hand-drawn ones.

Although there is virtually no dialogue, the �lm is by no means silent. In fact, sound is a critical element of the �lm, whether it is an approaching train,

croaking frogs, or a dog barking; there is just no meaningful dialogue. The jazz that permeates the soundtrack is a critical element.

It pokes fun at stereotypes of both the French, who are shown to subsist solely on a diet of frogs and North Americans who are depicted as overweight

gluttons.

Belleville is a bizarre marriage of New York and Quebec, complete with a Rubenesque Statue of Liberty, and Paris is depicted as having grown up and

swallowed its suburbs. The overall story can be seen as an allegory of how Hollywood steals the best and brightest talents of Europe and sucks them

dry.

Whether or not this is true and the subject could spark a long debate, it is certainly a European viewpoint which Chomet brings to the fore here.

Belleville Rendez-Vous is adept at presenting quirky little details, such as Bruno’s fetish with trains and some of the Triplet’s unique culinary talents,

like the frog-sicle. The generally unconventional approach makes it dif�cult to determine where it is going or how it will end. It contains its share of

comedic elements and the overall tone is light, but there is something almost mournful lurking beneath the surface.

The �lm can probably be best described as a true art-house animated motion picture – a rare treat for us all.

There are comparisons to be made with Nick Parks’s �lms featuring Wallace and Gromit, the drawings of Gerald Hoffnung and the beguiling New

Yorker cartoons by George Booth about eccentric lower-class Americans living in happy squalor with weird cats and dogs.

For members with an adventurous cinematic appetite, a production that makes Miyazaki appear mainstream has to be worth a look.



Sylvain Chomet | France | 2003 | 80 minutes | 12a



GOOD BYE, LENIN! (15)
January 12, 2005

Categories: Season 2004/05

Tags: Art House & International, Comedy, Drama, Romance

In East Germany in 1989, a young man protests against the regime. His mother watches the police arresting him has a heart attack and falls into a

coma. Some months later, the GDR no longer exists and the mother comes round. She has to avoid any excitement so the son tries to set up the GDR

again for her in their �at.

The story confronts the perversion of perception and the manipulation of reality and at the same time addresses the confusing national identity crisis

suffered by Germans when the Berlin Wall came down. Like twins reunited after a long separation, there was an awkward re-acclimatisation process

that few �lms are interested in exploring.



The �lm asks questions about how much right one person has to de�ne the reality of another. Becker makes cogent arguments for both sides of the

issue, then leaves it to us to determine the verdict. His purpose is to tell a story, not to judge the characters.

Berlin is in turmoil. Hoenicker’s iron �st, gloved by the Stasi, is beginning to lose its grip. East Berliners are heading west in droves; bleeding out

through Hungary. When Christiane comes out of her coma her daughter, Ariane, has a new boyfriend, Rainer, and Alex has fallen in love with Lara, one

of her nurses. These small human dramas are insigni�cant compared to what has happened outside; the Wall is down and the wound dividing East

from West is healing.

Christiane has a weak heart and her doctor warns that any shock could kill her. Alex decides that he has to hide the fall of the Wall from his mother, so

he concocts a fake world in which Hoenicker is still in power and socialism remains potent. With the help of a would-be �lmmaker friend, Denis he

creates mock newscasts.

The deeper Alex gets into his �ctional world, the more convinced his girlfriend and sister are that he is doing the wrong thing, but Alex will not be

dissuaded. He believes that his actions are saving his mother. But what will happen when she is well enough to get out of bed and begin to explore

the world outside her room?

What Alex does for Christiane is not the only example of reality manipulation. Another character has also promulgated a big lie. When this is revealed,

it touches a number of lives and feeds into Alex’s fantasy world. Of course, one wonders from the beginning whether Christiane suspects her son is up

to something but, since she is weak and bedridden, she has no choice but to trust him.

What we have to determine is whether or not his actions are betraying her trust. Does she have the right to know, even if it kills her?

Good Bye, Lenin! is �lled with many lightly comedic moments and, in its development of the relationship between Alex and Lara, there is romance,

although the �lm is not a romantic comedy. The actors all do �ne jobs, especially Daniel Brühl, who exhibits escalating pent-up stress as Alex’s

fabricated world spins out of control, and Kathrin Sass, whose Christiane hides a secret or two. Perhaps most interesting to the non-German viewer is

the exposure Becker provides of the social and political currents that were in force during that period. It is not a step-by-step chronicle of German

reuni�cation, but it gives a perspective of the time.

Wolfgang Becker | Germany | 2003 | 121 minutes | 15





HOUSE OF SAND AND FOG (15)
January 26, 2005

Categories: Season 2004/05

Tags: Drama

“Things are not as they appear.”

So says Ben Kingsley near the beginning of The House of Sand and Fog; a theme echoed throughout the �lm. Based on the novel by Andre Dubus III,

the �lm is Vadim Perelman’s directorial debut.

Kathy, a recovering alcoholic, has been living alone since her husband walked out eight months ago. She had fallen behind with the taxes for her

modest split-level home that has a view, however distant, of the California shore and thr Paci�c Ocean. She ignored warnings from the county and the

house is put up for auction.



It is purchased by Massoud Amir Behrani (Ben Kingsley), an Iranian immigrant, who was a colonel in the Shah’s air force but now works extremely hard

in two jobs to support his family. He dreams that this house is the �rst step in rebuilding the lives of his wife and son. It is a good half hour before it

becomes even remotely obvious where any of this is going, and by that time, the characters have been developed to the point where we are equally

invested in both sides. This is what makes the �lm so intriguing.

It is easy enough to see why Massoud is doing what he’s doing, and the same goes for Kathy. Both are under the assumption that the other is wrong.

Kathy believes that Massoud is a cold-hearted and wealthy foreigner, while Massoud thinks that Kathy is getting exactly what she deserves for not

paying her taxes. Even the most outwardly vicious character, a policeman that Kathy has just started dating, has his reasons for doing what he does;

viewing the situation from his point-of-view, it is impossible to say that we would not have done exactly the same thing.

The complexity of the screenplay requires the audience to constantly shift its allegiances. We are never quite sure who we should support as the �lm

refuses to vilify any one character. Kingsley is excellent in portraying the Iranian who �rmly believes he is in the right. There is a quiet dignity to his

character, although there are instances where he is required to lose his temper and, unsurprisingly, Kingsley has no problem running the gamut of

emotions. Similarly, Connelly slips easily into the psyche of Kathy and gives a nuanced and layered performance that at least equals her Oscar winning

role in A Beautiful Mind.

The supporting cast is �rst class and features a number of less familiar faces. Ron Eldard plays Lester, the police of�cer who starts out as Kathy’s

protector before becoming her lover. He has appeared in Black Hawk Down and Deep Impact. Shohreh Aghdashloo, whose Nadi attempts to mediate

the dispute between her husband and Kathy, began her acting career in Iran before emigrating in 1978. Since then she has mostly worked in plays. 14-

year old Jonathan Ahdout, as Esmail, is making his �rst feature �lm appearance.

The House of Sand and Fog is a hard and challenging �lm. It demands much from the audience, and repays with a powerful, engrossing drama,

without facile answers. It draws upon a vast wellspring of human emotion, and it is remarkable to realise that this is Perelman’s �rst picture. His

background is in TV commercials. All of the supporting work is of the highest calibre; from Roger Deakins’s crisp, straightforward cinematography, to

James Horner’s surprisingly understated score.

Vadim Perelman | USA | 2003 | 126 minutes | 15



THE MAN ON THE TRAIN (12A)
February 9, 2005

Categories: Season 2004/05

Tags: Art House & International, Comedy, Drama, Thriller

CFS has screened two �lms directed by veteran �lmmaker, Patrice Leconte, Ridicule and The Girl on the Bridge, and as with these �lms a current of

sardonic wit runs through L’Homme du Train.

At a deserted train station, a teacher and a gangster meet and realise that each might have been better suited to the other man’s way of life.

L’Homme du Train is a mismatched buddy �lm in which two seemingly incompatible individuals develop a deep but unlikely bond.



Manesquier is an elderly gentleman whose life is a series of comfortable routines. He lives in a large, crumbling house that has been allowed to go to

rack and ruin. A retired teacher, he keeps in touch with his roots by tutoring an occasional student. Everything in his life is well-ordered, and one gets

the impression that perhaps no one will miss him if he were to vanish.

The other protagonist is the title character, Milan, a late middle-aged thief who has come to Manesquier’s small town to reunite with some old

business acquaintances and rob the local bank. Milan is a gruff loner; a drifter with no home.

The two meet one night in a pharmacy, and when Milan �nds the village’s only hotel closed, he asks Manesquier for a room. The older man is happy to

have the company. The only payment he requires from his visitor is that he listens to his nearly non-stop chatter. Milan isn’t much of a talker, so their

early conversations consist of Manesquier speaking and Milan listening. After a while Milan opens up and the two develop a bond of genuine

friendship. Both are aware that their days together are numbered. On Saturday morning, at approximately the same time, Milan will rob the bank and

leave town, and Manesquier will go into hospital for a triple bypass.

The relationship between the two is simple and straightforward. They enjoy each other’s company, appreciate talking about everything from the

mundane to the all-important while they smoke or stare at the stars, and �nd inspiration in being together.

Manesquier recites poetry and imparts bits of esoteric knowledge to Milan, while Milan tries to teach Manesquier how to shoot a gun. Neither judges

the other. Manesquier knows why Milan is here and rather than dissuade him, he merely regrets that he is not healthy enough to provide assistance.

At age 73, Jean Rochefort’s �lmography lists more than a hundred credits, including Leconte’s Ridicule and The Hairdresser’s Husband. French rock star

Johnny Hallyday has less �lm experience, but Rochefort never eclipses him. They inhabit their characters and act the parts with simple, honest

conviction.

The genre straddles the line between comedy and drama. A character study that, even in its darkest moments, never takes things too seriously.

It is rare to �nd a �lm that is about male friendship, uncomplicated by sex or romance. These men become friends because each recognises the

character of the other. Leconte brings his �lm to a transcendent end underlining the closeness of the characters and without relying on stale plot

devices. He resorts more to poetry.

When the �lm has �nished you want to sigh with relief that in this cruel world such civilisation is still possible.



Patrice Leconte | France | 2002 | 90 minutes | 12a



SPELLBOUND (U)
March 2, 2005

Categories: Season 2004/05

Tags: Documentary

One cannot help but be spellbound by the high drama in this simply photographed and straightforward documentary about �nding the American

Dream in the dictionary.

How many of us know the meaning of, never mind how to spell opsimath, logorrhea, cephalalgia, pococurante, prospicience and succedaneum?

Who would have thought that following eight young school children as they prepare for, and compete in a national spelling bee could be so riveting?

Director Jeffrey Blitz did. His saga of hardworking and ambitious middle-schoolers captivates and touches its audience as it draws parallels among the

boys and girls whose backgrounds could not be more different.



Some are optimistic and con�dent while others are more wary and unsure, but all share a similar work ethic and the desire to win. In just about every

case, the contestants pro�led also have supportive parents devoted to their child’s success and at least one dedicated teacher helping them along.

Nine million schoolchildren from all over the USA competed locally, and from those 249 quali�ed for the 1999 Scripps-Howard National Spelling Bee

in Washington. The �lmmakers chose an interesting cross-section on which to focus. Angela, the daughter of a Mexican immigrant ranch hand, lives in

a Texas town and has a self-possession and down-to-earth sunniness that belies her family’s economic struggles. At the other end of the spectrum,

Neil and his wealthy Indian family live in a sprawling home on a California beach. Ashley, from inner-city Washington, turns to prayer to help reach her

goals. Nupur, a soft-spoken girl in oversize glasses, is drawn to the competition, her father says, because “she’s always liked big words.”

The ability to spell, though seemingly an old-fashioned pursuit and a skill that computers have rendered non-essential is made suspenseful for

audiences and academically valuable for the contestants. For some of them just competing ful�ls a family dream and provides the opportunity to

transcend poverty.

It is refreshing to see boys and girls between 12 and 14 engage in purely intellectual pursuits and the gentle sometimes whimsical style of the

�lmmakers is perfectly appropriate to the subject.

You can’t help but choose favourites and cheer them on. Not only does the �lm offer a glimpse of a rare�ed world but also it allows audiences to get

to know these exceptional youngsters and their families.

The �lm is about chasing the American Dream, getting ahead, improving your position in society and becoming somebody in a society that appears to

offer in�nite promise. The parents, though determined are far removed from the obsessive mothers and fathers who push their children in sports or

show business.

The �lm is also very funny, in particular the kindly response of a Jewish mother from New Jersey whose son had failed at a late stage to spell ‘banns’,

which she considers an obscure gentile word. ‘I feel sorry for the boy from Texas who got “yenta”,’ she remarks. When contestant Nupur Lala, whose

parents came from India, returns home she’s a local hero, and a restaurant puts up a sign saying “Congradulations, Nupur!”

Jeffrey Blitz | USA | 2002 | 97 minutes | U





THE STATION AGENT (15)
March 16, 2005

Categories: Season 2004/05

Tags: Art House & International, Comedy, Drama

When his only friend and co-worker dies, a young man, born with dwar�sm, inherits and moves to an abandoned train depot in rural New Jersey.

Though he tried to maintain a life of solitude, he is soon entangled with an artist who is struggling with a personal tragedy and an overly-friendly

Cuban hot-dog vendor.

First-time writer/director Tom McCarthy was fascinated by the way railroads connect people and communities and how, in the frontier days, the station

agent was the pivot of the entire community. Not only did he collect and distribute the mail brought by the trains, he also sold groceries and even

acted as the local barber.



Our attention is taken most of all by Fin, the 4 foot 5 inch hero, whose deep voice and calmness belie an unspoken anger that is bottled up inside. We

feel his desperation at being the constant object of curiosity, and we understand why he is eager to escape the prying eyes all around him. Loneliness

soon becomes the theme of the �lm.

Although Fin wants to start his new life in Newfoundland as inconspicuously as possible, he doesn’t seem able to avoid the talkative Cuban snack

vendor, Joe, and the emotionally fragile artist Olivia, who is running away from her emotions, nearly runs him over twice and feels responsible for him.

The contrast between the characters could not be greater and scenes with them sitting on the train tracks eating beef jerky or sitting in rocking chairs

smoking joints and watching their homemade movies of ‘train chasing’ are most endearing.

McCarthy wrote all three roles especially for the actors and they �t like gloves. Peter Dinklage is splendid as the little man who just wants to be

treated like everyone else. He is calm and the way he delivers simple words has great poignancy.

Patricia Clarkson plays Olivia as though she is surrounded by an aura of tragedy and pain. She is drawn to Fin without really knowing why, as is Bobby

Cannavale’s chatty, almost hyperactive, Joe. There is a sense of voyeurism as we get to know all the characters, but it is what lies underneath the

surface that touches us.

Other characters include an overweight schoolgirl, who overcomes her shyness to invite him to address her class and a pregnant, ill-treated librarian,

who is attracted by his gentleness.

This is an honest �lm which explores emotions and friendship. It never promises the impossible or even the improbable, but allows us to connect with

its characters as they come to terms with themselves and each other. Seemingly simple, yet overwhelmingly complex, it is a warm and engaging story

about a loner intent on solitude, who becomes a hub for friendship. With its uncluttered script and touching performances, this is a �lm that leaves an

impact. Uplifting in a gentle way, somehow we feel richer just for having met the characters.

Stephen Trask’s score, reminiscent of Neil Young, with its simple, echo-laden guitar stings, creates sounds to match the images

The Station Agent is a wry and restrained comedy with a dramatic inner core. Told with a measured and subdued tone, the �lm is nevertheless

sparkling with its own energy, drawn from the unique characters and the �lm’s sparse setting.



Thomas McCarthy | USA | 2003 | 88 minutes | 15



WONDROUS OBLIVION (PG)
September 14, 2005

Categories: Season 2005/06

Tags: Art House & International, Comedy, Drama

‘No Dogs, No Blacks, No Irish’ . So read the signs put up by landladies in their windows in the ’50s to avoid unnecessary ‘confusion’ on the part of

possible tenants and it is to that harsh world that ‘Wondrous Oblivion’ takes us. Nonetheless, Wondrous Oblivion is, especially in our fearful times, a

hopeful, optimistic �lm. And it says two really important things. One that we have much more in common than separates us as human beings. And that

our differences, as the marriage guidance cliche goes, may be the very things that enable us to help each other and to grow.

The central characters all have in common that they are immigrants. They know this, and some kind of intimacy is always going to happen, but they

are also speci�cally Jewish immigrants and West Indian immigrants and that heritage shapes or distorts their world.



The roots of the story for writer/director Paul Morrison were in his own personal experiences. It began with his memories of his own childhood; ‘my

sweet and diminutive Jewish Grandmother (was) transformed into a yelling �end on the day the �rst black family moved in next door to her home in

Cricklewood – I sensed the fear that lay behind the anger; the anxiety about what her new neighbours’ presence would imply about her own status

and security in the largely white British street’

In contrast Morrison watched in Hackney in the 80s a ‘Jamaican guy who had the basement �at next door (who) created for himself a typical Kingston

back yard, a home from home, in the garden. He grew vegetables and ganja, kept chickens and for a while a goat, and bred rabbits for consumption, all

on a tiny urban plot. It was a model of de�ant cultural assertion.’

In contrast Morrison re�ected on his own British Jewish inheritance and after considering a history of persection, expulsion, then cautious tolerance,

wondered if Jewish people in Britain were willingly complicit with their own ‘invisibility’ ‘…were we still living here as though we were here on

sufferance, keeping our heads down and our hands clean? Anglicising our names and religious services. Forbidding the use of Yiddish in the Jewish

Free schools that served the new arrivals at the turn of the century. Learning our manners. Learning to �t in. An assimilation into Britishness that

inhibited and froze our own positive sense of ourselves. A model, I think, of what multiculturalism isn’t. The old model’

Different from the experience of West Indians but a common experience for Irish immigrants. In Catholic schools in Liverpool in the 70s run by

Christian Brothers, all the brothers were Irish, and the classes crammed with freckly O’Donnells, Murphys and O’Connells but nobody ever mentioned

Ireland!

And whilst the shadow of the Holocaust cast its pall on the Jewish characters hopes, the speci�c history of post war immigration from the West Indies

was very different with no chance of ‘passing’ for English. Encouraged to come and believing, to a greater or lesser extent in Britain as a welcoming

Mother Country, the disillusionment was rapid and bitter. One of the black actors in the �lm refused to drive near the street where she lived as a child

so powerful are her memories of rejection and racism. Some of the best scenes are the linking ones, just Delroy Lindo coming home, a scowl and

surliness chipping away at his natural good humour. We don’t see the hundred petty and serious injuries and injustices that oppress him but he makes

us feel them, and still in Britain today young black males are more likely to be in prison than in university.

Paul Morrison | UK/Germany | 2003 | 106 minutes | PG



THE MOTORCYCLE DIARIES (15)
October 5, 2005

Categories: Season 2005/06

Tags: Adventure, Biography, Drama

The Motorcycle Diaries is a fascinating, multi-layered �lm, both light and deeply serious. It is a rites of passage movie, a road movie, and one of the

oldest of literary forms, the odyssey of a soul.

Structured to follow closely the original, �ve thousand mile journey of two young men, Alberto Granado and Ernesto ‘Che’ Guevara through South

America, it is then �lmed with a high degree of spontaneity and improvisation. Its central characters also make it almost two movies, one about

Granado whose ‘�lm’ isn’t a million miles from Lucas’s ‘American Graf�ti’ whilst Guevara’s reaches out to the austere beauty of Pier Paolo Pasolini’s

masterpiece, ‘The Gospel According to St Matthew’.



The �lm also in its director’s words seeks to ‘deconstruct’ its own �ctional status. As we shall see, ninety of the cast are non-actors and some of them

are not acting! But above all, maybe, it’s a Latin American �lm: it cannot be properly understood without reference to the real history of which it

depicts a fragment, and of which Latin Americans, the primary audience for the �lm, would be acutely aware.

In an interview at the NFT the director, Walter Salles addressed directly this question of his presumption in making the �lm at all. ‘At the beginning I

was very unsure that it was even possible to do this adaptation (of Che’s travel diaries) because it was such sacred territory in the whole of Latin

America; not only the book itself but the iconic quality of Guevara, which is very intimidating…’ And Salles makes it clear that the parallel explorations

of Latin America by Granado and Guevara, and his own with his crew, inevitably imprint both the 1950s and the contemporary world on the �lm.

‘I didn’t go ahead with Motorcycle diaries before realising that the reality of South America in 2002-03 is very similar to that described by Ernesto

Guevara in his book. The structural problems are pretty much the same – bad distribution of land and wealth. I realised that our own adventure within

the continent could somehow mirror what happened to them on a very small scale and that improvisation was possible.’

Back in the early 70s, an enormous poster on my wall announced that for this �fteen year old his parents were no longer the centre of his world. The

Che poster was of course the celebrated one that covered a thousand damp patches in student accommodation all over Britain. Taken by Alberto Korda

in 1960 it captures Comandante Ernesto ‘Che’ Guevara as he steps forward to address a crowd in Havana. The immediate context of course is usually

absent from the millions of reproductions of the photograph. It is a modern icon, symbolising youthful idealism and faith in the future but stripped of

that particular time and place and even that particular person. For Che was far from saintly, given to terrible rages, perhaps brought on by his asthma.

He was a soldier above all, and did not hesitate to keep order amongst his men by sending the disobedient out to �ght without a weapon and so to

their certain death.

Though Walter Salles’ �lm ends by reminding us that Che was ‘murdered’ in October 1967 with the help of the CIA, Che himself would surely have

thought he died a soldier’s death. He had declared war on the Bolivian government. And that second notorious image of the dead Che, his head

obscenely held up to the camera’s gaze, and which, ironically, his killers were determined the world would see, takes us to the heart of Salles’ �lm.

But before that there is the wonderful Everyman, Granado, and in the �nest performance in the �lm, Rodrigo de la Serna. Granado himself, now a

youthful old man, is featured in the DVD bonus material and is as charming and irrepressible as you would imagine from the �lm, referring to his long-

dead friend as a ‘doctor of souls’. Mischievous and emotional, his was the crackpot scheme in the �rst place, and the joy of serendipity. While Granado

still loves to party, Che couldn’t dance!



Salles wanted some of Alberto’s loose, relaxed spirit to imbue the �lm. Framed by the wonderful cinematography of Eric Gautier which gives us

landscapes straight out of National Geographic, scenes are improvised with the people the crew met on the journey. This creates another curious

double effect since we are aware that they are real people, not actors, and this makes more credible their embodying, for Guevara especially, the

reality of South America. The little boy in Lima and the Indian women in Quecha are not acting, nor are they in 1952. They are describing their own

lives today. Salles shows us the faces again at the �lm’s end. He wants us to remember them, almost to be ‘haunted’ by them, the poor, the sick, the

dispossessed who are what America is.

Some critics have seen these shots as a sentimentalising of poverty but anyone who saw Salles’ ‘Behind the Sun’, shown as part of our season a couple

of years ago, will remember the brutal oppressiveness of the poverty-stricken peasant world he depicted. The tragic sacri�ce of young men was a key

theme of that �lm and Motorcycle Diaries, especially for Latin American audiences, is always in the shadow of Guevara’s sacri�ce.

‘Behind the Sun’, incidentally, was made while Salles awaited the outcome of Robert Redford’s attempts to get funding for Motorcycle Diaries.

Which brings us back to Guevara and the �nal sections of the �lm that are again organised as a duality; two locations that present Guevara with an

existential choice. Already knowing illness he chooses to take upon himself poverty, sickness and dispossession. Che is more like the nuns that run the

leper refuge where the two young men stay than he realises. Like them, he’s not about to accept any liberal tosh about this being the best of all

possible worlds. Salles has been at pains to point out that leprosy, that most ancient and biblical of diseases, still affects over half a million people in

Latin America.

We see Ernesto racked by asthma, close to drowning, and giving up his coat to prevent another freezing. And the �nal textual note of the �lm conjures

up again that image of him, a corpse, the vanquished on obscene display. But curiously it is the picture of the dead Che that grounds and makes

powerful the iconic, context-less, timeless popular image of the revolutionary. Che did not compromise, did not avert that gaze but went on accepting

his sacri�ce, even to his own execution, as the price of holding on to what his journey with Alberto had shown him to be reality. Unlike the rest of us,

as we see in the �lm, Ernesto won’t lie.

Those who wear a cruci�x, other than for decoration, will understand the constellation of emotions. It’s worn not in the expectation of bliss in heaven,

but in the modest hope of keeping it together in this life.

Reduced to nothing, humiliated in death, Ernesto gives the rest of us what he gave to Granado – courage to hold on to what the world really is. And so

Che lives…Que Viva Che!



P.S. Hang on for the song at the end, ‘Al otro lado del Rio’, which won an Oscar; though the singer/composer Jorge Drexler was not allowed to perform

it at the ceremony itself because he wasn’t famous enough!

Walter Salles | Argentina/Chile/Peru/US | 2004 | 128 minutes | 15



THE CHORUS (12A)
October 19, 2005

Categories: Season 2005/06

Tags: Art House & International, Drama

A few weeks ago an article on Radio 4’s Today programme featured a young girl, eleven or twelve, who saved dozens of lives on a beach in the Far East

when she identi�ed the early signs that a tsunami might be on the way. At the end of the feature James Naughtie, the presenter, said, ‘I think there

was a good Geography teacher lurking in the background there somewhere’.

I mention this as it’s a better place to begin thinking about this �lm about a teacher than with the fact that, though the committee really liked Les

Choristes, it was panned by a lot of English critics as a sentimental, cliché-ridden �lm, corny and nostalgic, set comfortingly in the far off 1940s.

Moreover it can be said to mark a perceptible decline in French cinema, in contrast to the hard-hitting, socially relevant �lms of ten years ago like

Mathieu Kassovitz’s drama of the Parisian underclass, ‘La Haine’ (Hate). And I guess if we’re honest, a title of Au Revoir Monsieur Les Pommes Frites



would not be entirely inappropriate. But then a question might be why is it that so many �lms about teachers are both manipulative, sentimental and,

as Les Choristes is, warm hearted and very enjoyable? The French public certainly enjoyed it. Les Choristes was the success story of French cinema in

2004 out-grossing Shrek2 or Harry Potter 3 at the French box of�ce. It has since topped the DVD chart and a million copies of its soundtrack have been

sold.

To the charge that the �lm is unrealistic, writer-composer-director, Christophe Barratier readily pleads guilty. He wanted, in remaking the 1945 �lm ‘La

Cage aux Rossignols’ to make ‘studio cinema, a cinema of decors, a cinema of the fake, of re-creation,’ allowing him to ‘escape from the contemporary

world’. The young �rst-time director openly acknowledged that he could not set the �lm in today’s world because he would have had to ‘get into’

delinquency, unemployment, etc. He indeed takes the arti�ce of the genre a stage further by substituting the voices of a real professional boys’ choir,

Les Petits Chanteurs de Saint Marc, for that of the young actors, and this is fairly obvious the moment the young ragamuf�ns open their mouths to

sing.

So it’s a socially irrelevant, highly contrived and sentimental exercise and yet it works. Why? Because it is sincerely sentimental. This is not because it’s

true to the boys’ experience; after all these are the equivalents of the damaged delinquents Barratier can’t deal with in contemporary France, and

certainly not true to the real experience of being a teacher. Our hero, the teacher, Mathieu, really is, as my son would say, ‘sad’, but it is true to the

sentimental, nostalgic view pupils take of their old teachers when they get to adulthood. Teachers are thought of, like Naughtie’s Geography teacher,

as ‘in the shadows somewhere’, not quite making it, like Mathieu, in what they really wanted to do. In the hackneyed phrase, ‘those who can’t, teach’.

And yet they are also, for many adolescents, stepping stones, tender in memory, into adulthood.

Out for a drink, with an old teaching friend, burly men you’d be careful not to brush up against in the street, would gingerly approach, ‘Excuse me,

you’re Mr Molloy, aren’t you? You taught me, early eighties…I knew it was you’. (Remember the brilliant café scene in last season’s ‘L’homme du Train’).

And my friend Peter would have no idea who they were and yet their affection for their memories of ‘sir’ were as obvious as their smiles. In truth most

pupils mean far less to their teachers than, in time, they do to them. The centres of their lives are elsewhere than their jobs, just like everybody else,

yet the fact that they ‘lurk’ in the minds of their former pupils, for good, in both senses of the word, is why the �lm works.

Christophe Barratier | France | 2004 | 96 minutes | 12a



TOKYO STORY (U)
November 16, 2005

Categories: Season 2005/06

Tags: Art House & International, Drama

Recently displacing Citizen Kane as the critics’ choice as greatest �lm ever made, Tokyo Story is a very hard �lm to write about. Critics, when asked to

account for why the �lm packs such an emotional punch, have fallen back on phrases such as ‘it’s true’, and ‘it’s just life’. But this begs the question

what they might mean by ‘life’ or ‘truth’ in this context. And it’s a curious choice, too, in terms of cinematic technique. As we shall see Ozu allows

himself a very limited range of �lming techniques. So it’s rather like saying, to use a painting analogy that a Mondrian is ‘better’ than the Sistine

Chapel.

Ozu’s style is highly rigorous and formalised. The camera is generally positioned just a few inches above the �oor. There are no shots closer than a

medium close up and no character is allowed to dominate in any one scene where two or more characters are present. Unlike in conventional cinema



where the audience can understand the space created on screen by avoiding showing the ‘fourth wall’, Ozu shoots in one direction then straight back

the other way, creating 360 degrees of on-screen space. This was much more radical during the Hollywood studio period that was just coming to an

end when the �lm was made in the early ’50s. The camera very rarely moves. This in�exible formal style has a number of effects. For some people, to

speak plainly, it’s boring – big fans of Baz Luhrmann are likely to be screaming ‘get on with it’ at the screen within the �rst twenty minutes. Without

patience you’ll ‘miss’ Ozu. On the other hand it creates a sense of intimacy, peace, a quiet imposed on the audience that encourages us to feel like

respectful guests in the households ‘we’ visit. Between these two feelings and hopefully creating a bridge between them it also enables a very ‘actorly’

cinema. Ozu used a reportory of actors again and again in his �lms and the style shows how complex, profound characterisation can be achieved

through tiny gestures or slight changes in facial expressions.

First amongst those actors was Setsuko Hara who plays Noriko. Tokyo Story was the third of the Noriko Trilogy that had included ‘Late Spring’ and

‘Early Summer’. Noriko, a hugely popular �gure in Japan at the time in each �lm is a woman without a husband, good, but suffering because of her

goodness. In ‘Late Spring’ she cannot leave her beloved father. In ‘Tokyo Story’, she cannot forget her long dead husband. Independent-minded Noriko

was a role model for many Japanese women in the ’50s and ’60s but as the �lm shows her attitudes leave her confused and lost. Ozu knows to live we

must leave people behind. It is in the nature of things. Not to abandon people is to try to stop time.In one of only three camera movements in Tokyo

Story we track slowly along a cemetery wall and then �nd sitting, metaphorically at the edge of mortality, the aging couple at the centre of the �lm.

Ozu had the Japanese word ‘mu’ inscribed on his headstone, ‘nothingness’. The seasons turn. We live, we die and if they’re sensible those that are left

forget us and move on. Again and again Ozu shows us empty rooms both before the characters arrive and after they leave as if to say that they are just

interruptions to the ongoing emptiness of those spaces. Being is just a blip on the horizon of nothingness. But, because of that, the �lms also call us to

share with Noriko, the old couple, and surely Ozu himself, what the poet Wilfred Owen, in a very different context, called ‘the eternal reciprocity of

tears’.

Yasujiro Ozu | Japan | 1953 | 136 minutes | U



BAD SANTA (15)
December 14, 2005

Categories: Season 2005/06

Tags: Comedy, Drama

Let’s talk about swearing �rst. This �lm has more expletives than all previous Christmas �lms combined. But that shouldn’t be a problem as the only

people who don’t swear are those who don’t seem to notice it when others do and certainly not those who complain about it who always are secret

swearers themselves, and add hypocrisy to a judgemental attitude. Bad Santa himself, in contrast, is never a hypocrite but is guilty of just about every

other sin he can think of.

Brilliantly played by Billy Bob Thornton, Bad Santa, or Willie T. Soke, has formed an annual ‘working’ relationship with a poisonous, pathological elf

played with venomous relish by Marcus Cox. Thoroughly disliking each other their double act nonetheless enables them to steal other people’s money

at Christmas and live off it for the rest of the year. Willie spends it on women, drink and more drink, spending on anything else, as George Best would



have said, was just wasted. Willie is a depressed, bedraggled foul mouthed disgrace and in any of this Santa’s encounters with children it’s always �fty

�fty who will throw up on whom �rst.

When a ‘love interest’ does, rather surprisingly, turn up for Willie, it makes perfect sense in this �lm that her interest is, at least at �rst, of a purely

fetishistic nature…and some of the language really is blistering. The �lm, like Willie nonchalantly throwing the bunches of car keys he has just stolen

around the car park, is absolutely shameless about and committed to its foul language allowing it all the demonic energy that ‘cursing’ can be given.

However, it is certainly no more disgusting than Shakespeare’s many jokes about venereal disease, nor more outrageous than the kind of arse kissing

that goes on in Chaucer’s tales and it seems to me, is in�nitely preferable to the introduction of belching and farting jokes at every opportunity that

mainstream Hollywood �lms like Shrek and Austin Powers constantly indulge in. Willie pissing himself is never going to be cute like Donkey burping.

So Bad Santa is a kind of test of taste. If you like your scatology whimsical Bad Santa won’t be for you, but if you like it true to just how uselessly

irresponsible our body’s functions can often be you’ll �nd it very funny. As the critic Roger Ebert has put it rather neatly ‘a �lm is not about what it is

about, but about how it is about it’.

The original idea for the �lm came from the Coen brothers, Ethan and Joel, who brought us ‘The Man who wasn’t there’, starring Billy Bob Thornton,

part of our season a couple of years ago. The director Terry Zwigoff is previously known for the quirky ‘Ghost World’.

Terry Zwogoff | USA | 2004 | 91 minutes | 15



BEFORE SUNRISE (15)
January 11, 2006

Categories: Season 2005/06

Tags: Drama, Romance

Before Sunrise is a charming, urbane and sophisticated �lm that captures the magic of young love and desire. At least if does for the young anyway.

Some student reviews of the �lm comment that this story of a chance meeting on a train and one night of romance will leave you “eager to kiss the

face off the �rst person you see”, or that you should “see it with someone you love”. Even better – see it by yourself and pick up a total stranger in the

lobby afterwards! Sadly, few of us at the CFS are likely to take that advice.

And yet the �lm really works brilliantly, I think, for a middle-aged audience, too, who know how �ckle and opaque feelings can be. We can all be, as

Chaucer put it of men, “April when they woo, September when they wed”.



The �lm opens with a middle-aged, and probably married, couple rowing. They are German-speaking and there are no subtitles. We listen to the clues

of tone, gesture and expression to try to decode their dispute. As we watch Jesse, an American “doing Europe” (Ethan Hawke) and Celine, a young

Frenchwoman (Julie Delphy), get to “know” each other maybe that �rst couple are there to remind us that we generally have little idea of what really

goes on between couples, and sometimes, especially when we’re young, even within that couple we are one half of!

The �lm’s setting in Vienna shows Richard Linklater, the director, a native of Austin, Texas, wants to make a “European” style �lm. Unlike mainstream

Hollywood where every scene must move the plot on, here each scene is allowed to breathe and develop its own character and charm. For me there

are lots of echoes of Federico Fellini. As the great Italian director often does, Linklater sets his action through the night with its promise of escape and

a magical transcendence of the ordinary workaday world. The acting is superb, although I wonder if any of us are ever that consistently articulate.

Jesse’s charming chat up line to tempt Celine off the train is a metaphysical conceit John Donne would have been proud of.

The narrative enigma that �oats around the edge of the episodes is will they have, should they have, more than just one night together? So whilst we

are charmed, a middle-aged audience is also wondering would they make a good couple? She seems more grown up, less romantic, than him. She has

a European’s angst about making a contribution socially, politically. He thinks rebellion could only mean falling out with your parents. But what makes

a good couple anyway? Linklater makes us watch them closely. We see them avoid each other’s eyes, but we also see how they, unconsciously perhaps,

avoid each other’s meanings. Their gestures convey desire but also betray �ashes of impatience even anger.

A way of looking at the �lm might be that it shows how “romance” keeps interrupting the natural process of our really getting to know each other.

Vienna is so beautiful from a ferris wheel at night that a kiss becomes part of a script that you would have to make a conscious decision to depart

from. Quite what will happen to Jesse and Celine into the future we will only know next season when we see Linklater’s follow up, Before Sunset.

Richard Linklater | USA, Austria, Switzerland | 1995 | 105 minutes | 15



LOOK AT ME (12A)
January 25, 2006

Categories: Season 2005/06

Tags: Art House & International, Comedy, Drama

Someone once said that psychotherapy was a science of scepticism leading to disillusionment. And Freud was famously pessimistic about humanity’s

chances. Agnes Jaoui, the creative heart of this �lm, is the daughter of a psychotherapist and has been in analysis herself and it shows in the �lm.

Agnes’ character, the singing teacher Sylvie, often wears a wry expression a little disappointed a little bemused but not ever surprised even by her own

venal acts of sel�shness. Comme une image is a comedy but it is of a rather bitter variety, stripping away comforting illusions of sel�essness in our

attitudes. Actions in Comme Une Image are as Freud would have said ‘overdetermined’, the apparent motivation masking another probably less

attractive one. The characters are constantly projecting on to others their own guilt and anger and apparently put upon characters are complicit in

their own dependency.



Comme une image is Agnes Jaoui’s second �lm as a director. Her �rst, ‘The Taste of Others’, was an international hit and won her an Oscar nomination

for best foreign �lm. Comme une Image itself won the best screenplay award at Cannes in 2003. Both �lms were written with her partner, Jean Pierre

Bacri. Jean Pierre plays the self-absorbed writer and publisher, Etienne Casard. Part of the same world of the arty intelligentsia in Paris Etienne and

Sylvie come into contact through Sylvie’s teaching of Etienne’s daughter, the rather unfortunately named Lolita . In this world egos are both enormous

and fragile. Highly successful and with a pro�le in the media, Etienne’s ego indeed has grown to hot air balloon proportions obscuring other people

like his wife and daughter completely. Wishing to promote her self pitying but maybe talented husband Sylvie is not above a venal change of attitude

when she realises helping Lolita may lead her to Etienne and his in�uence.

Addressing the possible dangers of family was something Agnes set out deliberately to do. “I’ve also wanted to treat the father-daughter theme for a

long time. Some terrible things happen in families, and I’m talking about daily violence, not things like paedophilia or that kind of abuse.”

Bacri plays the tyrannical father superbly. He “was inspired by a mix of domestic tyrants we’ve known”, Jaoui says, “Some are too hateful and others are

too charming and seductive. So we had to �nd to �nd something in between – a character who makes people laugh and then realise this guy is a

nightmare”

The �lm is insightful too about the corrosive effect of the media and celebrity, especially in relation to women’s view of themselves, as if the media is

relentlessly gazing back critically at women and �nding them lacking.

Jaoui admits “There is a lot of me in Lolita”, the �lm’s central character. “I don’t know a single woman who likes her body and doesn’t become

completely obsessed with the perception others have of her.”

Agn�s Jaoui | France/Italy | 2004 | 110 minutes | 12a



THE STORY OF THE WEEPING CAMEL (U)
February 8, 2006

Categories: Season 2005/06

Tags: Art House & International, Documentary, Drama

As always the notes are my own personal view but probably in terms of a kind of ‘innocent’ enjoyment of the �lm you’re better off seeing the �lm and

then only reading and thinking about it later…

As James Joyce once said ‘History is a nightmare from which I’m trying to awaken’. And though people will undoubtedly �nd this �lm charming there is

a sense in which it wants to imagine a world outside of history. The inspiration for the co-directors, Byambasuren Davaa and Luigi Falomi, was the

father �gure for almost all documentary �lm makers, Robert Flaherty. In the days before television his 1922 �lm about the Inuit, ‘Nanook of the North’

(1922) was a huge box of�ce hit. But famously Flaherty re-constructed exciting set pieces like the walrus and seal hunts and Nanook’s ‘igloo’ was built

specially without a roof to accomodate Flaherty’s cameras. Nanook also agreed, at Flaherty’s request, to use traditional hunting techniques when he



had modern weaponry ready to hand. Flaherty wanted them to be, on the one hand, just like us, a family in a cosy family home, and on the other

de�nitely exotic, a word deriving from the Greek for ‘outside’.

Davaa who is Mongolian herself and whose grandfather was a nomad got the inspiration for the �lm not from her own family, but from a short

educational �lm that she saw as a child. In that way too the �lm’s continuity is really with �lm history. Both �lms have the same ‘ancient ritual’ at the

centre of the narrative and Falomi doesn’t shy from admitting they went to Mongolia looking for ‘a story that would lead to this ritual, and would also

show the nomads’ encounter and confrontation with modernity. This was something we thought of in Munich at a writing desk, not out in the desert.’

I’m not sure, however, how extensive the confrontation with modernity is in the �lm. The young boys sit before the television, a cliched metaphor for

western civilisation but one that is far from being the most important pressure on the lives of these nomads. Little mention is made of the global

heating that is making winters colder and summers hotter so that there is less grazing and family units are split up, nor of the pressure from the

government to get nomads to come to the city to provide cheap labour. Rather like Whale Rider the compass points of the �lm are children, animals

and mystical powers. None of which are likely to trouble audiences with articulate denunciations of the imminent destruction of a whole way of life.

The �lm is a remarkable technical achievement. Though obviously carefully planned in Germany, it was �lmed in just one month, with the �lmmakers

taking it in turns to sleep so they wouldn’t miss any changes in the relationship between the baby camel and its mother. Filmed on �lm rather than

digital video shots are beautifully composed and the landscapes are stunning. But that very ‘aestheticising’ of the family and their environment,

weathered faces set against vast plains, digni�es them but also conjures up comforting feelings of timelessness and transcendance that maybe

contemporary documentary makers of �lms about peoples being pulled into the vortex of globalisation and climate change could be more wary of.

FOOTNOTE

I heard an article on the radio the other day that old men amongst the Inuit can no longer ‘read’ the state of the ice in the Arctic because of global

heating. And this has led to a great increase in the number of young hunters who have died on the treacherous and thinning ice �oes. I wonder would

Flaherty stick to the traditions he himself established if he were to make a Nanook of the North for today’s world?

Byambasuren Davaa & Luigi Falomi | Mongolia/Germany | 2003 | 87 minutes | U



MY SUMMER OF LOVE (15)
February 22, 2006

Categories: Season 2005/06

Tags: Drama, Romance

Many years ago I watched a Newsnight feature about Accrington in East Lancashire. The reporter was looking at voting intentions for the forthcoming

General Election but, to increase viewer interest presumably, he ventured forth to the sound of Western �lm music and imitation gunshots; East

Lancashire as ‘the wild west’, a strange and, by implication, uncivilised place of curious natives. At the end Jeremy Paxman remarked to the effect that

‘they’ wouldn’t be bothering ‘us’ again for a long time to come. Discussing the feature with my students we, all living in the area at the time, felt lightly

patronised and �rmly dismissed.

There are many things to like about this movie. Just one of them is that the Polish director, Pawel Pawlikowski, senses the same strangeness that our

Newsnight reporter did, but becomes fascinated by and absorbed in the eerie beauty of East Lancashire and West Yorkshire. Indeed Pawlikowski



working with a tight budget was so determined it should be precisely this place that he �lmed there despite being offered extra funding if he �lmed in

Derbyshire. In some of the reviews the location is described as the ‘expanses of the Yorkshire Dales’. But it isn’t the chocolate box pretty dales it’s the

scrappy, unloved, steep and hidden valleys on bleak ‘tops’ beyond Hoddlesden, Darwen, and Mythromroyld, to Todmorden and Hebden Bridge. Valleys

with ‘dark satanic mills’, a landscape, as Pawlikowski says, ‘messed up’ by human beings, beauty besmirched by industry. But it is also a curiously

resonant, evocative place because the modern world, the industrial revolution, was born in the factories of these valleys. The pools and streams Mona

and Tamsin, our young heroines, bathe in powered the �rst looms of the �rst textile mills. But Capitalism is now making the air unbreathable in

Shanghai not Accrington and what do we then do with these ghostly places of smudged beauty?

For Phil, the last of our three central characters, the valleys can be as they were for John Wesley, the site of titanic struggles between good and evil.

Pawlikowski picked up on a strong ‘religious vibe’ and Phil tries to make this presence of the divine the ultimate reality of the valley. The �lm thinks a

lot about symbols, pictures, images, visual and verbal, and how we strive to hold on to reality through them. But as we see, even the Cross, can be

idolatrous.

Unlike her brother Phil, or her glamorous lover and friend Tamsin, Mona has no illusions about herself, nor the life of underclass futility she is likely to

end up living; described with ironic relish in one marvellous speech by Mona herself. But she, like the other characters could be much kinder to each

others’ illusions. Maybe that Newsnight reporter wasn’t so off beam after all. Easier to imagine the Wild West than feel the strange intensity of those

semi-abandoned hills and valleys.

Pawel Pawlikowski | UK | 2004 | 86 minutes | 15



I’M NOT SCARED (15)
March 15, 2006

Categories: Season 2005/06

Tags: Art House & International, Drama, Mystery

The Committee feels the less that you know about this �lm before you see it, the better!

Gabriele Salvatores | Italy | 2003 | 108 minutes | 15



SEDUCING DOCTOR LEWIS (15)
September 13, 2006

Categories: Season 2006/07

Tags: Art House & International, Comedy, Romance

I once went out with a country girl from the stony windswept west of Ireland – Mary, a cattle farmer’s daughter. She showed me some pictures of her

baby daughter surrounded by kittens before a turf �re. “Cara loved those wee things” she smiled at the memory “I drowned the lot and told her they’d

all gone to good homes”. She looked hard at me and then nodded, content her meaning was clear. She was a country person and I was not. It didn’t

work out. But Mary would have liked and understood the people of St Marie La Mauderne, the heroes of tonight’s �lm.

The �lm is set on the harsh Atlantic coast of Quebec, with poor land, and blighted �sh-stocks. The people speak a clashing rasping kind of French like

their empty metal nets dragging rocky seabeds. And they drink unapologetically with a dress sense that never amounts to more than getting clothes



on the right way round. All they want is work and in that way they need never go anywhere near the town and why as Mary would have said “would

you want to do that anyway”. The screenwriter and director one suspects were country people.

The �lm is in a tradition of �lms about remote communities and their wily, charmingly eccentric characters. “Whisky Galore” set the template, of

course, and “Waking Ned” is a more recent cinema example. Bill Forsyth’s “Local Hero” comes from the same rural stable and TV series like “Monarch of

the Glen” or “Ballykissangel” testify to urban Britain’s enduring fondness for escapist fantasies of the countryside.

The narrative takes the form of the city dwelling “innocent”, secure in his own sense of cosmopolitan superiority, being manipulated by the

fundamentally decent locals into furthering their ends and ultimately re-evaluating his own life. The recently re-made “Wicker Man” casts the same

narrative in a much darker direction. In this case it is a Doctor who is on a kind of community service but needs to commit to stay so the villagers can

pursue an investor who might build a factory in the village. In that light “Seducing Doctor Lewis” does at times seem rather predictable and there

surely won’t be anybody in the cinema tonight who will not know way before the end whether the Doctor will stay or not!

Does that mean then, that the �lm is condemned to be that most short-lived of cinematic pleasures, whimsy? Perhaps not, I think there is a bathetic

realism always undermining the surface whimsy. In the opening scenes we hear that in the beggar-your-neighbour world of globalisation they have to

tell the investor they won’t tax him if he builds. Even as things start to go his way the Mayor keeps a beer handy and engages in behaviour worthy of

an ASBO. The villagers know far too much about each other’s sex lives and economic salvation comes in the most bathetic of forms. But it is most

interestingly noticeable in the absence of aesthetic treatment of the landscapes and seascapes. Unlike in “Local Hero” there is no explicit musing over

the beauty and wonder of the natural world. No lingering tour de force cinematography of the sun setting over the restless Atlantic. No sentiment.

Poor land and empty seas. The Romantics after all were City people.

The director Jean Francois Pouliot has spent most of his career as an award-winning director in advertising and was at one time responsible for all of

Macdonald’s promotions in the Francophone world. The �lm’s writer Ken Lewis also plays Richard.

Jean-François Pouliot | Canada | 2003 | 108 minutes | 15



SINCE OTAR LEFT (15)
September 27, 2006

Categories: Season 2006/07

Tags: Art House & International, Drama

This is a charming, affecting and beautifully acted �lm about three generations of women, a grandmother, her daughter and her granddaughter. It is

yet another interesting �lm from one of the “new” European states and has something in common in terms of its plotting with the “east” German �lm,

“Goodbye Lenin”. Like that �lm, the “west” German �lm, “The Edukators”, and, in a very different register, the excellent Czech documentary “Presky

Cem”, it is interested in the nature and value of lying. “Goodbye Lenin” affectionately shows how the the old DDR may have been a fantasy but it’s

values were not all bad, whilst “Presky Cem” shows how the ideologies of consumerism are just as strong as those of communism, and �y, just as

enthusiastically, in the face of the evidence.



“Since Otar Left” addresses the nature of lying in the intimate con�nes of a family but in the context of older generations that have accepted lies as

part of the currency of their (communist) state. Bertucelli worked as a Director of Photography with the great Polish director, Krystof Kieslowski, on his

Three Colours trilogy (as did the actress Julie Delphy who appears in “Before Sunset” later this season) and for a while there is something of his cool,

apparently distanced, dispassionate style. Watch how skilfully she uses candlelight, window and door frames in the narrow con�nes of their �at to

suggest the strength of each character, their enforced intimacy and their contradictory feelings for each other. Like Kieslowski, Bertucelli leaves gaps

for us to �ll. Are they ethnic Russians who live in Georgia? Were they a French family originally? Where was the husband killed? In Afghanistan or in

the forgotten war in Chechnya? The characters feel real because the �lm is not ‘telling’ us about them, so they remain mysterious just like real people.

Early in the �lm, the granddaughter is walking home. There is a car accident but she walks on by. No explanation, no more information, but the sense

of the arbitrary and sudden nature of fate then hangs over the �lm.

Life seems precarious and the texture of everyday life in newly independent Georgia is also a key feature of the �lm. The electricity is intermittent.

Trying to live up to the entrepreneurial ethic of capitalism means selling family heirlooms in dusty impromptu markets and doctors want cash on the

nail to give their care. Eka remembers Stalin (a Georgian himself) fondly. But there is still fruit from the dacha, a sense of solidarity as they sing and

dance together with their friends, and a curious comforting interplay between French and massage.

In scenes that seem emblematic of the emotional universe of the �lm, Ada massages the old woman’s feet every day. At the same time she reads to her

in French. In expressing affection and devotion within the family they use French, as if Georgian is tainted by deceit and self-deception. It expresses,

too, a sense of their superiority, their secretly belonging, not to the tawdry marginality of post communist Eastern Europe but to the cultured

metropolis of Paris. The pretence pre-empts self-pity. And when given the chance to rise above it all, they do. Eka, left to her own devices, buys a

couple of fags and literally rises above it, as you’ll see. The massage, in contrast, seems to me to express acceptance of each other as they really are,

with all their aches and pains, their yearnings, their imperfections – if you like their “Georgianness”. Massage is literally about sparing someone pain.

The plot is shaped by the silences the characters choose to try to spare each other pain. And like those other subtle nuanced �lms coming out of the

old Soviet bloc, it tells us that Communism may have been a lie but it was based on the comforting notions of equality, mutual forbearance and

respect.

“for which of us seen in the light could bear such scrutiny?”

Julie Bertucelli | France/Belgium | 2003 | 103 minutes | 15





RUSSIAN ARK (U)
October 18, 2006

Categories: Season 2006/07

Tags: Art House & International, Drama, Fantasy, Horror, Science Fiction

I am writing on the 1st July, the 90th anniversary of the commencement of the Battle of the Somme. I mention this not only because commemoration

is useless if it does not shape hearts and minds every day but because Sokurov is a serious maker of �lms about history as well as about art.

His most well known �lm is Moloch about Eva and Adolf Hitler. And over Russian Ark, in many ways a wonderful and mysterious �lm, there is a

looming sense of historical catastrophe. At one point one of the literally thousands of characters turns to a friend and the camera overhears her say,

“Look at them, the �ower of the Russian Of�cer class” and the sumptuousness of the mise-en-scene seems to mean we are intended to share her

admiration.



The impending disaster is, of course, as we see Czar Nicholas and his family at table in an already sepulchral white room that affectingly foreshadows

their murders, the Revolution of 1917 that “severed” Russia from Europe. But to understand the anguish that accompanies the beauty of the �lm we

might remember that much of that Russian of�cer class was, in fact, killed in the �elds of Poland, at the same time as our young men were dying at

the Somme �ghting other Europeans. Two million Russian and two million German soldiers were killed and millions more were maimed before the

Bolsheviks put an end to the war in the East, but not to the killing.

Much of the discussion of the �lm, naturally I suppose, focuses on what an extraordinary technical achievement it is. Wanting to make a ninety-minute

�lm in one single continuous travelling shot in the Hermitage museum, the authorities in St. Petersburg gave Sokurov permission to shoot for just four

hours on the 23rd December 2001. As you will see, with a huge cast, a large proportion of whom have dialogue, the need to preserve a very particular

artistic mood and vision, and two years of preparation on the line it is high-wire �lmmaking. New high-de�nition digital technology, with no need to

change tapes or reels, made it possible but Sokurov, and his Director of Photography and Steadicam operator Tilmann Buttner, who had previously

won an award for his work on the similarly kinetic Run Lola Run, had the courage to do it.

The �lm takes the form of a walk through the museum from the point of view of the �lmmaker who we hear but do not see. He is accompanied by a

Marquis, a nineteenth century French diplomat. Sokurov abandons the normal edited nature of cinematic time, with its ellipses, because he wants us

to see time differently. In Sokuruv’s own words; “Time never stops. The epoch of Peter the Great hasn’t stopped yet. You can always imagine you are in

this time because the branch of this time is still growing”.

The single shot emphasises our continuity with the past, or rather the continuity that Sokurov feels is essential to preserve the best traditions of

Christian Europe. In the “ark” the director emphasises the art of the “old masters”, especially Rembrandt and El Greco, he avoids more modern art such

as that of Matisse, who is well represented in the Hermitage. He sees the paintings in mystical terms, miraculous creations touched still by the living

presence of their creator. We meet a blind woman who somehow knows the paintings intimately and another who talks in a state of serene bliss to the

paintings while the Marquis rapturously sniffs them. The Marquis kneels before El Greco’s portraits of St Peter and St Paul as if it were part of an altar

and berates a young man, in ominous terms, for not knowing his Bible. As Sokurov himself says; “…the painting in the Hermitage is so fundamental it

is beyond any discussion”.

This idea of High Art as a transcendent pseudo-religious refuge from the contemporary world is not new, of course, and it is unashamedly elitist.

Sokurov states clearly he is looking for understanding from what he calls a “cultured” audience. His taking art and the past seriously is welcome given

the unremitting triviality and venality of much contemporary culture but when his awe before the art of the “old masters” seems to be transferred to

the Imperial Court then I, at least, start feeling less comfortable. In one eerie scene the Marquis stumbles on a back room where a poor and deranged



man is making his cof�n. It is a way of presenting the siege of Leningrad and that there was a war between Germany and Russia is explained to the

obviously befuddled Marquis. It is not referred to as the second war between the two nations of the twentieth century and the �lm as a whole seems

to have “forgotten” the �rst.

In the �nal scenes, an elegiac mood invites us to mourn the passing of the court and the Czar’s Imperial court was beautiful but Europe’s competing

Emperors had already turned inwards in a blood soaked savage “war to end all wars” years before the Bolsheviks brought the curtain down.

Aleksandr Sokurov | Russia | 2002 | 96 minutes | U



THE THREE BURIALS OF MELQUIADES ESTRADA (15)
November 15, 2006

Categories: Season 2006/07

Tags: Drama, Western

As Martin Scorsese has pointed out, there are two quintessentially American �lm genres; the Gangster �lm, and the Western. And if the Gangster genre

is about the dark side of the American dream, the Western has always been about the law and the justice needed to make the Shining City on the Hill.

“The Three Burials of Mequiades Estrada” is a terri�c, eccentric, and beautiful addition to the canon of the latter American art form. Filming for the

most part on his own ranch in Texas, Tommy Lee Jones creates from the script of Guillermo Arriaga (Amores Perros, 21 Grams) a traditional Western

(but with fractured chronology), full of concerns about what is it is to be a moral person, but in an absolutely contemporary, credible setting. The

central theme – a man’s entitlement to the dignity of a respectful burial, whoever he is – is both timeless and contemporary. But we also recognise the

characters as modern people just like us, seeking to attune themselves to what life has brought them and to the ‘comforts’ consumer society offers.



The music, sometimes peripheral to the �lm’s narrative, and the television programmes seem to reinforce the characters’ moods and often seem to

supply the dialogue for characters so alienated from themselves that they make love watching television as absentmindedly as they would eat potato

chips. The characters for the most part want to draw themselves so small that the world of chat shows, soap operas and pornography will express

them. They sit in the diner all day, fantasise about the mall, and draw the blinds against a natural world that, especially in Chris Menges’ crystalline

cinematography, represents an unyielding, dazzling, and beautiful reproach. The land was once all Mexico and the “migra”, the more or less brutal

border patrols, are there to stop them “re-occupying” Texas, but in the end it seems less important whose land it is than that you can recognise you’re

part of it.

In the Bible the desert is the place of temptations and the place where you go to re�ect and �nd yourself. We can’t really put a border in the desert

because it does not belong to us: we belong to it. Denying that only makes temptations, like Hustler magazine and the impotence (literal and

metaphorical) of illicit affairs, seem like “natural” refuges.

The only unambivalently healthy relationship between any of the characters seems to be between Melquiades, the Mexican cowboy, working illegally,

and Pete, the grizzled foreman, played by the director.. Between them there is a tenderness and devotion that, though platonic, doesn’t seem a million

miles from Brokeback Mountain. But Melquiades is in a way doing his killer a �nal favour from beyond the grave by not letting him bury him until he

can feel again what it is he’s burying. He must feel the commonality of his humanity. And where Americans expect there to be buying and selling, the

Mexicans, and the strange blind man in the desert, freely give.

The �lm is also, almost in passing, a critique of the standing disgrace that is the US prison system. No one could claim that the crime that is at the

heart of the �lm’s plot goes unpunished (as Eastwood’s late great western Unforgiven brilliantly showed there can be no reconciliation without

punishment) but the �lm also shows there can also be rehabilitation even repentance. This is an idea that surprisingly does not �gure a lot in a

country as Christian and as intent on punishment as the US.

Tommy Lee Jones | USA/France | 2005 | 121 minutes | 15



JOYEUX NOËL (12A)
December 6, 2006

Categories: Season 2006/07

Tags: Art House & International, Drama, Romance

Joyeux Noël is a great Christmas �lm and is likely to be with us in the season’s TV schedules for many years to come. Three regiments of troops,

Germans, French and Scottish are dug in just a few yards from each other along the Western Front on Christmas Eve 1914. Inspired by the bagpipes of

the Scots and the tannenbaumen and rich tenor voice of a German private, Nickolas Sprink, the troops’ respective of�cers agree to a Christmas truce.

The writer/director Christian Caron researched the period extensively and though the characters are �ctitious, the story is based on real events. The

truces along the Western Front did happen but their context was probably more political and paci�st than festive, and they lasted much longer than

the Christmas season before good order and the killing could be restored. Carion found evidence that fraternisation continued as late as 1916. The

Great War has of course been the subject of many �lms, but Carion has found a way of allowing us to look once again at the war’s early stages and re-



imagine them. This is done in modest, simple ways. The recently dug trenches are relatively ordered and clean. The of�cers’ uniforms are pressed and

bright and the countryside is still a pastoral one of barns, farms and country churches. There is a touching modesty and innocence too in the central

performances of Daniel Brühl, Guillaume Canet and Gary Lewis, as the German, French and Scottish of�cers.

What �rst attracted Carion to the idea of making the �lm was that fraternisation effectively destroyed the spirit of war. Unlike a mutiny, whose target is

the conditions in which you are forced to �ght, fraternisation arguably kills this spirit because it restores the men to their natural state.

To get recruits to shoot to kill is apparently one of the most dif�cult tasks to be achieved in a soldier’s basic training. Despite the thousands of casual

killings and murders that pass for entertainment on TV, human beings instinctively recoil from killing each other. So war always must feel like a kind

of insanity, and we must be convinced that there is a moral case for pulling the trigger. In Joyeux Noël, the use of Christianity to drive home this

necessary imperial ideology is brilliantly conveyed in a cameo appearance with an Arctic chill by Ian Richardson, as a Bishop. Virulent as his set-piece

speech is, it was not a creation of the writer/director but a real speech delivered by a Bishop in Westminster Abbey in 1915.

Absurdly, and on a lighter note, Carion felt he could include this indictment of humanity, and the obscenity of frozen corpses on the battle�eld, but

deleted the �nal end of a cat! As you’ll see, Nestor, a guest of the French, or Felix, as he is known to the Germans, fraternises freely, dependent on the

daily menu in the respective trenches. But the real cat, on whom Felix/Nestor was based, was discovered with a note attached to his collar to the

French written by the Germans, asking how they were enjoying life in the trenches. The note was passed up through the French chain of command,

until a judgement of espionage was passed on it and the ‘person’ who conveyed it. In the madness that was the real war, the cat was duly put before a

�ring squad and shot. Carion left the scene out as he felt people would not believe it.

Christian Carion | France/Germany/UK/Romania | 2005 | 116 minutes | 12a



TSOTSI (15)
January 17, 2007

Categories: Season 2006/07

Tags: Art House & International, Drama

Winner of the 2005 Best Foreign Language Film at the 2005 Oscars, this South African �lm is a harsh but ultimately redemptive tale of a young gang

leader who lives in a shantytown on the edge of Johannesburg. The word Tsotsi is township patois for thug.

The �lm could be looked at as an interesting mixture of the recent past and the future. The �lm is based on a novel written in the early Sixties by the

liberal playwright Athol Fugard. Fugard was a staunch opponent of apartheid and had his passport con�scated by the regime to try to curb his political

activities. Like many writers in the Sixties he took a very positive view that given improving social conditions even the worst of criminals could be

rehabilitated. In our much less optimistic age that seems an almost utopian view. Perhaps what Fugard and other Sixties liberals could not have

foreseen was that social conditions would not improve for the likes of Tsotsi and that whether they are called, bidonvilles, favelas, or shantytowns, the



hyperviolent slums in which characters like Tsotsi murder to survive would grow exponentially in the early twenty �rst century. In that sense the �lm

looks forward to the slumlands that will become a much more powerful element in our global culture in the coming years.

The �lm bene�ts from a terri�c performance by Presley Chwenenvagae as Tsotsi and in contrast to the usual grainy hand held photography that

signals street level realism, Lance Gewer’s cinematography �nds elemental beauty in amongst the poverty and deprivation. There is also a

performance of restrained dignity by Terry Pheto as Miriam; although her explanation of the power of Art to Tsotsi does seem a little heavy handed.

Much of the drama of the �lm is also driven by a terri�c score, written by Mark Kilian and Paul Hepker featuring the voice of legendary South African

protest singer/poet Vusi Mahlasela, and South African version of Hip Hop known as Kwaito.

There is a view, expressed by some critics that Tsotsi won best Oscar because the Academy missed ‘City of God’, based in the slums of Mexico City, the

previous year which had been a huge commercial and critical success worldwide but Tsotsi seems to me to have deserved its Oscar. The director Gavin

Hood does not sentimentalise poverty and does not even try to show Tsotsi consciously becoming a good man, he just shows him allowing himself to

be distracted for long enough to stop being a bad one.

Gavin Hood | UK/South Africa | 2005 | 94 minutes | 15



BEFORE SUNSET (15)
January 31, 2007

Categories: Season 2006/07

Tags: Comedy, Drama, Romance

“My plan B has always been to make a �lm about people who talk a lot.” – Richard Linklater

“…and all across the great plain of Ireland, the snow was falling, falling upon the living and the dead.” – James Joyce

Tonight’s �lm is Richard Linklater’s 2004 sequel to ‘Before Sunrise’ which we saw in last year’s season. It is nine years later. Jesse (Ethan Hawke) and

Celine (Julie Delpy) meet again in Paris. He is a writer. She is an environmental activist. The cheeks have hollowed, the puppy fat has gone and so have

(at least some of) the dreams. The formula is much as before. They wander around Paris, delaying what the disillusion of real adult life has told them

must be the inevitable separation. They talk. They round their �rst corner and an accordion player strikes up, as if the mood of Before Sunrise might be



reprised. But the music dies away and they �nd no strange and charming correspondences this time between the city and their moods (although Henry

is four and they arrange a meeting at Henry four – you’ll get it when you see the �lm).

There is still magic in the �lm though. If such a thing as ‘chemistry’ on screen exists, then Hawke and Delpy have it. Self regarding and irritating, self

consciously ‘clever’, we still really want them to be happy. The lead actors wrote the screenplay with Linklater and some degree of autobiography may

be helping to make the �lm feel so lived. Like his character, over the intervening nine years, Hawke has become a writer and written two novels and

Delpy has lived in New York as has Hawke. Delpy, like her character, also spent time in Poland, working with the great director, Krsystof Kieslowski,

starring in his ‘Three Colours’ trilogy of �lms.

As before, the pleasure of the �lm is in the detail. The �lm indeed seems self-referential as Celine describes her memories of the �ecks of red in Jesse’s

beard that it has pained her to remember. Love imprints itself on her indelibly and she wonderfully conveys the fragility behind the breezy self-

con�dence.

And we will again watch them so closely, as they wander Paris and talk – about work, romantic love, sex, yearning, memory, commitment, compromise,

passion, disappointment, writing and the passage of time. We will all have our favourite moments, �eeting momentary gestures, or expressions.

Celine’s outstretched hand in the car, Celine’s coy curled �nger at her lips. Mine is early in the �lm when they �rst sit in the café. Jesse has just given a

trite meaningless summation of his current place in the world. Celine then says she’s happy too, and, despite himself, his face falls; a �eeting

embarrassment of gormlessness that silently shouts out how his life might really have worked out.

If in the �rst �lm what is fascinating is the slips of the tongue, the misunderstandings and their own confusion, here in the sequel it is how they are

trying to hide all the things they now know to be true. They talk with mock bravado about their sex lives in the park but Celine, discom�ted, cannot

quite hold his gaze, her eyes �inching away. Another �eeting expression they half hope that maybe the other did catch. The beauty of the �lm is how

gently, obliquely, they will work their way round to telling the truth.

The �lm lets itself off the hook once or twice of course. Part of being adult is knowing that choosing happiness for yourself may mean leaving

someone else you love inconsolable. But we want to believe, with them, that the iron laws of time and consequences can be suspended. In the �nal

scene Celine is funny and absurd, almost embarrassing. She mimes Nina Simone’s words (who had died not long before the scene was �lmed) and apes

her gestures. Jesse looks at photographs of Celine as a young girl, of her with her grandmother in middle and in old age. And we remember Jesse’s

words at the beginning of the �lm about time folding in on itself. Like one of Yeats dancers consumed by the �ame Celine is an essence of woman,

ephemeral and essential. But at this time and in this place Celine knows she is loved.



OBSCURE LITERARY REFERENCE

Linklater likes to set his �lms within the space of a day as both ‘Before Sunrise’ and ‘Before Sunset’ illustrate. The greatest of all stories set within the

scope of a day is James Joyce’s ‘Ulysses’ set on June 16th 1902. In ‘Before Sunset’ we learn Celine and Jesse �rst met six months before December 16th,

i.e. June 16th.

Richard Linklater | USA | 2004 | 77 minutes | 15



THE CONVERSATION (15)
February 21, 2007

Categories: Season 2006/07

Tags: Drama, Mystery, Thriller

If you had asked the question ten years ago who, of the three friends who arguably created contemporary Hollywood cinema, Steven Spielberg, George

Lucas and Francis Ford Coppola, was the best director, the answer would have been Spielberg, with Lucas judged to be a great talent unful�lled

masquerading as an oligarch, and Coppola, a mixture of the chaotic (Apocalypse Now), the commercial (The Godfather 3), and the crass (One from the

Heart). There might even have been a sense of relief when this erratic �lmmaker closed down his studio, American Zoetrope, and retired to his

vineyards in the Californian hills.

Time gives perspective however, and this view began to change with the National Film Theatre’s season of American Zoetrope �lms in 2002. Coppola’s

willingness to innovate might have created some ‘turkeys’ but it also means his successful �lms don’t feel dated. Good examples might be The



Outsiders and Rumble�sh, low budget �lms that received mixed reviews at the time they were released in the 80s, but launched the careers of a whole

generation of stars, including Mickey Rourke and Tom Cruise, and are now recommended viewing for �lm students. A good time, then, to watch one of

Coppola’s �nest �lms, written and directed by him and one included in that NFT season, The Conversation.

A little remarked legacy of the ‘troubles’ in Northern Ireland has been the extensive use, here in Britain, of surveillance techniques developed there.

Going about our daily business we are likely to be watched and recorded dozens of times. Visiting the caretaker’s room at work the other day expecting

to �nd him smoking a roll-up and looking at the racing pages of The Mirror, I actually found him laid back in his chair, like David Bowie in ‘The Man

who fell to Earth’, staring at a whole wall of CCTV’s monitoring all parts of the building. Generally though, unlike the native American who thought a

photograph would take away his soul, we don’t seem to mind much. We remind ourselves we’re doing nothing wrong, except possibly speeding, and

we don’t take it personally.

Harry (Gene Hackman), our protagonist, above all does not want to mind. A genius of surveillance he wants nothing to be personal, including his sex

life. The �lm ‘shares’ Harry’s enthusiasm for technology. Walter Murch, the editor, used for the �rst time on screen an electronically controlled zoom

lens to create Coppola’s signature opening shot over the titles. In the movie proper, the cameras are apparently locked in position or pan slowly

seeking out their quarry, imitating the movements of a surveillance camera. Watch the �rst scene in Harry’s apartment for this, but notice too the

building outside through the window that is being destroyed. The sound was restored and enhanced for the re-issuing of the �lm for the NFT season

by Murch.

Yet, unlike his venal rival, William Moran (a rivalry Harry of course does not seem to feel personally) Harry �nds he cannot completely expunge a sense

of morality. Perhaps his not wanting people to suffer is an aspect of his wanting nothing to be personal. Harry says he wants a ‘big fat recording ’, but

having created it, through guilt and fear over how it may be used, he does not hand it over but starts to interpret it, to try to make out not just the

words but the meaning. And then he’s lost because words are not big and fat, pregnant with a meaning that is given birth at the moment of

communication, bouncing in your lap and undeniable. Words are rather messy, leaky about meaning, meaning intended, expressed, and received, never

entirely lining up to match. You can still get to a ‘truth’, but as Harry �nds, it may be horri�c.

In all this, Harry believes himself innocent, but secretly knows that he’s guilty. And so we can all identify with him. We all have this tension in our lives.

He goes to confession but gets no relief. The paranoid is after all under threat from someone who is always secretly himself.

During the last six years (while the street cameras proliferated) I’ve regularly been to watch my son in his school plays at the local primary school. At

�rst we parents all recorded the performance on our videos, but now none of us do, for fear that our motives might be impugned. Perhaps our internal



censor fears that, like Harry, we might have an enemy within.

Francis Ford Coppola | USA | 1974 | 117 minutes | 15



THE RETURN (12A)
March 7, 2007

Categories: Season 2006/07

Tags: Drama, Mystery, Thriller

The Return is a beautiful, haunting �lm that won the Golden Lion Award at the Venice Film Festival in 2003. It was the debut �lm of the Russian

director Andrei Zvyagintsev. He described winning the award in these terms. “Sometimes miracles happen. And this is one of them. The �lm has

gripped something in the air which in�uences people, grips their souls. Cinema is for me a spiritual effort and a collective one with the spectator”. The

joy of the victory was overshadowed however by the accidental death of Volodia Garin who plays Andrei, the older of the two young brothers around

whom the plot develops, just before the award was made. Volodia had overcome his fear of water in order to take on the role in the �lm. He was

drowned when his dinghy overturned.



The �lm has an austere, leeched out beauty partly created by the cinematographer Mikhail Kritchman, but also a product of the crew �lming

intensively during the ‘white nights’ of midsummer near St Petersburg. The cluster of critics’ words around this �lm are ‘mystery’, ‘mystical’, ‘a moral

fable’, ‘a parable’. But none of them really seek to unpack what these mean in relation to this remarkable �lm that is all these things. Perhaps a way to

begin to do this is to take Peter Bradshaw’s comment in ‘The Guardian’ that ‘the movie is suffused with the idea of a creator’s power without a creator’s

love’ and contrast it with the few clues the actors and the director have given us about what they felt they were creating.

Although the director has never given his interpretation of the �lm, he has said that the most signi�cant award for the cast and the crew was the

Catholic jury prize, awarded by the Catholic church to secular art. And in discussing the loss of Volodia, Konstantin Levrenko, who plays the father in

the �lm, said that religion also seemed to drive Garin.

“Volodia had a strong intelligence, surprising me and Andrei a lot by the depth of his ideas. He was a really religious boy, a real believer. I am also a

believer, and so is Andrei (Zyvaginetsev). The Catholic jury prize is precious to all of us, as are Christian values”.

These comments stand in stark contrast to Bradshaw’s as love is surely a Christian value. In Jean Luc Godard’s underrated re-imagining of the

Incarnation in a modern context, ‘Je vous salue, Marie’ (1985), Joseph, a cab driver, visiting Mary who lives in a petrol garage on the outskirts of Paris,

tells her repeatedly in his distress at her inexplicable pregnancy. ‘Je t’aime, je t’aime’ ‘I love you, I love you’. ‘Mary brusquely replies, ‘Ce n’est pas ca qu’il

faut!’ ‘That is not what’s needed!’

Some of this same brusqueness, even apparent emotional cruelty is the tone for much of what goes on in ‘The Return’. Incidentally, Catholic religious

orders have of late in �lms like ‘The Magdalene Laundry’ and ‘Angela’s Ashes’ become almost a by-word in Britain for emotional cruelty and physical

brutality. In Godard’s �lm Mary impatiently instructs Joseph that obedience and acceptance of God’s will are required not an ineffectual self-

preoccupation, which he calls ‘love’. Catholicism is deeply suspicious of the pre-eminence that the modern world gives to ‘feelings’. After all it provided

a talking cure, Confession, hundreds of years before Freud. It is, to caricature, not a religion of ‘interiority’, but of observance; what is important is what

you do, the daily, weekly rhythm of observance and virtuous action, not what you feel about it.

If I had come home from Mass as a child and told my Dad I’d had a religious experience he’d have clipped me round the ear for being cheeky! As you’ll

see it is a key feature of “The Return” that it refuses to give us the kind of “interior” knowledge of characters’ feelings and emotions that we take for

granted in mainstream cinema.



This matters for “The Return” because there is a lot of apparent cruelty on view. Does this then mean that this self confessedly Catholic �lm is blasé

about pain and suffering? And the Church would reply that there is a mystery here. Unlike the woolly modern critics however, the Church means

something very speci�c by a mystery; the holding that two apparently contradictory ideas can both be true. So Christ was fully human and fully divine.

The Eucharist is the commonplace everyday bread on the table, and the physical body of Christ.

I want to suggest that The Return is centred on a mystery in that sense. Parents, like Yahweh in the Old Testament, must be jealous, unreasonably

demanding, even ruthless enough to break a child’s spirit in order to be truly loving. And into this tragic but necessary scenario, that this will cost the

parent a lot, a further tragedy yet may cruelly intervene. Catholics have too dark, or perhaps, as Volodia’s colleagues might say, too realistic a view of

the world to ever be “happy clappy” Christians. The Resurrection co-exists with the Cruci�xion, it does not cancel it out. Or as W. B. Yeats puts it;

“Nothing can be sole or whole, that has not been rent”.

Andrei Zvyagintsev | Russia | 2003 | 105 minutes | 12a



THE CLOSET (15)
March 28, 2007

Categories: Season 2006/07

Tags: Art House & International, Comedy, Drama

Le Placard is a light as a feather French farce, gently lampooning homophobia and political correctness. It is typical of its writer-director, Francis Veber,

a number of whose �lms have been remade by Hollywood. Hugely successful at the French box of�ce, its main interest lay in having several of the top

actors in France play against type. So Daniel Auteuil plays the rather wet, but harmless, Francois Pignon, an accountant in a condom factory. Auteil has

played hard-nosed cops in his time and you may remember him more recently in Michael Hanecke’s art house hit, Caché. Gérard Depardieu, usually the

macho hero, is a fellow of�ce worker, Santini, the rugby playing homophobic butt of most of the jokes as he tries clumsily to �nd his sensitive side and

befriend another man.



The comic plot turns on sexual imposture, a tradition going back several centuries, and at least as far as Shakespeare’s comedies, but it will remind

you most of ‘La Cage aux Folles’. In that �lm a gay man pretends to be straight; here a straight man pretends to be gay to try to keep his job. As Pignon

puts it ‘I am coming out of a closet I was never in’. Divorced two years ago by his wife, who continues to treat him with disdain, and despised by his

son, only his job is helping him keep things together. When that is threatened, desperate measures are called for. He is befriended by a neighbour,

Belone (François Aumont) who tells him he is even lonelier than he is. Belone comes up with a scheme that will be a kind of late revenge for the

humiliations that he, a homosexual, suffered when he was young.

In La Cage aux Folles the comedy is deepened and made subversive because a man who is camp to his core trying to be macho highlights how

pompously, outrageously full of yourself you have to be sometimes to pass for a ‘normal’ man. This isn’t as good a �lm, nor as good as ‘Some Like it

Hot’, in which, bewitched by Marilyn Monroe, Jack Lemmon cross-dresses, and �nding it might be a pleasure to be a woman, starts to lose his gender

bearings. Nor as good as, a personal favourite, ‘I married a GI War Bride’ in which Cary Grant (a Hollywood hero who could never seem to stay happily

married) enjoys himself hugely playing the bride.

The Closet rather domesticates the subversiveness of this tradition of �lms but it is a funny �lm that contains some great visual jokes and, in the best

tradition of farce, a feeling that the distinguished cast thoroughly enjoyed making it.

Francis Veber | France | 2001 | 84 minutes | 15



BOMBÓN: EL PERRO (15)
September 12, 2007

Categories: Season 2007/08

Tags: Art House & International, Comedy, Drama

Bombón: El Perro, directed by Carlos Sorin (b. 1944 Buenos Aires) has the charm of “Best in Show” combined with the sparseness and beauty of the

post-war Neo-Realist school of �lm making. A very dif�cult combination to pull off successfully, our admiration for Sorin’s achievement is increased

when we understand that all the actors are non-professionals and even use their own names. The �nest performance also comes from a dog, and in

this respect, as Sorin himself willingly admits, he was just very lucky to have found such a special example of the Argentine Dogo breed for one of his

two main characters.

The main human character, Juan Villegas, is a resilient, determined 52 year old redundant mechanic. And whilst the �lm is delightful, the �lm’s origin

is in Sorin’s concern for the unemployed. Sorin explained to the website, Film Focus when the �lm was released in 2004;



“El Perro is a story of an unemployed man. Unemployment is the biggest problem in Argentina. We have millions of people that come out every day

looking for work, and large numbers of them give up and don’t look anymore. It is the mother of all the problems in our country, so I am touching a

subject that is a tragic and important subject. And there are very few protective laws, and obviously the unemployed person, especially if he is over 50,

feels that he is being completely cast aside from the world, marginalised. It is not even a case of salaries, it’s not even just survival, it is even deeper

than that. It has to do with your sense of values of yourself and what you can offer to the world, and who you are. Because you are of course what you

do most of the time and if you do nothing then you are not. So it’s a tragic theme and so I wanted to make a comedy using this as the background. Not

in the traditional sense of the word, but bringing in the sort of humorous aspects. That’s Bombón, so it becomes a fable in a sense, like a story for

children, with that sort of ingenuity and innocence. But certainly for the Argentines, is that it is current, which is the very dramatic content.”

Villega struggles to make a living selling knives door to door which isn’t easy when the doors may be 400 kms apart in the sparsely populated

Patagonia region of Argentina. This region is beautifully photographed, and seems a good setting for a �lm about the harshness of the economic winds

that blow through Latin America, but it is also an effective mysterious setting for the happy accident that, with a hint of magic realism, can transform a

life. Sorin however, will take no credit for this and as the most modest of directors simply says that “if you �lm in Patagonia, you’ve already got the

scenery and the set there waiting for you.”

Carlos Sorin | Argentina | 2004 | 97 minutes | 15



LONDON TO BRIGHTON (18)
October 3, 2007

Categories: Season 2007/08

Tags: Drama, Mystery

The unanimous critical reaction to ‘London to Brighton’ has been that it announces the arrival of a new talented British director in Paul Andrew

Williams. Formerly an actor, the �lm is developed from his 2001 short, ‘Royalty’ which led to him being selected for the Fox Searchlight’s Directors Lab.

From the work at the Lab he produced another short, ‘It’s ok to drink whiskey’ which premiered at Sundance in 2004. Several of the characters and

actors from ‘Royalty’ including the main characters Kelly, a prostitute, and Derek, her pimp, are also the key players in ‘London to Brighton’.

This pre-history of the �lm is key to what is best about it. I don’t know if Williams was a good actor but he certainly knows how to get the best out of

his actors; even with minimal rehearsal time. The �lm had a production budget of only £80,000 so there was only three hours rehearsal time with each

of the actors. (And incidentally none of the cast or crew were paid up front. They would only be paid if the �lm was a success; an increasingly common



arrangement in independent �lm making.) Having said that, the lynchpin performances by Johnny Harris (Derek) and Lorraine Stanley (Kelly) were

surely helped by the actors having played the characters in 2001. It is in this sense that Williams sees the �lm as about the characters and another

episode in their lives and not a gangster genre �lm.

Brighton has long been associated with youth culture and violence. Razor gangs were active at the race course meetings in the ’50s as mentioned by

Graham Greene in ‘Brighton Rock’, a novel subsequently made into a �lm. In ‘Quadrophenia’, Mods and Rockers fought pitched battles on the sea front.

Here though youth culture has been drained of all energy. At the bottom of society’s food chain, adults ‘feed off’ the young. Kelly, Derek and Joanne, a

12 year old runaway, are a grotesque travesty of the nuclear family; held together only by economics. This makes them appalling and understandable

in a consumer society like our own. Kelly knows picking up a young girl for a paedophile is as morally dreadful as it gets, but if she’s going to do it she

might as well make sure she gets an extra £50 for it. The nearest we get to normal ‘parental’ affection is when Kelly laughs and Derek smiles benignly

as Joanne tries to get paid in advance for her accepting her �rst ‘trick’. One of the most disturbing aspects of the �lm is how age has ceased to be a

reliable signi�er of lifestyle or maturity. The oldest character is also the most perverse.

There are echoes of Mike Hodges’ nihilistic ‘Get Carter’ here and even more of Neil Jordan’s ‘Mona Lisa’. But unlike ‘Mona Lisa’ where the attempt to

save an innocent young girl drives the narrative and the �lm climaxes with the terrible revelation that off screen, she has been corrupted by perverse

sexuality here the focus is directly on the entrapment and manipulation of innocence and that leads to its disturbing, even unsavoury, character.

In Mona Lisa, the garish pier and promenade shop fronts are ludicrous and pathetic but at least they are a vestige of normal human feeling, here

Brighton is shuttered, cold, windswept and empty. ‘Normal’ society never appears in the movie. Or not until the �nal moments and then it has an

undeniable ‘chocolate box’ unreality to it. Otherwise the nearest we get to it are Kelly’s pathetic punters, hardfaced before coitus and shamefaced after,

and the room of somnolent young people made oblivious by skunk, alcopops and wine. To adapt the famous ‘Alien’ tagline, in Brighton no one will

hear your scream.

There is no one like the wide eyed ‘everyman’, played by Bob Hoskins in ‘Mona Lisa’ for us to identify with. So we feel implicated in the drama. The

most powerful and disturbing scenes, and there are two of them, are where we see Derek’s ‘skill’ at manipulating young women into prostitution,

moving easily between wheedling, frightening, abusing, and �attering, to keep his victim emotionally off balance and vulnerable. Masterful

manipulator though he is his face often seems contorted, his jaw and lips twisted by fear and stress, and his tongue compulsively in his cheek, eyes

restlessly �icking away from making real human contact. It is a remarkable performance from Johnny Harris. And a disturbing re�ection of what a

convincing picture of our society looks like.



Paul Andrew Williams | UK | 2006 | 85 minutes | 18



THE LIVES OF OTHERS (15)
October 17, 2007

Categories: Season 2007/08

Tags: Art House & International, Drama

This is a tense, dramatic and beautifully acted �lm set in East Berlin during the time of the German Democratic Republic. It shows how the cultural

scene was monitored closely by the German Secret police, the Stasi. Since the fall of the wall in 1989 and what the Germans call the Wende, the

turning of the east to the west there has been a reluctance on the part of the German political and cultural establishment to fully address the

distorting of lives and relationships that the GDR imposed on its people. In 2005 the organisers of the Berlin Film Festival refused to accept this �lm

as an of�cial entry, and although the �lm only cost US$2 million dollars to make, the director, Florian Henckel von Donnersmarck initially found it

dif�cult to raise the money.



The �lm was released in Germany on March 23rd 2006. At the same time the screenplay was published by Suhrkamp Verlags, Donnersmarck and the

late Ulrich Mühe, who plays the Stasi of�cer who is the �lm’s central character, were successfully sued for libel for the book, in which Mühe asserted

that his former wife informed on him while they were East German citizens through the six years of their marriage. In the �lm’s publicity material,

Donnersmarck says Mühe’s former wife denied the claims, although 254 pages worth of government records detailed her activities. An ironic example

of how the dead hand of the Stasi still lies on the East German people. As Anna Funder in her excellent book, ‘Stasiland’ has written, in forty years ‘the

�rm’ produced as many records on its people as a united Germany had done since the Middle Ages. Laid upright and end to end the �les on their 11

million people would stretch 180 kilometres. This created a legacy of suspicion and doubt that still infects relationships today.

The �lm was a worldwide hit and has grossed many times its cost, and won the Oscar for Best Foreign Film in 2006. It is superbly plotted and is full of

convincing detail, making it an effective thriller. However for me, there is still a question mark over the credibility of the central character, the Stasi

of�cer. Although the opening scene of the �lm is set in Hohenschönhausen prison, the movie could not be �lmed there because Dr Hubertus Knabe,

the director of the memorial, refused to give von Donnersmarck permission. Knabe objected to “making the Stasi man into a hero” and tried to

persuade von Donnersmarck to change the movie. Donnersmarck instead cited Schindler’s List as an example showing that such a plot development

would be possible. Knabe’s answer: “But that is exactly the difference. There was a Schindler. There was no Wiesler.”

Florian Henckel von Donnersmarck | Germany | 2006 | 137 minutes | 15



DEEP WATER (PG)
November 28, 2007

Categories: Season 2007/08

Tags: Documentary

This documentary is about the challenge race set by the Sunday Times, in the wake of sailor Francis Chichester’s solo circumnavigation of the globe,

for a solo sailor to go round the world without stopping. Louise Osmond and Jerry Rothwell’s documentary is well researched and carefully written.

Amongst the producers was John Smithson who also produced the hugely successful mountain climbing drama documentary “Touching the Void”

(2004).

I’ve always found adventurers really annoying. Egotistical and irresponsible, any one of them who has small children especially should be banned from

abseiling, mountain climbing or any single-handed sailing further than across the Solent to the Isle of Wight.



On the other hand someone once explained to me how without ‘crazy’ adventurers we would never have ‘discovered’ the Americas, or learned to �y, or

gone to the moon. Their egotism was only apparent. They really had no choice but to express their dynamic, transformative part of our common

human nature. Their transgression of our normal expectations in relationships is in the name of a deeper, compulsive need to relate to the sea, the

mountains, the universe. In that sense mountaineers, or lone trans ocean yachtsmen and women are mad as monks, immersing themselves in oceans

of silence, which can become a terrifying interlocutor. Sadly for the hero of tonight’s �lm, Donald Crowhurst, he wasn’t an adventurer.

But he was very English, and the �lm has a great fondness for him and for national differences. Much of the structure works in the contrast between

Crowhurst, the child of the Raj, and boy’s own adventure stories, still wearing a tie as he set out on his journey and clearly, although interestingly the

word is never used, an amateur. And Bernard Moitessier, an experienced sailor, but who is �rst described by his wife, Francoise Moitessier de Cazalet,

as a poet and a philosopher, someone who, not only understands but embraces the existential challenges of the oceans. His diaries are narrated with a

strongly French accent, and the excerpts from his �lm of his own voyage are given a con�dent, melodic musical setting. Man, boat and sea moving

together on a journey, as Bernard himself says, in which ‘you can discover who you really are’. Or at least a Frenchman can…Tilda Swinton’s bleak

narration, devoid of music, does not share Bernard’s and tells us that out there, in the oceans, there was nothing. And that Donald had made the

mistake of stepping outside of his practical, down to earth approach to life, and believed in an idea. Once he had done that then he was prone to

imagination, and what his friend Ron Winspear, whose voice is the �rst we hear in the �lm, calls ‘the dangerous mechanism of the mind.’

Without spoiling the story I might mention what the �lm does not that Bernard �nally made land fall in Tahiti. But like Donald, his soul had been

singed by the sea and his wife, Françoise, found him ever more distant and they drifted apart.

Technically the �lm is excellent, skilfully weaving the lone yachtsmen’s own audio tapes and 16mm �lm with interviews. Digital re-mastering has

given the tapes a remarkable clarity. The music by Molly Nyman and Harry Escott (who together scored “The Road to Guantanamo”) responds

wonderfully to the great range of moods in the �lm. Mention might be made too of the production designer Jane Linz Roberts for her detailed

reconstruction of Crowhurst’s ship cabin.

Louise Osmond & Jerry Rothwell | UK | 2006 | 92 minutes | PG



BLACK CAT, WHITE CAT (15)
December 12, 2007

Categories: Season 2007/08

Tags: Art House & International, Comedy, Drama

The society has had a number of �lms over the last couple of years that have come from central Europe, “The Lives of Others”, an ‘East’ German �lm

was shown earlier in this season and the Hungarian �lm “Since Otar Left” was a particular favourite of mine last season. The comic universe of

tonight’s �lm is very different but like “Since Otar Left” it shows people, after the collapse of communism, getting back to trading, bartering and

haggling with whatever commodities they can get; although even communism probably didn’t stop the gypsies.

Kusturica’s �rst feature �lm “Do you remember Dolly Bell?” won the Golden Lion at the 1981 Venice Film Festival. In 1985 his �lm ‘When Father was

away on Business’ won the Palme D’Or at Cannes. It was also nominated for an academy award for best foreign language �lm. “Black Cat, white Cat”



itself won a Silver Lion at Venice. Kusturica is also a guitar player and has performed since 1986 with the No Smoking Orchestra a gypsy techno rock

band!

The �lm is technically of Serbo-Croat origin but it might be better described as a Danube �lm. The river Danube passing through or forming the border

between ten countries including Austria, Slovakia, The Czech Republic, Serbia, Bulgaria and Hungary allows ample opportunity for currency scams, for

tax evasion and dodgy deals. Work is a necessary inconvenience for other people. The characters live with their animals, geese, pigeons, dogs, geese,

cats, rats, ducks and more geese. And would live their lives as insouciantly if it wasn’t for the money and the guns!

“Black Cat, white Cat” comes from a comic universe. The mise en scene for this chaotically dynamic and inventive people is elaborately ramshackle.

Nothing matches so everything stands out. The �lm makes things, objects funny. From the �rst scene’s watery meeting with a washing machine to a

great sequence at the wedding where the guests’ names are read out as their wedding gift is held up for all to see. As the gypsy Godfather’s son says

to a pregnant gypsy supplicant, ‘I don’t get it why is she wearing binoculars and a cheese grater?’

The Serbo-Croat title means “Black female cat, white male cat”.

Emir Kusturica | France/Germany/Federal Republic of Yugoslavia | 1998 | 127 minutes | 15



THE SQUID AND THE WHALE (15)
January 16, 2008

Categories: Season 2007/08

Tags: Art House & International, Drama

As an insightful critic put it, this �lm is a tragedy, remembered as comedy. Indeed though the �lm will make you wince with discomfort in more or less

every scene, Jeff Daniels sealed his part as Bernard, the father of the collapsing family unit that the �lm focuses on, when he told the

director/screenwriter Noah Baumbach over a three hour lunch in New York that “this is a very funny movie “. Noah replied he was the �rst actor who

had told him that even though he believed, with the callousness that only children can oedipally visit on their parents, that he had written a comedy.

Noah based the story and characters on his own family and it’s very much an East coast, New York movie, with self consciously literary, arty people.

The kind of people whose devotion to their Art is only a hair’s breadth from devotion to themselves.



The title of the �lm comes from the squid and whale diorama found at the American Museum of Natural History. The �lm was shot on 16mm mostly

using a hand held camera, and the �lm was a great success with critics. At the Sundance Festival in 2005 the �lm won awards for best dramatic

direction and screenwriting, and was nominated for the Grand Jury Prize. Baumbach later received an Oscar nomination for the screenplay. And it was

voted best screenplay by critics in New York and Los Angeles. The son of author Jonathan Baumbach and former Village Voice �lm critic Georgia

Brown, Noah Baumbach is married to Jennifer Jason Leigh and counts among his friends long-time husband and wife Kevin Kline and Phoebe Cates

whose son, Owen, plays. Baumbach also co-wrote, with Wes Anderson, The Life Aquatic with Steve Zissou, and it was Anderson who produced this �lm.

For me, Bernard is the star of this movie. The last thing Bernard wants is to be alone because then he would have to be honest with himself. It’s a

great performance from Jeff Daniels who admitted in interviews that he drew on his own sense of frustration in being neglected by Hollywood when

he moved to the mid-West for the sake of his family.

In the end, though, it’s Baumbach’s �lm.

“You watch the �lm and hopefully you have a raw reaction to it and then you might come to me later like so many have done and say, “God, how could

you expose yourself like that?” or “Was it painful to make it?” And I say that I’m not exposing myself, this is an invention in every way. It’s a �lm, it’s

been recreated in every way and, no, it wasn’t painful to make it. I had to go through a lot of this stuff in order to make it, but the making itself was

not cathartic or therapeutic.” – Film Freak Central Interview

Noah Baumbach | USA | 2005 | 81 minutes | 15



AFTER THE WEDDING (15)
January 30, 2008

Categories: Season 2007/08

Tags: Art House & International, Drama

“Following Festen and Inheritance, After the Wedding is another Danish �lm with echoes of Hamlet, concerning the transference of power in wealthy,

in�uential dynasties, the revelation of painful secrets and the assumption of weighty responsibilities. It’s directed by Susanne Bier, a former adherent

of the austere Dogme doctrine, and stars Mads Mikkelsen, a Jack Palance lookalike who last year played Le Chiffre in Casino Royale, as a Scandinavian

social worker running an orphanage in the slums of Mumbai.

He returns to Copenhagen after an absence of some 20 years hoping that a rich philanthropist (Rolf Lassgard) will support his schemes. But he �nds

himself up to his deeply tanned neck in revelations about his past and facing complicated moral decisions. There’s enough dirty linen washed here to

keep a laundry going for a month and it’s all nicely hung out to dry and smoothly ironed.



Revenge dramas of the vigilante kind occur at times of social frustration, often in the wake of wars. For instance, The Noose appeared in 1948 and

turned on ex-commandos waging war against a Soho vice ring that the police were impotent to handle. As the Vietnam War ended, there were Dirty

Harry, Straw Dogs, Walking Tall and the Death Wish pictures.”

Philip French – The Observer, Sunday 11 March 2007

Susanne Bier | Denmark | 2006 | 120 minutes | 15



VENUS (15)
February 27, 2008

Categories: Season 2007/08

Tags: Comedy, Drama, Romance

Venus gave Peter O’Toole another academy award nomination (though once again he didn’t win), divided critics and largely passed audiences by

despite its quality cast. The reason for this I shall discuss shortly but the �rst thing to say is that this is a very funny and sometimes bittersweet �lm.

Almost every line has a comic or ironic edge and from the opening scene with two ageing ‘thesps’ Maurice (Peter O’Toole – 79) and Ian (Leslie Phillips

– 82) trading temazepam in a café, and discussing how to get the best ‘buzz’ from their medication, you know it will be fun.

The �lm has an important theme, but it is not a serious or a tragic one. Its writer, Hanif Kureishi and the director Roger Michell worked together on the

BBC TV series ‘Buddha of Suburbia’ and ‘Mother’, a study of an old woman’s desire for a younger man. Kureishi is, perhaps, most famous for ‘My

Beautiful Launderette’, which showed a homosexual relationship between a young white man and a young Asian man. Kureishi has clearly been



interested for a long time in transgressive sexual relations. Much of the debate around ‘Venus’ has focused on the unsavoury or at least ambivalent

nature of the elderly actor Maurice’s desire for a teenage girl, Jessie. This is the central relationship in the �lm.

As you will see, Maurice, the self-deluding roué, might readily admit that he would like to add Jessie to his list of conquests, but for me he behaves

largely as an (admittedly lecherous) father-�gure must. She wants to get drunk. He knows it is not good for her but better she does it where he can

watch her than otherwise. The same applies when he gives over his �at to her and her lout of a boyfriend to have sex. It is undigni�ed for him but at

least she is spared an alley or a park at night. He may want her sexual favours but he also knows he is now impotent and can do her no harm.

When Ian accuses him of sexually molesting her, his response is to hit him on the head with a rolled up newspaper to try to bring him to his senses.

Which seems about right to me for anyone who is wrong-headed enough to be appalled by the fact that old men still lust. All around us advertising

and popular culture use titillation to try get a �nal rise out of our long-since exhausted collective libido. At least Maurice has the honesty to want to

be near the real thing. His feelings might be inappropriate but at least they are real.

Maurice loves real, live, present women. One scene in particular, where Jessie allows Maurice to enjoy her ‘personal’ odour is gross, and Maurice, like

Casanova (a character O’Toole has recently played on the BBC as an old man), would absolutely agree, suggesting that was the whole point! His wife,

beautifully played by Vanessa Redgrave, understands this about him and she herself may say she wants to die but, in the meantime, she’s really

enjoying that éclair. She has the same lust for life as Jessie downing her Bacardi breezers.

The dif�culty for me with O’Toole’s character is rather that an established actor still working in �lm and TV today would be so poor. Actors at the top of

their profession have been well rewarded for some years. His modest lodgings, quaking slightly as the train rolls over the nearby viaduct – a similar

lodging is used for the elderly father of the main character in My Beautiful Launderette – seem rather like a throwback to an earlier era. Although if

Maurice had been wealthy that would have created quite a different power relationship between himself and Jessie. It’s important that he can’t ‘buy’

her affection.

The key for the �lm for me isn’t O’Toole, who is both mesmerising and an old ham. It is the performance of Jodie Whittaker as Jessie. Kureishi has

always had a great ironic eye for the detail of contemporary culture and Jessie’s love of Topshop, pot noodle and Hollyoaks is bang on. For me she is

like modern working class girls sometimes can be: foul-mouthed, aggressive verbally and physically, empty-headed, sexually precocious, culturally

deprived, emotionally bereft, and as Maurice would say ‘as beautiful as the day is long’.

Roger Michell | UK | 2006 | 95 minutes | 15





INFAMOUS (15)
March 12, 2008

Categories: Season 2007/08

Tags: Drama

In the dying days of the Eisenhower administration a brutal multiple murder took place in Kansas, in the heartlands, or the badlands of the United

States. And it was here that the successful but not yet famous writer, Truman Capote came, leaving his New York literati cafe life behind (temporarily)

to try to bring Art and Literature to bear on these terrible acts. He wanted to create a new form of journalism which would use �ctional techniques to

illuminate a real and tragic story. The book that eventually resulted, ‘In Cold Blood’ was a huge critical and popular success.

Hollywood has produced many great �lms about multiple murderers, often sympathetically, like Bonnie and Clyde, Taxi Driver and the best of all,

Terence Malick’s Badlands. That such �lms resonate in the US and seem quintessentially American (where would the UK’s Badlands be? The West



Midlands, the Yorkshire Moors, maybe Brighton?) might suggest that unacknowledged but barely sublimated rage continues to play a (disruptive) part

in the American dream.

That ‘Infamous’ is about (self-)destruction would be more apparent to an American audience than it would be for us, in so far as Capote would have

been known to older Americans as one of the �rst television ‘personalities’ appearing on game shows and quiz shows through the sixties and

seventies, in a very public decline from literary eminence. He became the man who everyone knew ‘used to be a famous writer’. In trading on his wit in

these TV shows, whilst apparently selling his soul, he represented a very human falling from grace, a slow destroying of the best part of himself. And

in that sense the �lm is nostalgic, looking back to a time when people really thought literary talent mattered. No-one today is ever going to accuse

Sharon Osborne of letting her real talents wither on the vine.

A way of looking at the �lm (and at the Oscar winning ‘Capote’ that appeared two years before) is that Capote is an emblematic �gure, representing

that broad cultural and social change to a mass media culture of consumption that has also consumed ‘serious’ literature. In conceiving of ‘In Cold

Blood’ Capote thought he was taking Literature to the culturally deprived Mid-West but in reality he was just the self-regarding instrument of the

nascent tabloids and sensationalising news networks, over which he had no control. Literary ‘taste’ is now determined not by Capote’s successors on

the New Yorker but by Richard and Judy. Not that the �lm explicitly seeks any of the roots of Capote’s later problems there, but settles instead for the

cliché, of which Hollywood is fond for obvious reasons, that producing Literature or Art is a painful process which sometimes ‘costs’ too much.

Having said all that it’s an enjoyable �lm with an excellent central performance from Toby Young and with lots of star names doing a turn. A great deal

hinges on the chemistry established between Young and the bisexual murderer, Perry Smith, played by Daniel Craig, and there is enough of human

feeling created between them to convince us that the remainder of Capote’s life was lived in the shadow of their moments together.

Douglas McGrath | USA | 2006 | 110 minutes | 15



THE BAND’S VISIT (12A)
September 10, 2008

Categories: Season 2008/09

Tags: Art House & International, Comedy, Drama

Eran Kolirin’s �rst feature �lm may be set in modern-day Israel, but its tone of ironic understatement is so dry, you half expect Alec Guinness to walk

into “The Band’s Visit” at any moment.

Much of that has to do with Kolirin’s unhurried, carefully crafted script, and a plotline that seems to have come from Ealing Studios. An Egyptian police

band, decked out in blinding light blue uniforms, arrives in Israel for a concert to mark the opening of an Arab cultural institute. Instead of going to the

town where the ceremony is to be held, the group winds up in a dead-end place with a similar name and not much happening. When the band’s leader,

Tew�q (Sasson Gabai) asks the owner of a small cafe if she knows where the dedication ceremony might be, she answers that there is no Arab cultural

institute in town or even, for that matter, an Israeli cultural institute. In fact, there’s no culture of any kind, she deadpans.



The cafe owner is an attractive woman named Dina (Ronit Elkabetz) who takes pity on the lost Egyptians. Since there are no more buses that day, two

of them will stay overnight with her, the others will stay with patrons of her cafe.

This is very much a character-driven story, so much so that, at �rst, there seems to be very little story at all. But Kolirin skillfully holds our attention by

focusing on the rather unful�lled lives of Tew�q, Dina, two patrons of the cafe and a few of the band members, including handsome young lothario

Haled (Saleh Bakri). While they come from different cultures, all share a kind of resignation about their lives and prospects.

Tew�q, as the band leader, wants to maintain decorum at all points. He looks like, and is, a martinet, impatient with the slightest deviation from form.

And yet, when he reveals his back story, we see how his cold exterior hides, so well, a broken heart. Dina, a woman who’s seen it all and seems to have

no curiosity about the future, nonetheless is the �rst to befriend the wandering Egyptians. For a moment, we feel her drawn toward Tew�q, but not

necessarily out of love, but rather, as two broken people hoping to be whole again.

Haled, the youngest member of the band, thinks of himself as a ladies’ man and that any woman would want him. At every turn, he shows the rough

edges and impatience of youth. His attempts at pickup lines are comical in kind of an Egyptian version of “two wild and crazy guys.” And then, in a

seemingly insigni�cant but eloquently telling moment in the �lm, he coaches a young Israeli man in how to approach a woman for the �rst time.

While this is a �lm about Egyptians wandering around the Israeli sticks, it is not overtly political at all. Whatever happens between Cairo and

Jerusalem happens, as far as these people are concerned. They’re just trying to get on with their lives and perhaps �nd a little meaning as well. By the

end of the short but perfectly pitched gem, we understand that its apparently observational distance has not only given us precious insight into the

lives of ordinary Israelis and Egyptians, but, tacitly, a sense of political possibility as well.

This lovely, smart and beautifully understated �lm is at the centre of the 2008 annual debate over how confused the rules are for best foreign �lm at

the Oscars. The Band’s Visit was rejected for consideration in that category because it has too much English in it. Of course, the only reason the

Egyptians and the Israelis speak English from time to time is because it’s the only language they have in common. Logic, as usual, not only doesn’t

translate for the Academy, but also keeps an extraordinarily worthy �lm from justi�ably competing for what is otherwise a frequently devalued award.

This delightful Middle Eastern �lm has won 36 awards worldwide – while at the same time being banned from �lm festivals in Cairo and Abu Dhabi!!

Eran Kolirin | Israel | 2007 | 87 minutes | 12a





INTO THE WILD (15)
September 24, 2008

Categories: Season 2008/09

Tags: Adventure, Drama

Telling the true story of ill-fated adventurer Christopher McCandless, ‘Into The Wild’ plays like a haunting postcard from the great beyond. Sean Penn

adapted the book by Jon Krakauer (reconstructed from McCandless’s own recovered journals) and directed the �lm which backtracks through the

winding highways and side roads that led him into the Alaskan Wilderness. Playing the lead, Emile Hirsh captures all of the arrogance, integrity,

naiveté and charm of this complex, troubled young man and his passion for the natural world.

Clouds gather ominously from the opening sequence, when McCandless trudges through snow�elds and discovers an abandoned school bus. He makes

this his home and the subsequent struggle to �nd food is drawn out between �ashbacks of people he’s encountered along the way. Brief impressions



are thrown in too and gradually a picture of deep discontent begins to form, hinting at why McCandless went AWOL in the �rst place. Meanwhile his

bewildered and grieving parents (Marcia Gay Harden and William Hurt) are left to ponder.

Fuelled by the writings of Tolstoy, Thoreau and Jack London, McCandless appears to imagine himself a modern-day folk hero, but Penn, in this deeply

personal and serious �lm, avoids imposing any judgements. The portrayal is sympathetic and these sentiments are echoed onscreen by those who give

McCandless shelter on his ultimate quest for solitude. These ‘substitute’ parents include Catherine Keener, Vince Vaughn and Hal Holbrook (who was

rightly Oscar-nominated) delivering poignant performances, each one imparting some lesson in a heartbreaking coming-of-age story where self-

awareness comes too late. The narrative relies quite heavily on �ashbacks and Penn has a tendency to draw attention to the camera, but the journey

remains compelling throughout. McCandless is such a vivid and enigmatic character – a force of nature in himself – that his story grips you until the

bitter end.

‘Into the Wild’ was nominated for two Oscars (for Best Supporting Actor and Editing) in 2007/08 and won several prizes world-wide, particularly for

Sean Penn’s direction and the music.

Sean Penn | USA | 2007 | 148 minutes | 15



CARAMEL (PG)
October 15, 2008

Categories: Season 2008/09

Tags: Comedy, Drama, Romance

Every now and again one �nds a �lm of real beauty in an unexpected place. Shot on a modest budget, with a simple story and no famous talents

involved, Caramel might have been just another small-time independent cinema release. I’m pleased to say then, that it has succeeded in winning

mainstream distribution – big audiences are going to see it, and they’re loving it.

The story of �ve women working in and around a rather ramshackle Beirut beauty salon may not, at �rst glance, seem especially intriguing, but

Caramel is something special. It hardly mentions the battle lines and war zones of the Middle East. Highly intelligent without being showy, it’s

poetically told, painting a complex cultural portrait by way of intriguing personal stories.



There’s Layale, caught up in an affair with a married man and obsessed with his unwitting wife, wanting to know what it is that always draws him back

home. And Nisrine, due to be married, but nervous about the potential consequences of her past indiscretions in an unforgiving society. Rima, whose

socially dangerous lesbian romance with a customer is portrayed entirely in metaphor – here are some of the most sensuous images of hairdressing

you’ll ever see. Jamale, who is struggling to make a career as an actress and to convince everyone (including herself) that she’s still young. And Rose,

an ageing seamstress whose devotion to others has let life pass her by.

The supporting characters are also charmingly drawn. There’s Rose’s senile charge, who wanders the streets stealing parking tickets which she

believes to be letters from her lost love; and the traf�c cop who still painstakingly issues them, who is falling in love with Layale. “She parks in

forbidden places” he notes, observing it as a gesture of affection.

The original title of this �lm translates literally as ‘burnt sugar’, which will give you a better idea of the bittersweet nature of the story. It’s not about a

sweet thing eaten for pleasure either – it’s about the stuff used in sugaring, a means of body hair removal equivalent to waxing. It’s all about

undergoing pain for the sake of beauty. In the hands of a vengeful beautician, it can be more painful still.

These stories are told in a lingering, sensual way, the imagery always full of light and rich colour. They interweave beautifully and are masterfully told.

The director, Nadine Labaki co-wrote the screenplay and plays the part of Layale. It’s the sort of �lm in which one can lose all sense of time and of the

outside world. Spellbinding stuff.

Nadine Labaki | France/Lebanon | 2007 | 95 minutes | PG



JINDABYNE (15)
November 12, 2008

Categories: Season 2008/09

Tags: Drama

Gabriel Byrne deserves some serious silverware for his performance in this outstanding Australian �lm from director Ray Lawrence (who made

Lantana) and screenwriter Beatrix Christian. The movie is beautifully shot, and succeeds in being deeply disturbing and mysterious, with richly

achieved nuances of characterisation. I have seen it two or three times now, and each time it gets better.

It is based on Raymond Carver’s short story So Much Water So Close to Home – also in fact alluded to in Robert Altman’s Short Cuts – but here the

action is transposed to the vast landscape of New South Wales. Here Byrne plays Stewart, a former racing driver, now reduced to running a shabby old

garage, brooding on former glories and dyeing his hair. He basically lives for one weekend a year: a male-bonding �shing trip with three buddies, away



from the querulous and demanding womenfolk, in a rugged wilderness where they can forget the petty quarrels and disappointments of their lives and

brusquely reclaim their manhood.

At the beginning of their precious weekend, they �nd the corpse of young Aboriginal woman in the river – the victim of a serial killer. Rather than

spoil the trip, they decide to leave the dead woman where she is, heartlessly tethering her by twine to the riverbank, and delay reporting the body

until Sunday night. Although notionally shocked and sorry for the victim, something in the woman’s brutalised subjection excites a secret, unnamable

sense of satisfaction, survival and even euphoria in these respectable blokes, which they can admit neither to themselves nor each other. When she

discovers what went on, Stewart’s wife Claire (Laura Linney) is horri�ed at the abyss that has opened beneath her feet. The man she thought she knew

is capable of an act of insensitivity amounting to a kind of bourgeois barbarism.

There is so much going on in this movie, not least in the intriguing �gure of Claire herself, a woman whose authority is undermined by the fact that

she had a breakdown after the birth of her child, and who now feels eternally undermined in her own home by the overbearing mother-in-law Vanessa

(Betty Lucas) who has moved in to help look after the children. The interior, domestic drama of Claire’s troubled personal history is a brilliant

complicating factor. She demands that the complacent Jindabyne folk make some reparation to the Aborigine community, and is rewarded with

indifference and hostility.

Jindabyne addresses a gulf between articulate women and moody silent males, between the whites and the patronised Aborigines, and between

scared humanity and the vast and frightening landscape of Australia itself, a landscape in which one may so easily lose one’s bearings of Anglo-Saxon

normality, and in which violence or loss are so terrifyingly possible. Jindabyne has the disquieting quality of Picnic At Hanging Rock and indeed the

horror �lm Wolf Creek – which, like this �lm, transforms the real-life Falconio murder case. But Lawrence makes of his story something quite different:

more serious, more complex, with moral shades of grey. In his boldly idealistic �nal scene, moreover, Lawrence ends the �lm on a note not of irony or

despair or alienation, but forgiveness and hope. This is the kind of �lm to see and then talk about endlessly over dinner afterwards. It’s real cinematic

nourishment.

© Guardian News and Media Limited 2008

Ray Lawrence | Australia | 2006 | 123 minutes | 15



HONEYDRIPPER (PG)
December 3, 2008

Categories: Season 2008/09

Tags: Drama

John Sayles, the director, has been one of the most versatile �gures on the American scene for more than 30 years. His leftist views and concern for

social justice permeate his work, most of which is, in a broad sense, political. The recurrent themes are the relationship between private lives and

public events, the effects of social change and the roots of present-day society in the past. This latest �lm is an immensely likeable, highly

characteristic work pursuing many of these familiar concerns. It’s set in the Deep South in 1950, speci�cally in the strictly segregated small Alabama

town of Harmony where things are far from harmonious. Remarking on the ironic name, the black porter at the whistlestop station says: ‘Only time I

been in jail is in a town called Liberty.’



Honeydripper is ostensibly a simple tale, set against the racial segregation of Fifties Alabama, but it’s a �lm with a lot more going on beneath the

surface. Sayles has taken the classic tropes of the rock ‘n’ roll fairytale (set in a period some time before the music would be called that) and has

playfully embedded them in a story which also encompasses perspectives on religion, male unemployment, class prejudice, and the legacy of slavery.

As well as the talented young drifter, the big-hearted girl, the mysterious blind busker and the resentful cotton picker, we meet a host of richly

developed characters who bring their stories together into a powerful whole – and it’s all underscored by the music. Sayles’ regular Mason Daring has

put together a soundtrack which would make this �lm worth watching even with one’s eyes shut.

Although Danny Glover gets �rst billing and delivers a complex, compelling performance as Tyrone, this is really an ensemble piece, with great work

all round. Even dif�cult characters like the corrupt Sheriff come across as rounded and, in their way, quite engaging. Although there is naturally a good

deal of tension and frustration surrounding issues of race, the prejudice within these groups is not ignored. One unfortunate character experiences

bullying as much for his Midwestern origins as for the colour of skin, and there’s a touching vignette with a lonely housewife who reveals that she’s

despised by many people as white trash. Other characters are isolated by their lifestyles, such as Stokely, whose �nancial dependence on a much older

woman has become such a joke in the community that no-one seems to notice he’s in love with her. Meanwhile, Tyrone’s wife Delilah (Lisa Gay

Hamilton) is under pressure to isolate herself from her husband and friends by surrendering her soul to Jesus.

Honeydripper is beautiful to look at – courtesy of Mike Leigh’s regular collaborator Nick Pope, even the cruel environment of the cotton �elds is

rendered beautiful. These glorious visuals complement its soundtrack and draw the viewer in to a world where the blues really could change a man’s

fate. It’s the kind of �lm which rarely gets made these days and many viewers will �nd it spellbinding.

© Guardian News and Media Limited 2008

John Sayles | USA | 2007 | 124 minutes | PG



LARS AND THE REAL GIRL (12A)
January 14, 2009

Categories: Season 2008/09

Tags: Comedy

In the 1950s, Wendell Johnson, the American psychologist, placed popular love songs in three categories. First, Idealisation. ‘Nature fashioned you and

when she was done, you were all the sweet things rolled into one.’ Then Frustration. ‘I’m all alone by the telephone, all alone feeling blue.’ Finally,

Demoralisation, when the lover retreats into neurotic fantasy: ‘I’m going to buy a paper doll that I can call my own, a doll that other fellows cannot

steal.’

I was thinking of his thesis after seeing the unnerving comedy ‘Lars and the Real Girl’, the second movie by Craig Gillespie, working from an Oscar-

nominated original screenplay by Nancy Oliver, one of the writers on TV series Six Feet Under



The �lm is set in winter in an unnamed small town in a Midwestern state, and the central character is Lars Lindstrom, a pathologically shy 27-year-old

working in some sort of of�ce. He’s played by Ryan Gosling, a specialist in loners and outsiders. Lars lives in a bedsitter attached to the garage of the

house he has co-owned with his elder brother Gus (Paul Schneider) since the death of their father. Gus, who runs a hardware store, and his pregnant

wife Karin (Emily Mortimer) constantly try to lure Lars to dine with them, but he always has some excuse to refuse social engagements.

Everyone in this friendly, tightknit community, most of them members of the local Holy Grace Lutheran Church, are solicitous for Lars’s welfare and

eager to draw him out of his loneliness. One day, a large, heavy cof�n-like box is delivered at the garage, and shortly thereafter Lars tells Gus and

Karin that he has a girlfriend whom he’d like them to meet. He brings her over for dinner, tells them she’s called Bianca, is half-Brazilian, half-Danish,

has had her wheelchair stolen and would be better off sleeping in the spare bedroom in the main house rather than with him beside the garage.

His brother and sister-in-law’s initial delight rapidly abates when they discover that Bianca is a provocatively dressed, lifesize, anatomically correct sex

toy, bought on the internet from a �rm called Real-Dolls, which has provided her with a little biography. Lars treats her as if she’s absolutely real but

even shyer than him, so he acts as her interpreter. What we expect is Frank Capra meets Ann Summers, and an orgy of bad taste about fetishism and

the treatment of transgressive sex in narrow-minded communities seems in the of�ng. But it doesn’t turn out that way.

Gus and Karin start to go along with Lars and are approaching a point of no return when they turn for help to the pastor and the town’s female GP

(Patricia Clarkson), who is also a trained psychologist. The doctor pretends to be taking on Bianca as a patient, while actually providing therapy for

Lars.

Gradually, the whole town is transformed by Bianca’s presence. She’s put on committees, addresses schoolchildren, is given a makeover by concerned

local women so that she becomes a more suitable companion for Lars. At �rst, he’s jealous of their attention, but begins to change, to be brought out

of himself, and we infer that through Bianca and his sister-in-law’s pregnancy he’s at last coming to terms with his mother’s death in childbirth and the

recent demise of his father.

The �lm, however, is not concerned with psychological explanation. Rather it’s a moral fable exploring kindness, understanding, love and the

acceptance of human diversity.

It has four principal antecedents, it seems to me. The �rst is Pirandello’s Enrico IV in which a rich man in 1921 Italy believes he’s a feudal king and

everyone around him plays up to this delusion. The second, Harvey, is about an amiable alcoholic (played on �lm and stage by James Stewart) who

thinks he’s accompanied everywhere by an invisible 6ft rabbit. The third is the sequence in Dead of Night where ventriloquist Michael Redgrave is



taken over by his dummy. The fourth is Hitchcock’s Psycho to which there are several direct allusions. It’s a lesser thing than three of these, but better

in my view than Harvey, being less whimsical and less inclined to see its protagonist as an unconditional bringer of light.

In his �rst �lm, the undervalued ‘Mr Woodcock’, Craig Gillespie took a somewhat less idealistic view of small-town life. But in that movie and his new

�lm, he deals acutely with embarrassment as an edgy source of humour and social criticism. He’s served admirably by an ensemble cast who give the

impression of being an authentic community. Patricia Clarkson is particularly good as the generous, understanding doctor and shrink, who’s

unassertively the articulate moral centre of the town.

© Guardian News and Media Limited 2008

Craig Gillespie | USA | 2007 | 106 minutes | 12a



THE KITE RUNNER (12A)
February 4, 2009

Categories: Season 2008/09

Tags: Drama

Marc Forster, the director, through his ability to set a story on a broad canvas and turn it into something intensely personal, creates a �lm that is as

entertaining as it is thought provoking. Though the �lm deals with a multitude of serious matters it doesn’t feel preachy or contrived. The storyline is

strong from beginning to end, and overall it doesn’t really have �at points. There are two other things that excel in this �lm, the cinematography and

the acting.

The Kite Runner begins by introducing Amir, a writer living in San Francisco California who when receiving a phone call from Rahim Kahn an old

family friend, is taken back to his childhood in Kabul. Here we meet Hassan who is Amir’s childhood friend as well as a servant boy in Amir’s house.

Both Amir and Hassan enjoy �ying kites and end up winning a kite �ghting tournament. On that same day Amir witnesses Hassan being attacked by a



group of bullies, without intervening, and this betrayal ultimately fractures the friendship permanently. As the �lm progresses, Amir is persuaded by

Rahim to return to Afghanistan after all these years, and it is on his return that he �nds out what the Taliban has done to his country and to his friend.

The cinematography including breath-taking aerial scenes �ying over Kabul brilliantly creates the colour, atmosphere and sights of a speci�c time and

place, despite being shot mainly in China

All of the performances in this �lm are very strong; starting with Shaun Toub, his performance as Rahim Kahn is one of the most effective in the �lm.

Though he doesn’t play the lead role he does deliver a performance that is one of the most memorable. Homayoun Ershadi also gives a very good

performance as Baba, Amir’s father who was wealthy before he had to �ee with his son from Afghanistan. Another performance that also stands out is

Khalid Abdulla’s. His performance as Amir is moving, and it is able to transport the audience through a variety of emotions. The performances by

Zekiria Ebrahimi and Ahmad Kahn Mahmoodzada who play young Amir and young Hassan are very strong and believable despite their youth. The

minor performances were as effective as some of the more prominent roles and gave the �lm an authentic tone.

Overall The Kite Runner works on several levels, from the storyline, to the performances, to the cinematography. The story about the things we run

away from, the mistakes we make, and ultimate redemption, resonates long after the end of the performance.

Marc Forster | USA | 2007 | 128 minutes | 12a



PERSEPOLIS (12A)
February 25, 2009

Categories: Season 2008/09

Tags: Animation, Drama

Superbly elegant and simple, it is based on the comic-book series by the Franco-Iranian artist Marjane Satrapi who has co-written and co-directed the

movie version. And what a treat, funny and moving with a bracingly authentic feel, reproducing the book’s graphic work with broad, bold strokes and a

depth-of-�eld effect achieved with a recessive series of two-dimensional planes, like the ocean waves at the back of a panto set. Muted colour tones

are introduced for sequences happening in the present, and deploying the cartoonist’s classic skill, Satrapi creates witty and sympathetic facial

expressions with hardly more than a squiggle. This is one of those rare things in the cinema: a movie with an urgent new story to tell and an urgent

new way of telling it



Persepolis is a painful, even tragic tale of alienation, persecution, frustration and exile. But it never gets sentimental and it doesn’t give way to self-

pity nor explode in impotent anger. Instead, it combines witty, caustic observation with a warm humanity and a deep sense of life’s absurdity. Marjane

is a lovely character, a serious, rebellious, humorous young woman with a zest for life and a commitment to Orwellian truths.

The animated form gives the �lm-makers a �exibility they would not have in a live-action �lm. The mood and style can change within a couple of

frames as the real gives way to the surreal and then to a world of caricature. Marjane conducts conversations with God and Karl Marx up in the clouds.

A teenager is killed by soldiers during an anti-Shah demonstration, dies in a pool of blood and is carried off as a martyr in the style of an agitprop

poster.

Marjane’s uncle gives her a rundown on Britain’s role in the creation of modern Iran after the First World War, which is as savagely satirical as a

cartoon by Low or Vicky. The teenage Marjane changes shape before us, her breasts exploding, her buttocks jutting out, her legs stretching, as she

describes her physical journey into adulthood. These are all great moments. The characters come to life, most especially the heroine’s wise

grandmother, who tells her always to retain her integrity and never embrace victimhood. ‘You always have a choice,’ she says.

Vincent Paronnaud & Marjane Satrapi | France/USA | 2007 | 96 minutes | 12a



THE ORPHANAGE (15)
March 18, 2009

Categories: Season 2008/09

Tags: Drama, Horror, Mystery

Laura (Belén Rueda) has returned to the shutdown orphanage of her childhood to turn the isolated mansion into a home for children with special

needs. She, her husband, and their adopted son, Simon (the adorable Roger Príncep) have the huge house to themselves for the time being.

Simon takes to his new home, where he is very much in a world of his own, fantasy wise. He sees things hidden within the creaky mansion and

ecstatically tells his mother clues and riddles on how to �nd them, as well as mentioning his new (invisible) friends. During a children’s party, Simon

vanishes. Kidnapped? Dead? There’s even a Peter Pan-like possibility (a subtle one) apparent early in the �lm. Laura’s one and only thought: to �nd her

son – he must still be alive, somewhere….



The Orphanage is “presented” as well as produced by Guillermo del Toro. This latest �lm feels very much at home in the del Toro universe following on

from some of his best work – the well-regarded Pan’s Labyrinth and another �lm he previously directed, The Devil’s Backbone.

This is Juan Antonio Bayona’s �rst �lm as a director following several short �lms, which makes it all the more exceptional. He goes for the twists and

turns that come with the ghosts-in-a-spooky-house subgenre, and in the last act, some obligatory things happen to Laura, but the plot never descends

into contrivances or cheap thrills

As Laura, Rueda’s performance is non-fussy and extraordinary, calling up the kind of emotional ratcheting that becomes tougher as the story moves

into territory that can be potentially more grisly, or, in fact, much more tragic. Like del Toro’s Ofelia in Pan’s Labyrinth, Laura never makes you want to

miss a beat of what she might do or say. No matter how far she’ll go to �nd her little boy, we’ll want to stay at her side, even if it’s down into (cue

music) the cellar!

Juan Antonio Bayona | Mexico/Spain | 2007 | 105 minutes | 15



SYRIANA (15)
March 31, 2009

Categories: Season 2008/09

Tags: Drama, Mystery

In 2000, writer-director Stephen Gaghan wrote the multi Oscar-winning ‘Traf�c’ for Steven Soderbergh to direct. The narrative darted around the

United States and Mexico following several interwoven storylines to deal with the trade in narcotics. With ‘Syriana’ Gaghan moves on to the oil

business, which even President Bush has lately recognised to be a national addiction, and he hops even more widely between Washington, Houston,

Geneva, Tehran, Beirut and the Persian Gulf. At �rst baf�ing, never wholly lucid but always compelling our total attention, the �lm introduces us to a

wide range of people while feeding us pieces of a global jigsaw puzzle.

In particular it persistently returns to �ve characters – Bob Barnes, an experienced CIA �eld agent long resident in the Middle East (played by the

�lm’s producer, George Clooney); Bennett Holiday (Jeffrey Wright), a high-�ying black attorney with a leading Washington law �rm; Bryan Woodman



(Matt Damon), an ambitious energy analyst working for an advisory company in Geneva; Prince Nasir (Alexander Siddig), the Oxford-educated son of

the ageing head of a �ctitious Gulf state not unlike Dubai; and Saleem Ahmed Kahn (Shahid Ahmed), a young Pakistani working as a labourer in the

Gulf. The lives of all of them are affected and redirected by the machinations of people involved in the oil industry and their supporters in government,

and they are variously compromised, damaged or killed. As two major American oil companies merge to become a major countervailing power to the

Chinese in the Middle East, so it becomes necessary for the CIA to send Bob Barnes on an assassination mission, in order that the Prince’s desire to

improve the lot of his people will not upset US interests. Ahmed, the young Muslim migrant worker, is laid off by the new Chinese owners of the

re�nery where he works, and is given succour and purpose by a fundamentalist group with terrorist connections. Bryan believes he can both pursue his

career and help bring democracy to the Middle East. Bennett the lawyer, caught between a ruthless oil company and the pressures of the Justice

Department, �nds a modus vivendi by throwing a few victims to the lions.

In this world of realpolitik, everyday ethics and morality are turned on their heads, and people are expendable. Sixty years ago, ‘Engine Charlie’ Wilson,

head of General Motors, told a Senate committee charged with approving his appointment as Eisenhower’s Secretary of Defence, that he thought that

‘what was good for our country was good for General Motors and vice versa; the difference did not exist’. This is the view of the oil industry as

presented in Syriana.

One of the sacri�cial black sheep handed to the Justice Department in the movie goes even further: ‘Corruption? Corruption is government intrusion

into market ef�ciencies in the form of regulation. That’s Milton Friedman. He got the goddamn Nobel Prize. We have laws against it precisely so we

can get away with it.’

The presence of familiar faces helps the audience to follow the complicated narrative, and in addition to the leading performances there are excellent

contributions in minor roles. Chris Cooper plays a plain-speaking self-made Texas oilman, quite open about the need for cutting ethical corners. He

stands in contrast to his chief legal adviser, a suave Washington legal eagle (Christopher Plummer) who operates through charm and neatly turned

phrases. ‘In this town you’re innocent until you’re investigated,’ he tells Clooney.

In addition to the performances there’s a wealth of memorable detail: a group of expatriate Pakistanis improvising a game of cricket on the waste land

beside the re�nery that has laid them off; an almost unbearably painful scene in which Barnes, the CIA man, is tortured by an Arab assassin (a

menacing Mark Strong) who’s changed sides; a persuasive succession of scenes in which Ahmed is transformed into a suicide bomber. Some may think

it takes an unconscionable time for Barnes to become disillusioned with the CIA he has served so faithfully, but this can also be seen as a comment on

the nature of loyalty and patriotism, which is one of the themes of this thoughtful, exciting and urgent �lm. The widescreen colour photography is the

work of the gifted Robert Elswit who shot the equally good, but tonally very different monochrome movie, Good Night, and Good Luck.



Stephen Gaghan | USA | 2005 | 126 minutes | 15



THE VISITOR (15)
September 9, 2009

Categories: Season 2009/10

Tags: Drama, Music

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/WYQDD8jIHFs

https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/WYQDD8jIHFs


Richard Jenkins (Oscar-nominated for his role) plays 60ish widower Walter Vale, an economics professor at a New England university whose life has

lost its purpose. He has little interest in his work – his best is long behind him and it is doubtful if he will ever �nish the book that he is supposed to

be writing – and no interest at all in his students. He appears to have no close friends or relationships. He has a son he rarely sees, is struggling to

learn to play the piano (his late wife had been a pianist), otherwise he is quite disconnected from everyone around him, mired in a state of spiritual

apathy.

Walter is compelled to represent his department, to present a colleague’s paper who can no longer attend, at a conference in New York on

Development Economics (his specialism). He plans to stay in a �at he has owned for many years but rarely visits. Walter arrives at the �at to �nd it

occupied by a young couple who have rented it in good faith from a Russian conman. They, Tarek Khalil (Haaz Sleiman), a Syrian musician who plays

the djembe (a kind of West African drum) in a jazz group, and his Senegalese girlfriend, Zainab (Danai Gurira), a jewellery designer, are both Muslims,

and neither are keen for the police to be noti�ed. Instead, they offer to leave at once. Something about them touches Walter and he persuades them to

stay and Tarek begins to teach him to play his drums. Walter’s work ceases to be purely academic and becomes personal. As he �nds himself thawing

out, becoming interested and engaged in life again, he is drawn into their predicament. When disaster strikes, Walter is compelled to do what he can

to help.



All the four central performances are beautifully played. In a post 9/11 America, the bureaucratic paranoia and obsession with the ‘war on terror’ has

claimed a few more victims in scenes which, you are left feeling, are replicated daily. This is a quiet, thoughtful �lm containing some beautiful

moments.

This is director’s, Thomas McCarthy’s, second feature �lm. His �rst, The Station Agent, (much enjoyed by CFS members in the 2004/05 season) won a

BAFTA (2003). Before he turned to directing, he had had a substantial career as an actor in both TV and �lm. As well as directing, he also wrote the

screenplays for both �lms.

Cast – Danai Gurira, Haaz Sleiman, Hiam Abbas, Richard Jenkins

Thomas McCarthy | USA | 2008 | 106 minutes | 15
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THE CLASS (15)
September 23, 2009

Categories: Season 2009/10

Tags: Art House & International, Drama

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/lq5qNzm3w-U

https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/lq5qNzm3w-U


François Begaudeau plays a teacher in his own adapted story of an inner-city Parisian school. This is the bleak urban �ipside of the rural idyll of Être et

Avoir, but just as compelling. The teachers and pupils in the school, are real, playing improvised versions of themselves to a loose script. The camera

never leaves the school – we see nothing of anyone’s home life – it focuses instead, as the French title implies, on what goes on between the walls of

the classrooms, staff room and playground to an almost claustrophobic degree.

The �lm starts with the new school year as teachers, old and new, gather to meet and greet each other and discuss their pupils, the good and the bad.

François Marin (Begaudeau), teaching French, has been assigned a class of racially mixed 14-15 year olds, many of whom do not have French as a �rst

language. They do not look a promising lot at the start; they are rowdy and quarrelsome and Marin struggles to establish some sort of control – and

teach a little French grammar. They make clear that whatever respect they grudgingly give, has to be earned. They challenge him at every point: why

read books? why learn formal grammar when no one talks like that? Gradually Marin starts to make some connections as he (and we) get to know his

pupils better, and �nds out something about their home lives. His biggest success appears to be with a boy from Mali but this is put into jeopardy

when Souleymane is threatened with expulsion. Eventually Marin’s self-control snaps under provocation – an act which alters his relationship with

two of his pupils and brings repercussions. The year ends as it began, with an empty classroom and a clean blackboard ready for the new class. We

leave them all feeling sympathetic, exasperated and desperately hoping that life turns out better for them.



This is director Laurent Cantet’s fourth feature �lm. He is a director in the Ken Loach tradition, using social realism to explore issues of class, work,

attitude and (self)deception in contemporary society. His �rst three �lms were Human Resources (2000), Time Out (2001) and Heading South (2005).

Cast – Esmeralda Ouertani, Franck Keita, François Begaudeau, Laura Baquela, Nassim Amrabt, Rachel Regulier

Laurent Cantet | France | 2008 | 130 minutes | 15

Weighted vote 75.8%
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DOUBT (15)
October 14, 2009

Categories: Season 2009/10

Tags: Drama

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/OnrmWLp1Ub8

https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/OnrmWLp1Ub8


Doubt is set in the Bronx in 1964, a year after Kennedy’s assassination: a time of general uncertainty and change. It focuses on a Catholic grade school

run with an iron hand by Sister Aloysius (Meryl Streep) and attached to the church of St Nicholas, whose priest, Father Flynn (Philip Seymour Hoffman)

has recently arrived, determined to bring change. The Second Vatican Council had just promised modernisation but Sister Aloysius is old school and

determined to resist. She believes that it is her duty to protect her charges from sin and corruption. She and her school are bare and austere in

contrast to Flynn’s warmth and his sympathetic relationship with the pupils and his congregation with whom he is popular. The �lm opens with Father

Flynn preaching a sermon on doubt and the need to share doubts with others.

Change has already come to the school: it has just accepted its �rst black pupil, Donald Miller (Joseph Foster II). A young idealistic nun, Sister James

(Amy Adams), starts to suspect that Father Flynn’s relationship with the young Donald is warmer than it should be and she shares her suspicions with

Sister Aloysius. From that point, Sister Aloysius and Father Flynn are on a collision course. Donald Miller’s mother is drawn in (played by Viola Davis

who won an Oscar-nomination for her short part in an astonishing scene). As battle is joined and the issues of doubt and certainty, trust and

responsibility are explored, the main protagonists offer us a masterclass in acting, con�rming Meryl Streep and Philip Seymour Hoffman as two of the

�nest actors of their generation.



The director John Patrick Shanley wrote the screenplay, adapting his own Pulitzer Prize-winning play. He is an established playwright and screenwriter

whose work has won critical acclaim and several awards. He won an Oscar in 1987 for the screenplay of Moonstruck. He was born in the Bronx in 1950

to Catholic parents. The cinematographer was Roger Deakins.

Cast – Amy Adams, Meryl Streep, Philip Seymour Hoffman, Viola Davis, Joseph Foster

John Patrick Shanley | USA | 2008 | 104 minutes | 15

Weighted vote 89.8%

EXCELLENT

59%

GOOD

33%

AVERAGE

6%

POOR

2%

TERRIBLE

0%



KATYN (15)
November 18, 2009

Categories: Season 2009/10

Tags: Art House & International, Drama, History, War

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/_BsC8rOKIng

https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/_BsC8rOKIng


Andrzej Wajda (now in his 80s) is a brilliant �lm-maker of international stature whose career has spanned the second half of the twentieth-century.

This is a deeply personal �lm about a period and event in Poland’s history which still has the capacity to shock.

The striking opening sequence illustrates Poland’s predicament in 1939: two groups of people meet on a bridge, one �eeing east from the advancing

Nazis and the other west from the Soviets, as the two powers carved up Poland between them under the terms of their short-lived non-aggression

pact. The Polish Army was disarmed and dismissed except for the of�cers (estimates of numbers range from 15,000-22,000) who were detained. In

1940 the of�cers vanished, but rumours of their fate started to circulate. After the collapse of the Pact, the Germans took over the parts of Poland

formerly occupied by the Soviets, and in Katy? forest they discovered mass graves containing the bodies of thousands of murdered Polish of�cers. The

Soviets, accused, denied all responsibility and put the blame for the massacre on the Germans.

This remained the of�cial Soviet position until 1990 when Gorbachev �nally admitted that Stalin had ordered the NKVD to carry out not only the

massacres but also deportations to labour camps and prisons in Russia. The reason? These men were the educated élite of Polish society: intellectuals,

doctors, scientists, engineers, who had answered their country’s call to arms and were the potential leaders of resistance to Soviet control of a post-

war Poland. Stalin decided to eliminate, pre-emptively, the threat that they posed to his post-war ambitions and so ordered the killing and detentions.



The �lm’s narrative, which becomes more fractured towards the end, charts the various stages of the war’s outbreak, the Nazi occupation and the post-

war Soviet settlement through the eyes of the victims’ closest friends and relatives. The Soviet denial and their of�cial cover-up (supported by puppet

post-war Polish governments) meant that for years families could not �nd out what had happened to their fathers, brothers and sons. Instead, while

deeply distrusting the authorities, many still hoped that their loved ones might return some day from a Soviet gulag. It also meant, for instance, that it

became a crime against the state to put the true date of death – 1940 – on a gravestone, because this placed the death at a time when only the

Soviets could have been responsible. The �lm’s �nal scenes graphically represent what had been repressed for so long by warring nations and

conniving governments.

Andrzej Wajda was born in Poland in 1926. His father, Jakub, was a captain in the Polish infantry and died in the Katyn massacre and his mother taught

in a Ukrainian school. In 1946 he went to Krakow and studied painting, and then moved on to the High Film School in Lodz to study �lm-directing

(1950-1954) where he became fascinated by the French avant-garde. In 1955 he directed his �rst full-length �lm, Pokolenie, about a generation of

youth coming of age during the Nazi occupation of Poland. His award-winning Kanal (1957) and Ashes and Diamonds (1958) concluded the trilogy

about life in Poland during WWII. Despite Soviet pressure to conform, Wajda continued to make �lms that challenged their manipulation of society.

He won an honorary Oscar (2000) for his contribution to cinema, and an honorary Golden Bear (2006) at the Berlin Film Festival.

It is worth drawing attention to the score. Wajda uses fragments of several works by Krzysztof Penderecki, a fellow Pole and near contemporary.

Several of Penderecki’s works have been arranged for �lm scores. He has composed works which describe and commemorate events in Poland’s history

and suffering, such as The Polish Requiem and others which are dedicated more generally to victims of war, for example, Threnody for the Victims of

Hiroshima.

Cast – Andrzej Chyra, Artur Zmijewski, Danuta Stenka, Maja Ostaszewska

Andrzej Wajda | Poland | 2007 | 120 minutes | 15

EXCELLENT

70%

GOOD

29%

AVERAGE

1%

POOR

0%

TERRIBLE

0%



Weighted vote 93.8%



EVERYONE SAYS I LOVE YOU (12A)
December 9, 2009

Categories: Season 2009/10

Tags: Comedy, Drama, Music, Romance

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/p9NdzkqHSAw

https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/p9NdzkqHSAw


This is a featherlight confection, vintage Woody Allen, a musical comedy that follows the lives of an extended family from New York’s upper East Side.

Woody Allen uses the conventions of the classic Hollywood musical in which the characters burst into song to express their feelings. The actors have

to do their own singing (some voices are rather better than others) but the result is charming and more authentic. Wisely, they stick to well-known

songs of the period.

The �lm explores the themes of love and romance, reality and make-believe as the characters fall in and out of love, often unwisely. Allen himself

plays Joe Berlin, now living in Paris, the ex-husband and father of the young narrator, JD, who lives mainly in Manhattan with her mother’s (Goldie

Hawn) new family. Her stepfather (Alan Alda) is a wealthy, liberal lawyer, trying to preside over a household which includes a son, daughters, his wife,

his father and a German maid. The action moves between New York, Paris and Venice and contains some lovely set pieces. Look out for a cameo

appearance – and performance – by Itzhak and Navah Perlman. These cities become the backdrop for dream and fantasy as reality and make-believe

become indistinguishably intertwined. It is all good fun: just sit back, let go, and enjoy it!

Cast – Alan Alda, Woody Allen, Drew Barrymore, Lukas Haas, Goldie Hawn, Gaby Hoffman, Natasha Lyonne, Edward Norton, Natale Portman, Julia

Roberts, Tim Roth, David Ogden Stiers



Woody Allen | USA | 1996 | 101 minutes | 12a

Weighted vote 78.4%

EXCELLENT

34%

GOOD

40%

AVERAGE

17%

POOR

2%

TERRIBLE

7%



SUGAR (15)
January 13, 2010

Categories: Season 2009/10

Tags: Drama

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/d8cBT70yR-8

https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/d8cBT70yR-8


We are all used to the predictable, formulaic, sports �lm: local boy/underdog team makes good/wins cup. This �lm, set in the world of American

baseball (but it could be any major sport), not only avoids the usual clichés, it actively subverts them. Instead, Anna Boden and Ryan Fleck have made

a tender and thoughtful �lm about colour, class, culture, exploitation, the immigrant experience and what is actually important in life.

Algenis Perez Soto gives an impressive performance as Miguel Santos (nicknamed “Sugar” because of his sweet personality), a teenage baseball star in

his native Dominican Republic. He is spotted by an American talent scout and joins a training programme. Sugar’s father is dead and so he is the head

of his family, helping to provide for his mother, grandmother and younger siblings. He is only too aware of the difference that the �nancial rewards of

a successful sporting career would make to his family. We follow him to America and into the Minor League in Iowa, where he lodges with a local

family. The story concentrates on the culture clash – Sugar is far from home in more ways than just miles – as he struggles with the language, injury

and a growing sense of isolation as he has to decide what kind of life he really wants and how he can reconcile this to his family responsibilities.

Anna Boden and Ryan Fleck also wrote the screenplays for Half Nelson (2006, directed by Ryan Fleck) and for the short �lm, Have you seen this Man?

(2003), both of which won various awards. Sugar is the third �lm they have directed together and if they keep up the quality of their �lm-making, their

future career should be worth following.



Cast – Algenis Perez Soto, Andre Holland, Ann Whitney, Ellany Porter�eld, Jaime Tirelli, Michael Gaston, Rayniel Ru�no

Anna Boden | USA | 2008 | 114 minutes | 15

Weighted vote 80%

EXCELLENT

20%

GOOD

64%

AVERAGE

14%

POOR

2%

TERRIBLE

0%



SOMERS TOWN (12A)
February 3, 2010

Categories: Season 2009/10

Tags: Art House & International, Comedy, Drama

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/jf1CI5jcJJg

https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/jf1CI5jcJJg


Somers Town occupies the area in London around King’s Cross, Euston and St Pancras. Eurostar approached Shane Meadows and asked him to make a

�lm that included St Pancras, Paris and Belgium to celebrate the opening of their terminal at St Pancras. Shane Meadows demurred at �rst, then

changed his mind with the assurance that he would retain complete creative control. He states that Eurostar were as good as their word, although he

dropped Belgium from the mix.

“I really liked some of the architecture” Meadows says of Somers Town, “and also the fact that even most Londoners had never heard of it. It’s quite a

transient population there and it’s very much an area which most people walk past on their way from Kings Cross to Euston, but it’s got a real history

and sense of locality. Working there for a couple of weeks you begin to realise how London is made up of lots of small communities like Somers Town.

And the location gave the �lm a real sense of integrity – every single London location was in Somers Town and the whole �lm (apart from the ending)

was shot in a single square mile. That’s a very unusual thing to try and do in a �lm.”

Shot in black and white, Thomas Turgoose (revealing a gift for comic timing), star of Meadows’ This is England, plays Tommo, a young teenager who

has arrived from Nottingham with his few possessions in his bag. He knows no one, has nowhere to live and no job. He becomes friends with Marek,

the son of a Pole working on the St Pancras development and �nds that they are both in love with the same girl. They also discover that people can

also be a lot kinder and nicer than expected.



This is Shane Meadows’ sixth feature �lm and his �rst set in London, his previous �lms being set in his native Midlands. He uses long, slow takes to

allow the relationships between the main characters to reveal themselves and develop. He has won and been nominated for numerous awards,

including a BAFTA for This is England (2006).

Cast – Elisa Lasowski, Ireneusz Czop, Kate Dickie, Perry Benson, Piotr Jagiello, Thomas Turgoose

Shane Meadows | UK | 2008 | 72 minutes | 12a

Weighted vote 80%

EXCELLENT

32%

GOOD

45%

AVERAGE

17%

POOR

3%

TERRIBLE

3%



WATER (12A)
February 24, 2010

Categories: Season 2009/10

Tags: Art House & International, Drama, Romance

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/2R0pRl18js8

https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/2R0pRl18js8


Water is set in 1938 in Northern India in the holy city of Benares (now Varanasi) on the banks of the Ganges. Gandhi, fresh from South Africa, is touring

India and bringing hope and inspiration to many, especially as a champion for the most disadvantaged: the poor, the lower castes – and widows. A

new law, deeply unpopular with conservative Hindus, had just been enacted which allowed widows to remarry. Ancient Hindu religious code allows

three options for widows: to marry their husband’s younger brother if his family permits; to commit suicide by throwing themselves on their husband’s

funeral pyre; or to withdraw forever to an ashram with other widows to a celibate life of poverty, shunned by the rest of society as ‘unlucky’. A woman’s

worth is a re�ection of her husband’s and if she no longer has a husband, then she no longer has any value.

Water is set in such an ashram and follows the lives of the widows there: Chuyia, still a homesick child; beautiful Kalyani who dreams of remarriage to

Narayan; Madhumati, corrupt ruler of the small community; and Shakuntala, who struggles to reconcile her faith to her circumstances.

This is the third �lm in director Deepa Mehta’s trilogy about India. The �rst two �lms, Fire and Earth, also tackled controversial subjects which angered

deeply conservative Hindus. When she tried to make Water in India, she met with abuse, death threats and �nally a mob, several thousand strong, that

stormed the set and burned it down in protest at the subject matter. It took eight years to complete and she was forced in the end to �lm it in Sri

Lanka. This is still a very emotive issue amongst fundamentalist Hindus who campaigned �ercely to get the �lm banned in India.



Cast – John Abraham, Lisa Ray, Sarala, Seema Biswas

Deepa Mehta | Canada | 2005 | 118 minutes | 12a

Weighted vote 97.8%

EXCELLENT

91%

GOOD

7%

AVERAGE

2%

POOR

0%

TERRIBLE

0%



ENCOUNTERS AT THE END OF THE WORLD (U)
March 10, 2010

Categories: Season 2009/10

Tags: Documentary

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/MImYM87jOtU

https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/MImYM87jOtU


Werner Herzog and his cameraman were invited to visit the McMurdo Research Station in Antarctica, even though he “would not be making another

�lm about penguins”. The �rst shock is the appearance of the station itself which is home to hundreds of people. Herzog’s narrative style is casual,

engaging, as he meets an extraordinary collection of people who describe their lives and work and how they came to “the end of the world”. He visits

volcanoes, seals and, yes, penguins, and the underwater scenes are quite stunning. We are drawn to the haunting beauty above and below the ice and

the sheer weirdness of what (and who) we encounter with him. Gradually we understand that the title of the �lm has two meanings: we are here at the

geographical end of the world but it is no longer human-free: we take with us wherever we go the seeds of our future destruction – the end of our

world.

Werner Herzog, now in his 60s, has had the most extraordinarily creative and idiosyncratic career. He has made over 40 �lms, roughly half of them

documentaries, his last was the award-winning Grizzly Man. He has also written a dozen books and directed several operas. He was born and grew up

in a remote Bavarian village without access to television, telephones or �lms. He started exploring his world on foot at 14, made his �rst telephone

call at 17 and his �rst �lm at 19. His long partnership with the actor Klaus Kinski produced �lms such as Fitzcarraldo. His view of the world is entirely

idiosyncratic and never predictable or obvious.

Werner Herzog | USA | 2007 | 99 minutes | cert



Weighted vote 87.8%

EXCELLENT

58%

GOOD

31%

AVERAGE

5%

POOR

4%

TERRIBLE

2%



CHERRY BLOSSOMS (15)
March 24, 2010

Categories: Season 2009/10

Tags: Art House & International, Drama, Romance

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/GrgC9VfD8tc

https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/GrgC9VfD8tc


Doris Dörrie, an independent German �lm-maker, has made a tender, touching �lm, about the nature of death, grief, regret and hope. In Japanese

culture, cherry blossoms are a metaphor for the ephemeral nature of life.

The �rst part of the �lm is a reworking of Yasujiro Ozu’s masterpiece, Tokyo Story (shown in our 2005/06 season), set in modern Germany and the

performances by the two main actors, Elmar Wepper and Hannelore Elsner are powerful and convincing. Trudi Angermeier (Hannelore Elsner) a dutiful

wife has long been fascinated by Japan, in particular Mt Fuji and Butoh – a form of Japanese dance – but her husband Rudi (Elmar Wepper) hates

change and has always discouraged her from exploring her interests. Their children are grown and too busy with their lives to make time for their

parents. One son is living in Tokyo, but Rudi will not agree to visit him there.

The second part of the �lm moves to Japan as Rudi learns to deal with his grief, regret and guilt, helped by his friendship with a young Butoh dancer,

Yu, (Aya Irizuki) he meets in the park. With her, he learns that it is not too late to change.

Doris Dörrie was born in Hanover, Germany in 1955 and has had a successful and independent career as a best-selling novelist, a director of opera

(including Così fan tutte at the Berlin State Opera, 2001 and Rigoletto at the Bavarian State Opera in 2005, as well as involvement in numerous �lms

in various roles as producer, director, writer, camera-operator, cinematographer and actress.



Cast – Aya Irizuki, Birgit Minichmayr, Elmar Wepper, Felix Eitner, Hannelore Elsner, Maximilian Bruckner, Nadja Uhl

Doris Dörrie | Germany | 2007 | 127 minutes | 15

Weighted vote 92.2%

EXCELLENT

67%

GOOD

29%

AVERAGE

3%

POOR

0%

TERRIBLE

1%



MID-AUGUST LUNCH (U)
September 8, 2010

Categories: Season 2010/11

Tags: Art House & International, Comedy, Drama

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/t31wKgagKVU

https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/t31wKgagKVU


The mid-August holiday of Ferragosto is the most celebrated in Italy after Christmas, Easter and New Year. Originally a religious holiday to celebrate

the Assumption of the Virgin Mary into heaven, it is still a day of festivity when the whole of Italy shuts down. Gianni (played by Gianni di Gregorio ) is

a man in his �fties, living in a shabby �at in Rome with his elderly mother, whose care is his full-time occupation. His main forms of relaxation are

smoking, drinking and cooking, often at the same time! They have little money and are gradually sinking further into debt as they fall into arrears with

the service charges on their �at and other living expenses.

On the eve of the holiday, the building’s administrator makes him an offer he can’t refuse: would Gianni take care of his own elderly mother over the

holiday in return for waiving the fees Gianni owes? Gianni eventually �nds himself looking after not one, but four, elderly and lonely women. As di

Gregorio said in the press brie�ng, “I played the leading role because when we were preparing the �lm, while I was explaining to the crew that we

needed to �nd a middle-aged man, more or less an alcoholic, who had lived for years with his mother, I realised that all eyes were turned to me.” Thus

begins a gentle and perceptive comedy about growing old.

Philip French, who presented the Satyajit Ray Award, said in The Observer, “It’s a wonderfully patient, delicately observed �lm; warm, generous, never

for a moment sentimental or patronising, never exploiting dottiness and eccentricity. The performances of the old ladies are pitch-perfect and by the

end, Di Gregorio’s casting of himself as Gianni seems both essential and inevitable. The �nal credits are accompanied by what looks like home movie



footage of an improvised dance and, thinking about it afterwards, one can’t be sure whether this is the host dancing with his mother and their guests

or the director celebrating with his cast at a wrap party.”

Gianni di Gregorio, writer, director and principal actor, won the Satyajit Ray Award in 2008, a prize given to the best �rst �lm “which best captures the

artistry expressed in Ray’s own vision”. Previously, di Gregorio had been working mainly as a writer and then assistant director. Up to this �lm, he was

probably best known in the UK for his share in the award-winning screenplay of Gomorrah (2008), a gritty, bleak look at organised crime in Naples.

Cast: Gianni di Gregorio

Gianni di Gregorio | Italy | 2008 | 79 minutes | U

Weighted vote 91.8%

EXCELLENT

62%

GOOD

31%

AVERAGE

6%

POOR

0%

TERRIBLE

1%



THE SECRET IN THEIR EYES (18)
September 22, 2010

Categories: Season 2010/11

Tags: Art House & International, Drama, Mystery, Thriller
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/QROjc2DGdhM

https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/QROjc2DGdhM


Benjamin Esposito (Ricardo Darin) is a state criminal investigator who is approaching retirement. He decides to write an account of an unsolved case

that had always troubled him, never convinced that the men convicted were guilty. In 1974, as Argentina was sinking into military dictatorship, he was

called to the site of a brutal rape and murder of a young woman. At the time he was a junior court investigator to Irene Menendez Hastings (Soledad

Villamil ), his superior in social class as well as work; he had been in love with her but had never had the courage to try his luck. Irene had long since

moved on but now, in 2000, she re-enters his life following her appointment as a judge, and once again he is working for her.

The story unfolds in a series of �ashbacks and forwards between 1974 and 2000 as they re-investigate the murder and explore their own interrupted

relationship. All the performances by the central characters are beautifully controlled and convincing. This is a sprawling �lm, a thriller that mixes

love, violence, romance humour and tragedy, whilst allowing time for the characters and story to develop.

Juan José Campanella, born in Argentina in 1959, is very well known and highly regarded in his native country for the many �lms he has made there

and has directed extensively for television in the USA.

Cast: Ricardo Darin, Soledad Villamil, Guillermo Francella, Pablo Rago, Javier Godino, José Luis Gioia, Carla Quevedo



Juan José Campanella | Argentina | 2009 | 129 minutes | 18

Weighted vote 92%

EXCELLENT

70%

GOOD

24%

AVERAGE

4%

POOR

0%

TERRIBLE

2%



AN EDUCATION (12A)
October 6, 2010

Categories: Season 2010/11

Tags: Art House & International, Drama

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/DUeYKwxTCGQ

https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/DUeYKwxTCGQ


Nick Hornby’s masterly screenplay crafts a wonderful story from Lynn Barber’s best-selling memoir. Carey Mulligan rightly won a BAFTA for Best Actress

for her portrayal of Jenny Miller, a 16-year-old schoolgirl whose ambition is to go to Oxford to read English as a route out of suburbia into a wider

world.

It’s 1962 and the Danish director Lone Scher�g seems perfectly at home; every period detail is spot on. One day, waiting in the rain with her cello for a

bus, Jenny is picked up by David (Peter Sarsgaard), a smooth, charming man in his thirties. And so begins her education as she is completely drawn into

his sophisticated world. Her conventional, lower middle-class parents, naïve and trusting, are completely charmed by David. Jenny is a willing

accomplice in her seduction.

Lone Scher�g, niece of celebrated writer Hans Scher�g, has worked in Danish television extensively as a writer and director. Her work is characterised

by her talent for getting under the skin of her characters, often ordinary people. Her Danish �lms have won several prestigious European awards. Her

international breakthrough �lm was the dogme95 comedy, Italian for Beginners (2000). In 1995, a review of 100 years of �lmmaking, resulted in

Dogme, a manifesto proposed by Lars van Trier and Thomas Vinterberg in which they rejected the way the French nouvelle vague had developed (“The

goal was correct, but the means were not!”). The aim of Dogme was to ‘purify’ �lmmaking by concentrating on the story and the performances and by



rejecting special effects and postproduction gimmicks. It laid out ten rules – “The Vow of Chastity” – to be followed. The critical success of two �lms,

Festen and Mifunes sidste sang, were in�uential in making the movement international. Its in�uence can be seen on An Education.

Cast: Alfred Molina, Carey Mulligan, Dominic Cooper, Emma Thompson, Olivia Williams, Peter Sarsgaard, Rosamund Pike

Lone Scher�g | UK | 2009 | 100 minutes | 12a

Weighted vote 93%

EXCELLENT

72%

GOOD

25%

AVERAGE

1%

POOR

0%

TERRIBLE

2%



LET THE RIGHT ONE IN (15)
November 3, 2010

Categories: Season 2010/11

Tags: Art House & International, Drama, Horror
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/ICp4g9p_rgo

https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/ICp4g9p_rgo


This is not a typical vampire horror movie, although there is blood and murder. It is winter 1982 and the cold and snow permeate the mood of the �lm;

a favourite device of Scandinavian �lmmakers. In the background, tensions between Sweden and USSR over submarines remind us that this is the era

of the Cold War.

Oskar (Kåre Hedebrant) is a shy, studious twelve-year-old boy, living in a 1950s block of �ats in Blackeberg, an anonymous dormitory town outside

Stockholm. He is on the threshold of puberty, withdrawn, unhappy at home and bullied at school. One night he meets his new neighbour, a pale girl

called Eli (Lina Leandersson), also twelve, “but I’ve been this age for a very long time”. And so begins a relationship between two lonely and desperate

children. The title of the �lm refers to a piece of folklore that prohibits vampires from forcing their way into the lives of others – they have to be

invited in. John Ajvide Lindqvist has adapted his own novel for the screenplay.

Director Tomas Alfredson uses winter visually and metaphorically to pervade his �lm to wonderful effect. The son of actor/director Hasse Alfredson

and brother of director Daniel, Tomas Alfredson has worked in Swedish television and �lm as actor, writer and director all his life, winning many

awards in the process. His next project is an adaptation of Tinker, Tailor, Soldier, Spy for Working Title.

Cast: Kåre Hedebrant, Henrik Dahl, Karin Bergquist, Lina Leandersson, Per Ragnar, Peter Carlberg



Tomas Alfredson | Sweden | 2009 | 115 minutes | 15

Weighted vote 59.4%

EXCELLENT

24%

GOOD

28%

AVERAGE

5%

POOR

7%

TERRIBLE

36%



THE WHITE RIBBON (15)
November 24, 2010
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/5KJKvvvxY74

https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/5KJKvvvxY74


Shot in black and white, Michael Haneke’s powerful �lm is set in a small village in northern Germany on the eve of the First World War. The story is

told to us in retrospect many years later by the school teacher, who weaves his own personal story into the narrative of the events that take place. It is

still a very ordered society, unchanging for generations, with everyone in and knowing their place: landowner, doctor, pastor, teacher, farmer. These

characters, while representing archetypes, are also individuals whom we see in their private, domestic lives and witness their acts of violence and

cruelty. A series of apparent accidents and deliberate acts of harm start occurring and the villagers grow increasingly fearful and suspicious. As order

breaks down, so does their community.

Michael Haneke was born in Bavaria, but grew up in Austria, son of director and actor Fritz Haneke and actress Beatrix Degenschild. He started

working as a director in television and theatre in 1970, and directed a production of Don Giovanni in Paris in 2006. He directed and wrote the

screenplay for Caché (Hidden, 2005) in which he used many of the same techniques as in The White Ribbon – long, static shots; ambiguity and lack of

resolution. He said “It’s the duty of art to ask questions, not to provide answers. And if you want a clearer answer, I’ll have to pass” and “I like the

multiplicity of books, because each book is different in the mind of each reader. The point being that, despite what TV shows us, and what the news

stories tell us, there is never just one truth, there is only personal truth.”



He is clearly in�uenced by Dreyer and Wedekind (the subtitle “A German Children’s Story” echoes Wedekind’s “A Children’s Tragedy”, subtitle to Spring

Awakening). But the biggest debts which he acknowledges are to Theodor Fontane’s classic 1895 novel, Ef� Briest, and to the photographer August

Sander who set out in 1910 to photograph a taxonomy of German faces and archetypes.

Cast: Burghart Klaussner, Christian Friedel, Josef Bierbichler, Susanne Lothar, Ulrich Tukur, Ernst Jacobi

Michael Haneke | Germany | 2009 | 144 minutes | 15

Weighted vote 78.6%

EXCELLENT

40%

GOOD

32%

AVERAGE

13%

POOR

11%

TERRIBLE

4%



MIGHTY APHRODITE (15)
December 8, 2010

Categories: Season 2010/11

Tags: Comedy, Drama, Fantasy, Romance

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/D-g1ZEjiEJI

https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/D-g1ZEjiEJI


A very witty Woody Allen �lm from his ‘golden period’, with dialogue that is sharp and funny. Woody Allen plays Lenny Weinrib, a sportswriter, married

to Amanda (Helena Bonham Carter), whose ambition is to have her own art gallery. They adopt a baby whom they call Max. As the couple drift apart,

Lenny becomes obsessed with �nding Max’s birth parents, convinced that his child is a genius and he would like to �nd the genetic source of his

brilliance. He begins his search and tracks down Max’s mother Linda (Mira Sorvino), a hooker and porn starlet.

Lenny is determined to �nd a better career for her and offers unwanted advice, whilst she thinks he is a client and a weirdo. Gradually she comes to

like him while he tries to �nd her a respectable husband.

What lifts the �lm above the ordinary is the presence of a Greek chorus who continually interrupt to comment on the action in ironic counterpoint.

Cast: Woody Allen, F. Murray Abraham, Helena Bonham Carter, Mira Sorvino, Olympia Dukakis, Michael Rapaport, Claire Bloom, Donald Symington

Woody Allen | USA | 1995 | 95 minutes | 15



Weighted vote 84.6%

EXCELLENT

40%

GOOD

44%

AVERAGE

15%

POOR

1%

TERRIBLE

0%



THE CONCERT (15)
January 5, 2011

Categories: Season 2010/11

Tags: Art House & International, Comedy, Drama

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/tkMdBggI4Ws

https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/tkMdBggI4Ws


This is a funny, feel-good, ‘caper’ movie with Tchaikovsky’s great Violin Concerto in D Major at its heart. Ex-conductor Andrei Simoniovich Filipov

(Alexei Guskov) is now a janitor at the Bolshoi Theatre in Moscow, having been �red humiliatingly in mid-concert thirty years earlier. The orchestra,

too, was broken up and the musicians now scrape a living doing whatever they can to get by.

An opportunity arises for Filipov to complete his concert. Can he put his old orchestra back together and get them to Paris to replace another which

has had to cancel at short notice? Not only must he do this without the real Bolshoi administrators �nding out, but there is only one soloist he will

consider: the brilliant young violinist, Anne-Marie Jacquet (Mélanie Laurent). There is clearly a mystery here which needs to be resolved. Meanwhile

the music and the musicians’ commitment to it is the real star of the show.

Radu Mihaileanu was born in Rumania in 1958, the son of a Jewish Communist journalist who survived the Nazi labour camps. Radu �ed to France in

1980 to escape Ceausescu’s dictatorship and studied at IDHEC/FEMIS (Institute of Cinematography in Paris). He worked in the theatre as actor, writer

and director, becoming assistant to Marco Ferreri. His second full-length feature �lm as a director, Train de Vie, (Train of Life, 1998), won him two Oscar

nominations and several other awards. He published a book of poems in 1987, Une vague en mal de mer.

Radu Mihaileanu | France | 2010 | 119 minutes | 15



Weighted vote 92.8%

EXCELLENT

77%

GOOD

16%

AVERAGE

4%

POOR

2%

TERRIBLE

1%



THE HURT LOCKER (15)
January 19, 2011

Categories: Season 2010/11

Tags: Drama, Thriller, War

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/2GxSDZc8etg

https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/2GxSDZc8etg


This is a powerful �lm about war and the effects of war on the human psyche. The �lm follows a bomb disposal (EOD: Explosive Ordnance Disposal)

unit within the US army shortly after the invasion of Iraq for their last �ve weeks’ tour of duty. The unit acquires a new team leader, Sergeant First

Class William James (Jeremy Renner) after his predecessor is killed by a bomb. James soon acquires a reputation for recklessness amongst his unit who

feel that he is endangering them as well as himself.

There are some terri�c set pieces. The �lm has a documentary feel to it, giving the audience a very realistic idea of what it must be like to wonder all

the time which stone or car or person you see around you will be the one to blow you up. James realises that he is addicted to war, to the adrenaline

rush, that this is what he is good at, what he wants to do with his life. It is unexciting, domestic life at home in America that he �nds alienating.

Mark Boal, who wrote the screenplay, was a journalist in Iraq during the war. He also co-wrote In the Valley of Elah. Kathryn Bigelow started her career

as a painter, winning scholarships to the Whitney Museum Study Program and Columbia University School of Arts. She directed her �rst �lm in 1978.

She said about The Hurt Locker, “War’s dirty little secret is that some men love it. I’m trying to unpack why, to look at what it means to be a hero in the

context of 21st-century combat.”

Cast: Anthony Mackie, Brian Geraghty, Christian Camargo, David Morse, Guy Pearce, Jeremy Renner, Ralph Fiennes



Kathryn Bigelow | USA | 2008 | 131 minutes | 15

Weighted vote 92%

EXCELLENT

68%

GOOD

26%

AVERAGE

4%

POOR

2%

TERRIBLE

0%



A PROPHET (18)
February 2, 2011

Categories: Season 2010/11

Tags: Art House & International, Crime, Drama

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/l69ARbQt-Ko

https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/l69ARbQt-Ko


This is both a “prison” �lm and a contemporary coming-of-age story as we follow Malik (Tahar Rahim), a young man of Arab descent as he enters the

brutal French prison system. He is still a boy, a teenager on the threshold of adulthood, shy, naïve, passive, a petty criminal. The prison is ruled by

César Luciani (terri�c performance by Niels Arestrup, who was also in Audiard’s, The Beat my Heart Skipped), a Corsican gangster/godfather who sees

Malik as a way of reaching the Arab prisoners who are housed in a separate wing. The terri�ed Malik begins his real education here, not only in how to

survive in this Darwinian kill-or-be-killed world, but in how to use the system to his own advantage, how to conceal his feelings from everyone

including us, the audience, so we can only judge him from his actions. This is a paradigm of capitalist society at its most cut-throat.

Jacques Audiard was born into the �lm business in Paris, 1952. His father, Michel, both wrote and directed and his uncle produced. Jacques initially

decided he wanted to be a teacher but gave up his degree at the Sorbonne to train as an editor, working with several directors, including Roman

Polanski. He started adapting works for the stage and in the 1980s wrote several successful screenplays. He directed his �rst �lm in 1994, Regarde les

hommes tomber, which won three Césars, followed in 1996 by Un herós très discret, which won Best Screenplay at Cannes. Sur mes lèvres (2001) also

won three Césars. His last �lm before A Prophet, De battre mon Coeur s’est arrêté (The Beat my Heart Skipped) con�rmed him as the master of the

French thriller.

Cast: Adel Bencherif, Niels Arestrup, Tahar Rahim, Tahar Ramin



Jacques Audiard | France | 2009 | 155 minutes | 18

Weighted vote 90.8%

EXCELLENT

65%

GOOD

26%

AVERAGE

8%

POOR

0%

TERRIBLE

1%



ME AND ORSON WELLES (12A)
February 16, 2011

Categories: Season 2010/11

Tags: Art House & International, Comedy, Drama

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/qfYHtNMfuwQ

https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/qfYHtNMfuwQ


The ‘me’ of the title is a seventeen year-old high-school student, Richard Samuel (Zac Efron) through whose eyes we see the story. It is November 1937

and Richard goes on a trip into New York City where he comes across the Mercury Theater. The twenty-�ve year-old Orson Welles is putting on a

production of Julius Caesar, set in Mussolini’s Italy. Welles offers Richard the part of Lucius after an impromptu audition. Welles’s �amboyant

personality and monstrous ego (later to become legendary) dominate the production.

Linklater manages to recreate the style and atmosphere of the original production and captures the whole claustrophobic world of the theatre

astonishingly well. He also succeeds in showing how close to disaster Welles’s Julius Caesar came before he managed to turn it into a triumph.

Christian McKay’s rendition of Welles is one of the best: we can understand how this young man, shown here at the start of his career, became one of

the most charismatic �gures in twentieth-century �lmmaking, loved and/or hated by everyone who worked with him.

Born in Texas in 1960 Richard Linklater emerged, self-taught, from the American independent �lm renaissance of the 1980/90s. He left university to

work on an oil rig before moving to Austin, Texas where he started to work on his �rst �lm, It’s Impossible to Learn to Plow by Reading Books (1988),

followed by Slacker in 1991. Many of his �lms explore what he called “the youth-rebellion continuum”, the action often taking place in a 24 hour

period. He is a proli�c writer and director. His �lms include Before Sunrise (1995) and Before Sunset (2003), both shown by CFS in recent years.



Cast: Ben Chaplin, Christian McKay, Claire Danes, Eddie Marsan, Kelly Reilly, Zac Efron, Zoe Kazan

Richard Linklater | UK | 2008 | 114 minutes | 12a

Weighted vote 86.4%

EXCELLENT

56%

GOOD

27%

AVERAGE

12%

POOR

3%

TERRIBLE

2%



THE WAVE (15)
March 2, 2011

Categories: Season 2010/11

Tags: Art House & International, Drama, Thriller

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/1HbsHatqKqc

https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/1HbsHatqKqc


It is nearly the end of term in a contemporary school in Germany and the pupils are bored. For Project Week, a popular teacher, Rainer Wegner (Jürgen

Vogel) is asked to teach ‘dictatorship’ to a class. He is less than enthusiastic as he would have much preferred to teach ‘socialism’ and the pupils are

fed up with the Nazis – how could it possibly ever happen again? What begins as an experiment to make the lesson more appealing, turns more

serious and ends in tragedy as, too late, Wegner realizes what a monster has been created.

Dennis Gansel took the story of the �lm from a novel written about a real event that happened in a school in Palo Alto, California, in 1967. A teacher

called Ron Jones decided to make his social studies lessons more interesting for his �fteen year-old students and ‘The Third Wave’ was born. At a time

of student radicalism and opposition to involvement in Vietnam, it quickly escalated. One of Jones’s pupils later said, “We basically had a mini police

state going. You couldn’t trust your best friend. You were scared to death because if you did something, you’d get caught, and if you got caught, you

got a bad grade. You were ruled by fear.”

This is a subject to which Dennis Gansel has returned following his critically acclaimed Before the Fall about the Nazi�cation of German youth. He

said, “I have a grandfather who was really supportive of Hitler, who told me, ‘When I was your age, I was leading a division in Russia.’ And I have very

leftwing parents. So, as part of the third generation after the Second World War, it is something I really want to explore.” He has also said of this �lm,

“It isn’t about politics at all. It’s more about group dynamics and psychology.”



Cast: Jürgen Vogel, Frederick Lau, Max Riemelt, Jennifer Ulrich, Christiane Paul, Jacob Matschenz, Cristina do Rego, Elyas M’Barek, Maximilian Vollmar

Dennis Gansel | Germany | 2008 | 107 minutes | 15

Weighted vote 89%

EXCELLENT

54%

GOOD

40%

AVERAGE

4%

POOR

1%

TERRIBLE

1%



DEPARTURES (12A)
March 23, 2011

Categories: Season 2010/11

Tags: Art House & International, Drama

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/6UFlWO5zhO8

https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/6UFlWO5zhO8


Departures was a surprise winner of the 2009 Oscar, beating the favourites, The Class and Waltz with Bashir to the award. It takes us to contemporary,

small-town Japan and to a world and culture very different from our own. Newly-married Daigo Kobayashi (Masahiro Motoko) is a young cellist in an

orchestra in Tokyo which is suddenly disbanded because it is losing money. Disheartened at having to give up his dream of a career as a soloist, he

decides to return to the small town in which he grew up, to the house his mother left him.

He needs a job and answers an advertisement in the newspaper. The job is not what he thought it would be and, out of embarrassment and shame, he

lies to his wife Mika (Ryoko Hirosue) about what the job actually entails. However, he slowly realises that what he is doing has a real value in helping

families come to term with grief and, at the same time, he journeys into his own troubled past, �nding eventual healing and reconciliation.

A tender, funny �lm, beautifully shot and composed, imbued with the values of Shintoism, as the living and the dead are everywhere juxtaposed. A

word needs to be said about the music. Joe Hisaishi (pseudonym), a talented composer and violinist, wrote the music for the �lm, using Beethoven’s

Ninth Symphony, Brahms’s Wiegenlied and Bach’s Ave Maria as bases for his own composition. A particularly poignant moment when Daigo �nds a

stone with special signi�cance to him beside his old child-size cello is underscored by music based on Mahler’s The Wayfarer, a song of grief sung as

the singer waits for his beloved.



Yôjirô Takita, was born in Takaoka, Toyama, Japan in 1955. He worked as an assistant director before making his �rst �lm in 1981. He became

associated with a long-running series of ‘pink’ (adult) �lms. His �rst commercial �lm in 1986 was well-received at the New York Film Festival and he

has become a proli�c director working in many different genres, including the successful special-effects �lm Onmyoij (The Ying Yang Master, 2003)

and an historical drama, When the Last Sword is Drawn, which won Best Film in the Japan Academy Awards, 2004.

Cast: Kazuko Yoshiyuki, Kimiko Yo, Masahiro Motoki, Ryoko Hirosue, Tsutomu Yamazaki

Yôjirô Takita | Japan | 2008 | 130 minutes | 12a

Weighted vote 92.8%

EXCELLENT

72%

GOOD

24%

AVERAGE

2%

POOR

0%

TERRIBLE

2%



HEARTBREAKER (15)
September 14, 2011

Categories: Season 2011/12

Tags: Art House & International, Comedy, Romance

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/t3PuZo8qLxo

https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/t3PuZo8qLxo


This romantic comedy is as light as a souf�é with a French sophistication. The premise is simple: Alex (Romain Duris), with back-up from his sister and

her husband, is paid to break up unsuitable relationships. His rule is never to sleep with, or get emotionally involved with, the young women who are

his targets. His tactic is to turn himself into her ideal, fantasy man, thus charming her to leave her unacceptable partner. However, he meets his match

in Juliette (Vanessa Paradis) and now he is the one at risk of a broken heart.

The director, Pascal Chaumeil, is an established television director (including episodes of Spiral, shown recently on BBC4 and critically acclaimed). This

is his �rst full-length feature �lm. His next is in preproduction for release next year.

Romain Duris made his mark with British audiences with The Beat my Heart Skipped in 2005 and is currently starring in The Big Picture – on general

release.

Cast: Romain Duris, Vanessa Paradis and Julie Ferrier

Pascal Chaumeil | France | 2010 | 105 minutes | 15



Weighted vote 87.2%

EXCELLENT

50%

GOOD

39%

AVERAGE

9%

POOR

1%

TERRIBLE

1%



RIDING ALONE FOR THOUSANDS OF MILES (PG)
September 28, 2011

Categories: Season 2011/12

Tags: Art House & International, Drama

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/MKRQy1VHcQo

https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/MKRQy1VHcQo


Takada (the great Ken Takakura) is a �sherman, estranged from his son Kenichi and family. He has deliberately cut himself off from society, leading a

lonely life by the sea. His daughter-in-law Rie gets in touch with him to tell that his son is dying of cancer and Takada realises that time is fast running

out if he wants to repair the breach between them. His son refuses to see him, but Rie shows him a �lm that Kenichi, a fan of Chinese folk opera, had

made in China of the star Li Jiamin (played by himself). Li hasn’t time to sing Kenichi’s favourite song, “Riding Alone for Thousands of Miles”, but

promises to do so the following year. Takada decides to go to China and �nd Li Jiamin and record him singing the song and give it to his son. He is

convinced that this will mend the break between them.

However, the journey is much harder than he had ever expected in every possible way. Not only is there the language barrier to overcome, but he can

only succeed by depending on others to help him, dif�cult for someone who is used to self-suf�cient aloneness. He has to learn to deal with people

again and is overwhelmed by the kindness he meets along the way.

This could have been a very mawkishly sentimental �lm, but it isn’t. The cinematography and scenery are amazing.

Yimou Zhang is one of the most interesting Chinese �lmmakers and has won many prizes and nominations, including one for Raise the Red Lantern

(also shown by CFS), and probably best known in the UK for Hero, House of Flying Daggers and Curse of the Golden Flower. He has changed direction



here with this exploration into father–son relationships and the isolation of the stranger. A theme that he explores in many �lms is that of the

resilience of the Chinese in the face of great hardship. He is also famous for his use of colour. His father, uncle and older brother had fought with

Chiang Kai-Shek’s army which caused dif�culties for Yimou. During the Cultural Revolution, he had had to leave school to work as a farm labourer then

in a cotton textile mill, where he also painted and grew interested in photography. In 1978, he was eventually allowed to study at the re-opened

Beijing Film Academy, graduating in 1982. His class became the core of a group of �lmmakers known as the “Fifth Generation” who led the cultural

resurgence following the end of the Cultural Revolution. Yimou was director of photography on Zhang Junzhao’s One and Eight and Chen Kaige’s

Yellow Earth (1984), both critically acclaimed and successful. He moved back to his home town of Xi’an in 1985, winning a Best Actor award at Tokyo

International Film Festival for his part in Old Well, for which he was also the cinematographer.

His own debut as a director came in 1987 with Red Sorghum which won a Golden Bear for Best Picture at Berlin and brought him to international

notice. Codename Cougar, a thriller, was not a success, but he returned to form with Ju Dou (Oscar nominated) and then Raise the Red Lantern. He has

gone on to make many other internationally acclaimed �lms. He has also worked in the theatre and directed a production of Turandot. Perhaps his

most spectacular recent achievement was the opening ceremony for the Beijing Olympics which he directed.

Cast: Ken Takakura, Kiichi Nakai and Shinobu Terajima

Yimou Zhang | China/Japan | 20122 | 107 minutes | PG

Weighted vote 84.6%

EXCELLENT

37%

GOOD

51%

AVERAGE

10%

POOR

2%

TERRIBLE

0%



WINTER’S BONE (15)
October 12, 2011

Categories: Season 2011/12

Tags: Drama

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/bE_X2pDRXyY

https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/bE_X2pDRXyY


Oscar-nominated Jennifer Lawrence plays Ree, a young woman of great moral courage and resourcefulness, who is struggling to care for her mother

(made incapable through depression) and her young brother and sister. She takes them to school, tests their spelling and arithmetic and teaches them

how to hunt and cook.

The setting is the Ozark Mountains, Missouri, amongst the poor white community, closely-bound by ties of kinship and a deep distrust of authority.

They have moved on from brewing illegal moonshine to the even more dangerous but more pro�table manufacture of crystal meth or ‘crank’.

Ree’s long-absent father Jessup is deeply involved in cooking meth and is out on bail after informing on some of his fellow criminals. The Sheriff calls

to tell Ree that her father, having put up their house as security for his bail, has now vanished and unless he appears in court on the due date, the

house will be forfeit and she and her family made homeless. Ree embarks on a journey to �nd her father and get at the truth, even though everyone

involved closes ranks against her. Her uncle ‘Teardrop’, a loose cannon gets involved in her quest before the truth is eventually revealed.

Over the years these poor white mountain communities have been the subject of various political initiatives, books and �lms including John Ford’s The

Grapes of Wrath, Tobacco Road, The Beverly Hillbillies, Li’l Abner and memorably John Boorman’s Deliverance. This is Debra Granik’s second �lm and



she has chosen to treat what is essentially a thriller as a naturalistic drama, spare and un�inching. Michael McDonough has shot the �lm beautifully

using the new RED camera process.

Philip French compares the visual look of the �lm to Andrew Wyeth’s work, who painted American rural life so brilliantly.

Cast: Jennifer Lawrence, John Hawkes and Garret Dillahunt

Debra Granik | USA | 2010 | 100 minutes | 15

Weighted vote 82.2%

EXCELLENT

40%

GOOD

41%

AVERAGE

12%

POOR

4%

TERRIBLE

3%



I AM LOVE (15)
November 2, 2011

Categories: Season 2011/12

Tags: Art House & International, Drama, Romance

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/TZBrWVvn9xA

https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/TZBrWVvn9xA


Tilda Swinton plays Emma Ricchi, a Russian who has married Tancredi Recchi, a scion of a rich, industrialist Italian dynasty in Milan and heir apparent.

The �lm opens as the middle-aged Emma with three grown-up children is arranging a special birthday party for her father-in-law, the patriarch of the

family and the owner/controller of the the family business and source of their wealth. He intends to announce his retirement and con�rm his

successors at the party. Here there are echoes of the Corleone family in The Godfather and the Salinas in Visconti’s The Leopard – a connection to the

latter is reinforced by the use of the name Tancredi for Emma’s husband.

The cold, snowy cityscape echoes the coldness and sterility in her marriage. Emma, icily elegant and in control outwardly, �nds her composure cracks

when she meets a young man – one of her son’s friends and prospective partner in a country restaurant – and gets drawn into an affair. She is ready to

sacri�ce everything – wealth and family – to passion. When her family �nds out the results are tragic and devastating.

Luca Guadagnino is a young director, born in Sicily, most of whose previous �lms have been documentaries – he is currently �lming one on Bertolucci

– and the in�uence here of Italian directors such as Antonioni is visible. But he also brings a freshness and originality to the cinematography and uses

music from John Adams’ work (not specially written for this �lm) with vivid effect. There is a great attention to getting every detail right and the �lm

has been described by critics variously as ‘ravishingly beautiful’, ‘richly textured’ and ‘visually stunning’.



Cast: Tilda Swinton, Flavio Parenti, Edoardo Gabbriellin, Maria Berenson

Luca Guadagnino | Italy | 2009 | 114 minutes | 15

Weighted vote 79.4%

EXCELLENT

34%

GOOD

39%

AVERAGE

19%

POOR

6%

TERRIBLE

2%



OF GODS AND MEN (15)
November 23, 2011

Categories: Season 2011/12

Tags: Art House & International, Drama, History

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/zrIyn3yuip4

https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/zrIyn3yuip4


This �lm is based on a real incident which happened during the Algerian civil war in 1996 when Cistercian monks and their community in the Atlas

mountains were living under threat from an Islamic terrorist group.

The �lm starts by following the lives of a small group of trappist monks living peacefully and harmoniously amongst their Muslim neighbours. We see

them following their daily routine of prayer, worship, singing, tending their crops, their bees and helping the community with medical treatment when

called on. Gradually we get to know the little group as individuals.

As the war comes closer and frightening incidents occur, they come under increasing pressure to leave – to return to France – and are offered

protection by the Algerian military (anti-Islamicist) government. The brothers are forced to examine their lives and their faith, their relationships to

each other, the community and to God and whether they should stay.

This is a beautifully-acted ensemble piece which is not afraid to ask big questions about the purpose of life and the relationship of people to each

other and their gods.

Cast: Etienne Comar, Lambert Wilson, Michael Lonsdale, Philippe Laudenbach



Xavier Beauvois | France | 2010 | 122 minutes | 15

Weighted vote 89.6%

EXCELLENT

63%

GOOD

27%

AVERAGE

7%

POOR

1%

TERRIBLE

2%



DEAN SPANLEY (PG)
December 7, 2011

Categories: Season 2011/12

Tags: Comedy, Drama

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/6d91Ol7rui4

https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/6d91Ol7rui4


Set in England in the aftermath of the Boer War, Horatio Fisk (Peter O’Toole) is an elderly widower mourning the death in the war of his elder son and

of his wife soon afterwards. He is sel�sh, embittered and unappreciative of his surviving younger son Henslowe (Jeremy Northam) who dutifully visits

him every week. He is looked after by his housekeeper, played by the splendid Judy Par�tt.

During one visit, desperate for a way to pass the time, father and son attend a lecture given by a visiting swami on the transmigration of souls. They

meet brie�y a cleric, Dean Spanley (Sam Neill) and a sharp Australian ‘�xer’, who’ll source anything you want – for a price. Henslowe bumps into Dean

Spanley again and over dinner and under the in�uence of a bottle of Hungarian Tokay, Spanley tells/relives a story of reincarnation. Henslowe slowly

realises that his story has a connection to his own family and persuades his father to join them.

This is a charming story, quirky and staying the right side of sentimentality – perhaps because it was not made in Hollywood! – and beautifully acted.

Peter O’Toole is quoted as saying that it was the use of comedy to explore the relationship between a father and son that partly attracted him to the

�lm. He remarked: “All of us had dif�cult familial relationships. I think it’s a �lm for all of us who understand the relationship between a father and

son. It’s been interesting watching various members of the crew looking at the monitors during scenes. They come up to me then and say, ‘I had the

same thing with my father.’”



Cast: Jeremy Northam, Judy Par�tt, Peter O’Toole, Sam Neill, Art Malik, Bryan Brown, Ramon Tikaram

Toa Fraser | New Zealand/UK | 2008 | 96 minutes | PG

Weighted vote 87.8%

EXCELLENT

64%

GOOD

20%

AVERAGE

8%

POOR

7%

TERRIBLE

1%



THE FIRST DAY OF THE REST OF YOUR LIFE (15)
January 4, 2012

Categories: Season 2011/12

Tags: Art House & International, Drama

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/qgb6TDobtPU

https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/qgb6TDobtPU


This is a smart, funny, tragi-comedy about family life that the French seem to be able to do so well without lapsing into sentimentality. It looks at an

ordinary family, the Duvals (parents, two sons and a daughter), and tells their stories by showing �ve key episodes in their lives between 1988 and

2000. Each is told from the point of view of a different family member.

The director, Rémi Bezançon also wrote the screenplay. He said he was inspired by a some remarks made by Kevin Spacey’s character in American

Beauty and also by a song by French singer Etienne Daho which is also used on the soundtrack. He is very adept at revealing the dynamics of

relationships by short scenes or moments.

Cast: Déborah François, Jacques Gamblin, Marc-André Grondin, Pio Marmaï, Zabou Breitman

Rémi Bezançon | France | 2009 | 108 minutes | 15

EXCELLENT GOOD AVERAGE POOR TERRIBLE



Weighted vote 88.4%

53% 39% 6% 1% 1%



THE FALL (15)
January 18, 2012

Categories: Season 2011/12

Tags: Adventure, Art House & International, Drama, Fantasy

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/iO0LYcCoeJY

https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/iO0LYcCoeJY


The bones of the story are quite simple. Set in a hospital on the edge of Los Angeles in the 1920s, a badly injured young stuntman (Lee Pace) is visited

by a young girl with a broken arm (Catinca Untaru). He is in despair: his injuries have not only ended his career, but lost him the woman he loves. The

young girl, bored, asks him to tell her a story. He provides the words, but it is her imagination that translates them into the most extraordinary visual

images. Gradually the gap between fact and fantasy seems to narrow.

The story behind the making of this �lm is almost as fantastic as the �lm itself. The director, Tarsem Singh, apparently spent millions of his own

money and four years �lming it in twenty-eight countries. The �lm critic Roger Ebert said The Fall, “is a mad folly, an extravagant visual orgy, a free-

fall from reality into uncharted realms. Surely it is one of the wildest indulgences a director has ever granted himself.”

Singh was born in India, studied in America and became a leading director of music videos and TV commercials. He said of his start, “I saw a book in

India titled Guide to Film Schools in America, and it shell-shocked me. It changed my life, because I thought you went to college to study something

that your father loved and you hated. I told my father I wanted to study �lm and he said there was no way he was gonna let me do that. I made my

way to Los Angeles, and made a �lm that won a scholarship to the Art Center College of Design. My father thought I was headed for Harvard. I called

him and said, ‘I want to study �lm,’ and he said, ‘You don’t exist anymore.’”



Cast: Lee Pace, Catinca Untaru and Justine Waddell

Tarsem Singh | USA/India | 2006 | 115 minutes | 15

Weighted vote 82.2%

EXCELLENT

46%

GOOD

35%

AVERAGE

10%

POOR

2%

TERRIBLE

7%



NORTH FACE (12A)
February 1, 2012

Categories: Season 2011/12

Tags: Adventure, Drama

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/MM3e4i2KBD0

https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/MM3e4i2KBD0


Set in 1936, this �lm is based on a true story of an attempt to climb the north face of the Eiger. Known as “the death wall” because of the number of

climbers who had died trying to scale it, it had become something of an obsession amongst Alpinists. The actual summit of this peak in the Swiss Alps

had been reached by other routes seventy years before. The politics of the time demanded that the winning team should be German as the Nazi Party

believed this would be a stunning piece of propaganda in the lead-up to the Berlin Olympic Games. The two young climbers who undertook the

challenge were Toni Kurz (Benno Fürmann) and Andi Hinterstoisser (Florian Lukas).

However, the politics and a love story are secondary to the story of the actual ascent which is completely gripping. The director and cinematographer

have gone for a naturalistic documentary look. The cinemaphotographer Kolja Brandt described the process, “… we then selected a rather rough, hand-

held camera look for the �lm. This makes the scenes on the mountain look very believable while also perfectly suiting the other scenes as well, since

it generates rough-edged images and dynamically discourages the temptation to become painterly, which is inseparable from a historical �lm with its

sets, costumes, hair styles, etc.”

Cast: Benno Fürmann, Florian Lukas

Philipp Stölz | Germany | 2008 | 121 minutes | 12a 



Weighted vote 92.6%

EXCELLENT

69%

GOOD

28%

AVERAGE

1%

POOR

1%

TERRIBLE

1%



LONDON RIVER (12A)
February 22, 2012

Categories: Season 2011/12

Tags: Art House & International, Drama

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/XVbkEPWIWyk

https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/XVbkEPWIWyk


There have been several �lms about the events of 9/11, but it has taken an outsider, the French director Rachid Bouchareb to make a �lm about the

7/7 bombings in London 2005. It depicts every parent’s worst nightmare. Elisabeth (Brenda Blethyn) is tending her market garden on Guernsey when

she hears the news of the bombings on the radio and fails to get in touch with her daughter living in north London. She decides to go to London,

desperate for reassurance that all is well. All she has is an address as a starting point for her search.

Ousmane (Sotigui Kouyaté) is a migrant worker from Mali, but now living in France where he works in forestry, tending trees. He arrives in London

trying to �nd his estranged son. He and Elisabeth meet and realise that their quests are connected; their shared anxiety draws them together into a

reluctant friendship as they search for the truth, learning in the process about their childrens’ lives. Their performances are touching and realistic.

Rachid Bouchareb, whose parents are Algerian, has been preoccupied by the recent history of Algeria and the effects of French colonial occupation,

re�ected in his recent �lms, Days of Glory and Hors de la loi (�lmed either side of London River). He claims to be in�uenced by British �lmmakers

Stephen Frears and Mike Leigh. He said of Ousmane and Elisabeth, “They incarnate two different philosophies in their bodies. For Muslims, in the face

of fate there is often acceptance. We say, ‘It is written.’ That is where the serenity in Ousmane comes from. For Elizabeth, nothing is written, everything

is intolerable and her emotions are evident. As a Frenchman with Algerian ancestry, I am torn between these philosophies.”



The actor Sotigui Kouyaté was ill during the �lming and died in April 2010.

Cast: Brenda Blethyn, Sotigui Kouyaté

Rachid Bouchareb | Algeria, France, UK | 2009 | 87 minutes | 12a

Weighted vote 87.4%

EXCELLENT

52%

GOOD

38%

AVERAGE

7%

POOR

1%

TERRIBLE

2%



SHALL WE DANCE? (PG)
March 7, 2012

Categories: Season 2011/12

Tags: Art House & International, Comedy, Drama

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/zQWEhPYwuY4

https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/zQWEhPYwuY4


This is a charming and funny �lm about the need for and healing powers of self-expression whilst exploiting the culture clash between East and West.

Shohei Suguyama is a middle-aged accountant, outwardly happy with a loving wife and daughter. Yet there’s something missing from his life and he is

depressed. One night on his way home, he sees a beautiful woman, Mai, gazing sadly from a window advertising ballroom dancing lessons. He is

mesmerised by her.

Ballroom dancing in Japan is regarded generally as rather discreditable: culturally alien and something to be rather ashamed of doing. The physical

intimacy in public, perhaps with a complete stranger, is regarded as unacceptable. However Shohei, in order to meet Mai and discover her secret,

decides to join a class. There he meets an assortment of characters who provide much of the comedy. He is introduced to the world of amateur

competitions. Meanwhile he has to keep his shameful secret from his family and colleagues who begin to suspect that he is having an affair.

There is a nice touch at the beginning – a man’s shoe steps into a black pool of water – a visual pun on Blackpool, the home of ballroom dancing,

referenced in the �lm.



Hollywood remade the �lm in 2004 with Richard Gere, Jennifer Lopez and Susan Sarandon with Masayuki credited as one one of the screenplay

writers.

Masayuki Suo is a successful Japanese �lmmaker who �rst appeared in the cast of Kurosawa’s directorial debut, Kanda River, Pervert War. In his early

career as a director he was involved in the ‘pink’ (erotic) �lm industry. His �rst �lm as a director, the highly regarded Abnormal Family (1984) is a witty

satire of, and tribute to, Ozu’s Tokyo Story (shown at CFS in 2005).

Cast: Kôji Yakusho, Tamiyo Kusakari and Naoto Takenaka

Masayuki Suo | Japan | 1996 | 114 minutes | PG

Weighted vote 85.6%

EXCELLENT

46%

GOOD

39%

AVERAGE

13%

POOR

1%

TERRIBLE

1%



MOON (15)
March 21, 2012

Categories: Season 2011/12

Tags: Drama, Science Fiction

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/twuScTcDP_Q

https://youtube.com/watch?v=http://www.youtube.com/embed/twuScTcDP_Q


Moon, made for less than $5million, is an extraordinarily assured debut by Duncan Jones, son of David Bowie. Using the conventions of science �ction,

it explores what it means to be human and how far humans will go to safeguard their way of life. It is set in the near future, in an industrial unit on the

moon owned by Lunar Industries which mines helium-3 for use back on Earth as a prime source of energy.

Sam Rockwell plays Sam Bell, the only person in the facility, who is nearly at the end of a three-year contract. His only companion is GERTY, the

supercomputer voiced by Kevin Spacey (just one of the parallels with Kubrick’s 2001), and his only contacts with Earth are the video messages he

sends to his wife and baby daughter, the live link apparently broken. Three years is a long time in such isolation and the cracks are beginning show.

Jones plays with the notions of identity, individuality and memory. He says, “It’s taking a normal, solid, believable human being and asking what would

the strains be if you put them into a different setting, a really extreme setting. The scenario is in some ways less important than what the �lm is

actually about, which is can you face yourself? Do you like yourself enough to be able to look in the mirror and say I’m actually a decent guy?”

Cast: Sam Rockwell, Kevin Spacey and Dominique McElligott

Duncan Jones | UK | 2009 | 93 minutes | 15



Weighted vote 63.6%

EXCELLENT

4%

GOOD

29%

AVERAGE

48%

POOR

16%

TERRIBLE

3%



SUBMARINE (15)
September 12, 2012

Categories: Season 2012/13

Tags: Comedy, Drama, Romance



Oliver Tate (Craig Roberts) is just like any other �fteen year-old boy, mischievous, demanding and in love. Jordana (Yasmin Paige) has just broken up

with her boyfriend. Using Oliver to make him jealous the two of them �y into an unusual romance.

However, not everything is perfect. With Oliver’s parents splitting up and Jordana’s mother having developed a potentially fatal brain tumour, Oliver

decides for the sake of both Jordana’s sanity and his own to end the relationship.

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=P-WCCdkVDr4

https://youtube.com/watch?v=P-WCCdkVDr4


Heart-broken and frustrated, Oliver next decides to �x his parents non-committal marriage only to �nd out that both his mother and Jordana have in

fact quickly moved on. Still in a desperate attempt to keep the family together, he returns to his mother’s boyfriend’s house drunk and vandalises the

property.

With his mother and father eventually reconciled and learning that Jordana is once again single, his life becomes decidedly better.

Cast: Craig Roberts, Yasmin Paige, Sally Hawkins, Noah Taylor and Paddy Considine

Awards: Three awards, nominated for BAFTA and eleven others

Richard Ayoade | British | 2010 | 97 mins | 15

Weighted voting 72%

“I’m glad I’m not the only one who thought the sound quality was poor. And what a shame to start the new season off with a �lm that was rated Poor

or Terrible by more people than the lowest rated �lm of all last season. Let’s hope the season gets better.”  

Anson Paul

“I could only rate this �lm as average because of the poor sound quality. This defect in the �lm unfortunately made many of the punchlines inaudible.”  

Peter Dungay

EXCELLENT

26%

GOOD

34%

AVERAGE

22%

POOR

10%

TERRIBLE

8%



“Poor, even as a Welsh ‘comedy’.”  

Peter Whitestone



INCENDIES (15)
September 26, 2012

Categories: Season 2012/13

Tags: Drama, Mystery, War



After losing their mother from a stroke in the local swimming pool, twins Simon and Jeanne are left with the seemingly impossible task of �nding their

father and half-brother. The only clue that Jeanne has to go by is her half-brother’s tattooed ankle – her great-grandmother’s desperate and prescient

attempt to ensure his traceability after the chaos of war. The �lm gradually reveals to Jeanne the unsuspected and horri�c truth of her mother’s life of

heart-ache, torture and religious discrimination.

This is, at times, a dif�cult �lm to watch. Its action, taking place in the Lebanese civil war, has a strongly contemporary feel because of current events

in Syria, and has several disturbing images. But though the scenes of battle, torture and rape are pitiless at times, they are believable and not

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=0nycksytL1A

https://youtube.com/watch?v=0nycksytL1A


sensationalised, and �nally clarify the �lm’s theme – that accident of birth is no reason for hatred.

‘Incendies’ is based on the novel “Scorched” by Wajdi Mouard and was nominated for an Oscar in 2010.

Cast: Lubna Azabal, Mélissa Désormeaux-Poulin amd Maxime Gaudette

Awards: Won thirty-one awards, nominated for Oscar and ten others

Denis Villenueve | France | 2010 | 130 mins | 15

Weighted vote 95%

“Last night’s �lm was one of the best �lms that I have watched – thank you.”  

Gill Buswell

EXCELLENT

79%

GOOD

19%

AVERAGE

1%

POOR

0%

TERRIBLE

1%



EVEN THE RAIN (15)
October 10, 2012

Categories: Season 2012/13

Tags: Art House & International, Drama, History



Water in �lm has had a long and varied history, and over the years the Film Society has dipped its toe into several: Polanski’s Knife in the Water, Deepa

Mehta’s ‘Water’ itself, London River, Chinatown, some of Werner Herzog’s epic explorations and ’Manon des Sources’.

In ‘Even in Rain’, scripted by Paul Lavery, one of Ken Loach’s more proli�c screenplay writers, director Bollain seeks to compare the impact on the

native Indian population of the arrival of Christopher Columbus with events of the Bolivian Cochabamba ‘Water Wars’ of AD 2000. Ambitiously, he adds

a third element, the ‘�lm within a �lm’ and the way in which budgetary restraints affect the making of a well-intentioned historical drama. Real life

overtakes �ction, and the modern director �nds himself perpetuating the exploitation which his �lm is being created to denounce.

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=3JKs8aSb7eo

https://youtube.com/watch?v=3JKs8aSb7eo


Strong performances by a talented cast create an unusual drama which has an almost documentary feel about it.

Cast: Luis Tosar, Gael García Bernal, Juan Carlos Aduviri, Karra Elejalde and Raúl Arévalo

Awards: Won sixteen, Nominated for twelve

Icíar Bollaín | Spain/Mexico | 2010 | 104 mins | 15

Weighted vote 92.2%

EXCELLENT

69%

GOOD

26%

AVERAGE

3%

POOR

1%

TERRIBLE

1%



BIG NIGHT (15)
October 24, 2012

Categories: Season 2012/13

Tags: Comedy, Drama, Romance

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=6Y245eeWNRI

https://youtube.com/watch?v=6Y245eeWNRI


A failing Italian restaurant run by two brothers gambles on one special night to try to save the business. One of the great food movies – sharp, funny

and affectionate.

Campbell Scott & Stanley Tucci | USA | 1996 | 107 mins | 15

Weighted vote 75.8%

EXCELLENT

28%

GOOD

41%

AVERAGE

18%

POOR

8%

TERRIBLE

5%





LE QUATTRO VOLTE (U)
November 7, 2012

Categories: Season 2012/13

Tags: Art House & International, Drama



An old goatherd (Giuseppe Fuda) exchanges goat’s milk for the dust from the church �oor that he drinks each evening for his health; one evening the

church is locked, triggering a series of events both serious and comic. A baby goat is born, but cannot keep up with the herd and becomes lost,

sheltering beneath a large pine. The tree is cut down for a village ceremony and afterwards turned into charcoal. These four parts make up a �lm

deceptive in its simplicity, focussing on the everyday rhythms of a life rooted in nature and ritual, yet concerned with the biggest questions of all.

Set in an isolated medieval village in the hills of Calabria, southern Italy, M Frammartino’s second �lm is a poetic, profound, yet often funny meditation

on the cycle of life. The title, Le Quattro Volte, comes from Pythagoras, who lived in Calabria in the 6th century BC, and his theory of each of us having

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=RpDSlbNj8bE

https://youtube.com/watch?v=RpDSlbNj8bE


four lives within us – the mineral, the vegetable, the animal and the human. Beautifully shot, with little dialogue and no music, the �lm invites

contemplation, and offers a glimpse of the eternal in the quotidian.

Cast: Giuseppe Fuda, Nazareno Timpano, Bruno Timpano

Awards: Six wins, �ve nominations

Michelangelo Frammartino | Italy | 2010 | 88 mins | U

Weighted vote 68.8%

“I found this �lm very poor indeed. As a lifelong agriculturalist, I found the interactions between humans and goats extremely unconvincing on many

levels. The scene where the kid can’t keep up with the �ock being one of the most ridiculous and unlikely. I have also visited many tiny and remote

Italian mountain villages; I have never seen one yet that has only one motor vehicle – most residents have Apes (Vespa vans) or similar.

You may say that my review is too literal, and the �lm is impressionistic; but there is no art without truth. It looks like the overindulgent creation of an

urban fantasist.” 

Lou Carpenter

“I cannot believe an audience of adults can sit for an hour watching goats and then say the experience was excellent! If I want to see an old man

coughing for half an hour I can look in a mirror. There was nothing wrong with the storyboard – the everyday happenings in a rural community can be

fascinating in their minutiae.

EXCELLENT

24%

GOOD

25%

AVERAGE

26%

POOR

19%

TERRIBLE

8%



If the �lm had been directed in a more conventional manner with close-ups, two-shots etc plus proper pacing and editing etc we might have had

something of the rural atmosphere of those brilliant elegiac �lms from the Pagnol novels, but the director had plumped for pretension by the use of

no speech, no music, long-shots and inordinately lengthy takes resulting in the worst crime in �lm-making: tedium and boredom. The fact that only

ninety-three people voted at all may indicate that the rest were either too polite or too bored to bother.” 

Alan Stockwell



THE GREAT WHITE SILENCE
November 21, 2012

Categories: Season 2012/13

Tags: Documentary



Restored by the BFI to commemorate the centenary of Scott’s South Pole expedition, Herbert G Ponting’s The Great White Silence documents Robert

Falcon Scott’s ill-fated Terra Nova venture.

Ponting only accompanied the team as far as the Antarctic coastline base camp, yet captured sights covering every aspect of the expedition: the

scienti�c work, life in camp and the local wildlife – killer whales, seals, Antarctic skuas and Adélie penguins.

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=qoe7noZkLlI

https://youtube.com/watch?v=qoe7noZkLlI


Ponting’s remarkable �lm reveals the strange and unexpected beauty of the polar icescapes, highlighted by Simon Fisher Turner’s largely electronic

new score (featuring archival recordings, plus an original sample of the ship’s bell and ambient recording taken inside Scott’s tent), while also

including footage of the everyday human intimacy: Scott, Wilson, Evans and Bowers preparing for the trek: hauling the sledge and cooking and

sleeping in their tent.

The tragic outcome of the expedition is lent a stark poignancy by Scott’s anguished diary in the intertitles, “It’s a terrible disappointment,” writes Scott,

on learning of Roald Amundsen’s success, “and I am very sorry for my loyal companions – Great God! This is an awful place.”

Cast: Robert Falcon Scott, Herbert G Ponting

Herbert G Ponting | British | 1924 (Remastered 2011) | 108 mins | U

Weighted vote 95.6%

“I had no idea footage of this existed. What an extraordinary experience watching this was; I was riveted to, and mesmerised by, every frame. I would

have paid much more than the year’s membership fee to see this �lm alone! Thank you for bringing it to Cranbrook.”  

Margie Palmer

“While I agree that last week’s �lm was very interesting the awful noise which passed for a soundtrack must have caused great suffering to other

viewers as it did to my husband. He suffers from tinnitus and that sort of noise is unbearable. I realise that it was meant to be atmospheric but did it

have to be SO loud?”  

Magi Swann

EXCELLENT

81%

GOOD

16%

AVERAGE

3%

POOR

0%

TERRIBLE

0%





LAS ACACIAS (12A)
November 28, 2012

Categories: Season 2012/13

Tags: Art House & International, Drama



Rubén is a lonely truck driver who has been taking the motorway from Asunción, Paraguay to Buenos Aires, Argentina for years, carrying wood.

However, today’s journey is different because of Jacinta, who accompanies him as his passenger all the way to Buenos Aires. What’s more, Rubén �nds

out at the very moment that her little Anahí, who’s 8 months old, travels with them. As kilometres go by, the relationship between Rubén and Jacinta

will grow. They will slowly sip into each other’s soul. None of them talks much about their lives. None asks much either. It’s a few word journey but it is

not a silent one. 

– Written by Anonymous

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=H7v2pQ-uWLc

https://youtube.com/watch?v=H7v2pQ-uWLc


Pablo Giorgelli | Argentina | 2011 | 83 mins | 12a



HUGO 3D (U)
December 12, 2012

Categories: Season 2012/13

Tags: Adventure, Drama

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=hR-kP-olcpM

https://youtube.com/watch?v=hR-kP-olcpM


Legendary storyteller Martin Scorsese invites you to join him on an enchanting journey to a magical world with his �rst ever 3-D �lm, based on Brian

Selznick’s award-winning, “The Invention of Hugo Cabret.” Hugo is an orphan boy living in the walls of the Gare Montparnasse in 1930s Paris, who

keeps the station clocks running after the death of his clockmaker father and the disappearance of his cranky Uncle Claude. The only thing that he has

left that connects him to his dead father is an automaton that doesn’t work without a special key, a key he must �nd to unlock the secret it contains.

While on his quest, dodging the station master’s clutches, he falls foul of the embittered shopkeeper, convinced Hugo is trying to steal parts from him

for the automaton. But on becoming friends with the shopkeeper’s god-daughter, Isabelle, Hugo discovers the surprising connection they have to his

father and the automaton, and more, that the old man has buried some astonishing secrets of his own.

Scorsese has created a wondrous blend of fantasy and mystery, and more than that: an ode to cinema, a paean to �lms that will delight movie buffs in

its deft weaving of the tale of the orphan boy with the history of cinema, made all the more visually glorious with the technical brilliance of his use of

3-D.

Cast: Asa Maxwell Thornton Farr Butter�eld, Ben Kingsley, Chloe Grace Moretz, Christopher Lee, Emily Mortimer, Frances de la Tour, Helen McCrory,

Jude Law, Ray Winstone, Richard Grif�ths, Sacha Baron Cohen, Sir Ben Kingsley



Awards: Five Oscars, forty-one wins, ninety-�vee nominations

Martin Scorsese | France, USA | 2011 | 126 mins | U

Weighted vote 94%

“Just wanted to say that I thought last night’s �lm rather incredible. Also thank you as a Committee for all you do to make being a member so

worthwhile. I know you all work very hard. Thank you also for the sparkling wine and mince pies!”  

Brigid Wakehurst

EXCELLENT

73%

GOOD

26%

AVERAGE

0%

POOR

0%

TERRIBLE

1%



THE GUARD (15)
January 9, 2013

Categories: Season 2012/13

Tags: Comedy, Crime, Thriller

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=nRsMLuCP8a0

https://youtube.com/watch?v=nRsMLuCP8a0


Sergeant Gerry Boyle (Brendan Gleeson) is a small town Irish policeman in the Garda. He has a confrontational personality and a subversive sense of

humour, a dying Mother, a fondness for prostitutes and absolutely no interest whatsoever in the international cocaine smuggling ring that has brought

straight laced FBI agent Wendell Everett (Don Cheadle) to his door.

Described as a cross between “Father Ted” and “Bad Lieutenant” this is a raucous comedy that contains “colourful” language.

Outstanding acting from Gleeson particularly, “The Guard” is a simple, re�ned story with plenty of twists, turns and hilarity. It skilfully blends bleak

drama, absurd comedy and surprising thrills, often in the same scene.

Cast: Brendan Gleeson, Don Cheadle, Mark Strong

Awards: Golden Globe and BAFTA nominated 2012. In total fourteen wins and twenty-three nominations

John Michael McDonagh | Ireland | 2011 | 96 mins | 15



Weighted vote 77.6%

I am really sorry if your enjoyment of the �lm THE GUARD was affected/dented by the dreadful quality of the soundtrack in places. I know that the

native Irish accents of some of the characters were a little dif�cult to pick up at times but the ‘muddiness’ of the sound was way below the standards

that the Film Society aspires to. 

 

After the screening, we were able to get to the bottom of the problem, and to learn from it, in order that it does not happen again. In a nutshell, with

�ve channels of audio being squeezed down to two channels for the audio system in the Queen’s Hall it was a ‘settings problem’ that Gavin had to try

to manually override once he heard how poor the sound was.

Again, apologies if your Film Society Experience was below par – I can assure you that we will do everything in our power to make sure that it does

not happen again.

Tim Edmunds – Chairman

EXCELLENT

35%

GOOD

35%

AVERAGE

18%

POOR

7%

TERRIBLE

5%



A SEPARATION (PG)
January 23, 2013

Categories: Season 2012/13

Tags: Art House & International, Drama



A married couple is faced with a dif�cult decision – to improve the life of their child by moving to another country or to stay in Iran and look after a

deteriorating parent who has Alzheimer’s disease.

The genius of Asghar Farhadi’s story is that it piles on the tension and drama without resorting to �reworks, trickery or shock and awe plot effects. It

also manages perfectly to balance the plights of several protagonists. Very few screenwriters have this capacity. The Academy Award for Best Foreign

Language Film belongs right here. With rare subtlety and transforming art, Farhadi takes us into the emotional heart of modern Iran. Farhadi reveals

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=58Onuy5USTc

https://youtube.com/watch?v=58Onuy5USTc


his country in microcosm, divided by gender, class, religion and invisible borders of destruction. The actors do wonders, uncovering rich depths in their

characters.

“A Separation” is many things, none of them trivial. It’s an indictment of a culture in which religion and tradition poison a legal system. It is an

exploration of the power of a lie. It is a mystery and a courtroom drama. Above all, however, it is a tale of love and sacri�ce.

Cast: Payman Maadi, Leila Hatami and Sareh Bayat

Awards: Oscar winner. Another �fty-seven wins and twenty nominations

Asghar Farhadi | Iran | 2011 | 123 mins | PG

Weighted vote 89.6%

EXCELLENT

57%

GOOD

37%

AVERAGE

4%

POOR

1%

TERRIBLE

1%



MARGIN CALL (15)
February 6, 2013

Categories: Season 2012/13

Tags: Drama, Thriller

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=Y2DqFRsPrns

https://youtube.com/watch?v=Y2DqFRsPrns


Set in 2008, a Wall Street �rm goes through a brutal round of layoffs and one of the victims (Stanley Tucci) hands over a program he has been working

on to a young analyst (Zachary Quinto) who has managed to survive the cuts. The analyst decides to take a look, �nishes the work his former boss had

started and realizes that the �rm is overleveraged to a disastrous degree. It is late in the evening but he alerts his boss who, in turn calls in his boss …

all the way up the chain to the company’s CEO (Jeremy Irons). Before work begins the following morning they have established a plan to purge the

problem from their books and save the �rm at the expense of practically every other person in the country.

The characters struggle with the ethics of their decision and come to terms with the fallout of their plans and while watching the movie, you are

drawn into the complexity of characters that could easily be black and white caricatures of the Wall Street set. In some senses they are but as well as

their complexity they have just enough humanity that you can empathize with them to the point where you have to keep reminding yourself that,

human and frail as they are, in the �nal analysis these are not good people.

Margin Call employs an excellent cast who turn �nancial talk into compelling dialogue. They can also re�ect the enormity of what is happening; their

company and their lives are being made meaningless. The story is fast. Everything takes place within the span of twenty-four hours and the intensity

builds from the �rst moments to the very end. It’s a gripping thriller. In summary writer/director J.C. Chandor’s enthralling �rst feature is a stark and

bravely authentic portrayal of the �nancial industry.



Cast: Zachary Quinto, Stanley Tucci, Kevin Spacey, Sam Rogers, Paul Bettany, Will Emerson, Jeremy Irons, John Tuld and Demi Moore

Awards: Oscar nominated, Eight awards and fourteen nominations

J.C. Chandor | USA | 2011 | 107 mins | 15

Weighted vote 88.8%

EXCELLENT

55%

GOOD

35%

AVERAGE

9%

POOR

1%

TERRIBLE

0%



JULIE AND JULIA (12A)
March 6, 2013

Categories: Season 2012/13

Tags: Biography, Drama, Romance



Julia Child’s story of her start in the cooking profession is intertwined with blogger Julie Powell’s challenge to cook all the recipes in Childs’s �rst book.

Stunning performances by Meryl Streep and Amy Adams.

Nora Ephron | USA | 2009 | 123 mins | 12a

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=ozRK7VXQl-k

https://youtube.com/watch?v=ozRK7VXQl-k


A ROYAL AFFAIR (15)
March 13, 2013

Categories: Season 2012/13

Tags: Art House & International, Drama, History, Romance



A young queen, who is married to an insane king, falls secretly in love with her physician – and together they start a revolution that changes a nation

forever.*

Nikolaj Arcel | Denmark | 2012 | 137 mins | 15

*Source: www.imdb.com

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=3sh8LjfXvKI

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1276419/?ref_=fn_al_tt_1
https://youtube.com/watch?v=3sh8LjfXvKI


Weighted vote 93%

EXCELLENT

67%

GOOD

30%

AVERAGE

3%

POOR

0%

TERRIBLE

1%



THE WELL-DIGGER’S DAUGHTER (PG)
March 20, 2013

Categories: Season 2012/13

Tags: Drama, Romance



The Well-Digger’s Daughter is a French remake of another famous French �lm of the 40’s. The original �lm was directed, written and produced by

Marcel Pagnol, famous not only for his �lms but also for plays and novels that have become classics.

The story is set at the beginning of World War II in the South of France. Patricia, eighteen, is the oldest of six daughters of a well-digger, Pascal, who

considers her a princess because of her moral qualities. She is kind and devoted to her family. One day she brie�y meets a young man, Jacques, the son

of Mazel, owner of the shop where her father buys his material. He is handsome and teasing. Her father’s friend, Felipe, would love to marry her and he

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=PMwIK7u1iT8

https://youtube.com/watch?v=PMwIK7u1iT8


invites her to an aviation show. She accepts his invitation only because she knows Jacques, a pilot will be there. Soon she’ll carry his child and he’ll be

gone and the families will have to deal with the situation.

The actors all deliver moving and natural portrayals. The direction is precise, careful and manages to capture each small emotion of the characters.

The music and scenery of Provence are beautiful.

Timeless, universal and stylish, this is a feel-good factor �lm to end our 2012/13 season.

Cast: Daniel Auteuil, Astrid Bergès-Frisbey, Nicolas Duvauchelle

Awards: Soundtrack composer of the year, Alexandre Desplat.

Daniel Auteuil | France | 2011 | 107 mins | PG

Weighted vote 94.2%

EXCELLENT

73%

GOOD

25%

AVERAGE

2%

POOR

0%

TERRIBLE

0%



MONSIEUR LAZHAR (PG)
March 27, 2013

Categories: Season 2012/13

Tags: Art House & International, Comedy, Drama



Comparing the classroom with the protective cocoon from which the pupa emerges as an adult butter�y, Monsieur Lazhar is an exquisitely simple �lm

about a complex subject matter. Adapted from Evelyne de la Chenelière’s stage play, there is a gentle elegance with which �lmmaker Philippe

Falardeau constructs the work, while the searing honesty of the youngsters (through astonishing, naturalistic performances) pierces our emotional

barriers as issues about death, breaking rules and being allowed to express feelings are woven unobtrusively into the canvas of school daily life. The

fact that both teacher and students are in need of protection adds greatly to the poignancy and Falardeau delivers an emotionally rich �lm �lled with

nuance, grace and subtlety.

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=gjNCkxnT-xE

https://youtube.com/watch?v=gjNCkxnT-xE


Set in a Montreal primary school Monsieur Lazhar (Fellag), an Algerian immigrant, volunteers to teach a class after hearing of their teacher’s suicide.

The �lm follows a year in the school, presenting a situation, exploring the people involved, but in the end showing that there are no simple answers

and no simple questions. Despite the subject matter, the �lm plays lightly and with humour.

This is a �lm that has something to say and bursts at the seams to deliver its touching message.

Cast: Mohamed Fellag, Sophie Nelisse, Emilien Neron

Awards: Academy Award nominee for best foreign language �lm 2012. Winner of six Genie awards in 2012 for best �lm, direction, screenplay, best

actor and supporting actress.

Phillippe Falardeau | French-Canadian | 2011 | 94 mins | PG

Weighted vote 88.6%

EXCELLENT

57%

GOOD

35%

AVERAGE

5%

POOR

0%

TERRIBLE

3%



UNTOUCHABLE (15)
September 4, 2013

Categories: Season 2013/14

Tags: Art House & International, Biography, Comedy, Drama



Our �rst �lm of the season is an honest and funny celebration of an unlikely friendship between a French aristocrat Philippe (played by François

Cluzet) and a young ex-con from the projects Driss (newcomer and award winner Omar Sly).

After becoming a quadriplegic from a paragliding accident, Philippe hires Driss to be his carer. Set in Paris the �lm is beautifully shot and the cast act

well. The two main protagonists however steal the show. The audience quickly becomes attached to them both and the emotions they portray. Based

on a true story, this is a �lm to entertain and provoke discussion.

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=34WIbmXkewU

https://youtube.com/watch?v=34WIbmXkewU


The �lm has found universal acclaim. As well as being a delightful comedy, it has profound moments touching on the themes of prejudice, class

difference and health and in the end the universality of humanity.

It will make you laugh and maybe cry but leave you feeling good

Cast: François Cluzet, Omar Sly, Anne Le Ny

Awards: Nominated for a Golden Globe. Won twenty other awards and nominated for thirty-two.

Olivier Nakache & Eric Toledano | France | 2011 | 112 mins | 15

Weighted vote 97.6%

EXCELLENT

90%

GOOD

8%

AVERAGE

2%

POOR

0%

TERRIBLE

0%



RENOIR (12A)
September 11, 2013

Categories: Season 2013/14

Tags: Art House & International, Biography, Drama, History

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=5ZTiQ_quEPA

https://youtube.com/watch?v=5ZTiQ_quEPA


Set on the French Riviera in the summer of 1915, Jean Renoir, son of the Impressionist painter, Pierre-Auguste, returns home to convalesce after being

wounded in World War I. At his side is Andrée, a young woman who rejuvenates, enchants, and inspires both father and son.

This is an extraordinarily beautiful �lm, shot on the scenic Côte d’Azur. War is raging elsewhere in France, but life is peaceful in this region. The pace of

the �lm re�ects the pace of life at the time; quiet and slow. The �lm has fantastic visuals (Bourdous employed the infamous art forger, Guy Ribes, to

reproduce the Renoir paintings throughout the �lm), a haunting musical score and the marvellous Michel Bouquet, in a compelling character study of

the brilliant but often petulant artistic genius, Renoir.

This is without question one of the most beautiful �lms of the season. The photography, especially the scenes outdoors, look like one early Renoir

painting after the next. The colours are vivid and lush, and the greens are varied to the nth degree. This is a �lm worth seeing, based on historical fact,

and suggesting what motivated the younger Renoir to become one of the early great �lm makers. The contrast of the beauty of the models and the

natural landscape of the south of France against the ugliness of the war and Renoir’s disease is poignant. The movie is intentionally a lot like a

painting.

It is a �lm in which to �oat away on a French impressionist wave.



Cast: Michel Bouquet, Vincent Rottiers, Christa Threret.

Awards; One nomination

Gilles Bourdous | French | 2012 | 111 mins | 12a

Weighted vote 78.8%

EXCELLENT

18%

GOOD

61%

AVERAGE

19%

POOR

1%

TERRIBLE

1%



THE DEEP (12A)
October 9, 2013

Categories: Season 2013/14

Tags: Drama



Based on a true story, this is a gripping tale of how an Icelandic sailor survives the capsizing of his �shing trawler. The psychology of survival is

demonstrated in imaginative ways. The �ashback scenes of what happened in the seaside town before the incident enhance the story.

The choice of greyish tones and the weather-beaten look of the boats add to the gravity of the tale as well as the impersonal and cold scienti�c team

that handles the enquiry. We are reminded of the simple but dangerous lives that many people have to live. They do so with dignity.

A short, simple yet powerful �lm that will stay with you long after you have left the screening.

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=OasZbZbKzG0

https://youtube.com/watch?v=OasZbZbKzG0


Cast: Olafur Darri Olafsson, Stefan Hallur Stefansson, Johann G. Johannsson

Awards: Eleven wins, seven nominations.

Baltasar Kormákur | Iceland | 2012 | 95 mins | 12a



AMOUR (12A)
October 23, 2013

Categories: Season 2013/14

Tags: Art House & International, Drama, Romance



The title is French for love. The movie itself, indisputably 2012’s best foreign-language �lm and an Oscar winner, de�nes what love is. It does it the

hard way. No sex, drugs or rock & roll. Just two people in their eighties offering each other total commitment. Georges (Jean-Louis Trintignant) and

Anne (Emmanuelle Riva) are retired music teachers living comfortably in Paris, with occasional visits from their daughter (Isabelle Huppert). Then

Anne suffers two strokes. Riva, her face a study of age in agony, is magni�cent. Austrian writer-director Michael Haneke achieves levels of intimacy

previously unknown in his work. What happens next in his unique and unforgettable �lm must be left for you to discover. These two glam stars of

French cinema – Riva in 1959’s Hiroshima Mon Amour and Trintignant in 1966’s A Man and a Woman – give performances of breathtaking power and

beauty. Prepare for an emotional wipeout.

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=F7D-Y3T0XFA

https://youtube.com/watch?v=F7D-Y3T0XFA


This has to be the best �lm Haneke has ever made. It is gruellingly unsentimental, but unlike all of his other �lms, there is warmth, tenderness and

genuine humanity to be found here. We are greeted by two highly intelligent people, who have been and remain deeply in love, and we are challenged

now – not to watch the beginning of this relationship, but its end. Georges and Anne are not perfect human beings; they become frustrated, even

angry. The wounds that each can in�ict on the other, knowing each other inside out, hit the audience like a punch to the gut. It is part of the searing

authenticity of the �lm that makes the more tender moments even more special.

Cast: Jean-Louis Trintignant, Emmanuelle Riva, Isabelle Huppert

Awards: Oscar winner and forty-eight other wins including the Palme D’Or plus thirty-eight nominations.

Michael Haneke | France | 2012 | 127 mins | 12a

Weighted vote 82.6%

EXCELLENT

41%

GOOD

43%

AVERAGE

9%

POOR

4%

TERRIBLE

1%



BARBARA (12A)
November 6, 2013

Categories: Season 2013/14

Tags: Art House & International, Drama



Looking back at 1980 East Germany, director Christian Petzold conjures up a dreary Orwellian world of suppressed emotions, police state invasiveness

and a simmering yearning for something better. The work of Cinematographer Hans Fromm creates an atmosphere of almost perpetual colourless

twilight and Petzold’s laconic scenes and long takes create a subtle but omnipresent feeling of oppression and paranoia.

In a beautifully understated performance Nina Hoss (Barbara) is a doctor whose desire to leave East Germany results in her being punished through

relocation to a rural village clinic where she encounters clinic chief Ronald Zehrfeld (Dr. Reiser). Reiser appears to be sympathetic but she is reluctant

to trust him. Barbara holds to her desire to be reunited with her western lover but will the Stasi allow it?

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=-l3VRf3enx8

https://youtube.com/watch?v=-l3VRf3enx8


“Barbara” is a quiet character piece. It’s a subtle, tense, humanistic drama. The �lm reminds us that half of Germany was a communist state just

twenty-three years ago and what that meant to the people under its rule.

Cast: Nina Hoss, Ronald Zehrfeld, Rainer Bock, Jasna Fritzi Bauer, Mark Waschke.

Awards: Best Film Nuremburg Film Festival 2012. Won nineteen other awards and nominated for fourteen.

Christian Petzold | Germany | 2012 | 105 mins | 12a

Weighted vote 84.4%

EXCELLENT

41%

GOOD

41%

AVERAGE

17%

POOR

1%

TERRIBLE

0%



THE ANGELS’ SHARE (15)
November 20, 2013

Categories: Season 2013/14

Tags: Comedy, Drama



The sole British contender for the Palme D’Or at Cannes 2012, the �lm is a crime caper set on the west coast of Scotland, complex on the palate but

with a lasting toasty �nish, and framed by one of the social realist, working class narratives that Loach has made his trademark.

‘Ken Loach does hope’ could be the headline a Fleet Street sub-editor might slap on a review of The Angels’ Share, in which a young Scot accidentally

�nds salvation and a way out of his trapped life of crime and misery. Except of course it’s more complicated than that.

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=NcQIvmR21VU

https://youtube.com/watch?v=NcQIvmR21VU


The �lm draws us in – despite the heavy brogue that does require attention – with its dramatic set up. Young Robbie (Paul Brannigan) is a slight chap

but he’s evidently quite capable of violence, especially when ‘coked to the eyeballs’. Nor is Robbie an exception as we are told in a series of vignettes

under the opening credits with a parade of sinners through the court. Robbie’s determination to change his ways is born of new fatherhood and then

meeting his community worker Harry (John Henshaw), after barely escaping a custodial sentence. Harry is not only a good role model, he has an

interest in malt whisky that is more than just drinking it. This leads to Robbie’s ultimate escape, but not before he overcomes a few challenges.

In one scene Robbie has to confront a young man who is the victim of one of his violent bouts, along with the young man’s family; although clearly

manipulative, the scene works as another motivator for Robbie to make a conscious change. This point is probably the �lm’s central message, but how

he raises the money to make a new start is – all too realistically – illegal.

The principal cast is everything we expect from a Loach �lm, textured and complex and rough hewn working class, and Roger Hallam is great as

whisky collector Thaddeus. As for the title, it’s the traditional reference to the 2% of whisky that simply evaporates during maturation.

Paul Levarty’s expletive-laden screenplay sets out a tough but engaging redemption story, daubed with humour and hope. Every scene is a pleasure to

listen to; many are also knee-slappingly funny. This is British comedy at its warmest and most pleasurable; cask strength, un�ltered and neat.

Cast: Paul Brannigan, John Henshaw, Roger Allam, Gary Maitland, Siobhan Reilly, Joy McAvoy (James’s sister)

Awards: Won Scottish BAFTA 2012, Jury Prize Cannes Film Festival 2012, César France 2013 also 14 nominations including Palme d’Or 2012

Ken Loach | Scotland | 2013 | 101 mins | 15

EXCELLENT

60%

GOOD

32%

AVERAGE

6%

POOR

1%

TERRIBLE

1%



Weighted vote 89.8%



SHADOW DANCER (15)
December 4, 2013

Categories: Season 2013/14

Tags: Drama, Thriller



Not unlike “Tinker, Tailor, Soldier, Spy”, this slow-burn saga takes its time. But the attention it calls for pays off down the line thanks to riveting

performances and tense, water-tight plotting.

Set in 1990s Belfast, the story follows MI5 agent Mac (Clive Owen) who convinces a vulnerable young member of the IRA, Collette (Angela

Riseborough), to work for him and his agency to take down other IRA members. However, this is more complicated than he �rst realised as the IRA

begins to suspect there is a mole and MI5 may have another mole planted whose identity is top secret. Bolstered by wonderful performances from the

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=JMsH4kLoWCg

https://youtube.com/watch?v=JMsH4kLoWCg


likes of Owen, Gillian Anderson, Domhnall Gleeson and particularly rising star Riseborough as the woman con�icted between her long-standing

beliefs and keeping her family safe, Shadow Dancer is a very well made �lm that’s very handsome to look at.

Oscar-winning director James Marsh is clearly a man who has a handle on the topics he chooses to deal with. Using a deft script by Tom Bradby (who

also wrote the novel) he has constructed a �lm that deals with a dif�cult topic in a way that’s intriguing. The plot is unpredictable, which is always a

good thing, and the ending is just about perfect for the story being told. A denouement that’s completely satisfying.

Cast: Andrea Riseborough, Clive Owen, Gillian Anderson, Domhnall Gleeson

Awards: Seven wins including Best Actress for Riseborough at British Independent Film Awards 2012, and seven nominations.

James Marsh | UK | 2012 | 101 mins | 15

Weighted vote 78%

EXCELLENT

22%

GOOD

54%

AVERAGE

18%

POOR

4%

TERRIBLE

2%



KINKY BOOTS (PG)
December 18, 2013

Categories: Season 2013/14

Tags: Comedy, Drama



“Kinky Boots” is a delightful �lm about the travails of a shoe manufacturing factory set in Northampton. When Charlie Price (Joel Edgerton) takes over

the family shoe business, he discovers the company is practically out of business. After laying off a bunch of people, one of the young women he’s

making “redundant” tells him the company needs to �nd its niche. He �nds it by accident when he helps a drag queen named Lola (Chiwetel Ejiofor)

who’s about to be attacked by a group of men. After watching Lola’s shows, Charlie decides the niche will be shoe wear for “a variety of men” (drag

queens) who have trouble �nding women’s shoes that �t. He invites Lola to Northampton to help design and test the shoes.

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=83DXny5IQyM

https://youtube.com/watch?v=83DXny5IQyM


Funny, warm, with characters you care about, “Kinky Boots” says something about societal attitudes towards those who are different and what it truly

means to be a man, but doesn’t beat you over the head with it. It has a great story, lots of humour, and excellent acting, particularly from Chiwetel

Ejiofor and Joel Edgerton.

Based on a true story, with a script co-written by Calendar Girls screenwriter Tim Firth, it is hard to imagine two more diametrically opposed worlds

than those belonging to Lola and Charlie. In the same genre as The Full Monty, you can take your maiden aunt to see Kinky Boots, there is nothing to

offend anyone in this gentle comedy that explores our own sense of self and self-worth.

Unless you have a heart of stone, you will come out smiling and more optimistic than when you entered.

Cast: Chiwetel Ejiofor, Joel Edgerton, Sarah-Jane Potts

Awards: One win, seven nominations including a Golden Globe.

Julian Jarrold | UK | 2005 | 107 mins | PG

Weighted vote 92.6%

EXCELLENT

73%

GOOD

23%

AVERAGE

1%

POOR

2%

TERRIBLE

1%



MIDNIGHT IN PARIS (12A)
January 8, 2014

Categories: Season 2013/14

Tags: Comedy, Fantasy, Romance

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=atLg2wQQxvU

https://youtube.com/watch?v=atLg2wQQxvU


They love Woody Allen in France, and in Midnight in Paris, which opened the Cannes Film Festival in 2011, Woody Allen returns the favour. Not since

1979’s Manhattan, in which he rhapsodized over the New York of his black-and-white dreams, has Allen used a camera to make such urgent,

passionate love to a city.

Midnight in Paris opens with a prologue, shot with a poet’s eye by the great Darius Khondji, that shows off the City of Light from dawn to darkness in

images of shimmering loveliness. Pity the actors who have to compete with such an object of desire. Owen Wilson stars as Gil, a Hollywood

screenwriter on a return visit to Paris, this time with his �ancée, Inez (Rachel McAdams). “This is where Monet lived and painted,” Gil enthuses. Inez

isn’t into water lilies or Gil’s dreams of writing the great American novel like Hemingway and Fitzgerald. She’d rather party with Paul (Michael Sheen),

a fake intellectual who thinks he can one-up a Rodin museum tour guide (a playful cameo from France’s First Lady, Carla Bruni).

Allen has �red at these targets before. What’s fresh about Midnight in Paris is the way he identi�es with Gil’s idealization of the past, of the Paris that

represented art and life at their fullest. Wilson is pitch-perfect at locating the right blend of humor and gravity that the role demands. Gil �nds a

kindred spirit and a muse in fashion designer Adriana (a superb Marion Cotillard). What’s at risk is a lifeline back to the present. As a �lmmaker, Allen

has grappled with the temptations of repeating himself instead of forging a fresh path. You can feel that con�ict here, and watching him work it out is



exhilarating. Midnight in Paris is infused with seductive secrets no �lm notes should spoil. But for all the �lm’s bracing humour and ravishing romance,

there are also haunting shadows.

Cast: Owen Wilson, Rachel McAdams, Kathy Bates, Michael Sheen.

Awards: Won an Oscar and Golden Globe in 2012 for Best Original Screenplay by Woody Allen. Won seventeen others and nominated for �fty-two

more.

Woody Allen | USA | 2011 | 94 mins | 12a

Weighted vote 85%

EXCELLENT

40%

GOOD

47%

AVERAGE

11%

POOR

2%

TERRIBLE

0%



THE VILLAGE AT THE END OF THE WORLD (12A)
January 22, 2014

Categories: Season 2013/14

Tags: Documentary



British director Sarah Gavron’s sweet follow up to Brick Lane travels much further away from home to focus on an Inuit community.

Shot over the course of a year in Northern Greenland, the �lm introduces the audience to a remote village with more dogs than people. The �lm

focuses on four townsfolk from the tiny population of �fty-nine – Lars, the only teenager; Karl, the huntsman who has never acknowledged that Lars is

his son; Ilanngauq, the outsider who moved to Niaqornat after meeting his wife on-line; and Annie, the elder who remembers the ways of the Shaman

and a time when the lights were fuelled by seal blubber. In this astutely constructed real-life drama, we see how the economic and ecological future of

the community is more fragile than its hardy inhabitants.

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=Ql6kWqa76nQ

https://youtube.com/watch?v=Ql6kWqa76nQ


Directors Sarah Gavron and David Katznelson’s camera manages to capture the remote beauty of this area of the world as it changes from season to

season. Whether it’s watching the town’s children play on the ice and swim in the natural pools or watch Lars passing time in the sole shop there’s a

contentment here that you won’t �nd sur�ng Google Earth dreaming of visiting New York as Lars often does.

Awards: One win, one nomination

Sarah Gavron & David Katznelson | Denmark | 2013 | 82 mins | 12a

Weighted vote 87.8%

EXCELLENT

45%

GOOD

50%

AVERAGE

4%

POOR

1%

TERRIBLE

0%



ARBITRAGE (15)
February 12, 2014

Categories: Season 2013/14

Tags: Drama, Thriller



Arbitrage, from �rst-time feature director Nicholas Jarecki is written and directed with great skill. He displays real potential as an emerging �lmmaker,

taking on the timely story of a hedge fund magnate whose bad karma comes full circle as several errors start to come crashing down on him all at

once.

Taking on the central role of Robert Miller is Richard Gere, with the silver fox utilizing all of the charm and likability that he made his career on and

giving a performance that is one of the �nest of his decade’s long career.(He was nominated for a Golden Globe, as best actor).

🎦
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Miller isn’t a character who is doing the wrong things and laughing his greedy way to the top. He knows that he is making mistakes and hurting

people, but he truly believes that the ends justify the means and that makes it all the more disturbing when you see him try to explain his actions as

his world comes crumbling down. A pro�table business deal coincides with an accident involving his extra-marital lover, and all of the sel�sh deeds

that Miller has been pro�ting from personally and �nancially are threatening to come into the light. Gere’s phenomenal performance takes centre

stage in all of its surprising humanity and towering intimidation, but everyone in the cast is able to shine from one moment to the next.

Susan Sarandon, still as beautiful as ever, steals her scenes as Miller’s powerful wife. As does Brit Marling and especially Nate Parker, newcomers full

of promise. Like the best movies, Arbitrage persuades us to ask tough questions about ourselves. Gere gives us a window into the soul of a man who

�nally realizes that even money will no longer help him lie to himself. It’s an implosive tour de force.

Cast: Richard Gere, Susan Sarandon, Brit Marling, Tim Roth, Nate Parker

Awards: Two wins, �ve nomination

Nicholas Jarecki | USA | 2011 | 107 mins | 15

Weighted vote 81.4%

EXCELLENT

38%

GOOD

41%

AVERAGE

13%

POOR

6%

TERRIBLE

2%



BEFORE MIDNIGHT (PG)
February 26, 2014

Categories: Season 2013/14

Tags: Comedy, Drama, Romance



The third part of Linklater’s “Before” trilogy can be watched in isolation. We meet Jesse and Celine nine years on in Greece. Almost two decades have

passed since their �rst meeting on that train bound for Vienna. The “Before” trilogy is the de�ning movie love story of a generation. And “Before

Midnight”, �ush with humour, heartbreak and ravishing romance, is the best so far.

Hawke and Delpy, who are both credited on the script too, have never found co-stars to bounce off more nimbly or bring out richer nuances in their

acting. As in the earlier �lms, all the best sequences here are long, snaking duologues – the difference being that Celine and Jesse now know each

other inside out, and exactly which buttons to push. As a gift from friends, they get a night to themselves, and the movie’s tone shifts at the key

🎦
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moment when they’ve walked to a local village and the sun sets, as if inviting the real sequel to begin. There’s a long and brilliant scene in a hotel

room, plotted like great theatre, in which foreplay gets interrupted by mild irritation and sarcasm becomes a full-on domestic row.

Where we might have expected a gentle or rueful coda, we get a battle of the sexes as blistering as the best of Tracy/Hepburn, and in�nitely more

frank. The pair take turns to be witheringly funny about each other’s foibles, delusions, and vast de�ciencies. In a breath, Hawke can be magni�cently

caustic – just wait for his quip about Celine’s “agony in the trenches of the Sorbonne” – and a clumsy stirrer of the hornet’s nest. Delpy is a mistress of

the half-joke with a whole artillery of grievances at her �ngertips, and the emotional capacity to �re them all at once. The way men and women can

trample on each other’s dreams, even without intent, is a brave subject for this movie to unpick, given the wispy, tender optimism of those dreams

when Celine and Jesse last met, and indeed �rst met. Each �lm asks whether this generation’s most durable movie couple will make it – only now

they’re asking the same question of themselves.

From �rst scene to last, Hawke and Delpy shine brilliantly, wearing their roles like second skins. And Linklater skilfully tracks the emotions roiling in

the space between their sparring words. Though the award calibre screenplay captures the fever and �eetingness of love, it is also indelibly generous

toward human failings even when the comic darts draw blood.

Cast: Ethan Hawke, Julie Delpy, Seamus Davey-Fitzpatrick

Awards: Nine wins, eighteen nominations (including Golden Globe for Best Actress for Julie Delpy and Oscar for Best Adapted Screenplay for Linklater,

Delpy and Hawke)

Richard Linklater | USA | 2013 | 109 mins | PG

EXCELLENT

17%

GOOD

27%

AVERAGE

28%

POOR

16%

TERRIBLE

12%



Weighted vote 64.2%



I WISH (PG)
March 12, 2014

Categories: Season 2013/14

Tags: Art House & International, Drama



The Japanese director Hirokazu Koreeda – best known for “Nobody Knows” about four young brothers and sisters forced to survive on their own after

their mother abandons them – has such an extraordinarily delicate manner with children that his approach can feel like a code of ethics, a declaration

of honesty toward these often badly used and exploited performers. The gentleness of his approach, his stylistic unobtrusiveness and the way that

children open up in front of his camera are among the subtle pleasures in his latest �lm, “I Wish”.

This is the story of two young Japanese brothers who live apart following the break-up of their parents’ relationship. The older boy dreams of his

family reuniting and prays for a miraculous intervention in the form of a volcanic eruption, hoping this might lead to his evacuation from his

🎦
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grandparents’ region and a return home. Then, when he discovers that the passing of the speeding Bullet trains, approaching from opposite directions,

creates a ‘cosmic’ moment during which wishes are granted, he sets out with a few friends to meet his brother at the meeting point on the railway line.

There they make their wishes – with varying results.

The �lm features brilliant performances from the young actors (real life brothers) and an excellent supporting cast of adults. There is also gorgeous

and evocative cinematography, scenes of the Japanese countryside and its urban impositions, not least the Bullet line itself elevated on its concrete

trackbed.

“I Wish” is a wonderful �lm with tons of heart that puts the human in humanistic �lmmaking.

Cast: Koki Maeda, Ohshiro Maeda, Hiroshi Abe

Awards: Three wins, eight nominations

Hirokazu Koreeda | Japan | 2011 | 128 mins | PG

Weighted vote 76.2%

EXCELLENT

29%

GOOD

41%

AVERAGE

21%

POOR

2%

TERRIBLE

7%



A HIJACKING (15)
March 26, 2014

Categories: Season 2013/14

Tags: Drama, Thriller



Unbearably tense and anti-aesthetic.

For his second directorial feature, Tobias Lindholm (The Hunt) delivers a kind of indifferent, matter-of-fact realism and because it cuts through all the

�uff and arti�ce that has invaded commercial �lms without compromising momentum as a situation thriller, one must concede that Hijacking has

upped the ante on Danish rebellion against the Hollywood system. The refusal to include actual scenes of the hijacking in a �lm speci�cally titled “A

Hijacking” is no accident.

🎦
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The cargo ship MV Rozen is hijacked by Somali pirates in the Indian Ocean. Among the eight men crew taken hostage is Mikkel (Pilou Asbæk), the

ship’s cook. A translator for the pirates issues demand for $15M in exchange for their release. Back in Copenhagen, CEO of the shipping company Peter

(Søren Malling) learns that gaining the upper hand demands patience. So negotiations play out in silence like a sociopathic Fischer-Spassky game:

cold, calculated, unyielding.

This �lm’s quality is raw, unsympathetic and intuitive. Hijacking is �lmed on location with a hand held camera in chronological sequence and onboard

a sea freighter that was hijacked in the Indian Ocean. Casting also features a real life hostage negotiator as the central �gure and naturally, Somali

pirates.

Arguably, mechanical reproduction of genuine conditions doesn’t guarantee a convincing �lm but in this case, it does. Hijacking looks so suitably

stained with normality that one instantly recognizes the absence of gimmicky aesthetics. Unmanipulated, you resonate with the �lm’s fabric of reality

while searching for something more, and in the process, gain access into psychological domains that underpin both Peter and Mikkel.

It’s not for nothing that Lindholm went through great lengths to replicate an uncomfortable, pressing scenario because the �lm offers re�ection on an

overlooked form of terrorism. Corporations may be showing it to employees as a resource on how to respond during such crises, but Hijacking’s

masterstroke is the revelation of an impasse between the moral versus the practical.

Cast: Pilou Asbæk, Søren Malling, Dar Salim

Awards: Nine wins and seventeen nominations

Tobias Lindholm | Denmark | 2012 | 103 mins | 15



RUSH (15)
April 9, 2014

Categories: Season 2013/14

Tags: Biography, Drama

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=yB7AvP1gVVk
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There is speed, thrills, tension and all the adrenalin that goes with it, but Ron Howard’s winning �lm is not just about Formula One racing. Beyond the

screeching tyres, engine roar and deafening rumble is high octane courage and determination. Above all, this is the real life rivalry and unique

relationship between Austria’s Niki Lauda and Britain’s James Hunt. You don’t have to know anything about racing or be a Formula One fan to

experience the whole gamut of emotions in this powerful and highly moving �lm, whose two champion central performances by Daniel Brühl and

Chris Hemsworth appropriately mirror the champions they represent.

Howard perfectly captures the essence of the sport complete with the ambience of the lifestyle and the competitive nature of the participants. As we

are sucked into its reality, we meet Lauda (Daniel Brühl) and Hunt (Chris Hemsworth), two total opposites, who are both passionate and avid

participants in the racing roulette wheel, where the stakes are life and death. Rebel, lunatic, dreamer and desperate to make a mark are some of the

ways that Lauda describes the mindset of a racing driver who lives each day as if it were his last.

Through Peter Morgan’s beautifully constructed screenplay and the leapfrogging that he orchestrates, we get to know both Lauda and Hunt and are

there when they meet for the �rst time at a Formula 3 event. The rivalry is immediate. It is easy to be charmed by the handsome, charming Hemsworth

as Hunt, who races with daredevil intensity that matches his off the circuit playboy lifestyle replete with sex, booze and drugs. Hemsworth is more

handsome than any man deserves to be and he effuses charm. By contrast, Brühl’s portrayal of Lauda, who has no skills whatsoever when it comes to



social interaction, is beautifully paced. Brühl captures the disdain and arrogant aggression of the Austrian, who has an instinctive sense when it comes

to the weight and aerodynamics of his car, but cannot help his rude abruptness and does not care what anyone thinks of him.

This is a giant of a �lm �lled with everything: drama, humour, tension, romance and a rivalry that soars into something arguably more powerful and

beautiful than one based on friendship could ever be.

Cast: Daniel Brühl, Chris Hemsworth, Olivia Wilde

Awards: Two Golden Globes, four other wins, twenty-eight nominations

Ron Howard | USA | 2013 | 123 mins | 15

Weighted vote 92.4%

EXCELLENT

70%

GOOD

22%

AVERAGE

8%

POOR

0%

TERRIBLE

0%



THE SAPPHIRES (PG)
September 10, 2014

Categories: Season 2014/15

Tags: Biography, Comedy, Drama

🎦
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Hugely entertaining and loosely accurate history of an Aboriginal girl band set in the 1960’s. This soul band sparkles against glorious sunshine in

Australia and the grey skies of Vietnam.

“On music, identity and race, the �lm has a big beating heart in the right place”.  

Peter Bradshaw – The Guardian.

Wayne Blair | Australia | 2012 | 98 mins | PG

Film notes:

The late Sir Richard Attenborough believed that because �lm is such a powerful medium for social change, directors have a positive duty to point to

social injustice, without losing sight of the need to entertain their audiences. Wayne Blair does just this in “The Sapphires”. The �lm is both charming

and politically provocative, sometimes clumsily, but also in ways that are not immediately apparent.



“The Sapphires” tells the story of the Cummeragunja Songbirds. A talent scout, Dave Lovelace (Chris O’Dowd) discovers this Country and Western girl

band, leads it to soul music and to Saigon to entertain the troops in 1968. The Songbirds become the Sapphires, and add a cousin to their number.

This �lm is based on a 2004 musical written by former “Neighbours” star, Tony Briggs. Its soundtrack is compelling and is largely based on numbers

from the Motown, Stax and Atlantic soul songbooks. Look out for the infectious “Land of a thousand dancers”, “I can’t help myself”, “I heard it through

the grapevine” and “What a man”. Jessica Mauboy (Julie), Miranda Tapsell (Cynthia), Shari Sebbens (Kay) and Deborah Mailman (Gail) are the band in the

�lm. They sing with great presence, are gorgeous in spangles, naïve and likeable. Jessica in particular has a great voice. The additional vocalists are

terri�c and include Jade MacRae, Lou Bennet and Juanita Tippens. The soundtrack was certi�ed double platinum in Australia.

The story line is conventional; its real interest lies in its context. The issues are opposition to the Vietnam War, Aboriginal land and human rights;

particularly the enforced adoption of indigenous children by whites and colour prejudice. These were dealt with lightly, in Sebben’s words, “…in a

really joyous and celebratory way……doesn’t make anyone feel targeted or guilty”. The themes are familiar, the adoptions particularly so after the 2008

Australian of�cial apology for them. What is not apparent, or touched upon, is the continuing removal of Aborigine children from their families, and

the continuing abuse and bullying, as described in Pilger’s documentary, “Utopia”. Peter Bradshaw wrote, “The veteran investigator has an

extraordinary story to tell about white Australia and its deeply dysfunctional relationship with the indigenous Australian community….so far from

being a closed chapter, is merely a prelude: it is set to get worse.” (Guardian Nov. 14th 2103).

The �lm was based loosely on a true story. Brigg’s mother was one of the original Sapphires. She went to Vietnam to sing for G.I.s. Her mother’s sisters

were all forcibly adopted. One committed suicide by taking rat poison.

The actor to watch is Chris O’Dowd, not just in this �lm, but in McDonagh’s “Calvary” later this Season. He is dependably hilarious, has impeccable

timing and an acute sense of the ridiculous. Lovelace is a minor character, but is the star, with lines such as, “Can you do it blacker?” as he watches the

girls perform. He was cast after the director saw him in “Bridesmaids’’, which involved changing the script to enable the manager to be Irish rather

than English.

The Cannes Film Festival audience gave “The Sapphires” a standing ovation for ten minutes. Film producer Harvey Weinstein bought it after the

festival and it is the highest grossing Australian �lm in its opening weekend. The Australian Recording Industry certi�ed the soundtrack as double

platinum.

Angela



Weighted vote 90.2%

EXCELLENT

63%

GOOD

31%

AVERAGE

3%

POOR

2%

TERRIBLE

1%



THE INVISIBLE WOMAN (12A)
October 1, 2014

Categories: Season 2014/15

Tags: Biography, Drama, Romance



A sumptuous study of the underside of Victorian society, beautifully shot and superbly acted, detailing the effects on a young actress of an illicit affair

with Charles Dickens.

“For all the period trappings and restraint, is dealing here with raw and primal emotions”. Geoffrey MacNab – Independent.

Ralph Fiennes | 2013 | 111 minutes | 12A
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Film notes:

This is Kent’s very own romantic period drama the opening shot is of the marshes at Margate and the �nal denouement is at Staplehurst.

The �lm examines the effect of Victorian mores on a young woman’s development. Nelly is an 18-year-old actress who attracts the amorous attention

of a Charles Dickens some 30 years her senior.

The development of Nelly’s character and situation is the central theme, as the attentions of a man like Dickens moves her from �xed ideas of

propriety and career aspirations into a new half-life of a clandestine relationship in which she does not fully understand her role. Dickens on the other

hand is played as an unfailingly energetic and charismatic character who adheres to the public morals of the day, and displays great reticence, before

embarking on an extra-marital affair.

Although the story is driven by the central characters they interact with a wonderful supporting cast who perform an exemplary job of putting the

central characters into context by providing depth and roundness to the picture of Victorian family life. Tom Hollander provides mischievous humour

as Dickens’ collaborator, while his unmarried status, living with his long-term lover raises the issue of socially acceptable relationships. Joanna

Hollander as Caroline, Dickens’ overlooked wife is heartbreakingly powerful when she is forced by Dickens to visit Nelly and give her a present from

Charles. Kristen Scott Thomas as Nelly’s mother exempli�es the ‘Victorian‘ approach by snoozing, or is it just pretending to; in order to set her

daughter up with the renowned author?

The atmosphere of Victorian England is superbly evoked by the wonderful costumes of Michael O’Connor, captured by the cinematography of Rob

Hardy (‘Shadowdancer’) who lights and frames so exquisitely and intimately that you can understand what it is to be a voyeur. This ensemble approach

allows the audience to understand the relationship from the points of view of both protagonists.

The understated style of direction reinforces the aura of Victorian reticence and by using individual shots to speak volumes he avoids the need for

constant exposition and explanation. The same visual economy is used for the big set pieces of a beautifully composed horse-racing scene and in

concentrating on the individual victims of the train crash. The structure of the �lm may seem complex but it moves at a deliberate pace which allows

the audience time to invest in and care about the characters and their situations.

This is Ralph Fiennes second �lm as actor/director and after his uneven debut with ‘Coriolanus’ he is on top of every aspect of this �lm making it a

deeply affecting and rewarding piece of cinema.



David MacKerrell

Weighted vote 76.8%

EXCELLENT

26%

GOOD

43%

AVERAGE

22%

POOR

7%

TERRIBLE

2%



MAKE YOUR OWN FILM – SPECIAL EVENT
October 8, 2014

Categories: Season 2014/15

Tags: Special Event

Do you have a smartphone or a video camera? – then you can, undoubtedly, make your own �lm.

Tim Edmunds, two time BAFTA winner, will give you all the tricks and tips to empower you to become a �lm maker. An evening illustrated with some

of Tim’s one-man homemade �lms.





WADJDA (PG)
October 22, 2014

Categories: Season 2014/15

Tags: Comedy, Drama



This �lm is quirky and witty, with serious cultural undertones. Its charm rests largely with its leading child actress, Waad Mohammed. It is the �rst

feature �lm to have been shot entirely in Saudi Arabia and the �rst to be directed by a woman.

“Boundary pushing cinema”  

Robbie Collin – Telegraph.

Haiffa Al Mansour | Saudi Arabia | 2013 | 98 minutes | PG
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Film notes:

The �rst Saudi Arabian �lm to be made by a female director is all the more amazing when one considers the cultural context: there is only one cinema

in Saudi Arabia, an IMAX in a science and technology centre that shows documentaries. So both the making of the �lm itself and its subject matter, a

young girl’s desire to own and ride a bicycle, speak volumes about the position of women in Saudi society and their hopes (often thwarted) for freedom

and opportunity.

The protagonist of the �lm is a likeable and determined ten year old, beautifully played by Waad Mohammed. She is mysti�ed by the logic which

states that it is inappropriate for a girl to ride a bicycle and decides to take matters into her own hands to earn the money she needs for a bicycle of

her own. Wadjda herself is seen as a spirited rebel questioning the norms of the society she lives in. She’s a bit of a tomboy whose best friend is a boy

her own age, and who wears jeans and trainers under her traditional abaya. Though as an audience we warm to this rebellious young heroine, I

couldn’t help feeling that the �lm was trying a bit too hard to ingratiate itself to a western audience in the way that Wadjda’s independence and

rebelliousness were represented by her love of western culture such as pop music and clothes.

It’s a bittersweet �lm, largely consisting of vignettes of everyday life, and while many of them are funny, we get an acute sense of the frustrations that

Saudi women of all ages have to bear. She and her mother prepare the food for her father and his friends but cannot eat in the same room as them;

her mother is reliant on a surly driver as it is illegal for women to drive; at school Wadjda is told off for playing in the sight of men, and a family tree at

home only includes the names of the men in the family.

Director Haifaa Al Masour grew up in rural Saudi Arabia, near Riyadh, but studied at the American University in Cairo and subsequently at �lm school

in Sydney, Australia. As well as drama, she has also worked in the documentary genre, and her award winning Women Without Shadows (2005), deals

with the hidden lives of women in the Arab world. Saudi Arabia has almost no �lm industry and it took �ve years and German funding to get Wadjda

off the ground. Al Masour was determined to �lm in Saudi Arabia but because of the conservative segregated nature of the country she could not be

outside with the actors and had to direct from inside a van using a walkie-talkie.

The style and tone of Wadjda owes much to both realism and documentary and the Director’s Western in�uences are plain to see. There are, for

example, shades of Jeffrey Blitz’s 2002 documentary Spellbound in the Qu’ran reciting competition. In spite of the realism of the �lm there is

underlying symbolism too. Like The Bicycle Thieves (De Sica, 1948), Jour de Fete (Tati, 1949) and the more recent Dardenne brothers The Kid with a

Bike (2011), Wadjda’s bicycle represents freedom to move beyond the narrow con�nes of her current existence.



The �lm ends with her cycling towards and stopping at an intersection, watching traf�c stream by in both directions. Poised on the brink of

womanhood she appears to have the opportunity to head off into a new future, but how far can she really go? Will she launch herself into the

dangerous traf�c of the wider world or will she be forced to turn back and be constrained within the narrow con�nes of her sex and her small town

neighbourhood? Though many critics have seen in Wadjda hope and optimism about the future of Saudi women, there is a more pessimistic reading

too. Wadjda’s mother, divorced by her husband for not providing a male heir, faces a bleak and narrow future. Perhaps her gift to her daughter, rather

than stemming from optimism, may come from a desire to give her daughter a brief moment of joy before the inevitable constraints to her freedom

that her incipient womanhood must bring.

Helen Hawken

Weighted vote 90.4%

EXCELLENT

59%

GOOD

36%

AVERAGE

3%

POOR

2%

TERRIBLE

0%



LOCKE (15)
November 5, 2014

Categories: Season 2014/15

Tags: Drama, Thriller
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It ought to be as dull as watching paint, or in this case concrete, dry – one man on screen for eighty-�ve minutes, talking into his car phone, mainly

about pouring concrete. But this tour de force about how a man (Tom Hardy) risks losing everything most dear is utterly compelling, tragic and

frequently hilarious.

Steven Knight | UK | 2014| 85 minutes | 15

Film notes:

At the beginning of the �lm, Ivan Locke leaves work at the end of the day and gets in his car. His wife and two teenage sons are waiting for him to get

home to watch the football. The following dawn he’ll be responsible for the biggest job of his career, as a construction engineer overseeing the

pouring of concrete foundations for a huge skyscraper, a job that requires incredible logistical planning and precision. But reliable, dependable family

man and employee Locke isn’t going home, and he isn’t planning on being at the concrete pour the following dawn, his conscience tells him he needs

to be somewhere else, to try to make amends for a past mistake.



The 85 minutes of the �lm unfold in real time as he sits in his car on the motorway talking on his car telephone. No other actor appears on screen,

although we hear their side of the conversation too. To hire such a stellar cast as Olivia Colman, Andrew Scott and Ruth Wilson and then not to show

even a glimpse of their faces was a bold move. Instead the camera barely moves from Tom Hardy’s face as he sits behind the wheel.

Remarkably the action was �lmed inside a moving car, in real time over eight consecutive nights with the other actors phoning in live calls to the car

phone from a hotel room. In this sense it is closer to a �lmed piece of theatre than a conventional movie. The actors and crew �lmed each night from

9pm until 4am and �lmed the entire script sequentially each time. The �nal cut was pieced together from the sixteen versions that were �lmed.

Though the �lm is in the tragic genre with Tom Hardy absolutely compelling as the central character, it is not all doom and gloom, there’s comedy too,

especially in some of the conversations between Locke and his work colleague Donal (played by Andrew Scott, better known as Jim Moriarty in the

BBC’s Sherlock). Hardy’s pitch perfect welsh accent was partly inspired by Richard Burton and a desire to create a character with gravitas who had an

everyman quality without the inevitable class overtones in an English working class or middle class accent.

It’s a very linear piece of �lm making. Locke is heading both literally and �guratively towards his future and once he has set off there is no turning

back. As a methodical engineer he seems gripped by a sense that if he tries hard enough and makes enough calls it will be possible to solve all the

problems in his life, and it is no coincidence that he is called Locke (after John Locke the seventeenth century British enlightenment philosopher of

rationality and individual rights). He is a profoundly ordinary man in many respects, dealing with a crisis entirely of his own making. Events such as

those featured in the �lm will never make the headlines and yet the �lm shows both the tragedy and nobility in an ordinary life, and how an ordinary

man can also be extraordinary. In an interview about the �lm, director Steven Knight says, “I think I was trying in a way to say that in each there’s

somebody being heroic or not heroic but they’re doing something…”

Helen Hawken

EXCELLENT

55%

GOOD

36%

AVERAGE

7%

POOR

1%

TERRIBLE

1%



Weighted vote 88.6%



NEBRASKA (15)
November 19, 2014

Categories: Season 2014/15

Tags: Adventure, Drama



Part classic road movie, part Canterbury Tale, with a touch of King Lear. This �lm is slow paced, mesmerizing, sometimes very funny. A son tries to get

through to a father he does not understand, on a road trip through Nebraska. Rich characters enliven small town America. June Squibb (Mum) steals

the show.

Alexander Payne | USA | 2013 | 115 minutes | 15

Film notes:
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‘Nebraska’ is the story of a frail old man, Woody Grant, who drinks too much and has convinced himself that he has won a million dollars in a

magazine marketing competition. He is determined to travel from his home in Montana to Lincoln, Nebraska to pick up his winnings. The �lm

‘Nebraska’, shot in elegant black and white, will remind long-serving CFS members of ‘The Straight Story’, and indeed director Alexander Page

acknowledges his debt to David Lynch and the earlier �lm, much enjoyed by our audience some years ago. Members who have seen ‘Election’, ‘About

Schmidt’ and ‘Sideways’ will probably remember Payne’s ability to explore both character and context. The director has a very sharp eye for detail, a

particular fascination with forgotten, small-town America and a caustic sense of humour.

His cast serve him brilliantly, particularly June Squibb as the foul-mouthed wife, Kate (watch out for her in the cemetery scene), and Will Forte as

Woody’s long-suffering son David who reluctantly agrees to drive his father on his odyssey. Above all, Bruce Dern’s performance as Woody, a tired and

forgetful old curmudgeon who ‘doesn’t have Alzheimers – he’s just a man who believes what people tell him’ is a remarkable achievement which

earned him an Oscar nomination, a Golden Globe, Best Actor at Cannes (2013) and several other awards.

John Badcock

Weighted vote 85.4%

EXCELLENT

46%

GOOD

43%

AVERAGE

5%

POOR

4%

TERRIBLE

2%



THE PATIENCE STONE (15)
December 3, 2014

Categories: Season 2014/15

Tags: Drama, War



Outstanding central performance from Iranian Golshifteh Farahani in a moving drama about a woman con�ding in her injured and unresponsive

husband in a ruined war zone. Compelling and revealing.

Atik Rahimi | Afghanistan, French, German, UK. | 2012 | 102 minutes | 15

Film notes:

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=qayqiY8I1kE

https://youtube.com/watch?v=qayqiY8I1kE


This drama transports us to a country at war – which may or may not be Afghanistan – where a woman cares for her husband who is injured and in a

coma. As she tries to keep him alive, and herself and her family safe, she tells him all the things she would never have been able to say in ten years of

abusive marriage. He becomes her “patience stone”: a magic black stone in Persian mythology to which one can con�de everything.

Much of the �lm is an internal monologue conducted within one room of a ruined house but the vividly depicted sounds and sights of what’s going on

outside – bombs exploding, artillery �re, marauding soldiers – never leave us in any doubt that we are in the middle of a civil war. The beauty and

sensual grace of the Woman (the characters are never named) make stark contrast with the devastated setting and the unresponsive Man lying within

it, whom she �rst comforts and then confronts. Bursts of action, some of it violent and explicit, keep this brilliantly �lmed picture moving along, with

unexpected and shocking turns of events leading ultimately to a climax of great force. As well as telling a story about life in a war zone, the �lm

describes one woman’s protest at the injustice and brutality suffered by many women in Muslim societies. This is a moving and compelling �lm,

leading us from pity to understanding.

The �lm is directed by writer and �lmmaker Atik Rahimi; refugee from the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan and now living in Paris and Kabul. In 2008 he

won the Prix Goncourt with his novel, ‘Syngué Sabour’ (the Persian name for the patience stone), but it was the legendary �lm writer Jean-Claude

Carrière who convinced him it would make good cinema. Carrière, described by the British Film Institute as European cinema’s “invisible giant”, is

known for screenplays written in collaboration with the likes of Bunuel (‘The Discreet Charm of the Bourgeoisie’), Rappeneau (‘Cyrano de Bergerac’)

and Wajda (‘Danton’).

The outstanding central performance is from Golshifteh Farahani as a frightened woman gradually gaining self-con�dence, utterly authentic in her

portrayal of the gamut of emotions running through the Woman. Farahani is a �gure of controversy in her native Iran, �eeing when the Islamic

Republic condemned her for playing opposite Leonardo DiCaprio in ‘Body of Lies’. She had a hard time �rst persuading Rahimi to cast her, and then

memorising the long monologues (in Dari, the Persian dialect spoken in Afghanistan) which Rahimi wanted delivered without a break.

Most of the �lming was carried out in Morocco but exteriors were shot in Kabul with a skeleton French and Afghani crew who stayed in private homes

among friends, and never shot in the same place for more than two or three days. The �lm was apparently welcomed in parts of the Muslim world,

winning Best Film in the 2012 Eurasia International Film Festival in Kazakhstan and Best Actress in the 2012 Abu Dhabi Film Festival (as well as

awards in France). It has been screened in Kabul but not everywhere in Afghanistan – and nowhere in Iran, because Farahani’s work is banned there.

We leave the last word to Rahimi who is optimistic about the future of �lm in Afghanistan after years of �ghting and Taliban oppression and who said

about the making of the �lm: “We tried to employ many Afghan apprentices, including young women, and the young people are making movies

everywhere you look! There is no money, but there is excitement and ingenuity and cheap digital cameras. Sometimes we couldn’t get the equipment



or the operators we wanted because they were busy making their own �lms. That’s the change that will come to Afghanistan – through culture, not

through war.”

Shirley Wiggs

Weighted vote 85.2%

EXCELLENT

46%

GOOD

41%

AVERAGE

9%

POOR

1%

TERRIBLE

3%



THE GRAND BUDAPEST HOTEL (15)
December 17, 2014

Categories: Season 2014/15

Tags: Comedy, Drama



This �lm is like a fabulous dolls’ house or crazy indulgent pâtisserie confection. Set in wartime in an imaginary Eastern European state, it is

idiosyncratic, original and visually stunning.

It is a madcap irreverent comedy, led by a superbly cast Ralph Fiennes, rich in irony, nostalgia and fantasy.

Wes Anderson | USA/Eastern Europe | 2014 | 99 minutes | 15

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=1Fg5iWmQjwk

https://youtube.com/watch?v=1Fg5iWmQjwk


Film notes:

“a glimmer of civilisation in the barbaric slaughterhouse we know as humanity”. Gustave H.

A prologue within a prologue, within a third prologue leads us to 1932 to the Grand Budapest Hotel in Zubrowka. There, plots and sub-plots are come

apart and together like Russian stacking dolls, until we recognise the horror underpinning this high octane, self-indulgent farce. With his usual

attention to detail, Director, Wes Anderson keep the timelines distinct by �lming each in its appropriate �lm ratio – 1.33, 1.85 and 2.35.1.

First, we see a sadly diminished hotel, in communist orange, then the glorious Grand Budapest Hotel at its zenith with its concièrge, Gustave H (Ralph

Fiennes). Second, we continue with a ludicrous caper through a world of excess, privilege and service against a background of War.

The value of this �lm is in its construction and its precision. Enter Anderson’s fantasy world as you have entered Pellucidar, Utopia and Middle Earth.

Go to ‘AkademieZubrowka.com’. Learn about Zubrowka. Watch Saoirse Ronan make Mendl’s courtesan pastries. Read the Lutz newspapers, of�cial

documents and history. Review “Boy with Apple”. Cinematically, each set is perfect, usually symmetrical and obviously staged. Milena Canonero’s

costumes are wonderful. Robert D. Yeoman’s photography is innovative, usually single camera and precisely choreographed by Anderson. Anderson’s

hallmarks are static dense frames, long tracking shots moving horizontally in a straight line, stop motion animation in action sequences; placing

important features centre stage and unexpected intrusions into symmetry and dialogue. He took his love of symmetry to absurd lengths when he

posed for a publicity shot with Jude Law wearing an identical suit and sitting as Law did. Anderson’s idea of a mistake is the misplacing of a false arm

in the snow one centimetre from where it ought to be. His idea of a joke was to give Gustave H. 112 as his prison number. That is the alarm number for

most of Europe.

Anderson and his friend Hugo Guinness hatched the plot, Anderson wrote the screenplay meticulously: no improvisation here. The author, Stefan

Zweig and Filmmaker, Ernst Lubitsch inspired him. Critic Michael Wilmington described Lubitsch’s work as “…elegant and ribald, sophisticated and

earthy, urbane and bemused, frivolous yet profound.” He could have been describing Gustave H.

The cast is extraordinary in its breadth. It includes four Oscar winners, Adrian Brody, Tilda Swinton, Fisher Stevens and F. Murray Abraham. Each actor

speaks with his own accent, which adds to the �lm’s cosmopolitan �avour. Anderson insisted the cast lived together during �lming and had them made

up and dressed in the hotel lobby to foster a sense of urgency and unity. Ralph Fiennes is pitch perfect and funny. Saorise Ronan as Agatha the female

lead is a delightful foil to Tony Revolori, (Zero Moustapha). These two are perhaps the only characters in the �lm with whom we can empathise. Tilda

Swinton, after twenty hours in make-up is extraordinary as Madame. D.



Alexandre Desplat composed the soundtrack. He worked with Anderson previously on ‘Fantastic Mr. Fox’ and ‘Moonrise Kingdom’ and was awarded

best original Score for ‘Philomena’. The soundtrack is quirky, yet sounds traditional. It is a blend of Eastern European folk music, orchestral elements,

ambient drones and variations on melodic themes. Rolling Stone Magazine said of it. “Highlights include the brooding �amenco guitars of ‘Overture:

M. Gustave H.’, the brooding church organs of ‘Last Will and Testament’, the bizarre musical box interlude ‘Up the Stairs/Down the Hall,’ the percussive

sprawl of ‘A Dash of Salt’, and the creepy haunted house piano styling of ‘Mr Moustafa’.”

In seeking a location, production designer, Adam Stockhausen (‘12 Years a Slave’) and Anderson were initially inspired by a spa town in Western

Bohemia, Karlovy Vary, a spa town in Western Bohemia. Karlovy featured in ‘Last Holiday’ and ‘Casino Royale’. The hotel’s birthday cake exterior is a

model, fourteen feet long and seven feet deep, now reproduced in Lego.   Its expansive �n de siècle lobby is the Gorlitzel Warenhaus a 1913

Department store in Germany. It was destined for demolition when Anderson took it over for �lming, but has since been bought and is being restored.

The Arabian baths are in Gorlitz close to the Warenhaus and the hotel dining room was �lmed in the old City Hall there.   Gorlitz was the backdrop for

‘Inglorious Bastards’, the ‘Book Thief’, ‘Around the World in Eighty Days’ and ‘The Reader’. Madame Celine’s home is Castle Hainewald in Saxony; its

interiors are �lmed at Schloss Waldenburg.

Mendl’s workshop is based in a wonderful 19  century creamery in Dresden. Note the hand painted tiles. The museum is the Zwinger Rococo palace in

Dresden. The Observatory on the Summit of Gabelmeister’s Peak is based on the Sphinx Observatory in the Bernese Oberland.

The highlight of this �lm may be the prison breakout. The prisoners used tiny pickaxes that had been smuggled to them inside frosted pastries. Watch

out also for the terri�c dancing marionettes in the credits. Take the brilliant colour palette home with you rather than the understanding that the

Grand Budapest Hotel is now a broken down illusion – imaginary or otherwise.

“The beginning of the end of the beginning has begun…the sad �nale played off-key on a broken-down saloon piano in the outskirts of a forgotten
ghost town. I’d rather not bear witness to such blasphemy.” Gustave H.

Angela

th

EXCELLENT GOOD AVERAGE POOR TERRIBLE



Weighted vote 81.8%

42% 38% 11% 5% 4%



THE COMPANY YOU KEEP (15)
January 7, 2015

Categories: Season 2014/15

Tags: Drama, Thriller

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=UELonDEqAMw

https://youtube.com/watch?v=UELonDEqAMw


A thriller about the afterlife of those involved in the 1970’s Vietnam War protests where Redford, playing his true age for once, is a former militant

activist on the run. Julie Christie, Nick Nolte and Susan Sarandon feature as former co-conspirators.

Robert Redford | Canada | 2012 | 121 minutes | 15

Film notes:

For those growing up in the sixties and seventies, the beginning of this classy political thriller takes you back to the time of those radical US campus

based organisations opposing the Vietnam War and working to overthrow the government. Newsreel clips set up the story, including grainy �lm of a

bank raid reminiscent of that well known shot of heiress Patty Hearst in a hold up with her former Symbionese Liberation Army captors. But it’s Sharon

Solarz (Susan Sarandon) whose past has caught up with her and we see being arrested for the murder of a security guard 30 years ago. Robert

Redford’s lawyer character, recently widowed Jim Grant, is asked by an old friend to represent her, and we realise that they were also part of the

movement, having gone underground years ago, then reinventing themselves and living peaceably since – until an ambitious young journalist (a

convincing Shia LaBeouf) starts to dig, and suddenly Grant is on the run from him and the FBI.



Well known as a Hollywood liberal, Redford was – according to an Observer report last year – a follower in the late sixties of the Weather

Underground: “I supported their cause because I also thought the Vietnam War, just like the Iraq war, was built and sold on a faulty premise”. At the

time he felt there was a story in what happened to the people involved but not one he could tell back then. In this his ninth �lm as a director, and

supported by a distinguished cast of his actor contemporaries (who apparently worked on the �lm for low rates), including the great Julie Christie,

Redford decided the time had come.

For once, Redford is playing someone rather closer to his chronological age, with no qualms about contrasting his current craggy looks with his

youthful beauty, as we see FBI agents generating computer images of how the young revolutionary they are hunting might have aged. LaBeouf holds

his own alongside the veterans (median age 70 years), as does a somewhat underused Anna Kendrick, memorable as George Clooney’s young nemesis

in Up In The Air and here playing an FBI of�cer.

As well as being a gripping and intricately plotted addition to the genre of great chase �lms, The Company You Keep touches on journalistic ethics,

and also on the psychology of inhabiting an identity which is not the one you started out with, re�ecting upon how we come to terms (or not) with

what we did in our youth and, as the Hollywood Reporter put it, ”the courage and cost of dissent”.

The �lm won Redford two awards at its premiere at the Venice Film Festival in 2012, had a mixed reception from US critics but was received more

favourably in other parts of the world. Overall, it seems to have had surprisingly little impact and was hardly seen in this country. Dare one wonder

whether the �lm suffered from ageism – even positive reviews refer to it with a faint whiff of condescension as a movie for “mature audiences” or

“thoughtful adults” and suggest that “men of a certain age are sure to fall in love with Julie Christie all over again”. At the end of the New York Times

review, the critic (aged 72) wondered “why there isn’t a contemporary equivalent to the widespread radicalism of the 1960s and ’70s. I think it may

have to do with the information explosion, which has taught us that the balance of good and evil is pretty much the same everywhere, and that

violence only begets more violence.” Or are young people today less idealistic and less politicised? This is a �lm which invites you – of a certain age or

not – to re�ect upon whether and if so how you, the real inner you, may have changed over the passing years.

Shirley Wiggs

EXCELLENT GOOD AVERAGE POOR TERRIBLE



Weighted vote 84.6%

45% 39% 11% 4% 1%



OF HORSES AND MEN (15)
January 21, 2015

Categories: Season 2014/15

Tags: Art House & International, Comedy, Drama, Romance



A saga of wry, fantastical and sometimes shocking stories celebrating a remote Icelandic community, its people and their horses.

“It’s not every �lm that really does show you things that you have never seen before…..tender, delicate and funny.”  

Peter Bradshaw the Guardian.

Benedikt Erlingsson | Iceland | 2013 | 81 minutes

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=MKodaUmsYxk

https://youtube.com/watch?v=MKodaUmsYxk


Film notes:

In a remote Icelandic community the relationship between humans and horses is as close knit as the relationship between people. Here is a society

where man still relies on the beast of burden for transport, livelihood, and company. The eye-catching thoroughbred horses are of extreme genetic

purity, no other breed being allowed on the island, and have a unique gait the ‘tolt’ or ‘�ying pace’ which is really curious and only inherent in

Icelandic horses.

It is spring time and love is in the air, the setting is a windswept rural town whose austere beauty is captured with translucent clarity by the

cinematographer Bergsteinn Bjoergulfsson who also worked on “The Deep”. That Icelandic style of brittle, unadorned clarity is continued very

effectively in this saga, or collection of stories. The episodes are linked by close up shots of the human protagonists re�ected in the eyes of their

horses and what strange things these humans do get up to. From the stately gentleman showing off his exquisite mare; the town drunk in search of

illegal booze; a Swedish cowgirl intent on demonstrating her skills to the locals; feuding neighbours, unlikely trysts, survival skills etc. etc.

This is the �lm debut of Iceland’s most celebrated theatre director. It has won awards from Amiens, Goteborg, San Sebastian, Talinn and Tokyo as well

as Iceland which is quite remarkable for a �rst �lm. Erlingsson uses long takes and picturesque composition to weave together the landscape and the

lives of the people and the horses in the gentle rhythm of everyday life. He has the following additional information: –

‘..Icelandic sagas are like episodes that intertwine. In essence, it comes down to oral culture, because the sagas come from the oral culture of telling

stories. And when you tell a story it is told again and again and you hear it and it changes a little bit and becomes exaggerated and the stories are

formed in the oral tradition and have a kind of character and I think, in that sense, the stories in the �lm are like that.’

‘It is important to state that no horses were hurt in the making of this �lm. The entire cast and crew are horse owners and horse lovers…. I must admit,

however, that there were some human actors that were traumatized by the experience of making this �lm, but they all survived… or at least they were

still alive when this was written’, (Benedikt Erlingsson, Director).

David MacKerrell

EXCELLENT GOOD AVERAGE POOR TERRIBLE



Weighted vote 80.2%

32% 47% 14% 4% 3%



THE BOOK THIEF (12A)
February 4, 2015

Categories: Season 2014/15

Tags: Drama, War

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=videoseries

https://youtube.com/watch?v=videoseries


A Brothers Grimm tale of a beautiful child in wartime Germany that works as a fable for young children. Well acted and nearly faultless technically.

Wonderful photography by Florian Balhaus.

Starring Sophie Nélisse, Geoffrey Rush and Emily Watson.

Brian Percival | Germany | 2013 | 131 minutes | 12a

Film notes:

This �lm, based on Markus Zusak’s novel, is an old-fashioned classic about war: from a child’s point of view.

Narrated by Death, the �lm watches the main character, Liesel, subjected to the horrors of World War II Germany, and the comfort she �nds by stealing

books and sharing them with others. The �lm very much sticks to the book in both style and content. Like a modern Grimm’s fairy tale, it is stylized:

the snow is pristine, the stepfather a kind man, and the stepmother seems cold and hard but underneath she is truly good.



Geoffrey Rush plays the loving and patient stepfather, Emily Watson portrays the nagging wife, and Sophie Nelisse is stunningly perfect in the role of

Liesel, capturing both the bright-eyed innocence and the eventual world-weary quality needed for the role.

The �lm is hauntingly beautiful, and moves at an effortless pace – not too fast, not too slow – allowing the viewers to become immersed in the

realities of Liesel’s situation. Each shot in the �lm seems like a painting, wonderfully photographed by Florian Ballhaus.

Look out for a wonderful scene where Rudi, Liesel’s friend, covers himself in mud so he can run as fast as Jesse Owen. Beautiful, moving and surprising

– this is a �lm about war and childhood to make you think.

For Downtown Abbey fans, the director Brain Percival has directed several episodes of the TV series.

Selma Pickup

Weighted vote 84.8%

EXCELLENT

45%

GOOD

40%

AVERAGE

11%

POOR

2%

TERRIBLE

2%



THE LUNCHBOX (PG)
February 25, 2015

Categories: Season 2014/15

Tags: Drama, Romance



Moving between Mumbai’s middle class suburbs and its teeming city centre, this intelligent and charming drama/romance depicts the consequences of

a wrongly delivered lunchbox for the young wife who prepares it and the of�ce worker who receives it. Don’t see it on an empty stomach.

Ritesh Batra | India | 2013 | 104 minutes | PG

Film notes:

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=IJIGJtb_N7E

https://youtube.com/watch?v=IJIGJtb_N7E


Our Film Society may have sold Indian cinema short in the last 20 years. We showed ‘Pather Panchali’, the �rst �lm of master-director Satyajit Ray’s

celebrated trilogy, ‘The World of Apu’, but members found the pace and strangeness of Indian village life – and the Lecture Theatre seating – rather

uncomfortable viewing. We generally steered clear of Bollywood, but greatly enjoyed ‘Monsoon Wedding’ in 2003 which, together with ‘Water,’ an

Academy Award winner in 2005, showed that we were developing a taste for the sub-continent. ‘The Lunchbox’ �ts our bill very nicely because it

combines the perception and wry humour of Ray with a new director’s sharp modern eye for the details of city life in teeming Bombay.

Director Batra initially wanted to �lm Bombay’s lunchbox delivery system and even embedded himself in one of the teams involved to achieve

authenticity. The system is remarkable, of course, considering that Bombay has a population of about 20 million and that some streets have two names

while others have the same name. It ensures that lunches, prepared at home, are delivered to the desks of city workers. Using an elaborate coding

system of numbers, letters and colours, the ‘dabbawallahs’, working in groups and travelling by train, bike, cart or on foot, undertake to deliver the

lunchbox to the correct individual in his/her workplace. There are almost no errors – an amazed Harvard study found that about one in a million

lunches went astray.

‘The Lunchbox’ is the story of one such misdirection. Infan Kham, who you may remember from ‘The Life of Pi’, plays a grouchy widower, nearing

retirement from his of�ce job. He discovers, one day, that his lunchbox has been accidentally swopped with a co-worker’s. Instead of alerting the

delivery service, he tucks in and is transported to culinary heaven by the meal provided by an isolated housewife (Nimrat Kaur) who has prepared a

special menu for her husband, in the hope that it might revive their faltering marriage.

There is nothing strikingly original about all this, but the story is told with charm and wit, and the central performances are excellent. The sense of

place – bustling Bombay – with neighbours shouting recipes to lower storeys – is superbly realised, and the air of wistful melancholy expertly

sustained. There’s much to relish here, with or without Brinjal pickle…

Shirley Wiggs

EXCELLENT

57%

GOOD

41%

AVERAGE

2%

POOR

0%

TERRIBLE

0%



Weighted vote 91%



CALVARY (15)
March 11, 2015

Categories: Season 2014/15

Tags: Art House & International, Comedy, Drama



Brendan Gleeson is a sensation as the �awed hero of this moving and powerful Irish drama. 

The �lm is dark and fatalistic, but tinged with hope.

“Buñuelian…anarchic, dark and lacerating” (in its humour)  

– Director

John Michael McDonagh | USA/Ireland | 2014  |100 minutes | 15

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=LGM5rq_vX4U

https://youtube.com/watch?v=LGM5rq_vX4U


Film notes:

Beautifully �lmed, and with a towering performance from Brendan Gleeson in the central role, this �lm grips from the opening scene. Seated in the

confessional, Gleeson, the village priest in a rural community in County Sligo hears the confession of one of his parishioners, who recounts how he was

brutally abused by a Catholic priest from an early age. He explains that he plans to murder a good priest in retribution and tells Gleeson he is that

priest. He asks him to meet him on the beach the following Sunday, allowing him a week to prepare for his fate and to set his house in order.

The �lm follows the unfolding week as the dreaded moment slowly approaches. There are parallels with ‘High Noon’, both in the terrible inevitability

of the forthcoming encounter and in the way the protagonist as a good but fallible man must face the situation and his fears alone. Father James

knows the identity of his would be assailant, but we do not, and as he makes his rounds amongst his parishioners it seems, in almost a Cluedo-like

way, that it could be any of them. There are a number of familiar faces amongst the supporting actors: comedian Dylan Moran (‘Black Books’, ‘Run Fat

Boy Run’) as a lonely rich banker, Chris O’Dowd (‘The IT Crowd’, ‘The Boat that Rocked’, ‘The Sapphires’) as a butcher with an unfaithful wife and Aidan

Gillan (‘Queer as Folk’, ‘Game of Thrones’) as a coke snorting atheist doctor. Unlike the complex characterisation of Gleeson’s, Father James, the

parishioners, without exception mired in sin, misery and cynicism come across more as caricatures than real people, but perhaps that is the point as

they play out their parts in this immorality play.

Some have spoken about the �lm as a black comedy, but although there is dark humour and absurdity it is hard to pin a genre on a �lm, which is part

whodunit and part drama of conscience. The idea of Christ atoning for the sins of the world on Calvary is never far from one’s mind, and as Xan

Brookes writes of Gleeson in the Guardian “He plays God’s servant as a recovering alcoholic with an impossible task, variously �red by rage, reason and

sadness. Here, at least, is a Christ we can relate to.”

Helen Hawken

EXCELLENT

48%

GOOD

35%

AVERAGE

9%

POOR

5%

TERRIBLE

3%



Weighted vote 84%



LIKE FATHER, LIKE SON (PG)
March 25, 2015

Categories: Season 2014/15

Tags: Drama



Hirokazu Koreeda | Japan| 2014 | 120 mins | PG

Film notes:

‘Like Father, Like Son‘ by Hirozaku Koreeda is a contemplative, intelligent and re�ned �lm. It won the Jury Prize at the Cannes Film Festival, and is a

story of a father and son, of Ryota and Nobuko Nonomiya.

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=pL3MQ9VNjmI

https://youtube.com/watch?v=pL3MQ9VNjmI


Koreeda’s �lms usually start with a dramatic event that, in lesser hands, could resolve into corny melodrama or fantasy. He has used abandoned

children (‘Nobody Knows‘), life after death (‘After Life‘) and a doll coming to life (‘Air Doll‘) as catalysts for realisation, and has then calmly charted that

realisation in a documentary style. Koreeda’s �rst �lm was a documentary – the spontaneous celebration of the life of a cow.

The catalyst in ‘Like Father, Like Son‘ is explored in the most cursory and perplexing of ways. This partly re�ects Japanese character, but is mainly a

device that enables Koreeda to focus on its effect on Ryota, almost to the exclusion of everyone else. Ryota develops and grows in response to it. The

others respond oddly or in a muted or stereotypical way. Koreeda explains that in his �lms he hopes to,

Most interestingly, Koreeda admitted he based Ryota partly on himself, looking at his own relationship with his daughter; at his own preoccupation

with work. This personal and heartfelt lament is apparent and powerful throughout the �lm.

Without spoiling the �lm, there are various themes throughout that give us pause for thought. These are nature and nurture, the Japanese family and

class system; particularly in the context of the largely absent ‘salaryman’ father, whether children or parents ever satisfy one another and families

through time. Little is revealed through dialogue; you have to watch the action. Track the camera. The Nonomiyas descend a spiral staircase. There is

an abrupt cut – a portent of bad things to come. Watch particularly for times when children can overhear adults’ conversations.

Fukuyama plays the Tiger Father, Ryota with great subtlety. He makes what seems monstrous somewhat understandable. He cannot see the impact of

his disregard on his wife and child and indeed one wonders whether he has the emotional capacity to bond with them, once you see his own father. He

does develop through this �lm, but overall it is the children who learn and teach so much. The child actors are terri�c, as well they might be. Koreeda

auditioned over 500 children before he found the right ones.

This �lm’s content and presentation is subtle beyond imagining given its theme. Symmetrical framing, changes in perspective from those of a child to

an adult and the musical pacing underline the alien and staged quality of the relationships within it. If you are interested in the technical aspects of

�lm, you will recognise many beautifully calibrated scenes. You may also spot the repeated motif of Bach’s Goldberg’s Variations that re�ect the ‘peas

in a pod’ idea of like father, like son.

Spielberg bought the screen re-make rights. One can only imagine what any re-make might be like.

“show the things in our daily lives that seem banal and ordinary, but are actually very, very special. Maybe it requires some kind

of major event – to see those things we often overlook”.





MALCOLM RILEY & SILENT FILMS – SPECIAL EVENT
April 22, 2015

Categories: Season 2014/15

Tags: Special Event

This season spans our 30th year. To celebrate this we are delighted to invite Malcolm Riley to accompany a selection of short silent �lms. Malcolm is a

notable musician, composer, author and ex-scholar of Christ’s College, Cambridge. He was Director of Music at Cranbrook School from 1985 to 2011

and conducted our local choral society for 25 years.



ROME, OPEN CITY (12A)
May 6, 2015

Categories: Season 2014/15

Tags: Drama, War



A classic, �lmed in Rome in 1946, it is a story of human relationships, loyalty and pragmatism, with Father Don Pietro as its moral core.

“Gruesome and shocking but plenty of lyricism and humour” 

Geoffrey MacNab – Independent.

Roberto Rossellini | Italy | 1945 | 102 minutes | 12A

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=c1P1JRSJT6Q

https://youtube.com/watch?v=c1P1JRSJT6Q


Film notes:

By 1944 there was no Italian Film Industry. Its Rome Studio was a refugee camp. There were no supplies and no money. Sergio Amidei and Frederico

Fellini wrote the screenplay in a week in Fellini’s house – the only place with any warmth at all. ‘Rome, Open City‘ was �lmed on the streets with a few

professional actors, and much improvisation. It was shot mainly on reels discarded by the U.S. military. It spearheaded the neo-realistic movement,

which aimed to achieve visual authenticity and naturalism, but was still overtly theatrical. Rosselini took people from the streets and made them act –

too realistically on one occasion: bystanders attacked prisoners of war as they played a scene. Rosselini liked working with amateurs, saying, “in order

to really create the character that one has in mind, it is necessary for the director to engage in a battle with his actor which usually ends with

submitting to the actor’s wish.” His choice of Anna Magnani as Pina was inspired. She is �ery and indomitable and was his lover until he left her for

Ingrid Bergman, denying her the leading role in ‘Stromboli‘ he had promised her. Aldo Fabrizi is wonderful as the Priest. If you have a wavering faith,

he will restore it. The effete Gestapo Chief (Harry Feist) seems ill cast. However, as was the case with the hostage negotiator in ‘A Hijacking‘ that we

showed last season, there may be a reason for this. Rosselini was too shrewd to not have been making a point.

“Ubaldo Arata’s visceral cinematography blends the grit of a documentary with the heart and soul of a drama” said Mark Kermode in the Observer. Do

not think, however, that this is a �lm of gore and violence. It is understated and all the more powerful for that. It is a story of redemption, hope,

character and resilience and is a terri�c �lm to end our 2014/2015 Season.

This �lm was digitally remastered this year, which allows us better to understand its innate humour and gives us decent subtitles.

Angela

Weighted vote 75.%

EXCELLENT

32%

GOOD

36%

AVERAGE

15%

POOR

9%

TERRIBLE

8%

http://www.cranbrookfilmsociety.org/a-hijacking/




PRIDE (15)
September 9, 2015

Categories: Season 2015/16



Based on a true story set against the backdrop of the 1984 Miners’ Strike, this quirky, warm hearted �lm has comedy with a real edge – where dour

miners’ machismo meets gay/lesbian �amboyance. A beautifully acted and uplifting treat.

CFS members with long memories will recall several �lms whose plots are based on industrial relations : ‘I’m all right, Jack’ in 1959 featured a

devastating satirical attack on a shop steward, played by Peter Sellars. Over the years, �lms with a lighter touch but still implicitly critical of the

industrial status quo –‘ The Full Monty, ‘Brassed Off’, ’Billy Eliott’ and ‘Made in Dagenham’ were both popular and commercially successful in spite of

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=vsFY0wHpR5o

https://youtube.com/watch?v=vsFY0wHpR5o


(or perhaps because of the rancour and bad blood of the politico/industrial scene in the last quarter of the 20  Century. ‘Pride’ is from the same stable,

and is perhaps more signi�cant because it is based on real events, particularly the Miners’ Strike in 1984.

The �lm explores the premise that wildly dissimilar sections of society can make common cause despite mutual mistrust. Supporters of London’s Gay

and Lesbian movement, keen to help the miners but rebuffed by the Miners’ National Union, decide to take matters into their own hands and to make

the journey to mid-Wales where they can hand over their collected donations in person.

The ensuing culture clash (‘ You couldn’t make it up’ Sight & Sound) involved the last remnants of popular socialism on one side and the AIDs panic on

the other. But director Matthew Warchus (who is poised to take over Kevin Spacey’s role at the Old Vic) in only his second feature �lm avoids most of

the pitfalls of the genre. Inevitably choral singing (‘Bread of Heaven’) and pints of mild make an appearance, but generally there is little sentimentality,

type casting or caricature on view, Warchus has been able to deploy a �ne cast (including Imelda Staunton, Dominic West, Paddy Considine and a

rather unusual Bill Nighy) and relishes the Welsh scenery and a sense of place. ‘Pride’s’ strength and appeal, however, lies not just in its humour but

also in its celebration of tolerance, decency and consensus during one of the most divisive times in modern British social history. It is accessible and

often very funny (compare the excellent ‘Untouchable’ which we showed in 2013), but without patronising or trivialising the issues involved.

The �lm was nominated for a Golden Globe, won or was nominated for several other awards, including 3 BAFTAs, was very well received at Cannes and

was awarded the accolade of ‘Best British Independent Film, 2014’

John Badcock

Matthew Warchus | UK/France | 2014 | 119 mins | 15

th

EXCELLENT

61%

GOOD

30.5%

AVERAGE

5.5%

POOR

3%

TERRIBLE

0%



Weighted vote 89.9%



DEUX JOURS, UNE NUIT (15)
September 30, 2015

Categories: Season 2015/16



Powerful social drama with Marion Cotillard as an emotionally frail Sandra who has just 48 hours to persuade her many colleagues to save her from

redundancy by sacri�cing their bonus.

“Supremely intelligent performance” 

– The Guardian.

Film Notes

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=_JSlJPjEvzM

https://youtube.com/watch?v=_JSlJPjEvzM


“This supremely intelligent performer, Marion Cotillard, has found an utterly authentic relationship with the material. It is an impassioned, exciting and

moving �lm – A ‘12 Angry Men’ of the 21st century workplace.” Peter Bradshaw – The Guardian.

“…a socialist epic in miniature, heartfelt and humane…Cotillard is never less than superb in the role. She’s brittle and knackered, grubby and

convincing…the �ght is always worth it, whatever the result.” Xan Brooks – The Guardian.

You know things are bad when a French mother dishes up pizza from a box. Sandra (Marion Cotillard) is trying to save her job in a solar panel �rm. She

is hampered by her state of mind, having recently returned from sick leave for depression, and needs considerable support to do what needs to be

done. Cotillard plays a bleached, pallid, working class Belgian here. This role contrasts sharply with her Oscar winning appearance as Edith Piaf in ‘La

Vie En Rose’. In this �lm, in common with all Dardennes’ leads, Cotillard emerges a scathed, but better person.

If the Dardennes’ last �lm, ‘The Kid with a Bike’ was their modern reworking of Vittorio De Sica’s ‘Bicycle Thieves’, this is their interpretation of his

‘Umberto D’. It is a �lm about the value of work and the profound effects of economic downturns. It is slow-paced, unadorned, well written and comes

across as a naturalistic drama, psychologically accomplished and, in the end, quietly uplifting.

There is no �lm score, which perhaps adds to the realism, just two records heard over the radio, a Petula Clark and Van Morrison’s ‘Gloria’. Sandra

singing along to ‘Gloria’ makes for a jarring scene, perhaps deliberately to underline her mental instability. The audience at the Cannes Film Festival

loved ‘Deux Jours, Une Nuit’; the �lm was nominated for Oscars and Baftas and won a hatful of other awards.

Angela

Jean-Pierre & Luc Dardenne | Belg/France/Italy | 2014 | 95 mins | 15

EXCELLENT

26.5%

GOOD

38%

AVERAGE

28.5%

POOR

6%

TERRIBLE

1%



Weighted vote 76.6%



FINDING VIVIAN MAIER (12A)
October 7, 2015

Categories: Season 2015/16



The chance discovery of a secret hoard of photographs sets documentary �lm-maker John Maloof off on the trail of an intensely private nanny, now

seen as one of the most important photographers of the 20th century.

A compelling, visually stunning and thought provoking detective story as he seeks to uncover the woman behind the lens.

Film notes

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=2o2nBhQ67Zc

https://youtube.com/watch?v=2o2nBhQ67Zc


“An aptly obsessive study of obsession.”- Variety. 

“The movie’s true power comes from her images, by turns melancholy, sympathetic, funny and sharp.”- New York Post.

The picture of the drowned body of a Syrian toddler on a Turkish beach this September reminded us of the remarkable power of photographic stills.

This season we have two documentaries based on the life’s work of astonishing photographers, Salgado in ‘The Salt of the Earth’ and Maier in ‘Finding

Vivian Maier’. It is an indication of the impact of both �lms that we have chosen to screen two documentaries about �lmmakers.

‘Finding Vivian Maier’ is an extraordinary story. Maloof, a real estate agent, paid $400 at auction for a box of photographic negatives, sold to cover

unpaid warehousing bills. He liked the content and shared some prints on Flicker, a social networking site. There is appreciative interest. Maloof �nally

identi�ed the photographer as Vivian Maier, and found her Obituary Notice in the Chicago Tribune. She had died three days previously. He then,

somewhat obsessively, tracked down her work and her life story, saving most of her photography from its destination in a dumpster. From this chance

�nd Maloof’s life takes off in a new direction. He shows Maier’s work in the most prestigious galleries, directs and appears in this �lm and writes books

about her. This is the stuff of fairy tales, made all the more interesting by Maloof’s lack of screen presence, his pedestrianism. How different he is from

Salgado, how unpolished and naïve. Would the �lm have been much better with less of Maloof in it – maybe? Would it have been immeasurably better

had it concentrated on Maier’s work rather than on comments by her contemporaries- yes without a shadow of a doubt? The contrast between the

frequently mean spirited commentators and the soul-wide-open subjects of Maier’s photographs is harsh. This pieced together life story detracts from

her work and is at odds with her style. She is described as “damaged”, “past eccentric,’ riddled with mental illness, paranoia, and a compulsion for

hoarding”. Does this matter and is it relevant? Such comments on her dark side seem to re�ect more on the commentator than on Maier. Whatever the

truth, the story would be stronger if her work spoke for her. Besides if Maier was such a friendless loner, why were children she cared for paying for her

housing before she died in 2009?

Maier was born in New York. She lived in rural France for some time with her mother and Jeanne Bertrand, a pioneer in portrait photography. She

ended up in America and worked mostly as a nanny. Her charges did not prevent her from �lming and she lead small children through the worst of

places so she could photograph life there. Her work is astonishing, her eye is cool and sympathetic, her framing is frequently �awless, and her fearless

objectivity in documenting the world is remarkable. She has been likened to Dickens in her ability to hone in on the wretchedness and confusion of

children in particular. Maier used a twin-lens rollie�ex camera. This meant she focused the shot at waist height and could maintain eye contact with

her subjects throughout. The camera angle also gave the subjects an added dominance sometimes an added gravitas. As an aside, the pictures she

took in rural France seem softer and gentler than those she took in Chicago and New York, where she sought out the poor and rootless.



Four decades of Maier’s work amounts to over 100,000 negatives, thousands of rolls of undeveloped �lm, 150 short �lms and various audiotapes. Why

didn’t Maier share her work, knowing it was good? Perhaps her pleasure was in the taking of pictures, in which case printing them to her own exacting

speci�cations on a limited salary would be unnecessary. The money would buy more �lm. Maloof, however, seems preoccupied with concerns about

whether showing her pictures is a breach of trust, of her privacy. Surely the real invasions of privacy are the personal revelations and speculations

made by others, their implication that Maier may have known her mind, but did not know her place. Maloof asks, “ “Why is a nanny (laughter) taking all

these photos?” What does that say about mid twentieth century America?

Angela

John Maloof & Charlie Siskel | USA | 2013 | 83 mins |12A

Weighted vote 87.3%
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IDA (12A)
October 21, 2015

Categories: Season 2015/16
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=oXhCaVqB0x0

https://youtube.com/watch?v=oXhCaVqB0x0


Poland 1962 – Anna, abandoned in a convent as a child, is due to take her �nal vows. Before she does, her mother superior orders her to meet her only

surviving relative. The story of her journey with her aunt is arresting and powerful. Lucasz Zal’s monochrome cinematography is perfect for this tender

sometimes bleak �lm.

Film notes

This is a �lm which tells its simple story very simply: in monochrome, with shots that take their time, an economy of scene-setting, little dialogue and

– notable in a modern, digital production – no special effects or over intrusive sound track. And you can actually see what’s going on, not only in the

pure brightness of snowy exteriors but also in dim cowsheds and smoke �lled rooms. Writer and director Pawlikowski’s spare technique and use of

black and white deliver beautiful and arresting images, almost Vermeer-like and utterly appropriate for where and when we are: in the wintry

countryside and bleak streets of Communist Poland in the early nineteen sixties, accompanying two women looking for what happened to their family

in the war.

At the beginning it is not obvious exactly what time period we are in: it could be the �fties or the nineteenth century or even earlier – initially we are

given few clues. The unusual use of the 4:3 ratio of horizontal to vertical frame size adds to the sensation that we are in a different time and place. But

this is an important point about Ida, a �lm which the viewer should allow to unfold at its own pace. Much does become clear in due course, as it does



to novice nun Anna, learning the truth about her identity with the help of her world weary, hard living aunt, Wanda, who has her own demons with

which to contend. However, as in life, not everything can be known or is told.

The historical and political context is the continuing impact of Poland’s brutal wartime occupation at the hands of Germany and the Soviet Union,

involving massive population displacement, devastation of land and infrastructure and the extermination of Jews and others in concentration camps.

The notorious Katyn forest massacre of tens of thousands of Polish army of�cers was the subject of Wajda’s eponymous �lm screened by the Society in

2009, and its echo (and that of his trilogy: ‘Generation’, ‘Kanal’ and ‘Ashes and Diamonds’) is heard clearly in this �lm – the world must not forget

where the bodies are buried.

Pawlikowski, a UK-based television documentary and �lmmaker (we showed his My Summer of Love in 2006) was born in Poland in 1957, and

apparently only learned as an adult that his grandmother died at Auschwitz. This, his �rst �lm in his native language, was well received in his

homeland in spite of addressing themes sometimes dif�cult for Polish audiences, including anti-semitism. For Pawlikowski, as he said earlier this year,

the �lm “is about different versions of Polishness. But it’s about all sorts of things. Faith, identity, sense of guilt, Stalinism too, lost ideals, and it’s

about jazz and rock ‘n’ roll. I didn’t want to make a �lm for one reason.”

The rock and roll reminded me of Kentish village hall hops of the sixties but the jazz is something else. Polish jazz has its own distinguished history,

going underground during the years of occupation when the renowned Polish Film School in Lodz (one of the locations for Ida) was an important focus

for jazz musicians as well as �lmmakers of the resistance. After Stalin’s death in 1953, modern and free jazz �ourished, in�uenced by home grown as

well as foreign exponents like Coltrane, two of whose more lyrical compositions are used on the soundtrack. It is worth noticing that all the music in

the �lm, except for one piece at the end, is being created or heard by characters in the �lm, such as a band playing or a record being played.

On Ida’s release in 2013, there was widespread admiration for the �lm’s technical achievement but also concerns that some would �nd it slow and

unforgiving. However in 2015, it won both Oscar and Bafta for best foreign language �lm as well as numerous other awards and nominations, notably

for Lucasz Zal’s cinematography. Interestingly, the director had dif�culty casting the central role of Anna/Ida and ended up offering the part to Agata

Trzebuchowska, a student seen by a colleague in a Warsaw café, with no previous acting experience. While her luminous and unexpressive face

undoubtedly lingers in the mind’s eye, it is Agata Kulesza’s Wanda – bitter, powerful and tragic – who carries the soul of the �lm and stays in the

memory.

Shirley Wiggs



Pawel Pawlikowski | 2013 | Poland | 82 Mins | 12A
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SELMA (12A)
November 4, 2015

Categories: Season 2015/16
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=laQhHCKpQhQ

https://youtube.com/watch?v=laQhHCKpQhQ


A powerful examination of one of the key moments of the Civil Rights Movement: the three month period in 1965. The epic march from Selma to

Montgomery culminated in President Johnson signing the Voting Rights Act. David Oyelowo is simply mesmerizing as King, a performance not to be

missed.

“A passionate movie, commanding and compelling.” 

Peter Bradshaw – Guardian.

Film Notes

The absence of David Oyelowo from this year’s best actor nominations was a huge surprise to all those who saw his incredible portrayal as Martin

Luther King in ‘Selma’. Ava DuVernay’s �lm documents the historic civil rights marches from Selma to Montgomery in 1965. Mesmerizing and heart

breaking, Oyelowo is note-perfect in his portrayal of Dr King from start to �nish.

The �lm opens in the December of 1964, moments before his Nobel Peace Prize acceptance speech. From the outset DuVernay bombards us with

powerful images of recent events. The 16th street Baptist church bombing of 1963 and Annie Lee Cooper (portrayed by Oprah Winfrey) being refused



the right to vote instantly set the tone. DuVernay cuts these images in with Dr King’s mention of “lost ones whose deaths pave our path” in a perfectly

executed opening scene that shocks and wows in equal measure.

Many of you will be familiar with events surrounding DuVernay’s story but a little background never hurts. The eyes of America were turned to Selma

in 1965 after years of racial tension had built to the brink of revolution. Selma was not exactly a hotbed of racial and civil unrest at the time but was

instead a strategically chosen destination for ‘change’. The particular change at stake in Selma is that of black voting rights. These were voting rights

that should have been guaranteed by the constitution but in reality were all but vetoed by the ridiculous tests and rules put in place by local

government. At the time of the march over half of Selma’s citizens were black but only 1% were registered to vote. Being registered to vote was also a

requirement to serve on Juries so black people had no say in their own trials and as a result, brutal crimes against them continually went unpunished.

It was well documented in the lead up to the �lm’s release that none of Dr King’s famous speeches would be portrayed in the biopic. These words are

owned by the Martin Luther King estate, a fact made even more astounding when viewing the �lm. It would be easy to assume that the paraphrasing

and reinterpretation of Dr King’s words might ruin the authenticity of the �lm, but Oyelowo’s performance is so convincing, and Paul Webb’s script so

compelling, that it is easy to forget that the words and voice we hear throughout the movie are not King’s himself.

There are also strong performances from the supporting cast. Carmen Ejogo is particularly impressive as Coretta Scott King, whose strained marriage

with Dr King is a key theme running throughout the story. Tim Roth’s portrayal of Alabama governor George Wallace is dark and menacing whilst

Oprah Winfrey provides some much needed pathos as Annie Lee Cooper. There should also be a special mention for the small, but moving role of

Cager Lee, played by Henry G Sanders. Sanders plays the grandfather of the murdered Jimmie Lee Jackson and stars in some of the �lm’s most powerful

scenes.

It’s David Oyelowo who steals the show however. His performance manages to encapsulate not only the strength and courage of Dr King, but also the

lesser-known struggles of a man who was �ghting his own battles within, as well as those out in the streets of Selma. DuVernay’s direction is a

revelation in her �rst major feature �lm since the 2012 ‘Middle of Nowhere’ (also starring Oyelowo) and like Oyelowo, should have been nominated for

an academy award. The fact that neither were, is a travesty and hard to explain. Nevertheless, ‘Selma’ is captivating from beginning to end and is a

‘must watch’ this season.

Josh Pickup

Ava Duvernay | USA | 2015 | 127 mins | PG
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WHIPLASH (15)
November 18, 2015

Categories: Season 2015/16



J.K Simmons and newcomer Miles Teller are outstanding in this gripping story of a gifted young jazz musician and his maverick teacher who will 

go to any lengths in the pursuit of excellence.

There are no two words in the English language more harmful than ‘good job’.” 

– Terence Fletcher from the �lm script.

Film Notes

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=7d_jQycdQGo

https://youtube.com/watch?v=7d_jQycdQGo


“…the �lm topples into an electri�ed �nal act that builds towards one of the most glorious, satisfying �nales of recent cinema.” Robbie Collins – The

Telegraph.

‘Whiplash’ is a story about abuse of power and whether and how bullying and intimidation works as a means to an end. The �lm is set in the �ctional

and prestigious Shaffer musical conservatory in New York. It focuses on the relationship between Andrew Neiman (Miles Teller), a student drummer

there and his mentor, Terence Fletcher (J. K. Simmons). Do not expect any great characterizations, just a chilling and discomforting search for

perfection.

Fletcher’s teaching style is discomforting, at times downright abusive and always unpredictable. He is precise and manipulative, obsessed with time;

somehow all-seeing. Every movement he makes is controlled, sometimes viper-like in its speed and intensity. He takes Jazz band practice and insists

the players follow his tempo and his musical interpretation exactly. Part of his teaching style is to pitch band members against one another, to put

them into impossible situations and to ensure they never feel complacent or safe. Andrew tries out for this band and responds to Fletcher’s mentoring

by stripping distractions from his life and concentrating on becoming the best. He is goaded so much he loses perspective, but returns to confront

Fletcher, drumming furiously with a wild intensity. Interestingly Andrew is shown practicing alone, never entering into any rapport with other band

members. This is where the weakness of the story lies for jazz enthusiasts. Jazz is so much a product of improvisation, of risk taking, of careful

listening and interaction between the players. A jazz band member cannot exist in a vacuum and no conductor could cow a jazz band worth its salt to

perform in a sterile mechanistic way. That aside, since the �lm is about abuse of power, it works well if you can imagine that Andrew is trying to

perfect some activity that needs both technical �nesse and split second timing such as group stunt riding.

Director Damien Chazelle plays the drums, which is probably why he, rightly or wrongly, made the �lm about a drummer. His energy and enthusiasm

for music is apparent and he captures a young man’s social isolation and single mindedness superbly – as well as Andrew’s obsession with Buddy Rich.

Chazelle’s casting of Fletcher is inspired. His hand movements, his stylized walk, his facial expressions earned him his Oscar for best supporting actor

in “Whiplash”.

In nineteen days of �lming Chazelle has produced a thoughtful philosophical debate on how greatness can be fostered. It occasionally lapses into into

absurdity, but is powerfully menacing, provocative and beautifully crafted. There is music, lots of it, plenty to interest the viewer. ‘Whiplash’ was a

terri�c success at the Sundance �lm festival and was awarded the Grand Jury and the Audience prizes.

The �lm takes its name from a composition by Hank Levy called Whiplash. It appeared originally on the 1973 album ‘Soaring’ by Don Ellis, parts of

which you can hear on the �lm. Justin Hurwitz and Tim Simonec wrote the �lm score. Tom Cross edited ‘Whiplash’ with �nger snapping dexterity. Most



interesting is the work of Sharone Meir, the �lm cinematographer. Meir highlights Andrew’s isolation and dependence on Fletcher throughout the �lm

by never failing to have a barrier between us and the other actors and Andrew, except for Fletcher. Andrew is �lmed from above and Fletcher from

below denoting their status. Meir’s scenes in the rehearsal rooms read visually as arpeggios and the �lm’s denouement relies almost entirely upon the

way it was �lmed to explain Andrew and Fletcher’s emotions; emotions that are not expressed clearly or at all in words or actions. Watch the eye lines,

rapid cuts, placing of characters, and the use, and timing of close-up shots. All these indicate status, accord, discord, and de�ance. The �lm ends on an

ambivalent note particularly visually, both in terms of Andrew’s relationship with Fletcher but also with his own father

As an aside Jo Jones did not almost knock Charlie Parker’s head off with a cymbal at the Kansas City Reno! That was a bit of poetic license, but makes

for a good story.

Angela

 

Damien Chazelle | USA | 2014 | 107 mins | 15
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’71 (15)
December 2, 2015

Categories: Season 2015/16
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=EZO95riP4Q8

https://youtube.com/watch?v=EZO95riP4Q8


A survival thriller set in Belfast in 1971. One of the UK’s hottest new acting talents, Jack O’Connell, stars as a soldier caught behind enemy lines in this

tense, claustrophobic and apocalyptic vision of political tension and moral ambiguity.

“Blindingly strong.” 

Tim Robey – Telegraph.

Yann Demange | UK | 2014 | 99 mins | 15

Film Notes

Director Yann Demange makes his feature �lm debut with the war-torn thriller ‘71’. Set against the backdrop of the 30-year Northern Ireland con�ict,

the Troubles, ‘71’ follows the desperate �ght for survival of young army recruit Gary Hook after he gets separated from his platoon in the perilous

streets of 1971 Belfast. What ensues is a suspenseful and frightening thriller as Hook is simultaneously pursued by his commanding lieutenant, the

IRA and a covert British intelligence branch named the Military Reaction Force.



The young soldier at the centre of the story (Jack O’Connell) is a teenage orphan still living in the children’s home he grew up in when he chooses

military service as his way out. Hook’s platoon is deployed for peacekeeping in Belfast, though the friction between Protestant Loyalists and Catholic

Nationalists makes any peace unlikely. The action starts when the platoon gets caught up in a riot after a house raid goes wrong, leading to a swift

retreat from the ferocious crowd, so quick that Hook gets left behind in the Catholic part of town, barely escaping the violent crowd. The teenager is

then forced to navigate the backstreets of Belfast in a terrifying and tense thriller that keeps you on the edge of your seat for the full 99 minutes.

At the heart of Demange’s tale is a towering performance from Jack O’Connell who manages to bring an equal measure of grit and vulnerability to his

character. After appearing in ‘This is England’ as a youngster, O’Connell received high praise for his role as the Jack-the-lad degenerate Cook in the

‘teen television drama ‘Skins’. His career has since gone from strength to strength. A powerful performance in the British Indie �lm ‘Starred Up’ resulted

in attention across the pond, with Angelina Jolie casting him as her lead in the blockbuster epic ‘Unbroken’. He is also soon to be seen starring

alongside George Clooney and Julia Roberts in next year’s ‘Money Monster’.

O’Connell’s performance in ‘71’ is further highlighted by Demange’s exciting direction and the extraordinary cinematography of Tat Radcliffe (the

cinematographer for last year’s highly regarded �lm ‘Pride’-shown earlier this season, who masterfully alternates between 16 mm and digital to create

a constantly changing texture on screen that mirrors Hook’s �uctuating temperament and surroundings. Combined with brilliant sound editing, this

gives an often dream-like quality to Hook’s experience. Demange’s and Radcliffe’s skills are on display most strikingly throughout the riot scene: the

camerawork is perfectly chaotic when Hook frantically tries to outrun his chasers, ending exhausted and terri�ed.

We are constantly reminded of the various multi-agenda political sides involved in the young man’s escape. There are British spies everywhere it

seems, whilst traitors and conspirators keep the audience guessing as to where the danger truly lies for Hook. Despite its political undercurrent, ’71’

remains at its core a classic suspense thriller that refuses to get too involved in the tricky politics of the era. It is certainly a notable debut from

director Yann Demange and aided by Jack O’Connell’s excellent performance as the lead character, your heart will race from beginning to end.

De�nitely more than the usual man-on-the-run �lm.

Josh Pickup

 

EXCELLENT GOOD AVERAGE POOR TERRIBLE



Weighted vote  91%

64% 31% 3% 1% 1%



WILD TALES (15)
December 16, 2015

Categories: Season 2015/16



Wild Tales is extraordinary. Writer and director, Damián Szifron, presents various tales of revenge and retribution, each rich with mordant black

humour. The �lm is a biting commentary on contemporary Argentina.

“They are about catharsis, vengeance and destruction…and the undeniable pleasure of losing control”. 

– Damián Szifron.

Damián Szifron | Argentina/Spain | 2014 | 122 mins | 15

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=fTXKTj4XCs8

https://youtube.com/watch?v=fTXKTj4XCs8


Film Notes

“The brilliance of the �lm (produced by Pedro Almodóvar) lies in its combination of excess and ordinariness. There is a lot of violence here, often

staged in a manner so extreme and so comical that it verges on the cartoonish”. Geoffrey Macnab – The Independent.

 

Damián Szifron, from Buenos Aires, directs ‘Wild Tales’. This is an astonishing, disparate yet cohesive, series of tales based on losing control and

freeing yourself. Each subversive tale mirrors Argentinians’ rage at their rulers’ complacency and corruption. The last three are particularly rich in

social satire.

Each tale builds upon the preceding tale, in that “each segment sets up expectations that its successor ingeniously ful�ls or surpasses” (Roger Ebert

association). They start mundanely enough – passengers on a plane, a driver, a waitress, a towed car, a family and a wedding reception. They end

convulsively and we have experienced a maelstrom of emotion, of every emotion. Szifron explained the tales as, “vital organs of the same body. To

sustain itself, the movie needed all of them.”

The sensible, naïve, demolition engineer, Ricardo Darin, Argentina’s most popular actor plays Fischer superbly. His “I am Bombita” – i.e. deeply, deeply

stressed, has become a byword in his country. “Film this for me, Nestor”; a line from the wedding reception follows a close second. Fans regularly

shout this after Rivas who played the bride. The �lm has broken all box of�ce records in Argentina and has become a social phenomenon.

The visuals are �awless. The music is apposite, often referencing Spaghetti Westerns, and the editing and pacing are sharp. The themes are not

necessarily original; one tale resembles Ceylan’s �lm ‘The Three Monkeys’, and the dénouement is a wedding as in the best Shakespearean comedy,

but that does not matter. This is a brilliant lethally sharp �lm.

Szifron is making an English language Western called ‘Little Bee’, a romance called ‘The Perfect Couple’ and a sci-� trilogy, ‘The Foreigner’. If they are

as clever and entertaining as ‘Wild Tales’ we have much to look forward to.

Look out for the swatch of hair-extension thrown to the �oor, the twitching hands of a dying man and the discussion of whether rat poison works

when beyond its use by date?



            Angela

Weighted average 88.4%

EXCELLENT

65%

GOOD

20%

AVERAGE

10%

POOR

2%

TERRIBLE

3%



SLOW WEST (15)
January 6, 2016

Categories: Season 2015/16



This is a surreal Western thriller, set in Colorado in 1870. It was directed by a Scot and was �lmed in New Zealand. A naive Scottish boy, Jay (Smit-

McPhee) travels West to �nd his sweetheart. This jack-rabbit amongst wolves comes of age with the help and hindrance of his paid guide, Silas

(Michael Fassbender).

John Maclean | UK/New Zealand | 2015 | 84 mins | 15

Film Notes

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=pFfsTsdJfF8

https://youtube.com/watch?v=pFfsTsdJfF8


Director, John Maclean, has produced an original, darkly comic, tense and twisty Western in New Zealand, with not one American in its cast. The pace

is rattlesnake slow, the ending fast as a snake’s strike. The photographic direction reminds us of Wes Anderson with its precision and the gritty

storytelling calls the Coen brothers to mind. This �lm is the latest in a series of �lm trying to recreate the Western genre that had its unof�cial

celluloid farewell in Clint Eastwood’s ‘Unforgiven’ in 1992.

The story is this. Jay (Kodi Smit-McPhee) is searching for Rose (Caren Pistorius), his ‘true lady fair’ across nineteenth century Colorado. He is a rabbit

amongst wolves and needs the help offered by Silas (Michael Fassbender. This odd couple, one armed with a book, ‘West Ho’, the other, a seasoned

traveller, killer and thinly disguised wolf, travel together. They travel across glimmering lands and face grotesque challenges. Somehow, Jay does not

grow through the experiences, but becomes ever more infantile, pudgier, and blander. Silas, on the other hand, develops as a character and becomes

more absorbing as the �lm unfolds. He starts cynical and nihilistic and ends by letting go of some of his paranoid suspicion. The turning point for him

comes after the scene with the axe. Much of the dry, sparse comedy comes from Silas.

The �nale is a whirlwind punctuated by darkly comic touches. It is tautly edited and superbly shot. No more can be said without spoiling the plot.

Robbie Ryan does an excellent job as cameraman. He gave intimacy, and slight incongruity to the �lm by shooting it in a European ratio 1:66:1 instead

of the more expansive U.S. ratios we see in classic Westerns such as ‘Silverado’. The arti�cial compositions of the scenes and the location of the �lm in

New Zealand further adds to the sense of dislocation and points to its central theme – the displacement of immigrants, an issue so relevant today.

Their plight is highlighted masterfully.

This is a weirdly lyrical view of frontier life. At times one is not certain whether ‘Slow West’ is a western or a musical. Perhaps this is not surprising

since MacLean is a musician. Jed Kurzel and the London Contemporary Orchestra turn hoof beats into a lilting dance, then continue with a

counterpointed score that vacillates between a mournful steady dirge and plucky light European comedy. This swapping between tones is what

Maclean does best and is one of the considerable strengths of the �lm. There is added musical interest – a Congolese band, banjo plucking, and

bizarre sounding piano music.

To end, look out for the slapstick humour in the washing line scene, reminiscent of Laurel and Hardy’s ‘Way Out West.’

Angela



Weighted voting 80%

 

EXCELLENT

33%

GOOD

42%

AVERAGE

17%

POOR

6%

TERRIBLE

2%



THE SALT OF THE EARTH (12A)
January 20, 2016

Categories: Season 2015/16



A �lm about the life’s work of Sebastião Salgado a Brazilian photographer whose career led him away from his home to over 100 countries, towards

increasingly ambitious projects often associated with Médecins Sans Frontières. Wim Wenders’ documentary centres round the still photographs

which, when projected on to a big screen give this documentary its extraordinary power.

Wim Wenders & Juliano Salgado | Fr/Brazil/Italy | 2014 | 110 mins | PG

Film Notes

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=OivMlWXtWpY

https://youtube.com/watch?v=OivMlWXtWpY


“I suspect there is also that Greeneian splinter of ice in his artist’s heart that allows him to capture unbearable images of human agony. “ Peter

Bradshaw – The Guardian.

To describe ‘The Salt of the Earth’ as ‘moving’ seems almost ironic considering the still photography at the heart of this documentary, but German �lm

maker Wim Wenders directs such a revealing and thought-provoking �lm, however, that it’s dif�cult not to. The documentary examines the life and

work of Brazilian photographer Sebastião Salgado. Working alongside Salgado’s son Juliano Ribeiro Salgado, who had already began �lming his father

before the project, Wenders directs an emotionally charged piece that weaves between shots of Salgado’s acclaimed projects and clips of Salgado’s

own memories of his experiences around the world in the last four decades.

Even if you do not immediately recognize the name, it’s likely that you will be familiar with Sebastião Salgado’s work. One of his most iconic images,

shown at the beginning of the documentary, depicts a Brazilian gold mine with thousands of workers digging an enormous hole in unison. The

suffering and anguish of human labour has been one of the topics most frequently present in Salgado’s work over the last forty years and there is no

hiding from it in Wenders’ �lm. Wenders brilliantly projects the photographs onto a screen directly in front of a camera, allowing the audience to gaze

directly into Salgado’s eyes as he watches and comments on his work. “The number of times I had to lower the camera because I was weeping”, he

says. Salgado’s anguish is plain to see as we explore his depiction of those who have built the world around us. Another particularly harrowing image

shows the aftermath of the Gulf war when the army of Saddam Hussein

Despite the often-depressing nature of his work, you shouldn’t expect to leave feeling all that glum. Salgado, like many of us, has spent large chunks

of his life pondering the disheartening state of human nature and the world we live in but Wenders brilliantly sets the �lm up to depict a positive

change of heart and an undeniable case for hope. Salgado’s wife Leila is ever-present as his most valuable sidekick. A particularly beautiful moment in

the �lm explores her idea of reclaiming the desolate and draught-ridden land of her father’s farm back in Brazil and re-planting a rain forest. We see

how her project thrives and now stands as a model for conservation in Brazil. Leila’s positive attitude undoubtedly has a strong in�uence on Salgado,

who has been inspired to take his work in a different direction in more recent years.

Approaching ‘The Salt of the Earth’ as a fan of Salgado’s work, Wenders makes no attempt to judge or challenge his subject in the documentary.

Instead he allows Salgado and his photographs to speak for themselves. The �lm is brilliantly arranged with the black and white images of Salgado’s

career, combined with home videos and personal commentary that give us a compelling insight into the man behind the camera.

At the end of the documentary we learn of his most optimistic project yet, ‘Genesis’, that Salgado describes as something of a love letter to the beauty

of our planet. His rejection of despair and suffering is actually somewhat startling considering his earlier work and you will certainly be left with a



feeling of hope that will be sure to keep you in high spirits!

Josh Pickup

Weighted vote 94%

 

EXCELLENT

75%

GOOD

21%

AVERAGE

3%

POOR

1%

TERRIBLE

0%



THEEB (15)
February 3, 2016

Categories: Season 2015/16



Set in Western Arabia in 1916 the traditional life of Bedouin guides is interrupted by a British soldier who asks to be guided to a well near the

Ottoman railway. The powerful story unravels against a backdrop of stunning desert scenery.

“A classic adventure �lm of the best kind. Theeb works on multiple levels”. 

– Variety.

Naji Abu Nowar | UAE/Qatar/Jordan/UK | 2014 | 100 mins | 15

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=US3NKlGzkwg

https://youtube.com/watch?v=US3NKlGzkwg


FILM NOTES

This beautiful Jordanian �lm is the debut feature from Naji Abu Nowar. ‘Theeb’ follows the adventures of a young Bedouin boy in the Arabian Desert

during the First World War. It is a story of brotherhood and survival but also an astonishing depiction of Bedouin culture and its ability to thrive in the

harshness of such a vast and uncompromising environment.

The �lm opens with Theeb (Jacir Eid) being brought up by his elder brother Hussein (Hussein Salameh) after their father’s recent death. Theeb is taught

by his brother to shoot a ri�e, draw water and other necessary skills to survive in the desert. Nowar uses the �rst portion of the �lm to explore the

Bedouin culture that surrounds them but the main narrative really gets going when an English army of�cer (Jack Fox) shows up and asks Hussein to

guide him across the desert to a well. Hussein agrees and the two men set off the next morning. Not wanting to be left out, Theeb follows and catches

up with the party. The men are attacked by a group of bandits shortly after arriving at the well and Theeb is forced to make some dif�cult and life-

changing decisions if he is to survive and make it home alive.

It is not the �rst time we have seen a �lm in this setting. Both the date and location of ‘Theeb’ were most famously depicted in David Lean’s celebrated

‘Lawrence of Arabia’ (1962). Comparisons have of course been made, but the two couldn’t be less similar. For starters, ‘Lawrence of Arabia’ is obviously

not Jordanian and although ‘Theeb’ makes great use of the same breath-taking scenery, the comparison ends there. Nowar’s western is certainly not an

action-packed epic like ‘Arabia’ but instead makes a clear effort to show a more nuanced and realistic portrayal of Arab culture at the end of the

Ottoman Empire.

The �lm can quite easily be split into two narratives. The early sequences place a microscope on a newly built railway (cleverly nicknamed the Iron

Donkey trail) and the threat it poses to the Bedouin way of life that has remained for so many years. Misplaced trust and the clash of cultures certainly

becomes an important theme for Theeb later on, but the �lm really gets going when the young boy leaves his home, faces friend and foe and thus

begins his �ght for survival.

One of the biggest challenges for a director is to place a child at the centre of the narrative and have it remain authentic, since the success of the �lm

will undoubtedly rest with the casting. Perhaps the most astonishing thing about this �lm, therefore, is that every character in the �lm (except for the

British Of�cer) was played by non-professional Bedouins who had never acted before. Nowar rehearsed with Jacir Eid-Al-Hwietat and the rest of the

cast for eight months before �lming which is surely the reason why the �lm feels so authentic.



Theeb spends a long time trying to get home and as a result the �lm is at times sparse and silent, much like the Arabian Desert so brilliantly captured

by cinematographer Wolfgang Thaler. One of the �lm’s most memorable moments involves the starry night sky that is executed quite brilliantly by

Nowar and Thaler. There may be those who equate these slower paced moments with dullness but the stillest moments are arguably the most

beautiful ones, especially when seen through the eyes of such innocence.

Josh Pickup

 

EXCELLENT

59%

GOOD

36%
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5%
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0%
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0%



2001: A SPACE ODYSSEY (U)
February 24, 2016

Categories: Season 2015/16

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=E8TABIFAN4o

https://youtube.com/watch?v=E8TABIFAN4o


We asked our previous chairmen to recommend a �lm for this season. Tim Edmund’s idea was to choose a classic �lm we may not have seen on the big

screen, hence 2001: A Space Odyssey.

“a stand-alone monument, a great visionary leap, unsurpassed in its vision of man and the universe”. 

– Roger Ebert.

Stanley Kubrick | USA /UK | 1968 | 160 mins | U

Film Notes

Astounding, profound and bizarre are just some of the words that could adequately describe Stanley Kubrick’s ‘2001: A Space Odyssey’. Kubrick’s

classic is a landmark in science �ction and cinema as a whole. It was the �rst �lm to accurately depict the absence of sound in space and its

spectacular imagery and special effects paved the way for future science �ction �lms.

2001 has been puzzling �lm viewers since the day it arrived in 1968 and will probably continue to do so until humans are so advanced that we

become like the ‘star child’ Dave himself. (You’ll know what I’m talking about when you watch it!). Deciphering Kubrick’s cryptic and mind-bending tale



can be a tricky business. However it has been most universally (pun intended) described as a parable about how Kubrick viewed the human race and

our place in the universe and it certainly bears thinking about when watching the �lm.

The �lm starts here on earth many thousands of years ago when the human race roamed the world as apes, comfortable in their natural environment.

A strange and extra-terrestrial occurrence sets off a chain of events whereby we see man become toolmaker and how those tools are used to venture

out into space. Kubrick explores this human journey into the great unknown, bringing us full circle to show a man brought beyond the use of tools and

once again existing out in the universe with the same natural ease he once enjoyed on Earth.

Stanley Kubrick’s science �ction classic is without doubt a remarkable piece of work. If you are looking for narrative and intricate dialogue however,

you may be left empty handed. Viewers are very much left to their own devices when it comes to plot. The �rst word spoken comes almost 30 minutes

into the �lm, by which point it should be clear that Kubrick intended his work to be a purely visual experience. As the director himself acknowledges:

“I don’t like to talk about 2001 too much because it’s essentially a non-verbal experience. It attempts to communicate more to the subconscious and to

the feelings than it does to the intellect. I think there’s a problem with people who are not paying attention with their eyes. They’re listening and they

don’t get much from listening to this �lm. Those who won’t believe their eyes won’t be able to appreciate this �lm.”

There are very few �lms that have garnered such varied interpretations of its narrative. Depending on which review you read, 2001 is either an

adaptation of ‘The Odyssey’, an adaptation of Nietzsche’s ‘Thus Spoke Zarathustra’, a bold statement about mankind’s place in the universe, a

promotion of Masonic philosophies or even a propaganda �lm to increase public support for the cold war space race. (Just to name a few!) Kubrick

himself refrained from ever going into detail about the �lm’s plot and instead encouraged viewers to simply absorb its beauty.“In this sense, the �lm

becomes anything the viewer sees in it. If the �lm stirs the emotions and penetrates the subconscious of the viewer, if it stimulates, however

inchoately, his mythological and religious yearnings and impulses, then it has succeeded.”

If Kubrick’s work leaves you slightly confused, you aren’t alone! The sheer vastness of the space imagery, a lot of dead silence and lack of dialogue has

led many to describe the �lm as an enigma; even slow and frustrating. For those viewing 2001 for the �rst time and hoping to see light sabres and

storm troopers; it simply isn’t that kind of �lm. Kubrick himself noted that it is not a �lm for those who only enjoy a linear narrative. The �lm is

plagued with questions. What is the monolith? Why did it appear in every step of human evolution? And what the hell even happened in the last 30

minutes of the �lm? It’s easy to get distracted mid-movie by such puzzles. Instead, the �lm should be embraced in its entirety as the visual marvel that

it is, and only when the credits roll should you take a moment to piece together its mysteries.

Josh Pickup



EXCELLENT

38%

GOOD
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3%

TERRIBLE

14%



BROOKLYN (PG)
March 9, 2016

Categories: Season 2015/16



Brooklyn is the story of a young Irish immigrant girl’s move to New York in the 1950s. Her journey, and the choices she faces, all challenge her but,

throughout this thoughtful �lm, humour is never far away.

“A robust romantic drama, rich in history and full of emotion.” 

– Variety.

Film Notes

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=4IM1XhTxPAE

https://youtube.com/watch?v=4IM1XhTxPAE


Based on the well-received novel by Colm Toíbín and adapted for screen by Nick Hornby this �lm follows Ellis Lacey (played by Saoirse Ronan) as she

leaves 1950s Ireland for brighter prospects in New York. Though initially wary of the possibilities of her new home’s charms, she is buoyed by new

friendships, the pleasures of work and an unexpected romance as she settles into fresh surroundings. However as home ties pull her back to Ireland,

she is forced to choose between two men, two countries and two futures.

‘Brooklyn’ seems to evoke a spirit of �lm making from the time it’s set and does not trouble us with post WW2 issues but rather sweeps us away in this

somewhat escapist but rather enjoyable romantic yarn. The cinematography of Yves Belanger gives us the lovely gentle greens of the Irish seaside as

well as memorable close ups of Ellis.

Saoirse Ronan is the undoubted star as she plays Ellis maturing throughout the �lm where she gives an expressive and emotional performance. Some

people may remember her acclaimed performance in Atonement (2007) as the 13-year-old Briony Tallis. Within the host of well known supporting

players you will see Jim Broadbent (Father Flood) and Julie Walters (Mrs Kehoe) adding some humour.

‘Brooklyn’ was shown at the Sundance Film Festival in Utah, U.S.A. where it received many positive comments from the critics. For some reason it was

not submitted for any prizes. However another �lm (‘Me and Earl and the Dying Girl’), which Cranbrook Film Society is showing later this season, won

the Grand Jury Prize for Dramatic Film. You may like to consider whether or not ‘Brooklyn’ might have won the prize had it been entered!

 

Alan McKendrick

 

John Crowley | Eire/UK /Canada | 2015 | 105 mins | PG



ME AND EARL AND THE DYING GIRL (12A)
April 13, 2016

Categories: Season 2015/16



A touching and unsentimental comedy drama set in an American high school. Its strength lies in its uncommon insight into teenage humour. The

young actors are terri�c – sharp, moody and likeable.

“Sundance Film Festival: Me and Earl and the Dying Girl sweeps top prizes.”

Film Notes

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=2qfmAllbYC8

https://youtube.com/watch?v=2qfmAllbYC8


Do not be put off by the title. This �lm, based on a book by Jesse Andrews, is quirky, insightful, and funny. It is a story of friendship in tough times. For

�lm enthusiasts, its main interest is the Jackson/Gaines �lm catalogue within it.

Greg Gaines (Thomas Mann) and Earl Jackson (R.J. Cyler), both lazy students in a Pittsburgh High School, make spoof �lms together. They choose a

classic �lm, alter its title, and parody it. A mixture of naivety and genius, the spoofs include a ‘Sockwork Orange’, ‘Senior Citizen Cane’, and ‘Grumpy

Cul-de-Sacs’. Director and animator, Bursch and Marsh made 21 of these 47 shorts in full. We see extracts throughout the �lm and they are great, as

are the 21 �lm posters.

Greg’s mother hears that a classmate of theirs has leukaemia and tells Greg to befriend her. He goes reluctantly and is given short shrift by Rachel

Kushner (Olivia Cooke). The kids, however, cannot escape from parental interference: Greg to Rachel, “My mom is going to turn my life into a living hell

if I don’t hang out with you. OK, I can’t overstate how annoying she’s being about this. She’s basically like the Lebron James of nagging. They have to

spend time together and gradually develop a friendship.

Greg and Earl make a �lm for Rachel. It starts with a collection of testimonials as in Andy Warhol’s ‘Screen Tests’, continues with a stop-motion piece

reminiscent of Charles and Ray Eame’s �lms and ends with an abstract animation. (Stop-motion is a cinematic conceit where frames are shown in quick

succession). It is set to Brian Eno’s ‘The Big Ship’. In addition there is a weird animated metaphor running through the �lm that represents Greg’s view

of relationship. It features a moose and a chipmunk.

The camerawork by Korean, D. P. Chung Hoon is unremittingly dynamic, self-conscious and intrusive. It is what you would expect Greg Gaines to shoot.

However, this means that the scenes in which the camera is still have an added impact. You can really see how fragile the characters are, without

being distracted by the showy camerawork.

Director, Alfonso Gomez-Rejon, wants to encourage cinematic literacy through this �lm, copying Martin Scorsese for whom he worked for two years. He

also seemed to have partly based Greg on his own character. This is how he described his time with Scorsese, “learned to just be quiet, be a ninja and

just be there – be there for whatever he needs and be invisible when…not needed, but soak everything up…” Does this strike a chord with Greg?

The teenage actors are great. The adults are less convincing. Rachel’s mother is downright irritating. Olivia Cooke is exceptionally good in a �lm that

amuses, convinces and exasperates rather than upsets. It won the Grand Jury and Audience Awards at the Sundance Film Festival. Enjoy.

Angela



Alfonso Gomez-Rejon | USA | 2015 | 105 mins | 12A

Here is the full list of �lms parodied within ‘Me and Earl and the Dying Girl’. 

1. Anatomy of a Burger (Anatomy of a Murder, Otto Preminger, 1959) 

2. Ate 1/2 (Of My Lunch) (8 1/2, Federico Fellini, 1963) 

3. A Box O’Lips, Wow (Apocalypse Now, Francis Ford Coppola, 1979) 

4. The Battle of All Deer (The Battle of Algiers, Gillo Pontecorvo, 1966) 

5. Breathe Less (Breathless, Jean-Luc Godard, 1960) 

6. Brew Vervet (Blue Velvet, David Lynch, 1986) 

7. Burden of Screams (Burden of Dreams, Les Blank, 1982) 

8. Can’t Tempt (Contempt, Jean-Luc Godard, 1963) 

9. Crouching Housecat, Hidden Housecat (Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon, Ang Lee, 2000) 

10. Death in Tennis (Death in Venice, Luchino Visconti, 1971) 

11. My Dinner with Andre the Giant (My Dinner with Andre, Louis Malle, 1981) 

12. Don’t Look Now, Because a Creepy-Ass Dwarf is About to Kill You!!! Damn. (Don’t Look Now, Nicolas Roeg, 1973) 

13. Eyes Wide Butt (Eyes Wide Shut, Stanley Kubrick, 1999) 

14. Hairy, Old and Mod (Harold and Maude, Hal Ashby, 1971) 

15. La Gelee (La Jetèe, Chris Marker, 1962) 

16. Gone with My Wind (Gone with the Wind, Victor Fleming, 1939) 

17. Gross Encounters of the Turd Kind (Close Encounters of the Third Kind, Steven Spielberg, 1977) 

18. Grumpy Cul-de-sacs (Mean Streets, Martin Scorsese, 1973) 

19. It’s a Punderful Life (It’s a Wonderful Life, Frank Capra, 1946) 

20. The Janitor of Oz (The Wizard of Oz, Victor Fleming, 1939) 

21. The Lady Manishness (The Lady Vanishes, Alfred Hitchcock, 1938) 

22. Monorash (Rashomon, Akira Kurosawa, 1950) 

23. My Best Actor is Also a Dangerous Lunatic (My Best Fiend, Werner Herzog, 1999) 

24. Nose Ferret 2 (Nosferatu, FW Murnau, 1922) 

25. Pittsburghasqatsi (Koyaanisqatsi, Godfrey Reggio, 1982) 

26. Pooping Tom (Peeping Tom, Michael Powell, 1960) 

27. The Prunes of Wrath (The Grapes of Wrath, John Ford, 1940) 



28. Raging Bullsh*t (Raging Bull, Martin Scorsese, 1980) 

29. Rear Wind (Rear Window, Alfred Hitchcock, 1954) 

30. Rosemary Baby Carrots (Rosemary’s Baby, Roman Polanski, 1968) 

31. Scabface (Scarface, Howard Hawks and Richard Rosson, 1932) 

32. Second (Helpings of Dinner) (Seconds, John Frankenheimer, 1966) 

33. Senior Citizen Cane (Citizen Kane, Orson Welles, 1941) 

34. The Seven Seals (The Seventh Seal, Ingmar Bergman, 1957) 

35. A Sockwork Orange (A Clockwork Orange, Stanley Kubrick, 1971) 

36. The Complete Lack of Conversation (The Conversation, Francis Ford Coppola, 1974) 

37. The Last Crustacean of Christ (The Last Temptation of Christ, Martin Scorsese, 1988) 

38. The Rad Shoes (The Red Shoes, Michael Powell and Emeric Pressburger, 1948) 

39. The Turd Man (The Third Man, Carol Reed, 1949) 

40. The 400 Bros (The 400 Blows, François Truffaut, 1959) 

41. Um (M, Fritz Lang, 1931) 

42. Vere’d He Go? (Vertigo, Alfred Hitchcock, 1958) 

43. Wages for Beer (The Wages of Fear, Henri-Georges Clouzot, 1953) 

44. Yellow Submarine Sandwich (Yellow Submarine, George Dunning, 1968) 

45. ZZZ (Z, Costa-Gavras, 1969) 

46. 2:48PM Cowboy (Midnight Cowboy, John Schlesinger, 1969) 

47. 49th Parallelogram (49th Parallel, Michael Powell, 1941)

The �lm posters are great fun. Look them up on the internet. The Citizen Kane and hooded dwarf posters are fantastic.

EXCELLENT

45%

GOOD

37%

AVERAGE

11%

POOR

4%

TERRIBLE

3%



Weighted votes 83%



THE HUNDRED-FOOT JOURNEY (PG)
April 27, 2016

Categories: Season 2015/16



Dishes out a mostly tasteful blend of comedy and drama with a dash of poignancy. The Kadam family arrive in rural France. Their pig-headed patriarch

(Om Puri) opens up a gaudy Indian restaurant opposite a Michelin starred restaurant run by snooty Madame Mallory (Helen Mirren). 

Bombay spice meets Croque Monsieur.

Lasse Hallström | USA/UK | 2014 | 122 mins | PG

FILM NOTES

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=MWo67uhzoQg

https://youtube.com/watch?v=MWo67uhzoQg


“With depictions of briskly �uffed omelettes, plump ripe fruits and richly sauced meats, this isn’t a �lm you’d want to watch on an empty stomach” –

Mark Kermode.

A story of our time…immigration, a culture clash and misunderstandings. Add a light romance, a talented Indian cook, a snobbish restaurateur (the

wonderful Helen Mirren!) and a stubborn Papa (a grumpy Om Puri – I would be happy to watch him sit on a park bench and grouch about the weather)

and we have a recipe for a ‘�uffed up omelette!!’

The Kadam family from Mumbai have had to �ee political and religious violence in Mumbai during which they had to endure the loss of their beloved

mother in a �re that ravaged and destroyed their restaurant business. They decided to seek a new life in England but found that the vegetables had

‘No Soul!’ So they chose instead to tour Europe looking for a place to set up home. While driving through rural France they break down just outside a

local village where a young French girl called Marguerite helps them.

Papa Kadam decides to set up an Indian restaurant there. This puts them in direct competition with the snobbish Madame Mallory’s acclaimed

Michelin-starred establishment across the street (hence the title) where Marguerite also works as a sous-chef. The rivalry escalates between Papa

Kadam (Om Puri) and Madame Mallory (Helen Mirren), while Hassan (Manish Dayal) the gifted cook of the family and Marguerite share their common

interest in food and each other. As the cultures clash and food �ies, an all out war escalates between the two establishments until Hassan’s passion for

French cuisine begins to enchant Madame Mallory…

The scenes in the French countryside are magical. The village is picturesque – this is a Lasse Hallström movie after all!!

The �lm is based on a novel by an expatriate American, who was born in Portugal and raised in Switzerland (Richard C. Morais). It is directed by a

Swede. It stars a quintessentially English (half Russian) actress playing a French restaurateur with a not very convincing accent when she speaks

English. She is, however, �uent in French. It is the story of an exiled Indian family in France led by Om Puri who has the usual battle-scarred authority

of a war-weary general. The ending is predictable but warm hearted as with Hallström’s ‘Chocolat‘.

An engaging comedy/drama to �nish our Cranbrook Film Society season. We hope you enjoy the �lm.

Chris Gracia





DIPLOMATIE (12A)
September 7, 2016

Categories: Season 2016/17



“The performances are excellent.” 

– The Guardian.

Late summer 1944, the Nazis decided if they could not have Paris, no one else would either. The �lm shows a pivotal historical moment, seen through

the verbal interaction of two very different personalities – beautifully shot and undeniably gripping.

Volker Schlöndorff | France/Germany | 2014 | 84 mins | 12a

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=qivQ-Pp1MDo

https://youtube.com/watch?v=qivQ-Pp1MDo


FILM NOTES

Diplomatie is a 2014 Franco-German historical drama directed by Volker Schlöndorff and adapted from the play Diplomatie by Cyril Gely. The �lm

premiered at the 64th Berlin International Film Festival on 12th February 2014. It was also screened at the Telluride Film Festival in August 2014. It

won the César Award for Best Adaptation at the 40th César Awards.

We often think of history as inevitable outcomes, but sometimes forget that many things we hold dear were poised in the balance in real history. In

late summer 1944, the L’Arc de Triomphe, la Place de la Concorde, the Louvre, and the many ancient and modern streets of Paris could have been

blown into oblivion in less than one day. Towards the end of August 1944, the allies had retaken many of the Reich’s former strongholds such as Rome

and Tripoli. And now the allies were on the borders of German-occupied Paris about to storm and retake the famous French city.

When the Reich realized they had no chance of preventing the allies from liberating the city from German occupation, Adolph Hitler gave orders to

destroy Paris and lay it waste. It would be destruction on a massive scale that would not only destroy one of the most beautiful cities in the world but

also murder millions of its citizens. For 3 to 4 days, General Von Choltitz, then German general in charge of Paris, orchestrated his young soldiers and

engineers to plant hidden explosives under the many bridges over the Seine. Explosive U-boat torpedoes were also deployed in tunnels under the city

that, if ignited, would destroy the city centre.

At the beginning of the �lm, General Choltitz meets with his top commanders to plan the process. The General then receives a visitor, Raoul Nordling

of the Swedish Consulate in Paris. (In fact, the man who visited the general was Pierre Charles Tattinger, the mayor of Paris. For dramatic purposes, the

characters of Tattinger and Nordling have been combined into a single person.) The �lm becomes a well- scripted dialogue between Nordling and

Choltitz. The director acknowledged at the Berlin Festival that “the meeting did not happen at all how I directed it”, but claims that Nordling and

Choltitz met frequently to discuss prisoner exchange and a truce. But whatever the historical background, the �lm has true psychological suspense and

excellent performances from the two principals. It’s a compelling game of cat and mouse.

Isabelle Lavigne-Kidney

EXCELLENT GOOD AVERAGE POOR TERRIBLE



Weighted vote 91.8%

63% 33% 4% 0% 0%



TANGERINES (15)
September 28, 2016

Categories: Season 2016/17



“A tremendous, old-fashioned anti war �lm, by turns touching, moving and suspenseful.” 

Peter Bradshaw – Guardian.

An elderly tangerine farmer offers tense hospitality to two soldiers from opposing sides and keeps the peace through the force of his personality.

Intelligent and insightful.

Zaza Urushadze | Estonia/Georgia | 2013 | 87 mins | 15

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=MMXjmYmwp-o

https://youtube.com/watch?v=MMXjmYmwp-o


FILM NOTES

“If the lesson about our similarities is obvious, the conclusion is unexpected and unforgettable.” 

Brad Keefe – Columbus Alive

The story takes place in a small village in Abkhazia during the 1992/1993 war of independence 

between Abkhazia and Georgia.

Two Estonian men (Ivo and Margus) have remained behind to tend to their tangerines so 

that they can harvest the crop, sell it and return to Estonia for safety. Ivo is a carpenter and 

Margus is the orchardist. Ivo makes the crates to transport the tangerines to market.

Fighting between the Georgian and Chechen soldiers erupts in their village. As the dead bodies 

accumulate two survivors emerge…one a Chechen mercenary (Ahmed) and the other a 

Georgian soldier (Nike). Both are injured. Ivo takes them into his house.

Both soldiers are sworn enemies and vow to kill each other as soon as they have physically 

recovered from their injuries. Ahmed wishes to avenge his dead colleague, Ivo tells him that 

he will have to kill him �rst.

Ivo, Margus and the local Doctor tend to both their wounds. The hatred the soldiers feel 

for each other is evident from the start. Ivo sets the ground rules for them. There is to be 

no killing in his house. Ivo is a man of integrity and expects the same from both men while 

he helps them heal their wounds. Reluctantly the men agree but can Ivo trust them?

The theme of this �lm is what it means to be human.

As the �lm builds to a climax the ending is unexpected!



The grey skies and landscape create an excellent backdrop to this touching and very human 

story of war and its consequences for both the populations enduring it and the combatants.

It is an anti-war �lm sometimes brutal and sometimes uplifting. As we spend time with the 

characters we start to understand the futility of war.

This �lm was nominated for the Best Foreign Language Film (2015) at the 87th Academy 

Awards and was among the 5 nominated �lms at the 72nd Golden Globe Awards for 

Best Foreign Film (2015). It also won Best Director Award for Zaza Urushadze at the Warsaw International Film Festival in 2013.

Chris Gracia

Weighted vote 91%

EXCELLENT

59%

GOOD

37%

AVERAGE

4%

POOR

0%

TERRIBLE

0%



TAXI TEHRAN (12A)
October 5, 2016

Categories: Season 2016/17



A road trip movie with a difference. Director Jafar Panahi faced house arrest and has been banned from �lm-making in his homeland. He also plays the

central character and records the working day of a Tehran ‘shared’ taxi driver. You will enjoy his drives through the city, and meeting his passengers

and the challenges they face.

Jafar Panahi | Iran| 2013 | 112 mins | 12a

FILM NOTES

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=qOAOxsHVTYk

https://youtube.com/watch?v=qOAOxsHVTYk


‘Sight and Sound’ thought “Taxi Tehran’ “one of the best �lms of 2015”. Certainly the circumstances surrounding its making and distribution are a

screen-play in themselves. In 2012 Jafar Panahi, a campaigner for Democracy, was arrested and tried for ‘crimes against the state’. Found guilty by the

Iranian régime, he was placed under house arrest, threatened with imprisonment, forbidden to travel and banned from �lm-making. The director

continued to work, however, and in 2012 produced a �lm entitled “This is not a �lm”, describing his life under house arrest while arguing with the

authorities he was merely experimenting with home movies. The resulting �lm was smuggled to Cannes on a USB stick, hidden in a cake, to critical

acclaim. It was subsequently awarded the Golden Bear at the Berlin �lm festival.

Panahi continued to work, shooting secretly with smart phones and camcorders, smuggling his work out of the country disguised as digital �les,

avoiding the régime’s ban by having the direction credited to others, or with no credits at all.

Tonight’s �lm is semi-autobiographical. The director plays himself as a former �lm-maker forced to scrape a living as a Tehran cab driver. The �lm, shot

mainly in a vehicle with three hidden cameras, registers the ebb and �ow of a cabby’s typical day in the city’s fume-�lled streets, picking up a variety

of passengers. Taxi-sharing is commonplace in Tehran, and the mixture of clientele, their opinions and predicaments, is a natural and often amusing,

consequence. The hidden cameras bring the passengers (some actors, others real) to life; they are expertly managed and choreographed by the

director. One character offers a rose to the camera (and thus to the world audience) and explains ‘because the people of cinema can be relied on”. CFS

would say “Amen’ to that. 

John Badcock

Weighted vote 75%

EXCELLENT

21%

GOOD

47%

AVERAGE

22%

POOR

6%

TERRIBLE

4%



STILL LIFE (12A)
October 12, 2016

Categories: Season 2016/17



A compassionate council clerk in the Registry of Deaths determines to discover the relatives of a man who died alone, and apparently unloved; in

doing so he bestows a dignity and grace on all around him. 

Understated, witty and profound.

Uberto Pasolini | UK/Italy | 2013 | 92 mins | 12a

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=Gt9CsXrlO8Y

https://youtube.com/watch?v=Gt9CsXrlO8Y


FILM NOTES 

Written, directed, and produced by Uberto Pasolini an Italian national and nephew of the great Luchino Visconti this is a small �lm with ambitious

horizons. Previous well known works include “The Full Monty” but don’t let that put you off, this is ninety minutes of understated, gentle humour shot

through with subversively grim truths.

The central character played by Eddie Marsan is based on a reality. The little grey man from the council who organises the funerals and traces the

identities of those who die alone, lost, unloved or just plain unknown. He exists to of�cially record and give closure to the lives that slip through

society’s net.

Marsan portrays John May as an obsessive little chap who loves his job; solitary, decent, humble, organised, and unassuming, he goes to painstaking

lengths to give dignity and identity to the forgotten.

All this may sound a tad mawkish and sentimental but with a beautifully understated script this gem of a movie slowly builds a dramatic tension

around the humane efforts of dogged decency versus the great faceless realities of Council budgets, computers and the grim reaper.

As May’s digitally orientated new boss remarks menacingly “You are very thorough but also very expensive.”

Superbly photographed, every frame is a study in wry alienation, and with a light yet sensitively detached soundtrack this may just be a classic.

Despite the fact that this is a bleak landscape inhabited by ordinary, unremarkable people this charming �lm seeks to recover small moments and

af�rm the ef�cacy of human kindness; the result is a cathartic and universally life-af�rming message.

Look out for dramatically gifted dogs, books propping up chairs and that chambermaid from “Downton”.

Philip Bret-Day

EXCELLENT GOOD AVERAGE POOR TERRIBLE



Weighted vote 88.3%

55% 34% 9% 1.5% 0.5%



MARSHLAND (15)
November 2, 2016

Categories: Season 2016/17



“Marshland is a must-see on the big screen.” 

– Variety.

A Spanish edge-of-your-seat detective thriller set in the 1980s as the country emerges from dictatorship to democracy. 

Two ideologically opposed detectives struggle in an increasingly confused investigation of a serial killer operating in a very murky corner of a former

Franco stronghold.

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=8Fpk3Lnc638

https://youtube.com/watch?v=8Fpk3Lnc638


FILM NOTES

“Rodriguez crafts a brilliant, compelling edge-of-the-seat detective thriller infused with a spirit of uncanny Gothic redolent of David Lynch” – Sight &

Sound.

“A satisfyingly atmospheric thriller” – Variety.

Alberto Rodriguez’s sixth feature is constructed round a police investigation of the disappearance of two sisters from a small town called Villafranco,

deep in the Guadalquivir Marshes. He sets the �lm in September 1980, �ve years after the death of General Franco, in a period of deep political

volatility. In this way he throws some light on the deep �ssures in Spain’s democratic present by tracing the historic sources of the current entrenched

attitudes. It may come as no surprise, given the town’s name, that there is general support in the town for a very far right stance.

The action commences at night, during the annual fair celebrating the Harvest-Home of the excellent rice crop. There are wonderful chase sequences

and lots of hints and half-truths that lead the detectives further and further into the labyrinth where the society is as confounding as the alien

landscape.

The rich soundtrack by Julio de la Rosa has won several awards by combining the somewhat sinister tones of a mandolin with the ambient sounds of

the village fairs and bars, the local wildlife and the ever-present waterways and boats.

The visual style of Alex Catalan the Director of Photography, combines a neo-noir palette with crisp portraiture which re�ects exactly the brooding

menace underpinning life in this social backwater.

With all this technical brilliance supporting the prize winning performances of Javier Gutierrez and Raul Arevalo it is not surprising that this �lm has

been awarded 44 prizes with another 40 nominations.

David McKerrell

Alberto Rodríguez Librero | Spain | 2014 | 105 mins | 15



Weighted vote 84.99%

EXCELLENT

44%

GOOD

40%

AVERAGE

13%

POOR

3%

TERRIBLE

0%



SING STREET (12A)
December 14, 2016

Categories: Season 2016/17



With dif�culties at home in 1980s Dublin and a new rough school to get used to, Conor decides to make his mark and impress the girl of his dreams by

starting a band. Twinkling dialogue, great music and winning performances from a largely unknown cast. A feast of feel-good nostalgia.

John Carney | Ireland/UK/USA | 2016 | 106 mins | 12a

FILM NOTES

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=jYk2Vx1z6lk

https://youtube.com/watch?v=jYk2Vx1z6lk


After a few thoughtful �lms earlier in our season, here is our little Christmas treat for you. It’s been done before – the musical comedy in which

unlikely stars defy local derision to achieve modest glory – but that doesn’t take away from its charm. This �lm’s success is down to its twinkling

dialogue, great music and winning performances from a largely unknown cast. And as for the fashions…this is a feast of nostalgia.

The �lm transports us back to Dublin in 1985. The economic recession forces Conor out of his private education into a tough new school and into

survival mode. Forming a band, just so that the cool and mysterious Raphina, the object of his affections, can feature in the video is a way to make life

tolerable in the new environment, for himself and for the motley bunch he recruits. Spurred on by the enthusiasm, if not the direction, of his music-

loving brother this is his rite of passage.

Director John Carney always keeps one foot on the ground and that gives the �lm its emotional heft. Even the truly unpleasant behaviour of some

characters is ultimately explained by the poor hand life has dealt them. There are some poignant moments, but the underlying theme in the �lm is to

let the kids be the heroes they believe they can be. Like Carney’s other �lms it is a celebration of laying yourself out for love, even if that means

getting trampled in the process.

This is a �lm with a big heart, which can make you laugh and cry…and will have you humming the songs for days. Enjoy!

Ruth Saunders

Weighted vote 94%

EXCELLENT

76%

GOOD

18%

AVERAGE

4%

POOR

2%

TERRIBLE

0%



TALVAR (15)
January 4, 2017

Categories: Season 2016/17



Riveting and suspenseful police investigation into an Indian double homicide. Based on an actual case, it is both an excellent mystery thriller, and a

commentary on the Indian press, justice system and class divides. The narrative is sharp and witty.

Meghna Gulzar | India| 2016 | 132 mins | 15

FILM NOTES

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=7FquLnfzLjs

https://youtube.com/watch?v=7FquLnfzLjs


“…Talvar isn’t as much about the brilliant performances as it is about mature storytelling. It shakes you up, and forces you to think — about

administrative negligence and internal politics, and about our own role as voyeurs, gleefully consuming gossip-laced ‘details’ with little care for

authenticity.” – Hindustan Times of India. 

This �lm is based on a true story. On the 16th May 2008 schoolgirl Aarphi Talwar’s dead body was found at home. Her throat was slit. She had a fatal

head wound. The following day, the family’s servant, Hemraj, was found dead on the roof of their house. The Indian Court found Aarushi’s parents,

Rajesh and Nupur Talwar guilty of their murder on 26th November 2013 and sentenced them to life imprisonment. The parents’ appeal hearing has

not been scheduled yet. Since the Indian Courts are working through appeals dating from the 1980s there is little prospect of a judicial review in the

near future. 

‘Talvar’ follows on from a book supporting Rajesh and Talwar by Avirook Sen. It also clearly takes their side. Director Meghna Gulzar and writer Vishal

Bhardwaj present the story from the viewpoint of the investigative teams, without really giving us any sense of the parents’ emotions, allowing us to

enjoy the �lm as a crime thriller. The lead investigator, Ashwin Kumar, played by Irrfan Khan is superb – dry, witty and laconic. His assistant, Soham

Shah is his excellent foil; so eager to please he bangs a spoon on a pot to give his boss a beat. The parents are played with heart-breaking normality.

The rest of the investigators are stereotypes, sometimes overblown ones, to emphasise the story’s message. 

The commentary on the Indian media, judiciary and police forms an important part of this classic whodunit and opens up a wide avenue of enquiry for

us as the �lm’s audience. This is an un�inching �lm, but is not without absurdity and humour. The scene where the opposing investigators laugh at

each other’s theories in a round-table discussion is brutally and irresistibly hilarious. 

This �lm is part of the Indian New Wave or Art Cinema movement known for its serious neo-realism and commentary on the current socio-political

climate. It is quite distinct from mainstream Bollywood cinema. The most famous name in this movement is the great Bengali auteur Satyajit Ray, one

of the most celebrated �lmmakers in the world. 

Angela

Weighted vote 72.8%

EXCELLENT

29%

GOOD

52%

AVERAGE

14%

POOR

3%

TERRIBLE

2%





MUSTANG (15)
January 18, 2017

Categories: Season 2016/17



Set in a village in present day Turkey at the start of the summer, �ve orphan sisters are spotted playing with boys at the beach. The ensuing scandal

leads their guardians to take drastic action, with some surprising results. A timely parable about women’s rights, brilliantly acted by its young cast.

Deniz Gamze Ergüven | France/Germany/Turkey/Qatar | 2015 | 97 mins | 15

FILM NOTES

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=rU9JAN8LtIk

https://youtube.com/watch?v=rU9JAN8LtIk


School’s out and in a remote backwater of Northern Turkey, �ve orphan sisters (the youngest being Lale through whose eyes the story unfolds) are

spotted frolicking in the sea with some of the boys. Scandalised villagers tell their guardians who proceed on a course of drastic actions with which,

however, the free-spirited girls do not willingly cooperate.

Mustang’s Turkish director and co-writer (with Anna Wincour, whom she met when they were both �lm students) Ergüven, as the child of a diplomat,

grew up in Turkey and in France, where she now lives. Like most would-be �lm makers, not least women, Ergüven had a struggle breaking in. It took

nine years after leaving �lm school for Mustang to reach the screen, but she was inspired by a long held abstract desire to make a �lm tackling the

question of what it is to be a woman in Turkey today, something which only became concrete when one of her cousins married. “Everything that

happened around the wedding was beautiful, synergetic, especially the vividness of the young Turkish people who were present at the celebrations”

she said. When the opening scenes of innocent school girls and boys playing in the sea at the end of term occurred to her, she knew the story she was

to tell, much of it drawn from her own life: “the little scandal in the �lm did take place in my family, albeit not as violently”.

Most of the �lming took place in Kastamonu, on Turkey’s Black Sea coast, ironically where the reforming secularist Ataturk made a speech in 1925

declaring that coeducation should be the norm. Within a decade women had the vote and there were 18 women in parliament. Ninety years on, while

still constitutionally a secular state, Turkey is headed by Islamist-tending president Erdoğan whose thought for International Women’s Day last year

was “A woman is above all else a mother”. So, although women have equal legal rights, it is perhaps not surprising that child marriage, honour killings

and other examples of women’s oppression are still common in parts of the country, and that the �lm was vili�ed there on its release. To play the

sisters, Ergüven had recruited �ve young Turkish girls but after she and they received threats, decided to withdraw from making another �lm in her

homeland and is locating her next effort in Los Angeles.

Visually the �lm is a feast of colour and close ups, with what at times feels to me, at least, like a surfeit of lush young limbs but which one broadsheet

reviewer described as a recurring motif “meant not to titillate but as bursts of naturalism”. Ergüven agrees this is her intent, and has herself stated that

she hates the constant and hideous sexualisation of women in Turkey and thus, as Time Out observes, her �lm rightly challenges society’s view of

women and girls’ sexuality: “as if somehow a 12-year-old girl showing her legs is as dangerous as waving around a loaded gun”. See what you think.

The beautiful sound track, scored by Warren Elllis (known for his work with Nick Cave), warrants an essay all to itself, but here is Ellis’s own account of

what he was trying to do: “I chose the alto �ute as the voice of Lale and the viola as an answering voice, like a chorus in a Greek tragedy. They both

have a nobility about them and also a sadness/melancholy which resists being mawkish. The girls’ actions are always digni�ed and I wanted the music

to echo this. The alto �ute also reminds me of Pat Garret and Billy the Kid, and there was aspect of a Western in Mustang that I wanted to give a

certain nod toward. The performances are digni�ed and strong, and I wanted to avoid over emotive music. It seemed to queer the pitch to some extent,



and I like counterpoint when it comes to the relationship between music and image…..I think 70% of what I do is done without image, the rest is a

process of targeting in on what’s required. With Mustang my immediate thought was of Picnic at Hanging Rock by Peter Weir. There was something

with all the hair, the sunlight and unfettered energy”.

As for the Western aspect, the �lm takes its title from the wild horses galloping on the prairies of the Wild West, an image which came readily to the

director’s mind when working with the girls who are “carefree with their long hair and liberated bodies”.

Mustang has many layers: on one level, it’s a teenage coming of age story, with familiar themes, character and behaviours, albeit in an unfamiliar

culture where one minute coltish adolescents are romping in their bedroom and playing with their computers, and in the next receiving the sort of

treatment which in our culture would be deemed child abuse. At another level, it’s raising questions about where we stand in relation to regimes

where democracy – and women’s freedom and rights – are threatened. Ultimately, the �lm is uplifting and moving because Ergüven, while examining

the girls’ oppression, leaves us in admiration of their heroism, solidarity and struggle for freedom. Much of her success in this is owed to the brilliant

performances of the girls (only one of whom had acted before) particularly Gunes Sensoy as Lale.

Ergüven was the only female �lm maker to be recognised in this year’s Oscars, with her nomination for Best Foreign Language �lm. Mustang has

attracted many other awards and nominations, including at Cannes, the Golden Globes and the César Awards.

Shirley Wiggs

Weighted vote 87%

EXCELLENT

54%

GOOD

34%

AVERAGE

6%

POOR

5%

TERRIBLE

1%





TIMBUKTU (12A)
February 1, 2017

Categories: Season 2016/17



“Abderrahmane Sissako’s �lm about religious intolerance is full of life, irony and poetry.” 

Tim Robey- Telegraph.

Kidane and his family live in tune with their environment in the dunes outside Timbuktu while armed jihadi prowl the streets forbidding life’s

pleasures to the inhabitants. Then an incident changes Kidane’s family forever. A deeply moving �lm.

Abderrahmane Sissako | France/Mauritania | 2014 | 97 mins | 12a

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=Cs2dYAlbINY

https://youtube.com/watch?v=Cs2dYAlbINY


FILM NOTES

“Abderrahmane Sissako con�rms his status as one of the true humanists of recent cinema with this stunningly shot and deeply empathetic drama” –

Jay Weissberg (Variety).

Timbuktu became a meeting point between North, South and West Africa as well as a melting pot for black Africans, Berbers, Arabs and Tuareg desert

nomads. In April 2012 the National Movement for the Liberation of Azawad (MNLA) and the Al Qaeda linked Ansar Dine took over Timbuktu in the

African country of Mali and placed it under Sharia Law. Kidane, a local herder lived peacefully in the countryside outside Timbuktu with his wife

(Satima), daughter (Toya) and their orphaned twelve-year-old shepherd (Issan). All their neighbours had �ed or died when the Jihadists arrived. Kidane

had refused to leave. It was a peaceful life as he played his guitar and passed the days with his wife and family. He was tired of running away and

being humiliated. But soon their lives were to change dramatically.

Meanwhile in Timbuktu the people were suffering under the regime of Jihadists determine to control their faith. Music (Timbuktu had been hosting a

world music festival for many years), laughter, cigarettes and soccer had been banned. Women accustomed to the colours and plumes of West Africa

had to cover up every inch of �esh. The scene where the boys were playing football without a football present was hilarious and de�ant at the same

time. Many of the Jihadists were young and inexperienced and were confused by the de�ance and disrespect shown to them. Without force Jihad would

not succeed in Timbuktu.

Sissako links the countryside and town to build up the tension to the tragic �nale. This �lm is a stunningly shot condemnation of intolerance and its

annihilation of diversity. Some of Timbuktu’s cultural heritage was destroyed or vandalised during this occupation. The Timbuktu manuscripts were the

largest collection of written knowledge south of the Sahara. They had been written between the 13th and 19th centuries and contained single-copy

texts that ranged from theology to mathematics, medicine, astrology and music. The Jihadists made it their top priority to destroy all these

manuscripts. The local population had hidden many of them during the �ghting at the start of the invasion. Some manuscripts were sacri�ced to

appease the Jihadists. Many others were saved and moved to Bamako.

The Jihadists had done their best to convert Timbuktu’s Muslims to the ‘correct kind of Muslims!’ The French intervened in 2013 and overran the

Jihadists. The Jihadists had been unable to convert a single Timbuktu resident to their form of Islam.

Timbuktu was nominated for Best Foreign Language Film at the 87th Academy Awards in 2015. It was nominated for the Palme D’Or and won

numerous other awards and nominations. 



Chris Gracia

Weighted vote 82.8%
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LOVE & FRIENDSHIP (U)
February 22, 2017

Categories: Season 2016/17



Based on a Jane Austen novella, this deliciously sharp comedy is tale of manipulation and matchmaking centred on the beautiful but scheming Lady

Susan Vernon. Full of wit and sophistication, the �lm is a reminder that Austen was a very funny writer.

Whit Stillman | Ireland/Netherlands/France/USA | 2016 | 92 mins | U

FILM NOTES

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=8MaSK3POHI0

https://youtube.com/watch?v=8MaSK3POHI0


Set in the 1790s, with sumptuous National Trust lookalike locations and featuring an impoverished heroine lacking �nancial security, Love &

Friendship could easily have been yet another Jane Austen romcom but this it is decidedly not. The New York social satirist Whit Stillman,

writer/director of The Last Days of Disco and a couple of other contemporary comedies of manners, seems to have found his true calling in turning an

unpublished work of the young Austen into a bold and hilariously self-aware period drama. In fact he began his career with Metropolitan, a modern

tale set in Manhattan – one hostile critic has called him the WASP answer to Woody Allen – which drew inspiration from Mans�eld Park, but in Love

and Friendship, Stillman has successfully taken his pen to literary adaptation.

At the age of fourteen, Austen wrote a parody of sentimental �ction entitled Love & Friendship and, a few years later a novella, Lady Susan, written

entirely in letters. It is from the latter that Stillman has developed his screenplay, intelligently adapting the monologues of Austen’s original into

dramatic dialogue, and allowing us to appreciate for the �rst time the audacity of her turning the epistolary novel’s usual predatory male seducer into

a scheming seductress, brought marvellously to life by Kate Beckinsale. So we can feast upon several reversals of the conventional tale; as the

Guardian’s Bradshaw puts it, this is “a racier, naughtier piece than you might expect….in which women are permitted to be older, cleverer and better

looking than the men they wish to ensnare”. Stillman has said that he softened the sly, manipulative and ruthless character of Lady Susan somewhat,

being reminded of the characters played by Michael Caine and Steve Martin in Dirty Rotten Scoundrels who are lovable. Does he succeed with Lady

Susan – we may cheer on her indomitable spirit, but do we end up loving her? 

According to Richard Brody of the New Yorker, who takes what he calls Stillman’s Austenland more seriously, he is subverting the social order with

style, depicting it “as a mask and mode of deception, and this deceit—and the wilful ends that it achieves—doesn’t undercut the beauty of style but,

rather, heightens it. Love & Friendship is for Stillman a story of a woman’s secret self-liberation in a society in which the burden of restrictions on

women’s behaviour is onerous”.

The casting and performances are perfect and with each character’s arrival on the screen (introduced to us by the use of arch titles like those in silent

�lms), there’s a sort of sigh of satisfaction and a settling back in the seat knowing that we are in the very best of comedic hands, including Beckinsale

(who has already played Austen as Emma in the BBC’s adaptation), James Fleet ( Four Weddings and a Funeral), Justin Edwards (In the Thick of It), and

Tom Bennett (PhoneShop), described in the Observer as “ a cross between Ricky Gervais and Colin Firth, Mr. Bennett –an Austenite name if there ever

was one – is a pea-brained Punchinello who nevertheless manages to steal the entire show”. Plus a few people you have never heard of who are also

excellent. 

Although this is a relatively low budget �lm, which was shot in only 27 days, everything about it is opulent and elegant, down to the close up of one

character’s buttons. An unexpected pleasure is the use of exquisite Georgian yet mostly unfamiliar grand houses in Ireland, from Newbridge in County

Dublin to the Palladian Russborough House in County Wicklow, with Dublin itself serving in the town scenes.



The soundtrack is by Mark Suozzo who wrote the scores for Stillman’s other �lms, but there is no sign of Studio 54 here. Apart from some original

music, most of what we hear is lush Baroque which, although from a slightly earlier period, was felt to be more in keeping with the spirit of the �lm.

Mark Suozzo explains what he was trying to achieve: “From the �rst strains of Benjamin Esdraffo’s Harp Theme, the music of Love & Friendship brings

the Georgian era to life through a variety of musical styles—dramatic French overtures, marches (both quick and stately), a brisk country dance, wistful

sensuous arias, aggressive movements from a Vivaldi cello concerto and Beethoven’s cello sonatas, sonorous and idyllic wind symphonies and the

spiritual quality of the religious music of Charpentier and Frémart. The music frames the action—it accompanies our journey to places as dramatic (and

sometimes pompous) as the country estates, but also welcomes us to the domestic tranquillity within.”

Since its premiere at the Sundance Film Festival in January 2016, Love & Friendship has had many accolades – most critics have loved it, giving four

and �ve star reviews – although at the time of writing it is too early yet for awards to have been made. The consensus seems to be that it is a clever

and wildly funny addition to the Austen canon; as Stillman himself has said, if you like Oscar Wilde, Evelyn Waugh and Monty Python, you’ll enjoy this!

Shirley Wiggs
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TRUMBO (15)
March 1, 2017

Categories: Season 2016/17



Reds under tinsel town beds. Trumbo records the life’s work of a brilliant screen-writer blacklisted for ‘un-American activities’ in the McCarthyite witch

hunts of the late 1940s. Trumbo used words, wit and subterfuge to expose the absurdity of his critics’ claims and so �nally gain credit for his screen-

plays, including ‘Spartacus’, ‘Roman Holiday’ and ‘Exodus’.

Jay Roach | USA | 2015 | 124 mins | 15

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=n0dZ_2ICpJE

https://youtube.com/watch?v=n0dZ_2ICpJE


“Everybody now seems to be talking about democracy. I don’t understand this. As I think of it, democracy isn’t like a Sunday suit to be brought out and

worn only for parades. It’s the kind of a life a decent man leads, it’s something to live for and to die for.” – Dalton Trumbo.

One of Hollywood’s most gifted screen-writers, Dalton Trumbo joined the Communist Party when the United States was in war-time alliance with the

Soviet Union. He made no secret of his af�liations, and in 1947 he became one or the so-called Hollywood 10, the group of left-inclined writers and

directors who refused to testify before the House Committee for un-American Activities and found themselves convicted of ‘contempt of Congress’ and

black-listed by Hollywood itself from all kinds of �lm production. Trumbo himself served almost a year in prison. To pay the bills, members of the

group went underground for a decade, writing hack-work under pseudonyms and even letting friends or colleagues take the credit, until America’s

pathological fear of ‘The Red Menace’ blew over.

Trumbo’s dif�culties in surviving as a writer under the Blacklist are at the heart of the �lm. His long-suffering and resourceful wife (beautifully played

by Diana Lane) and their three school-aged kids have to deal with an existence based on a complex set of deceptions as well as coping with the

irascibility of a brilliant but highly-strung writer who did most of his composing in the bath, swilling booze and smoking. But there is much to enjoy

for the modern audience in this recreation of the 1950s, particularly Bryan Cranston’s full-on and Oscar-nominated portrayal of Trumbo. Watch out for

the cameo roles of Kirk Douglas, John Wayne, Edward G.Robinson and Otto Preminger and really enjoy the poisonous gossip columnist Hedda Hopper,

who fanned the red-scare �ames. Some of the characters come uncomfortably close to caricature, but in the present award season it’s surely right to

acknowledge the achievement of Trumbo, writer of (among many other celebrated �lms) – Spartacus, Exodus, Roman Holiday, The way We Were,

Papillon and one of this writer’s favourites, Lonely are the Brave. 

John Badcock

Weighted vote 91.8%
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JULIETA (15)
March 22, 2017

Categories: Season 2016/17

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=YH5_4osOZK8

https://youtube.com/watch?v=YH5_4osOZK8


“A guilt- soaked pleasure.” 

Tim Robey – Telegraph.

Based on three short stories by Alice Munro the �lm follows a middle aged Julieta as she seeks to confront the circumstances which estranged her

from her only child.

Pedro Almodóvar | Spain | 2016 | 99 mins | 15

FILM NOTES

‘Julieta’ �nds Spanish auteur Pedro Almodóvar in an austere re�ective mood. The �lm is based on three inter-related short stories titled ‘Chance’, ‘Soon’

and ‘Silence’ from the 2004 book ‘Runaway’ by Canadian writer Alice Munro.

The stories follow the principal character at different stages of her life. A middle aged Julieta seems happy and content with her stylish lifestyle but a

chance encounter sends her into emotional turmoil and we discover that she has an estranged daughter, Antía, who she hasn’t seen in over a decade.

Driven to write a confession to Antía about all the secrets which have been hidden for over thirty years, she realises she has no way to deliver it.



Almodóvar is on familiar territory with this female-focused emotional drama. His previous �lms included ‘All about my Mother’, ‘Volver’ and ‘Talk to

Her’ and whilst in recent years he forayed into other areas, his great subject is the emotional terrain and interior lives of women. This �lm is more

buttoned up than those three earlier �lms, and the plot twists are more maudlin. As mystery is a main theme sometimes the characters seem to be in

the middle of a thriller.

Like all Almodóvar �lms the score is magni�cent and affecting and the craft elements – cinematography, design and costumes – are excellent, and

made to look easy. The story may be subdued but other elements of this intriguing �lm shout loud.

Ruth

Weighted vote 88.2%
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RAMS (15)
April 19, 2017

Categories: Season 2016/17



Two brothers live next to each other but have not spoken for forty years. Their response to a mutual crisis is in turn melancholic and darkly funny. The

images of Iceland are breath catching: the glimpse into its peoples’ humour enlightening.

Grímur Hákonarson | Iceland/Denmark/Norway/Poland | 2015 | 93 mins | 15

FILM NOTES

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=SWOFWaltGRw

https://youtube.com/watch?v=SWOFWaltGRw


“Sigurður Sigurjónsson and Theodór Júlíusson are utterly convincing as the battling brothers whose alienation is expressed more through morosely

bearded gesture than drunken buckshot dialogue. There’s real pathos in the possible loss of the pair’s livelihood, an emotion intensi�ed by

Hákonarson’s positioning of these antiheroes as men out of time, the last vestiges of an all-but-obsolete way of life. A wonderfully minimalist

wheezing score by Atli Örvarsson lends a mournful solemnity to the proceedings, perfectly accompanying cinematographer Sturla Brandth Grøvlen’s

imposingly chilly vistas.” Geoffrey McNab – The Independent.

Like ‘Of Horses and Men’ that we showed in an earlier CFS season, ‘Rams’ is a thoughtful tale of man and beast set in a very chilly Iceland. It is a story

of place, routines, intransigence and isolation – at times melancholic and funny. It is a story of sheep and their importance to their shepherds and to

Iceland. It is also a story of brothers, of alienation, chance and character.

“…there is something special about sheep,” says writer-director Grímur Hákonarson. Judging by this �lm, there is indeed. There is also something very

special about the Icelandic �lm industry. Not only is the quality of their �lms astonishing, the country has become Hollywood’s latest playground. The

size and location of the country, its technicians and the sheer breadth and isolation of its geography means its landscape can represent so many

different parts of the globe: with virtually no modern intrusions during �lming. Iceland has stood in for the India, Italy, Russia, and countless others as

well as areas in outer space.

Angela

Weighted vote 92.1%
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PEGGY GUGGENHEIM: ART ADDICT (15)
April 26, 2017

Categories: Season 2016/17



A hilarious well crafted biography following the antics of the eccentric socialite Peggy Guggenheim as she pursues her obsession with creating a

“Modern Art Gallery” in Venice…by whatever means pleasurable.

Lisa Immordino Vreeland | USA/Italy/UK | 2015 | 96 mins | 15 

FILM NOTES

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=V8yy8Opyjcs

https://youtube.com/watch?v=V8yy8Opyjcs


“Peggy Guggenheim, Art addict” is a biographical documentary written and conceived by Lisa Immordino Vreeland feminist �lmmaker and fashionista. .

It is probably the most perfect example of the art �lm biography ever made. 

F. Scott. Fitzgerald wrote; “The rich are not like you and I”. This �lm is an exposition of just how right he was.

Heiress to a huge family fortune, this is the story of a socialite who could have passed unnoticed in the �rmament of the rich and entitled but who

preferred to create, for a mere forty thousand dollars, one of the most important Modern art collections on the planet and place it in a Venetian

Palazzo. 

The �lm unblinkingly and humorously unveils the unorthodox methods by which this eccentric genius acquired her collection and founded her

galleries whilst simultaneously satisfying her more primal appetites.

The great pleasure of the narrative is the source material, the interviews with Peggy and the truly perspicacious use of library �lm and photographs.

Never judgmental the narrator’s voice guides you through a life that is both triumphant and tragic letting those who knew her describe her in their

own words as, amongst other things, a pioneer of women’s liberation, a passionate collector, a namedropper and a slut.

This is not the usual paean of uncritical admiration one has come to expect from such documentaries; “Peggy Guggenheim” is hilarious as well as

incisively informative as to her immense importance.

For Peggy Guggenheim sex and art are an inseparable way of life and she has no scruples about how she acquires both whilst managing never to

attain happiness. Her monument is her beautiful jewel of a gallery, which is a must for anybody interested in art or just visiting Venice.

Indeed it becomes clear that without this astute art collector the landscape of Modern Art as we know it would be very different, Max Ernst, Alexander

Calder, Jackson Pollock, Yves Tanguy, all were among the recipients of her encouragement and affections. Indeed it seems that were an aspiring artist

to see Peggy crunching up the gravel towards him it would be hard to know whether to reach for the paying in book or the equivalent of Viagra.

Philip Bret-Day

EXCELLENT GOOD AVERAGE POOR TERRIBLE



Weighted vote 84.2%
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THE OTHER SIDE OF HOPE (12A)
September 13, 2017

Categories: Season 2017/18



Bob Dylan wrote “Pity the poor immigrant”. Kaurismäki’s sympathetic and compassionate comedy about a young Syrian asylum seeker in Finland

merely demands we recognise him as a fellow human being. Stylish..as if �lmed in a gold�sh bowl…charmingly quirky, its deadpan poetic humour

provides an insight into a netherworld few �lm makers could endow with such warmth and signi�cance.

Aki Kaurismäki | Finland/Germany | 2017 | 100 mins | 12A

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=qtiFG6utst8

https://youtube.com/watch?v=qtiFG6utst8


FILM NOTES 

Aki Kaurismäki maker of ‘The Other Side of Hope’ is the Finnish veteran auteur director and producer of many award-winning �lms most famously

“Leningrad Cowboys go to America” and “Man Without a Past”. A maverick who likes to make �lms about mavericks, Kaurismäki is very much part of the

school of �lm best described as “laconic absurdist” with directors like Roy Anderson and Jim Jarmusch or Fassbinder. His style, however, is less

intellectual and more mainstream. To Kaurismäki everything is a joke viewed through a dismal lens; he famously stated, “Talking is nonsense”. Thus

dialogue is deadpan and correct, whereas the action is ridiculous or slapstick. 

This is a world of cynical optimism where actors with deadpan faces say their lines as if they were Japanese haiku and turn to face the consequences

and audience with apparent indifference – whilst smoking endless cigarettes. There is enormous humour and acute human observation in all this:

Kaurismäki’s protagonists are all at odds with society which itself is merely an obstacle to overcome rather than a malevolent repressive force. 

Most of his �lms are parts of trilogies set in Helsinki and all seem to have guest appearances from his dog Laika. 

However if he doesn’t like your politics don’t bother inviting Kaurismäki to an awards ceremony; in 2003 despite having won prizes at Cannes and

Moscow, he notoriously refused to attend the Oscars when nominated for Academy Awards for Best Foreign Film for “Man Without a Past” and “Lights

in the Dark”, citing George W. Bush’s aggressive foreign policy. 

“The Other Side of Hope” is his second �lm dealing with immigration in Europe, the �rst being “Le Havre”. It is shot on a largely motionless camera in a

bilious palette of cobalt blue, moss green and vom. Orange and unlike his other �lms where everybody wants to leave Helsinki is about an illegal

Syrian immigrant’s desire to stay there. 

None of this apparent misery will depress you, quite the opposite. As someone says “The melancholic ones get deported �rst.” This is wryly dark but

gentle humour: Kaurismäki’s message is “endure and accept”, the world is ridiculous but amusing and for those who take on the challenge full if

interesting characters. His �lms for all their alienating devices exude an idealistic philosophy of inclusiveness he would like us all to adopt, even

George W. Bush. 

Philip Bret-Day
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Weighted vote 81%



THEIR FINEST (12A)
September 27, 2017

Categories: Season 2017/18



A wartime romance set in the dark days of the Blitz and Dunkirk. Gemma Arterton plays a talented writer seconded by the Ministry of Information to

add a woman’s touch to a propaganda �lm that will be optimistic and credible enough to entice the Americans into the war. Full of expositions of the

tricks of the trade this sports a witty script; the cast includes all the best of British Cinema.

Lone Scher�g | UK/Sweden | 2016 | 117 mins | 12A

FILM NOTES

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=id0HEelDIuk

https://youtube.com/watch?v=id0HEelDIuk


Their Finest looks at �rst glance as if it’s going to be an anachronistic “brave little Britain” offering in the Ealing Studios mould, and an antidote to

modern war �lms which pull no punches in their realistic depiction of the horror and chaos of battle, such as Dunkirk or Saving Private Ryan. However,

we are in the hands of an accomplished �lmmaker, Lone Scher�g (An Education, One Day and The Riot Club) who has taken a novel inspired by a real-

life woman screenwriter to bring us a stylish and entertaining drama about the making of a World War Two propaganda �lm intended to raise public

morale and in�uence the US to enter the war while the Blitz rages overhead. 

Made by women (eg direction, production, score from Oscar winner Rachel Portman, editing, art, set and production design) and featuring several

strong characters – including Gemma Arterton as the secretary turned writer, Rachael Sterling as the only other woman working on the �lm (for whose

wicked and wonderful character I fell instantly), and Helen McCrory ‘s talent agent – this is a �lm with a clear feminist subtext about the under-

valuing and under-representation of women in the �lm industry which still resonates today. Lissa Evans, a British writer and television producer with

an interest in the period, came across the story of Diana Morgan who wrote “slop” – the term by which dialogue for women characters was known –

for numerous Ealing Studios �lms, eventually becoming a screenwriter although usually under a man’s name. One �lm for which she was credited was

the highly regarded propaganda �lm Went the Day Well (1942). Evans’s novel Their Finest Hour and a Half was adapted by television writer Gaby

Chiappe (Lark Rise to Candleford, Vera, Shetland) whose witty script brings an engaging story to life with help from a galaxy of British actors. 

As the Financial Times observed “the casting is knowingly heavy on national treasures. At one point, Richard E. Grant and Jeremy Irons appear in the

same room which, with Bill Nighy nearby, suggests a deeply niche boy band.” However, in marked contrast to last year’s Dad’s Army which wasted an

equally illustrious cast on one-dimensional characters and thin narrative, Their Finest offers both established actors and up-and-comers, such as the

impressive Sam Cla�in playing opposite Arterton, the chance to have a lot of fun with some very cleverly written creations, not least Bill Nighy’s

“suavely dilapidated matinee star of yore” (The Independent). But there is also room for realism and depth of feeling as we witness through the

characters’ eyes the aftermath of an air raid, or catch a glimpse of the genuine “keep calm and carry on” community spirit and camaraderie that got

people through. In this vein watch out for Nighy’s contribution to the gathering in the pub at the end of the shoot. 

The strong ensemble cast is undoubtedly one of the �lm’s major assets but it also manages to look pretty good on its low (£10 million) budget and

produces some interesting visual effects, one of which is given away in a comedic scene stealer from Bill Nighy. 

In addition to the fact that this is an enjoyable and well-made �lm, one reason that it ended up on this year’s programme is that we are a �lm society

and thus suckers for �lms about �lm-making, particularly when they manage to hold the line between gentle sending-up of the way we were and

lampoon. To quote Vanity Fair’s Richard Lawson: “Scher�g doesn’t forget what the �lm is about underneath all that crinkly wit. It’s a story of people

making things during dif�cult days, of the joy and necessity of art and invention at times when the world seems to be tilting toward annihilation. Their

Finest is a warm, wistful celebration of that spirit, of the power that art has to lift and encourage—for both those who consume it and those who make

it. Admirably, it is a movie about the magic of movies that somehow avoids self-important indulgence, the way many Hollywood �lms about

Hollywood do.” 

Shirley Wiggs
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BERLIN SYNDROME (15)
October 11, 2017

Categories: Season 2017/18

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=XgYgiVrSpTw

https://youtube.com/watch?v=XgYgiVrSpTw


“…dreamlike sense of place within a nightmare scenario in this taut and strongly acted thriller.” 

– Roger Ebert reviews.

A young Australian photojournalist exploring Berlin meets a German teacher of English. A passionate liaison commences but gradually it becomes

clear she is not meant to leave his apartment…ever!!

Cate Shortland | Australia | 2017 | 114 mins | 15

FILM NOTES

Based on the debut novel by Melanie Joosten, ‘Berlin Syndrome’ is a closely observed and gripping thriller revealing the power of obsession and the

kaleidoscopic nature of human relationships. 

While holidaying in Berlin, Australian photojournalist Clare meets Andi, a charismatic local man. There is instant attraction between them. Clare wakes

the next morning in his apartment, but what follows would be any traveller’s nightmare!



Teresa Palmer (Clare) was discovered while working in Adelaide in a womens’ wear store, the Cotton On warehouse in Rundle Mall. She was cast on

the spot without an audition in her feature �lm debut and breakthrough role in ‘2.37’ (2006) by �rst time writer/director/producer Murali K. Thalluri.

Any budding actress’s dream! She describes acting in Berlin Syndrome as “one of the most transformational experiences of her life as well as the most

liberating”…

Max Reimelt (Andi) was chosen from a shortlist of 10 males for the leading role. Cate Shortland felt that he best portrayed the lack of shame of a true

sociopath.

Director Cate Shortland was born in Tempra NSW Australia. She is an Australian writer and director of �lm and television. She graduated from the

Australian Film, Television and Radio School where she received the Southern Star Award for most promising student. Cate’s previous �lms include

‘Lore’ (2012) and Somersault’ (2004).

The street scenes were shot in Berlin. The apartment scenes were shot in Docklands studios in Melbourne. Filming started in 2015. Clare and Andi

moved together into a small apartment similar to the one on set for two weeks prior to �lming.

Some of us of a certain age may remember the �lm ‘The Collector’ directed by William Wyler with Terence Stamp and Samantha Eggar(1965) based on

a John Fowler novel where the victim is kept in a cellar. Similarly Berlin Syndrome depicts both the degradation endured by Clare and the peculiar

psychological ins and outs of the captor-captive dynamic between Clare and Andi.

This �lm will keep you engaged throughout with its underlying sinister intent. Until the �nal outcome…

Chris Gracia
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Weighted vote 66.3%



I, DANIEL BLAKE (15)
November 1, 2017

Categories: Season 2017/18



From the creator of “Cathy Come Home” and “Kes”. Winner of the Palme d’Or at Cannes 2016, this �lm is “a quietly fearsome piece of drama”

(Telegraph) about a carpenter with a heart condition and his �ght to �nd work and to keep his dignity. A gripping, human story, full of sharply observed

social realism.

Ken Loach | UK/France/Belgium | 2016 | 100 mins | 15

FILM NOTES

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=ahWgxw9E_h4

https://youtube.com/watch?v=ahWgxw9E_h4


It’s 50 years since Ken Loach raged against homelessness in his TV play ‘Cathy Come Home’. His latest �lm, garlanded with Baftas and a Cannes Palme

d’Or, is infused with a quiet but righteous anger about the failings of the society in which he lives. It’s the story of the unlikely but tender friendship

between Katie, a single mother from London with two kids, and Dan, a Geordie carpenter in his late 50s, who is out of work and recovering from a

heart attack. 

There are no histrionics here, few predictabilities and very little background music. Loach tells his story spare and straight, with the con�dence of

someone who knows that there is a story to tell and no bells and whistles. It’s a softly-spoken �lm in muted colours and un�ashy, and this is what

gives it its urgency. Katie and Dan (beautifully played by Hayley Squires and Dave Johns) both feel the sharp end of a shrinking welfare state. Katie has

been forced to move her children north to Newcastle to �nd somewhere to live, while Dan is stuck in a nightmarish limbo between work, illness and

bene�ts. He has never used a computer and most of the crucial forms must be �lled out on-line. The language of impersonal governmental

bureaucracy which runs through the �lm is often blackly comic, until it begins to sound threatening or even deadly. Loach sketches with compassion

the growing humiliation felt by Dan and Katie; forces beyond them both are turning them into different people……. 

As in most of Loach’s �lms the writer is Paul Laverty, whose eye for detail – bubble-wrap on windows, candle-powered heaters, dodgy trainers and the

gripping food-bank scene) intensify the drama. The gritty, realistic narrative packs a hefty punch, and sends its message with some humour, and a lot

of passion. 

John Badcock
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THE SALESMAN (12A)
November 15, 2017

Categories: Season 2017/18



This is an elegant understated �lm, tense and unpredictable. It charts a husband’s response to his wife’s assault, against the background of their both

acting in Arthur Miller’s “Death of a Salesman”. Social comment is woven so skillfully into the �lm and the play within it, that we come to realize the

nature of shame in modern Iran. Look out for stellar performances by Taraneh Alidoosti and Shahab Hosseini as Rana and Emad.

Asghar Farhadi | Iran/France | 2016 | 124 mins | 12

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=WlKN5PBVLN8

https://youtube.com/watch?v=WlKN5PBVLN8


FILM NOTES 

“The appearance in Cannes of Asghar Farhadi’s interesting if contrived drama Forushande, or The Salesman, is a moment to ponder if a new genre of

world cinema is being born: The Haneke/Antonioni Shock Event. Some nice, complacent middle-class people tootle along with their lives and then

they’re sideswiped by a horrible event — mysterious, anonymous and malevolent —which shatters their calm and cracks open the carapace of their

daily routine. It reveals the raw nerve of guilt and shame within.” – Peter Bradshaw, The Guardian.

Bradshaw likens this �lm to the works of the cerebral and provocative Austrian Director, Haneke, whose intention is to disturb and disorient his

viewers, to assault them out of their habitually passive ways of perceiving reality. Iranian writer/director Asghar Farhadi certainly achieves this in “The

Salesman”. He blends political comment with personal drama in this intricately constructed �lm. We follow the fortunes of a husband and wife (Rana

played by Taraneh Alidoosti and Emad played by Shahab Hosseini) as they act in an amateur production of Arthur Miller’s 1949 play “Death of a

Salesman”, as Willy Loman and his wife Linda. There are subtle parallels for those familiar with the play, and you will get more out of the �lm if you

have chance to read up on it in advance, or indeed have seen it.

The �lm starts with a powerful metaphor. Rana and Emad’s home is damaged. They have to leave it and move to a new apartment that is visually

claustrophobic and unsafe. This sets the scene for and hints at the brooding nature of the mystery/ drama that unfolds.

Censorship and morals are key elements in the �lm. This is most apparent in the play within the �lm. The adultereress in the Miller play has to wear a

raincoat for decency, innermost thoughts cannot be expressed and text is censored. Injustice is integral to the system and its effects seem almost

ludicrous to those outside it. Despite the obvious social criticism this Oscar winning �lm was named best �lm at the 17th Hafez Awards, Iran’s �rst and

only private awards in the �lm industry and TV productions.

This is a �lm about vengeance, retribution and justice; obsession, honour and humiliation through patriarchy. Whether the protagonists emerge as

heroes or victims depends partly on the repressive State and partly on the actions of the individuals concerned. You decide the role of each in this

uncomfortable and tense �lm.

The lead actors are terri�c, but are perhaps overshadowed by Babak played by Babak Karimi. It would spoil the plot to say much more about him at

this stage, other than “unseen and unheard” which perhaps sums up the entire �lm.

This is an understated, subtle �lm. We see little actual brutality and are indeed never entirely sure what happened at all. What we do see is the power

of imagination and how destructive silence can be. My view by the end was that the main event in this �lm is a mere storm in a teacup. The real



interest is analysing how and why the contents of that teacup managed to drench such a large area. 

Angela

Weighted vote 84.3%

EXCELLENT

37%

GOOD

50%

AVERAGE

11%

POOR

1%

TERRIBLE

1%



HIDDEN FIGURES (PG)
November 29, 2017

Categories: Season 2017/18



Set in the early 1960’s when some of NASA’s best “computers” were African-American ladies in smart skirts: the maths behind the mission in the space

race. In his pre-launch telephone call John Glenn did not trust the IBM computer but said, “Get the girl to check the numbers – if she says the numbers

are good – I’m ready to go”. An inspiring and masterfully shot story of extraordinary minds and times.

Theodore Mel� | USA | 2016 | 127 mins | PG

FILM NOTES

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=RK8xHq6dfAo

https://youtube.com/watch?v=RK8xHq6dfAo


“Not since Sister Act has a �lm fronted by black women had quite the commercial impact of Hidden Figures, which has crashed through the $100

million barrier at the US box of�ce and even scored a place on the Best Picture line-up. Underrate the star power of Taraji P. Henson, Octavia Spencer

and Janelle Monáe at your peril; by the end of their �lm, you’ll certainly be dof�ng your hat to the women they’re playing, too”. – Tim Robey.

Director Theodore Mel� tells a great story in this direct, colourful and crowd-pleasing �lm.  Like “American Graf�ti” or the “The Help”, “Hidden Figures”

is stylistic bordering on the kitsch with stunning costumes and period details.  It tells the story of African American womens’ contribution to the space

race in America in the 1960s.  These women mathematicians, dubbed the coloured computers, checked the male engineers’ calculations. They later

went on to man the IBM mainframe that took over their more mundane tasks. They worked in segregated Virginia against a background of prejudice

and inequality, but in the �lm at least managed to be sassy, funny and hugely entertaining. The �lm script is based on Margot Lee Shetterly’s book

which is a good read if you want to know more. You almost certainly will.  These women were �nally acknowledged publicly at NASA during the

Obama regime.

A great scene in the �lm comes early on.  The lead ladies, Katherine Johnson (Taraji P. Henson), Dorothy Vaughan (Octavia Spencer) and Mary Jackson

(Janelle Monáe) are repairing the Chevy Impala in which they carpool. A white cop pulls over and ends up giving them a police escort to NASA. Mary’s

comment on this is priceless – “Three negro women are chasing a white police of�cer down the highway in Hampton, Virginia, 1961,” quips Mary.

“Ladies, that there is a God-ordained miracle!”

This is a light �lm that does not dwell overlong on injustice. It is a great evening’s entertainment with a serious underlying message that is laced with

humour.

Angela

EXCELLENT

75%

GOOD

19%

AVERAGE

5%

POOR

0.5%

TERRIBLE

0.5%



Weighted vote 93.5%



LA LA LAND (12A)
December 13, 2017

Categories: Season 2017/18



This is not really a musical but a funny and subversive exploration of the nature of success in the jungle that is Tinsel Town. Two arty young hopefuls

with moderate talents take on the “system”; the result is a con�ict of ambition and ethics expertly guided through a labyrinth of iconic Hollywood �lm

imagery from “Casablanca” to “Singing in the Rain” by a director who holds contradictory points of view.

Blinding cinematography, a superb script, acceptable songs, average dancing, and a kind of aching romance not seen since the forties this

“blockbuster” manages to be both entertaining and profound.

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=0pdqf4P9MB8

https://youtube.com/watch?v=0pdqf4P9MB8


Damien Chazelle | USA | 2016 | 128 mins | 12A

FILM NOTES

It is hard to believe that Damien Chazelle was only 27 when he made La La Land, his follow up to Whiplash. An alumnus of Harvard and Princeton,

Chazelle conceived, directed and scripted this parable of ambition and it is a kind of masterpiece. We may be seeing a new Coppola/Scorsese in the

making.

Although it takes the form of a traditional musical, it is actually strongest in its romantic and comic elements, not to say its contradictory narrative.

This is the story of two not particularly talented wannabes following their egotistical ambitions through the arti�cial landscape of Los Angeles and

Hollywood…La La Land.

He is Sebastian, a tortured but competent pianist with a penchant for unfashionable black jazz music, she the eponymously named Mia a struggling

barista/ aspirant actress with few quali�cations apart from a �lm poster collection. “Fools who dream”.

Sporting brilliantly devised and excitingly directed CGI set pieces the movie derives its watchability from pitting the two lead actors’ almost pitiful

ambitions against their far more attractive and real affection for each other. 

Ms. Stone (Mia) is no Cyd Cherise and Gosling’s (Sebastian’s) efforts at both singing and dancing verge on the galumphing but the script and their witty

charm keep you thoroughly entertained.

As for La La Land as both munchkins observe…”Not much to look at”. …”I’ve seen better.”…This is a place where success is capricious, talent irrelevant,

originality non- existent. It is arcane, smugly self referential…you can spend the entire �lm spotting where any scene is lifted from…E.T., Rebel without

a Cause, Casablanca, the list is endless and great fun to follow.

The remarkable opening sequence is a parody of the Yellow Brick Road, a traf�c jam of wannabes going through their routines…”They worship

everything and value nothing.”

So is this movie a second rate musical love letter to Hollywood or something very different, a brilliantly entertaining critique of the artistic bankruptcy

of America’s dream factory…You decide.



Philip Bret-Day

Weighted vote 81.07%

EXCELLENT

33%

GOOD

45%

AVERAGE

19%

POOR

1.5%

TERRIBLE

1.5%



THE EAGLE HUNTRESS (U)
January 10, 2018

Categories: Season 2017/18



This spellbinding and beautiful docu-drama follows a 13 year old nomadic Mongolian girl and her �ght to become the �rst female eagle-hunter in 12

generations of her Kazakh family. The �lm captures her personal journey, but also offers powerful insights into the life and culture of the Mongolian

people.

Otto Bell | UK/Mongolia/USA | 2016 | 87 mins | U

FILM NOTES

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=V�5JS6HTH0

https://youtube.com/watch?v=Vfi5JS6HTH0


‘Eagle Huntress’ is a remarkable docu-drama which combines National Geographic style photography with a story-line which feels like a real-life folk

tale, with a feminist undertow. Its main character is Aisholpan, a 13-year old girl from a remote Mongolian community who yearns to become an eagle

hunter, like her father and his father before him; something which women have never done. 

The nomadic tribes rely on the fur and food they catch with the eagles to sustain them through the brutal winters. Aisholpan’s ambitions meet with

opposition from the village elders who grumble that women should stay at home, milk the cows and make tea while their men-folk head off on

foraging expeditions. 

This certainly isn’t purist documentary, but neither was Robert Flaherty’s celebrated ‘Nanook of the North’ in 1922. There are some shots in which

director Otto Bell appears to be staging scenes and shaping events. But the cinematography is stunning and the camera-carrying drone gives us a

wonderful eagle-eye view of the landscapes below. On the ground the �lm paints a picture of a traditional community with links to the nearby town,

its school and many other more modern conveniences. Aisholpan sometimes appears in a tracksuit, looking like any other girl of her age. Her father

owns a motorbike. 

The eagles themselves are huge and certainly not pets. We feel for Aisholpan when her bird plunges down from the mountain top to land with a

crunch on her padded arm. The director’s achievement is not only to have discovered his subjects but to have won their trust. At times his editing

shades into the manipulative to heighten the sense of exoticism. But the director and his crew clearly went to extreme and dangerous lengths

themselves, venturing into forbidding terrain to capture their footage. In doing so they’ve managed to make a �lm which belies its obviously modest

budget both in its epic quality and its rugged beauty. 

John Badcock

P.S. Adrienne Mayor from Stamford University has written an excellent piece on the history of the nomadic peoples of Mongolia and comments

speci�cally on this �lm. You may be interested to read it at https://Stanford.edu/dept/HPS/EagleHuntress2016long.pdf. You could also just search for

Adrienne Mayor Eagle Huntress.

EXCELLENT

54.5%

GOOD

39%

AVERAGE

6.5%

POOR

0

TERRIBLE

0

https://stanford.edu/dept/HPS/EagleHuntress2016long.pdf.


Weighted vote 89.6%



MY LIFE AS A COURGETTE (PG)
January 24, 2018

Categories: Season 2017/18



“We’re all the same – there’s no one left to love us” – words spoken by and for the kids in the care home where this �lm is set. The Director, Claude

Barras points us through sorrow and joy to see spirit, de�ance and resilience. The �lm may look cute, but there is no Hollywood schmalz, just a

thoughtful story told well. It puts sunshine into your soul and thoroughly deserved its Oscar nomination in 2017.

Claude Barras | Switzerland/France | 2016 | 66 mins | PG

FILM NOTES

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=4d9N5Y_sN8Q

https://youtube.com/watch?v=4d9N5Y_sN8Q


Swiss-born Claude Barras based his �lm on a novel by Gilles Paris. 

The picture opens with a young, blue-haired boy, who goes by the name of Courgette, living 

uncomfortably with his boozy mother. He �ies a kite through the attic window and builds 

pyramids from mum’s empty beer cans. Any person who’s spent time alone as a child will 

recognise the desperate effort to �ll those hours with doodles and distractions. Following a 

mishap, Courgette �nds himself being driven to a children’s home by a well-meaning police 

of�cer. There he meets kids who have problems of similar and greater magnitude to his 

own. There are the makings of a brutal social-realist narrative in that scenario. But Barras 

turns the piece into a celebration of little decencies and quiet kindness.

The stop-motion animation depicts the individual kids with great economy. One possibly 

autistic girl expresses unease by allowing a curtain of hair to fall over an eye. Another fellow 

has a plaster permanently between nose and eye. Courgette’s initial bête noire, a halfhearted 

bully who is open to negotiation, sports an aggressive point of red hair in the middle 

of his head. They are all damaged, but they all have something to give. Subtly subversive, 

too, that the narrative should celebrate social workers and lend a sympathetic voice to a 

policeman, all of whom are portrayed in an unfashionably supportive light.

Despite its serious subtext, the �lm has a playful, often joyous tone as the kids explore their 

world and search for their places in it. Courgette likes to draw, and his crayon portraits of 

the other kids and their activities add an extra layer of humour and charm. When one of the 

younger boys asks Simon (from his vast store of knowledge on the subject) how grown-ups 

make babies, and Simon cobbles together an answer out of hearsay and guesswork, 

Courgette’s drawings illustrate that, too. I loved his initial picture of his dad on a homemade 

kite, with a baby chicken on the reverse side, because all he knows is that his father “liked 

chicks”. Some of the chicks on the wall wear high heels too!

Barras’ technique is a sophisticated update of classic stop-motion clay animation. Each 

character is originally modelled in clay and painted, and then an articulated puppet is made 

of each character, and coated in silicone, which is rendered to approximate the surface and 



texture of clay on camera. But expressive details like lips, eyelids, and eyebrows, in various 

positions, are moulded in clay and painstakingly applied to be shot one frame at a time. It’s

a laborious process—especially for a small, independent studio like Barras’ with only 10 

staff animators. But the result is obviously a labour of love.

For the makers and handcrafters amongst you, you will just marvel at the details in the 

cushions, the clothes, the décor itself.

My Life As A Courgette received an Oscar nomination for Best Animated Feature Film well 

before it was even available in theatres. This is a lovingly crafted gem, an unconventional 

delight!

Isabelle Lavigne-Kidney

Weighted vote 93.2%

EXCELLENT

68.5%

GOOD

29%

AVERAGE

2.5%

POOR

0%

TERRIBLE

0



TANNA (12A)
January 31, 2018

Categories: Season 2017/18



Inspired by real events of 30 years ago and the �rst feature �lm ever to be shot in Vanuatu, its Australian makers worked with members of one of the

world’s last tribal societies to tell a story of forbidden love set against a lush background of unspoilt forest, with an eye for both the rich beauty and

the cultural signi�cance of people and place.

Martin Butler, Bentley Dean | Australia/Vanuatu | 2015 | 104 mins | 12

FILM NOTES

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=Tb3Vslnviwo

https://youtube.com/watch?v=Tb3Vslnviwo


If, when you saw the title of this �lm, it rang a quiet bell, one reason may be that this South Paci�c volcanic island, one of the Vanuatu archipelago,

featured in the Living With The Gods series on Radio 4 last November, when Neil MacGregor described the role of hair binding in a ritual still used on

Tanna to initiate teenage boys into adulthood. From the very �rst visually sumptuous shots by prize-winning cinematographer and co-writer Bentley

Dean, we are quickly on intimate terms with the Yakel people, one of the world’s last tribal societies, up close and personal not just with verdant male

coiffure but penis sheaths, bare breasts, grass skirts, prancing shaman, tribal dancing – all you ever imagined from romantic accounts of the South

Seas except that this feels, and is, absolutely real.

With backgrounds in documentary making, Australians Dean and co-director and writer Martin Butler skilfully and respectfully not only give us a quick

course in anthropology, capturing everyday situations in the life of the village alongside the unfolding story of two ill-fated lovers, but also in ecology,

as we see how lightly the villagers live on their land. The Yakel and other local tribes exercised a deliberate choice decades ago to preserve Kastom –

the pijin term for traditional culture which covers not only coming of age rituals but also law, religion, food production and, as we see in the �lm,

arranged marriage. Having become interested in Tanna from a visit years earlier, Butler got the Yakels’ permission to take his young family to live

amongst them for seven months in 2014 to get to know the villagers and to work with them on a �lm. He found his story when told about an actual

event which had taken place in 1987 and which had such an impact that it is still being recounted in the form of a song. As Luke Buckmaster of the

Guardian observed: “the Yakel people’s passion to tell this story is undoubtedly at the heart of the �lm’s success.”

Actually making the �lm presented multiple challenges to the �lm makers, not least that there was no electricity so solar panels were brought in to

charge equipment, and it was �lmed using natural light. Acid rain associated with the action of the live volcano dominating the island was another

challenge. Undaunted, they made do with a skeleton crew – Dean �lming, Butler directing and also doing sound, and his wife managing production

along with the villagers, and also in charge of make-up (mainly applying coconut oil to some pretty well-developed torsos, apparently). Every single

role in the �lm is played by non-professional actors – all of them tribespeople, who give stunning performances – and none of them had ever even

seen a �lm. According to journalist Tessa Wong who interviewed Butler last year, casting was initially straightforward with the chief and shaman

playing themselves, and Mungau Dain chosen by the tribe to play the male lead, because he was deemed their most handsome man. Intertribal

con�ict threatened when casting the rival tribe, however, requiring amends to be made in the traditional way by the giving of a pig and exchanging

kava, the ritual drink. 

Early scenes, and indeed much of the �lm, are stolen by a mischievous child, Selin, younger sister of the lead female character, Wawa. Key parts of the

action happen in her presence, and she is herself the agent of some of it, reminding me of Puck in Midsummer Night’s Dream (not the only play of

Shakespeare that this �lm seems to reference) not least when we see her running sturdily “over hill, over dale, thorough bush, thorough brier”.



Another of the other key players is the ever-present and mysterious volcano, the tribe’s guiding spirit, which we see in dramatic action but are more

often aware of through almost subliminal rumbling and roaring, the sounds of which are beautifully integrated into a score by Antony Partos which is

never obtrusive but enriches the natural environment the �lm inhabits. Yakul is a real volcano which has been active for many years and about which,

only two weeks ago, the Vanuatu Geohazards Department issued a Level 2 alert (“activity is in the major unrest stage…volcanic bombs may fall…”).

However, it was a quite different natural catastrophe which could have brought an end to the idyll but for the resilience of the Yakels. In March 2015,

just before the �lm makers were due to return to Tanna to premiere the �lm for the people about whom and with whom it had been made, Cyclone

Pam made a direct hit on several islands of Vanuatu, including Tanna. 155mph winds �attened everything we see in the �lm – the forest, all the

houses, the gardens – and destroyed 90% of the nation state’s buildings and infrastructure. Martin Butler tells how the villagers insisted that the

screening go ahead: “They said that we still had to come… It looked like a bomb had gone off, the destruction was incredible. Only about a third of the

huts were rebuilt, but everyone was still in good spirits,” he said. The villagers made a screen out of two queen-size bedsheets tied to a banyan trees,

and dozens of tribespeople came from all over Tanna to watch it – including the rival tribe, with whom the Yakel eventually made peace.

This, the �rst feature �lm to have been made in Vanuatu, was nominated for an Oscar last year in the best foreign language �lm category, and won a

number of awards, including at the London and Venice Film Festivals. 

Shirley Wiggs

Weighted vote 88.9%

EXCELLENT

50%

GOOD

45%

AVERAGE

5%

POOR

0

TERRIBLE

0



FRANTZ (12A)
February 21, 2018

Categories: Season 2017/18



“Beautifully made and very moving” – Geoffrey Macnab, Independent.

At the end of World War I a young German lady mourns the death of her �ancé killed �ghting in France. On one of her regular visits to his grave she

meets a mysterious, dashing, young Frenchman. What follows is both unexpected and surprising…

François Ozon | France/Germany | 2016 | 113 mins | 12

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=UBt7nqrp1rE

https://youtube.com/watch?v=UBt7nqrp1rE


FILM NOTES

“There should really be a medical term for the head-spinning, brink-teetering sense of giddiness felt by �lm critics when they spot a reference to

Alfred Hitchcock’s Vertigo. The feeling hits you with rippling regularity during Frantz, the new romantic mystery from François Ozon – although Ozon

being Ozon, every riff and tribute is upside down, back to front, and bilingual to boot”. (Robbie Collin – Telegraph)

‘Frantz’ is a spectacularly beautiful, lyrical and surprising �lm. Rolling Stone magazine described it as a, “…rare beauty, this odd –duck of a period piece

from the great French director Francois Ozon (‘Under the Sand’, ‘8 Women’, ‘Swimming Pool’). Frantz starts out as a remake of the 1932 �lm Broken

Lullaby by Ernst Lubitsch.” 

The story centres on Anna (Paula Beer), whose �ancé, Frantz (Anton Von Lucke) died in the First World War. Frantz’s empty grave is in the village of

Quedlinberg, where his parents, Dr and Mrs Hoffmeister, live. Anna is staying with them as the daughter in law they almost had. On one of her many

visits to Frantz’s graveside, she notices a Frenchman standing quietly by the grave. Over time she gets to know Adrien (Pierre Niney) and perhaps to

fall in love with him. Initially the Hoffmeisters �nd it hard to even speak to Adrien since he an enemy soldier, and the French murdered their son, but

his story works as a salve to their broken hearts and they too welcome him into their lives. They are all uni�ed by their love for Frantz, whose

in�uence permeates the entire �lm. 

The two main characters are amazing together. Anna is stunning, measured, somehow of the time. Adrien is slender and birdlike, with a neat pencil

moustache and a face that is handsome and enigmatic in equal measure, a cross between Buster Keaton and David Hyde Pierce. Adrien becomes a

surrogate Frantz for Anna, bringing colour into the monochrome grief Anna and Frantz’s parents are facing. Their chemistry between Anna and Adrien

is palpable and won them the Marcello Mastroianni Award at the Venice Film Festival. Their performances are outstanding and are well complimented

by Philippe Rombi’s subtle and re�ective original score. 

Visually this �lm is perfect. The production is realistic and nostalgic, with visual references from works of the German romantic painter Caspar David

Friedrich and Michael Haneke’s ‘The White Ribbon’, another edgy early 1900s German piece. Every shot has a purpose and meaning and every shot is

beautiful.

Angela

EXCELLENT GOOD AVERAGE POOR TERRIBLE



Weighted vote 89.6%

61% 29% 7% 2% 1%



WHITE GOD
March 7, 2018

Categories: Season 2017/18



Brace yourselves for a visceral, action packed parable of rebellion against injustice and prejudice starring two hundred disaffected mutts and a

resentful Hungarian teenage girl. “White God” is like nothing you have seen before – a sort of doggy cross between “Black Beauty” and “Spartacus”.

Shocking and exciting with superb canine acting.

Kornél Mundruczó | Hungary/Germany/Sweden | 2014 | 121 mins | 15

FILM NOTES

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=kIGz2kyo26U

https://youtube.com/watch?v=kIGz2kyo26U


“The hand that feeds — and also brutalizes — is righteously bitten in “White God,” a Hungarian revenge fantasy… The story is as simple as a parable, a

camp�re story, a children’s book.” – New York Times. 

“Enormous verve, brooding menace and impressive sincerity. Disney meets Hitchcock 

in Kornél Mundruczó’s beautifully calibrated, immaculately acted Cannes winner – Irish Times. 

“White God” is a visceral, violent, roller-coasting parable of either cruelty and its consequences…or the healing powers of love and music, whichever

you prefer. This is pure old fashioned, cinematic storytelling without Computer Generated Images 

An almost hallucinogenic combination of “Lassie” and “Spartacus”, the storyline is mainly concerned with the hows and whys of rebellion and how far

modern society bears responsibility for such an event. 

Set against the backdrop of Budapest, the �lm’s cast consists of two hundred dogs, a disaffected teenage girl and a dysfunctional society of adults who

for the most part oscillate between the insensitive and the downright cruel. 

Directed and part written by Kornél Mundruczó this �lm has all the plot predictability of a Clint Eastwood Western, but this is inconsequential when

set against the outstanding acting talents of its twin stars, Lili the adolescent and Hagen the noble mongrel dog. This, together with the sensationa

camera work of Marcel Rev, all shot on hand- held widescreen at ground level, makes for a ferocious velocity of visual narrative that keeps you on the

edge of your seat. 

The main protagonist Hagen has all the star qualities of the late Burt Lancaster, brave, rough and able to evoke the whole gamut of emotions by just

baring his teeth. 

Lili the alienated trumpet-playing, half-child is every bit as credible as Hagen’s melancholic owner. The product of a modern broken marriage she

depends on her dog’s loyalty for her sanity just as he depends on her love. 

So brave up to the violence and remember that you probably eat meat but that all the animals involve were rescued and that no dog was hurt in the

making of this epic. Hang on to your seat for a ride that you will remember and might just surprise you. 

Philip Bret-Day

EXCELLENT

26%

GOOD

24%

AVERAGE

9%

POOR

15%

TERRIBLE

26%



Weighted votes 62%

Several members left the �lm early. One audience member thought that 38 people left.



MANCHESTER BY THE SEA (15)
March 21, 2018

Categories: Season 2017/18



With an outstandingly brooding performance from Casey Af�eck, this �lm is about a cantankerous loner drawn back by bereavement to the New

England community where he grew up. There he has to deal with a spirited 16-year old and his own past.

“A gut-busting, heart-breaking �lm”  

– Independent.

Kenneth Lonergan | USA | 2016 | 137 mins | 15

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=gsVoD0pTge0

https://youtube.com/watch?v=gsVoD0pTge0


FILM NOTES

“This �lm has already been hailed as a masterpiece and I think it is.” Peter Bradshaw – Guardian. 

“Contains multitudes of emotions, people and ideas, in such abundance that if you were to ask somebody to describe it, you should probably take a

seat �rst”. – Roger Ebert.com

This is a drama of rare power, centred on a Boston janitor, Lee, who has to care for his nephew after his brother dies. The �lm is sad in that it examines

grief closely, but is ultimately cathartic in a good way. There are long moments of sharp comedy so do not expect unalleviated gloom. There is realism

and humanity, the characters are vivid and the plot is both intelligent and ingenious. 

Casey Af�eck plays Lee superbly – or rather he underplays him – so that he never presents as a tragic hero, just some bloke to whom things happen.

We see him �rst as a silent scream waiting to explode and gradually come to see how he used to be. He is defeated now because he cannot beat any

of the things life throws at him. He is also quiet in his grief. This is un-cinematic and so refreshingly unexpected in a �lm. Af�eck won a Golden Globe,

Oscar and Bafta for his performance in Manchester by the Sea. Supporting actors, Michelle Williams and Lucas Hedges as Lee’s salty ex-wife Randi and

nephew Patrick are excellent. 

Visually and aurally the �lm re�ects Lee’s depression and emotional distance. Manchester, Massachusetts is indeed by the sea, but it is a grim port

with no shoreline and no attractions. The action takes place in wintery conditions and is largely �lmed in muted colours, interspersed occasionally

with �ashes of brightness to highlight anger or rage. Lesley Barber’s strings and chorales certainly add to the mournful ambience, but are not without

their own beauty. Watch out for moments of compositional genius in the �lm, particularly at the hockey match. 

Production designer Ruth De Jong wanted the �lm’s location to be a kind of character in and of itself in the �lm. She said, “I really wanted it to feel as

though you had stepped into this place. As though you weren’t watching a movie, you were watching these people’s lives unfold in front of you”. ‘This

place’ in fact involved several locations in Cape Ann including the real Manchester by the Sea, 30 miles NE of Boston. You do indeed feel immersed in

this realistic, honest and un�inching tale of loss and makeshift parenting. The grimness of Manchester by the Sea surrounds you, but somehow

bestows its disarming grace upon you. 

Angela 

EXCELLENT

56%

GOOD

32%

AVERAGE

10%

POOR

2%

TERRIBLE

0%



Weighted vote 88.3%



A MAN CALLED OVE (15)
April 18, 2018

Categories: Season 2017/18

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=rNe371HykY8

https://youtube.com/watch?v=rNe371HykY8


Is this Sweden’s answer to Capra’s “A Wonderful Life”? Circumstance and neighbours constantly thwart an uptight widower’s attempts at self-negation

until he realizes that “everything happens for a reason”. In the process we are treated, amongst other things, to the various merits of Volvos and Saabs.

The �lm is dark and melodramatic, sometimes extremely funny and ultimately life af�rming.

Hannes Holm | Sweden | 2015 | 116 mins | 15

FILM NOTES

A rich tapestry of humanity centred round what appears to be the world’s grumpiest man. An unusual choice for what turns out to be a beautifully

constructed Drama/Comedy about unexpected friendship, love and the importance of the proper tools.

The �lm is adapted by the Director Hannes Holm from the book by Fredrik Backmann which was so popular in Sweden that it sold one copy for every

16 people in the population.

Nominated for 2 Oscars in 2017 and grossing over $3.25 million in the �rst 3 months in the USA, a great success for a �lm about an ill-tempered,

isolated, enforced retiree who spends his days defending housing association regulations and visiting his wife’s grave.



The catalyst which reverses the downward spiral of Ove’s existence comes in the form of a new neighbour, the pregnant Parvaneh newly arrived from

Iran with her husband and two daughters. Her energetic sociability aided and abetted by the noise levels generated by her children lever him out of

his cocoon and reintroduce him to the human race.

The �lm has been described as a social commentary on the breakdown of the old Swedish way of life, the old tightly regimented roles giving way to

welcome fresh approaches brought by newcomers.

The construction of the �lm relies on a series of �ash-backs which shed light on the present by revealing the background. The even lighting and

attractive framing give an old fashioned feeling while the attention to detail completes the production. Even the non-speaking parts are wholly

considered, two cats being employed one for still scenes and one for movement!

The �lm covers a very broad range of emotions which include a large proportion of unexpected laughter. 

David MacKerrell

Weighted vote 93.6%

EXCELLENT

72%

GOOD

24%

AVERAGE

4%

POOR

%

TERRIBLE

%



BOY (15)
September 12, 2018

Categories: Season 2018/19



Set in New Zealand in 1984, Boy, an 11 year old devoted Michael Jackson fan, gets the chance to meet his criminal absentee father who returns to

reclaim the money he buried years earlier. A disarmingly gentle and big hearted Maori coming of age comedy.

Taika Waititi | New Zealand | 2010 | 88 mins | 15

FILM NOTES

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=RwqfR8g-Qow

https://youtube.com/watch?v=RwqfR8g-Qow


If director Taika Waititi  had not broken into the big time with last year’s blockbuster Thor: Ragnorok – considered the boldest and  funniest of the

whole Marvel Studio series –  it’s unlikely that many outside New Zealand would have heard of this quirky actor, television/�lm writer and

independent �lm maker. A �rst short �lm was Oscar-nominated and he went on to direct several somewhat offbeat but well received feature �lms,

including Hunt for the Wilderpeople a couple of years ago. But it seems that Boy, made in 2010 and winning a number of best �lm and audience

awards on the international �lm festival circuit (and New Zealand’s highest grossing �lm ever) was only released in the UK because of the success of

the Marvel �lm.

Like Peter Jackson of Lord of the Rings fame and another New Zealander who featured his homeland as a location, Waititi had always wanted to make

a �lm about growing up in his rural hometown of Waihau in North Island’s Bay of Plenty. Although he says the �lm is not autobiographical, he was

keen to show “that style of New Zealand life back in the eighties, and the very special upbringing I had”. The eighties he sees as a time of relative (pre-

internet) innocence but also of signi�cant change as Maori society “grew up and found its feet”. The characters and places in the �lm are partly based

on actual people and places around Waihau, where he is related to most of the few hundred population.   Making the �lm was a community effort,

with many members taking part in the �lm’s production as caterers and extras, and the community bene�ted from the �lm’s success by receiving a

small percentage of the gross.

The children in the �lm, including the two starring child actors James Rolleston (Boy) and Te Aho Eketone-Whitu (Rocky), were recruited from the local

school and had no previous acting experience.  The part-Maori, and very hands-on, producer of the �lm, Ainsley Gardiner, found working with the

twelve children very challenging and tells of the need to “let go, to allow the young actors’ whanau to help provide for the kids and to allow them to

just be kids”. Whanau in Maori means the extended family, but the concept goes far beyond that to stand for a community of related families who live

together in the same area, and thus forms another aspect of the setting Waititi was keen to capture.

The �lm brings vividly to life the extent to which at that time (and since) global pop culture, particularly from America, dominates children’s and

adults’ imagination and Waititi, remembering his own obsessions with Prince, Ghostbusters, Spielberg’s ET etc, passes at least one of these on to the

character he himself plays in the �lm: Boy’s long absent but returning father: Alamein.  A key cultural in�uence upon the child Waititi  – as just about

everywhere in the world at that time, particularly for young people of colour –  was Michael Jackson, who features heavily in the imaginary world of

the �lm. SPOILER ALERT: watch out for a fabulous Hakka/Thriller mash up in the �nal scene!

Boy could have been just another coming of age �lm of the many we have seen over the years. But, if anything, Boy is a parody of the usual Northern

Hemisphere/Old World version, and brings us a South Paci�c/Australasian take on comedy drama which looks un�inchingly at family dysfunction,

disconnection and child neglect yet still �nds room for laughter. And �nally, I agree with Mike Bartlett (Dr Foster, Charles III) when he says that the



�lm refuses to succumb to the expected sentimentality and provides us with an ending that is entirely true to the awkward honesty of the preceding

90 minutes – what do you think?

Shirley Wiggs

Weighted vote 78.05%

EXCELLENT

30.1

GOOD

42.9

AVERAGE

16.5

POOR

8.3

TERRIBLE

2.2



THE BREADWINNER (12A)
October 3, 2018

Categories: Season 2018/19



Parvana is young girl living in Kabul in 2001. After the unjust arrest of her father she takes on the responsibility for her family. The wretched treatment

of women by the Taliban and the impact of war on children are tackled in this powerful animated jewel of a �lm.

Nora Twomey | Ireland/Canada/Luxembourg | 2017 | 93 mins | 12A

FILM NOTES

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=yQBQw-Bh1pg

https://youtube.com/watch?v=yQBQw-Bh1pg


Film quote – “Stories remain in our hearts all of our lives.”

This is a thoughtful and deceptively simple animation that tells the story of a family living in Afghanistan under the rule of the Taliban. The

unpalatable truths it reveals would be dif�cult to portray in any other medium. Somehow this tale of a courageous and inventive young girl, Parvana,

is uplifting and leaves us with a feeling of optimism. We see life through Parvana’s eyes, her innocence and naivety shine through and enable us to

understand that there can be joy and interest in the worst of times, as long as we have stories to distract us. Parvana’s father was a great storyteller

and passed this ability to his daughter. The stories they both weave throughout the plot enliven and enchant and add colour to a grim reality. Everyday

scenes are presented in muted tones that allow the plot to unfold uncluttered and lucid. The narrated stories are vivid paperc-uts set against near

photo realistic backgrounds that are vibrant and sing out hope to us. Visually this �lm is stunning. Harsh Afghan landscapes are stunningly beautiful

despite their being littered with land mines and abandoned tanks – mostly because of intelligent use of light. The main story is gripping and thought

provoking. The interwoven stories are fragments of Afghan myths and legends that remind us of that country’s rich cultural heritage and provide relief

from the injustice we see.

Nora Twomey directed the �lm. She is a founder of Cartoon Salon, an idiosyncratic animation studio in Ireland. She was entranced by the book of the

same name by Deborah Ellis, and was eager to expand its themes and turn it into a thoughtful and hard-hitting �lm. It is story for young people, but

Nora believes they you should never talk down to children and never explain, so the �lm works for adults too. This work follows on from her previous

acclaimed works, ‘The Secret of Kells’ and ‘Song of the Sea’. All three are amazing expressionist fairytales told with a strong emphasis on local legend.

This animation house is one to watch.

 Angela

 

EXCELLENT

66.0%

GOOD

26.0%

AVERAGE

7.0%

POOR

0.0%

TERRIBLE

1.0%



Weighted vote 91.03%



ALL THE WILD HORSES (15)
October 10, 2018

Categories: Season 2018/19



Filmed in the glorious vastness of the Mongolian steppe, the �lm is a dynamic portrayal of the extreme and often dramatic Mongol Derby : the longest

and toughest horse race in the world.

Ivo Marloh | UK | 2018 | 91 mins | 15

FILM NOTES

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=2nNojtoOIm0

https://youtube.com/watch?v=2nNojtoOIm0


“This is one of those uncomplicated documentaries on a fascinating subject that could generate a cult.” Donald Clarke – Irish Times.

“You can’t help but warm to the competitors’ gumption, ambition and a bravery that often comes close to foolhardiness’”  Geoffrey McNab –

Independent.

 

This is a documentary that has been cobbled together from footage �lmed at three successive Mongol Derby races to form a coherent impression of

one race, by one lunatic director/screenwriter who risked his own life and limbs to �lm whatever went on around him as he careered across 1000

kiliometres of inhospitable Mongolian terrain on unschooled horses. Ivo Marloh  grew up enchanted by the romance of horses and speed and decided

he must enter the most challenging of horse races – challenging principally for the riders, the horses are treated rather well. He �lmed what he saw,

although he did leave off �lming a bad accident until the rider was stable. There was no camera crew behind him providing support. He lived and

breathed the race and gives a terri�c representation of its breadth and lunacy in the �lm. The riders spend about ten days charging across a loose

competition trail, staying in camps or with locals, dodging wolves and packs of dogs, hailstones and ferocious heat. They are ostensibly recreating

Genghis Khan’s 13th century horse messenger trail. At least half of them will fail to �nish and will limp and hobble home with all manner of injuries.

Some riders form strong alliances, others forge ahead determined to shake off any competition, some are there to win, others to enjoy the experience.

The pure daunting vastness of the setting overwhelms, so does the idiocy and stubbornness of some of the participants. However, I came away with a

great feeling of exhilaration and a sense of admiration for the human spirit, even if it is taken to bonkers lengths.

One character to look out for is the South African horse whisperer, Monde Kanyana. He chooses the wildest of the wild horses. One had never even

been ridden before when he selected it as his mount for the next 40-kilometre leg of the race. His abilities impressed even the locals. Two Irish jump

jockeys are a delight to follow. They befriend two girls, and American �re�ghter and a reckless young Brit. The camaraderie that develops between

them goes a long way to explain why anyone would undertake such an adventure. This is escapism at its best, or just a bird’s eye view of a crazy race

at its worst. Incidentally before the race featured in the documentary some 8,000 rides had been completed without a single equestrian fatality. ‘The

only abuse is human abuse’ joked one of the stewards.

The �lm cost roughly £250.000 and won nine awards and received �ve further nominations including the prestigious feature �lm award at the Galway

Film Fleadh.

Angela.



Weighted vote 87.26%

EXCELLENT

52.6%

GOOD

34.1%

AVERAGE

10.3%

POOR

3.0%

TERRIBLE

0.00%



THE FLORIDA PROJECT (15)
October 31, 2018

Categories: Season 2018/19



‘A superbly sympathetic portrait of life on the margins of Disneyland America’. Mark Kermode, Observer

With a remarkable young cast and a �ne performance from Willem Dafoe as a hotel manager, the �lm is a perceptive snapshot of the impoverished

American underclass: uncomfortable viewing at times, but funny and touching.

Sean Baker | USA | 2017 | 109 mins | 15

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=WwQ-NH1rRT4

https://youtube.com/watch?v=WwQ-NH1rRT4


FILM NOTES

“The Florida Project “is maverick American �lm producer author Sean Baker’s follow up to “Tangerine” a �lm, which was about sex workers in America.

Baker is part anthropologist part guerilla �lmmaker; he uses improvised dialogue and for the most part untrained actors to people his landscapes of

American ordinariness.

Whilst “Florida Project” is more conventional in it’s approach than” Tangerine” using 35 mill �lm, until the last 5 minutes which is shot on an I phone,

and a trained celebrity actor William Dafoe, Baker uses untrained actors and real locations as the setting for his story about the adventures of a six

year old girl Moonee living in rented accommodation next to Disneyland. Much of the dialogue is improvised, even the helicopters that �y across the

screen are from a heliport next to the real motel that served as the set and all the events depicted are based on true stories. This is the story of the

invisible the real America parked just next door to the tawdry American dream that is Disneyland.

The central theme of the narrative is contained in the title “The Florida Project” a name once associated with the early Disneyland in Orlando Florida

but which has come to mean ghetto for blue collar workers on welfare, a world of drugs, single mothers, prostitution and laminated plastic poverty, for

all that the motel is called” The Magic Castle” and painted a sickly Disney purple.

However, this is not just a �lm about misery but about children’s ability to survive and preserve their innocence in their own imagination. Nobody is

judged and there is far more kindness and humour, however misplaced, than cruelty or intentional evil. There is indeed magic in the adventures of

Moony and her friends, more redolent of Huck Finn than Oliver Twist, as they grapple with the characters that live in the purple jungle that surrounds

them.

That world of a child’s imagination is pitted against the harsh reality of Moonee’s mother; good hearted single parent, trailer trash, a woman who uses

everything and anything to provide for her daughter and who faces daunting odds with resilience and ingenuity.

For his part William Dafoe plays an avuncular world-weary motel manager who has seen everything yet still stands for a practical decency where

possible. Dafoe won a few awards as best supporting actor but one senses that director Sean Baker’s uncompromising, if charming, depiction of the

American dream as a dishonest dystopia propelled by a cynical Hollywood upset the powers that be. The �lm was largely ignored by the

mainstream…….as tends to be the way with classics.



Philip Bret-Day

Weighted vote 72.95%

EXCELLENT

28%

GOOD

28%

AVERAGE

22%

POOR

12%

TERRIBLE

10%



PHANTOM THREAD (15)
November 14, 2018

Categories: Season 2018/19



In his �nal �lm Daniel Day-Lewis delivers a masterful performance as a fastidious and cantankerous 1950’s London couturier beguiled by a young

waitress. Decadent and elegant, with �ourishes of absurdity the �lm has an excellent score and delivers a drama of delicious pleasure.

Paul Thomas Anderson | USA | 2017 | 127 mins | 15

FILM NOTES

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=xNsiQMeSvMk

https://youtube.com/watch?v=xNsiQMeSvMk


“What kind of love story is ‘Phantom Thread’? The wrenching tale of a woman’s love for a man and a man’s love for his work. A dry comic study of the
asymmetries and con�icts in the heart of a marriage. A re�ned Gothic nightmare in the manner of Henry James. A perverse psychological fable of

unchecked ego and of unhinged desires. That’s a partial catalogue and one that cannot quite capture how bizarre this movie is.” – NEW YORK TIMES.

 

‘Phantom Thread’ is an exquisitely crafted period drama, with an intelligent score, impeccable acting, and costumes to die for. It is a representation of

ephemeral beauty and pleasure and is in some ways an insubstantial whimsy. Above all it is a feast for the eyes and for the taste buds.

 

Daniel Day-Lewis stars as Reynolds Woodcock. He is a couturier and works in London in the 1950s. His fashion house is set in Fitzroy Square in a

stunning Georgian house that is now on the market for �fteen million. He lives there with his sister, who like their mother before her indulged his

every whim and allowed him to become the man he is. Reynolds designs for a series of elegant women, whom he discards in favour of the next, until

he meets Alma over breakfast. Food features large in this �lm. Alma, played by Vicky Krieps, is more than a match for Reynolds, and is arguably the

better actor too. Their relationship provides moments of dark comedy and is portrayed with a sense of mischief. Their battle for power is the story.

 

The score deserved its Oscar times over. Jonny Greenwood, the musical director, has married mournful tones resonant of Schumann with the suavity of

jazz impresario and composer Gil Evans to form an important backdrop. This is the fourth �lm he has worked on with the �lm’s director, Paul Thomas

Anderson. Anderson shot the �lm himself in collaboration with lighting director, Michael Bauman. He wanted it to look authentic and so ‘pushed’ the

�lm to increase graininess, and to saturate colour. To achieve this he essentially overdeveloped the �lm, saying that he was determined his �lm would

not be like the ‘Crown’ in its technical brilliance and sharpness. His direction reminds us forcibly of Hitchcock especially the manner of his cuts. His

picture framing is strongly in�uenced by Stanley Kubrick.

 

The �lm locations included the Tower Ballroom in Blackpool, the wonderfully named Owlpen Manor in the Cotswolds and Lythe on the Scarborough

Bay. The settings re�ect the piece wonderfully and like the music enhance the real stars of the �lm, the costumes. American designer, Mark Bridges is



had a wonderful time creating gowns in�uenced by the French House of Balenciaga. If you buy the Woodcock House you may as well order a gown

too. The lengths the �lmmaker went to represent the world of couture was extraordinary, and it shows. Two British seamstresses who were recruited to

advise were incorporated into the �lm’s atelier and Day-Lewis learnt to sew. By his hundredth buttonhole he was perfect. This is an understatement.

He spent more than a year absorbing the traits and talents of Balenciaga. This is characteristic of him, For ‘My Left Foot’ he spent the entire shoot in a

wheelchair, for “In the Name of the Father’ he spent two days and nights in a prison cell without food or water; for ‘Unbearable Lightness of Being, he

learned to speak Czech and for ‘Gangs of New York’ he trained as a butcher and went out picking street �ghts. He claims this is the last �lm.

 

There have been many discussions as to the signi�cance of the �lm’s title, ranging from Victorian seamstresses being unable to stop sewing in the air

when their labours were done to it referring to fate in some way. Perhaps none of these are right. Reynolds used to sew messages into the gowns he

created. Paul Thomas Anderson seems to have incorporated his own name into the title of the piece. It may be nothing more than that.

Weighted vote 81.06%

EXCELLENT

32.6%

GOOD

46.7%

AVERAGE

14.7%

POOR

5.3%

TERRIBLE

0.7%



THE LOST CITY OF Z (15)
November 28, 2018

Categories: Season 2018/19



Percy Fawcett, a British of�cer, travels to the Amazon rainforest in 1906 to survey the border between Brazil and Bolivia, and is persuaded by locals

that a lost city exists. Based on a true story the �lm explores his obsession with �nding ‘Z’. A fascinating �lm of great visual beauty.

James Gray | USA | 2016 | 138 mins | 15

FILM NOTES

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=hjqtP459uo8

https://youtube.com/watch?v=hjqtP459uo8


The acclaimed director James Gray, whose �lms have won nominations at the Venice International �lm festival and at Cannes, had never ‘til now left

the suffocating comfort of New York City for his chosenthemes. But in tonight’s �lm we �nd him braving the terrors of the Amazon to tell the

incredible true story of the British explorer Percy Fawcett in ‘The Lost City of Z’. Fawcett travelled into the Amazon at the dawn of the 20 century and

discovered evidence of a previously unknown but advanced civilisation that may once have inhabited the region. Despite being ridiculed by the

scienti�c establishment, who regarded indigenous populations as savages, the determined Fawcett, supported by his wife, son and aide de camp

returned time and again to his beloved jungle in an attempt to prove his case. The explorer disappeared mysteriously in 1925.

One of the �lm’s points of interest is the sheer physical dif�culty of shooting in the jungle which mirrors the plight of the real Percy Fawcett and his

team, and makes his achievement even more awesome. Director James Gray wrote to Francis Ford Coppola (celebrated director of ‘Apocalypse Now’) to

ask his advice about shooting in the jungle. Coppola’s two word reply was ‘Don’t go’, a recommendation he himself had been given by the great Roger

Corman.

Filming conditions for cast and crew were extremely challenging. The computers were no match for the oppressive jungle conditions; ‘the humidity

got to my Mac to the point where it wouldn’t turn on any more’ wrote Gray. Most scenes were �lmed in some discomfort. ‘Charlie (Hunnan) and I would

be an hour up river from base camp covered in sand �eas all day. It’s de�nitely a bonding experience. I remember that we pushed a raft with horses on

it upstream. One single day of that does you in, but the real guys did it every day for three years, against the �ow of the river. It’s madness’.

In fact the magni�cent never-ending jungle proves perfectly suited to the �lm-maker’s lush, operatic, aesthetic as does the �lm’s central theme of

escaping from one’s background.

The �lm’s critique of England’s patronising imperialism and the racist attitude of the science community towards the natives is clearly set out, and

Gray’s tremendous �lm matches in intensity the striking Werner Herzog’s masterpieces – ‘Aguirre, Wrath of God’ (shown by CFS in the 90’s) and

‘Fitzcarraldo’.

Get your paddles out.

Isabelle Lavigne-Kidney

th

EXCELLENT GOOD AVERAGE POOR TERRIBLE



Weighted vote 77.5%

31.0% 41.0% 18.0% 4.0% 6.0%



BABY DRIVER (15)
December 12, 2018

Categories: Season 2018/19



Baby, a music loving orphan, is a heist getaway driver for a rotating crew of bank robbers. Accomplished but aloof, he dreams of a different life. Stylish,

fast paced and sometimes plain silly, the �lm takes us through amazing stunts accompanied with a fabulous sound track.

Edgar Wright | USA/UK | 2017 | 110 mins | 15

FILM NOTES

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=zTvJJnoWIPk

https://youtube.com/watch?v=zTvJJnoWIPk


Baby Driver was written and directed by English �lmmaker Edgar Wright a man known for amongst other creations ‘Shaun of the Dead’ and ‘Hot Fuzz’.

Set in Atlanta Georgia this is the story of a gifted but reluctant getaway driver “Baby” played by Ansel Elgort…it’s a heist caper with a difference…it was

actually originally conceived more than a decade ago and was meant to star Noel Fielding (part of the Mighty Boosh comedy troop)!

Yes the plot is predictable, the characters and dialogue clichéd/parodies but this is not the point. This �lm keeps you on the edge of your seat because

it is all choreography and synchronicity, a kind of segued pastiche of Tarantino, Guy Ritchie, grand ballet and Loony Tunes…it’s the editing that drives

the narrative and not the usual way round.

For once the term “well crafted’ is deserved, indeed most of the �lm’s awards are for music, editing and screenplay. The unlikely protagonists pursue a

cat and mouse game with the audience’s credulity as they power drive/dance around the urban wastes of Atlanta.

Rated by the National board Review as one of the best �lms of 2017, just take a backseat and enjoy the ride.

That’s all folks. 

Philip Bret-Day

Weighted vote 82.88%

EXCELLENT

52.5%

GOOD

31.3%

AVERAGE

4.3%

POOR

1.7%

TERRIBLE

10.2%



THE WIFE (15)
January 9, 2019

Categories: Season 2018/19



PLEASE NOTE THIS FILM WILL BE SHOWN ON 13th MARCH 2019. WE WILL SCREEN THE OLIVE TREE ON 9th JANUARY. 

Glenn Close delivers a masterful performance as a woman who has spent 40 years sacri�cing her own talent and dreams to support her husband’s

high-pro�le career and who reaches a turning point about the choices she has made. Poignant, funny and emotional.

‘A smart, supremely watchable �lm’. The Guardian

Björn Runge | UK/Sweden | 2017 | 100 mins | 15

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=d81IM0loH7o

https://youtube.com/watch?v=d81IM0loH7o


FILM NOTES

She thinks of everything – where his glasses are, when it’s time to take his pills, what he should or shouldn’t eat for lunch. 

After 30 years together his wife anticipates all her husband’s needs and meets them before he realises that he has them – and certainly before she

would even consider thinking about any needs of her own. Their marriage has hummed along : two kids and a grandchild expected, bouts of in�delity

and outstanding literary success leading to a Nobel prize nomination. 

It seems a perfect moment to take a breath and relish what they have achieved together, but instead it becomes an opportunity for the wife to

confront some deeply suppressed truths. 

The action centres in Connecticut and Stockholm, with a few �ashback references to provide context. As the title ‘character’ Glenn Close is quietly

devastating, revealing a lifetime of repression and resentment with just the slightest understated facial expression or withering glance. The chemistry

between Glenn Close and Jonathan Price is riveting, and the confrontation between the narcissism of the prize-winning husband and the

transformation of his wife makes gripping cinema.

John Badcock

Weighted vote 92.4%

EXCELLENT

66%

GOOD

30%

AVERAGE

4%

POOR

0%

TERRIBLE

0%



THE HAPPY PRINCE (15)
January 23, 2019

Categories: Season 2018/19



Directed by and starring Rupert Everett, this witty and poignant dramatisation of Oscar Wilde’s �nal years in exile is a powerful parable of passion and

redemption. This beautifully crafted �lm brings insight and empathy to these, his gutter years, as he broods over the wreck of his once splendid career.

Rupert Everett | Germany/Belgium/uk/italy | 2018 | 105 mins | 15

FILM NOTES

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=JHeOo0UGrbY

https://youtube.com/watch?v=JHeOo0UGrbY


There have been two previous �lms depicting the life of the man who gave us “The Importance of Being Earnest”, “Lady Windermere’s Fan”, and “The

Portrait of Dorian Gray”. “The Trials of Oscar Wilde” 91960) starring Peter Finch dealt with the nature of his genius and hubris and “Wilde” (1997)

starring Stephen Fry was more of a eulogy to gay love and the intolerance of society. Neither �lm dealt with the seedy twilight that awaited our hero

once he had been convicted of gross indecency. 

Rupert Everett’s performance and screenplay offers a far more honest, rounded and in many ways profound exposition of the nature of being Oscar, a

snob, and simultaneously an outsider, a man incapable of controlling his self-destructive proclivities, whilst believing in the purity of love and

sacri�ce. 

The narrative undercurrent of “The Happy Prince” is based on Wilde’s childrens’ story of the same name. The prince is a gorgeously caparisoned living

statue made of gold and diamonds, who befriends a lost swallow. The swallow becomes the prince’s emissary, �nding the poor and needy and giving

them the gold and diamonds that make the statue. Soon the statue is destroyed and the bird dead. The tale ends with the lead heart of the statue and

the carcass of the exhausted swallow ascending to heaven, because loyalty, sacri�ce, and compassion conquer all. 

Everett’s Oscar evinces all the loyalty and compassion of a deprived crack addict. He cynically deploys the charm of an out of work actor on the cadge,

and preys upon the loyalty of friends and spouse, though the foil to these niceties are his wit and his courage in the face of misery. You can’t help but

admire his heroic perversity. 

This �lm is as much about the vulnerability of celebrity and all its delusions as it is an anatomy of sexual identity. Oscar is as much a martyr to his

vanity as he is a victim of the establishment he derides; he is a very gifted artist with all the shocking contradictions that entails. 

The cinematography by John Conroy is a gorgeous and masterful evocation of the time, forming an opulent backdrop to Oscar’s tormented odyssey and

demise in a Paris hotel. 

The screenplay for the most part by Everett is historically accurate and as unbiased as can be expected. 

When Rupert Everett was told that the Tory government had posthumously pardoned Oscar, he erupted with laughter and dubbed their action “The

last fart of British hypocrisy”. 

Biographies of great men are never the last word or fart but this �lm as evocation of Oscar ‘warts and all’ goes a great distance towards it. 

EXCELLENT

41.0%

GOOD

41.0%

AVERAGE

13.0%

POOR

2.5%

TERRIBLE

2.5%



Weighted vote 83.22%



THE RIDER (TBC)
February 13, 2019

Categories: Season 2018/19



After suffering a near fatal head injury, young cowboy Brady is told to give up rodeo. But Brady needs to support his family, and the sport is his passion

and his lifeline. An authentic docu-drama portrait of the American badlands and study of contemporary masculinity, shot without glori�cation or

judgement.

Chloé Zhao | USA | 2017 | 104 mins | TBC

FILM NOTES

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=AlrWRttLTkg

https://youtube.com/watch?v=AlrWRttLTkg


The rider is a rare breed, a �ctional documentary. Chinese American Chloe Zhao has dramatized a largely true story starring the original participants

set in their own homeland and the result is a lyrical portrayal of real life that could have been �ction. 

This is Zhao’s second feature �lm and is set in the Badlands of South Dakota starring Lakota Sioux bronco and rodeo riders as they go about their

tough business of surviving. Written, produced, and directed by a Chinese woman this is an almost anthropological take on what it is to be an

American male in a quasi- tribal society. In its objective approach to custom and social priorities it has more in common with “Tanna “or “Eagle

Huntress”. 

Zhao casts real people, not actors, and lets them tell their own stories. Brady Jandreau plays the seriously injured Brady “Blackburn”, and Zhao even

uses the real footage of his horrendous injury at a rodeo. These are real cowboys, brutal rodeos and ugly injuries but there are also mesmerizing

moments of beauty as when Brady gently demonstrates breaking in a horse. These small people have hard lives pitched against the epic, brooding

landscape of the Badlands, photographed, and exquisitely lit by James Joshua Richards. Here, unlike “Florida Project’s” world of tawdry dreams live

heroes, and laconic nobility, understated and facing an environment of hostile natural indifference. “Cowboy up, grit your teeth, be a man”. 

The �lm’s narrative drive is sustained by Brady’s need to conquer his injuries and get back in the saddle. “Get off your horse and drink your milk”, it

isn’t…his is a vomiting, �tting, visceral struggle against unglamorous odds. 

For all that, this is not some John Wayne machismo scenario. Women, particularly Brady’s dead mother and autistic sister are presiding in�uences as is

the Native American lady at the Lakota job centre. Kindness plays a big part in this impassive landscape…the relationship between Brady and his

hospitalized, brain-damaged best friend is practical and unsentimental. 

The �lm’s un�inching portrayal of the sometimes harsh and exploitative treatment of horses and cattle may upset sensitive souls but the relationship

is mutually respectful: several human beings were very seriously injured in the making of this deeply effective little �lm…that’s life. “You can only play

with the cards you are dealt.” 

P Bret-Day

Weighted vote 93.2%

EXCELLENT

46

GOOD

39

AVERAGE

14

POOR

0.5

TERRIBLE

0.5





CLASSIC FILM – MEMBERS’ CHOICE THE
DRAUGHTSMAN’S CONTRACT
February 27, 2019

Categories: Season 2018/19



🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=E1I1p3tb7BM

You can �nd the of�cial HD trailer if you search for it online. I have embedded here a most amusing alternative trailer instead.

This evening’s screening will be the most popular �lm selected by members from a list offered on 12th December. The �lm chosen will be announced

shortly after that date.

Here is the list.

1 The Draughtsman’s Contract

Peter Greenaway | Netherlands | 1982 | 108 mins | R

Set in 1694, shot entirely at Groombridge Place, based on Antonioni’s ‘Blow Up’. A work of visual vivacity; this murder mystery is possibly the most

beautiful �lm in English cinema.

https://youtube.com/watch?v=E1I1p3tb7BM


2 Last of the Mohicans

Michael Mann | USA | 1992 | 112 mins | R

Daniel Day Lewis as Hawkeye in this magni�cent interpretation of Fenimore Cooper’s classic tale of genocide and empire. Terri�c battles, great

soundtrack and a truly memorable villain, Wes Stud’s Magua.

3 A Matter of Life and Death

Powell & Pressburger | USA | 1946 | 104 mins | PG

Love conquers all in this fabulous early colour escapist fantasy of strangeness. David Niven in his crashing bomber �ghts for a second chance at life to

woo Kim Hunter.

4 A Knight’s Tale

Brian Helgeland | USA | 2001 | 133 mins | PG

Underrated, unpretentious jousting romp with modern soundtrack. A cast of unrivalled young potential, Heath Ledger and Rufus Sewell lock lances. A

spectacle that bene�ts from the big screen.

Funny, original and feel good.

5 Seven Samurai

Akiro Kurosawa | Japan | 1954 | 387 Mins | A

A poor village under attack by bandits recruits seven unemployed samurai to help them defend themselves.

From such simple beginnings Kurosawa’s beautiful action epic establishes and fully realises, the de�nitive blueprint for the modern action movie.



Winner of the Silver Lion at Venice 1954.

6 L’Avventura

Michelangelo Antonioni | Italy | 1960 | 143mins | X

“It’s dif�cult to think of a �lm that has a more powerful understanding of the way that people are bound to the world around them, by what they see

and touch and hear.

Visually, sensually, theatrically, in every way, it’s one of the great works of Cinema.” – Martin Scorsese.

7 Quatre Cent Coups (400 Blows)

Francois Truffaut | USA | 1959 | 99 mins | NR

Francois Truffaut’s �rst feature �lm, the cornerstone of the French New Wave (Nouvelle Vague), which had such an impact on French and world cinema.

It paints an authentic picture of troubled adolescence and brilliantly conveys the mischief and vulnerability of the teen-aged central character. The

�lm won Best Director at Cannes (1959), and its �nal frames are unforgettable.

8 Everything You Ever Wanted To Know About Sex* But Were Afraid To Ask

Woody Allen | USA |1973 | 88 minutes |18

Inspired by the book of the same title and “every funny idea I’ve ever had about sex, including several that led to my own divorce”, Allen answers seven

questions with parodies of Antonioni, sci-�, Masters and Johnson, TV quiz shows and a sublimely funny encounter between an Armenian shepherd and

his psychiatrist.

9 The Motorcycle Diaries

Walter Salles | Brazil/Fra/UK/Chile/Gdr/Peru/USA | 2004 | 126 mins | NR



Set in the 1950s, the �lm traces an 8000-mile motorcycle journey of two close friends. These are Ernesto Guevara de la Serna, who became the iconic

Marxist revolutionary Che Guevara and Alberto Granado. It is a classic road movie that follows the youths’ progression from hedonism to their desire

for social justice in the face of overwhelming poverty.

10 Cinema Paradiso

Giuseppe Tonore | Italy | 1988 | 155 mins | R

“If ever a movie came from the heart, it was Giuseppe Tornatore’s nostalgic Cinema Paradiso (1988) now getting a rerelease to celebrate its silver

jubilee. A successful but jaded �lm director recalls his Sicilian childhood.” (Peter Bradshaw).

11 On The Water Front

Elia Kazan | USA | 1954 | 108 mins | NR

This seminal classic scored and deserved 8 Oscars, with Brando, Steiger and Eve-Mari Saint – unforgettable.

Brando plays a brooding mis�t amid the rampant corruption of New York dockland in a beautifully

crafted drama. Leonard Bernstein wrote the score.

12 Chinatown

Roman Polanski | USA | 1974 | 130 minutes |15

Multiple award winning neo-noir, full of mystery and clever twists, with one of Jack Nicolson’s best performances as a dogged private eye hired by a

beautiful socialite to investigate her husband’s adultery and who stumbles into a complex web of murder, deceit and corruption.

FILM NOTES



A glossary of the Draughtsman’s Contract.

– Written and directed by Peter Greenaway, enfant terrible of British Cinema. “The Draughtsman’s Contract” is his second and most popular �lm. Other

notable successes include “Zed and Two Noughts” and “The Belly of an Architect”. 

– Costume designer /stylist…Bob Ringwood. Famous for his later work in Hollywood, designed Batman suit, Star Trek, Alien 3…many more, his

superbly cut out�ts make the actors look natural and at home in their clothes. 

– Cinematography…Curtis Clark. Notable for his use of 16mm �lm upped to 35mm which is instrumental in giving the landscape the sharp look and

depth of �eld that make the scenes so resonant. Dominant colours green, black and white. 

– Filmed entirely on location at Groombridge Place in Kent (Built 1666) at a cost of £320,000 or a new roof for the house’s owner Mr Mountain 

– Music Purcell /Nyman 

– Originally commissioned by Channel 4

The Draughtsman’s Contract is an opaque murder mystery that uses brilliantly synchronized music, photography and editing to drive its plot. The

beauty of the English countryside has never been so exquisitely and intimately �lmed…even moving clouds and breeze-fanned grass have a place in

the drama…as do the sheep.

The �lm opens in the year 1694 to Purcell’s music Queen of the Night…”So when the glittering Queen of night with black eclipse is shadowed over…”

The scene introduces us to the bones of the plot: Mrs Virginia Herbert (Janet Suzman), the wife of the Country House owner Mr Herbert, frets in the

shadows of her party. The guests who are there to celebrate the value of their property under the new Protestant regime of William and Mary are a

new class of opportunist. Her husband declaims the position of a woman in that world “A House, a garden, a horse, a wife the preferential order”…he is

clearly tired of his spouse. For her part Mrs Herbert is without a male heir and her childless daughter is married to an impotent Dutch foreigner Mr

Talmann. Should Mr Herbert divorce her, she and her daughter will be rendered powerless and even homeless. Mrs Herbert and her live-in lover Mr

Noyse hit on a plan to engage a handsome, arrogant draughtsman, Mr Neville, ostensibly to record her husband’s property in twelve drawings. These

would be a present to appease his anger and a surprise for him on his return from libidinous forays in nearby Southampton. They approach Mr Neville

and make an inadequate offer for his services. He being an outsider, (hence his being dressed in black), seizes the chance to humiliate what he sees as

one of his betters and decides that part of his price will be taking physical advantage of Mrs Herbert. “Your terms are extravagant so must mine be.”

Mrs Herbert agrees to the terms “To meet Mr Neville in private and comply with his requests concerning his pleasure with me.”



For her part Mrs Herbert quickly realises that should Mr Neville get herself or her daughter pregnant with a male heir her position on her property will

become secure and her obnoxious husband irrelevant…Mrs Herbert is thus mistress of strategy and Queen of the Night…Mr Neville is her unwitting

instrument. From here the story unfolds with Neville lording it over everybody whilst dutifully recording clues to a murder in each of the twelve

drawings, implicating himself as an accomplice and making deadly enemies at every turn. 

Nearing the very end of the story and having completed his commissions, Mr Neville indulges a last assignation with Mrs Herbert who orders him a

pineapple and invites him to undertake a thirteenth commission – the empty statue of the horse in the garden.

“The Draughtsman’s Contract” bears more than a passing resemblance to Michelangelo Antonioni’s 1960’s masterpiece “Blow Up” Both �lms are

centred on a fashionable draughtsman/photographer meeting adulterous women and unwittingly recording mysterious images the signi�cance of

which they are uncertain of and which in both cases appear to point to murder in a park.

The language of the �lm is extremely literary, full of double meaning and spiteful wit. In every scene there is an exchange of pleasantries that have

more in common with a deadly fencing bout than polite conversation.

Although the �lm has the battle of the sexes as its central theme, there is much graphic sexual exploitation, which will jar on more sensitive viewers.

Just remember that like the draughtsman, you are being misled as to who has control.

Memorable quotes.

“I do not take well to young men who preen, their vanity usually outweighs their prowess”. 

“Limes Madame”.

“It is time Mr Neville”. 

P Bret-Day

EXCELLENT

17.0%

GOOD

35.0%

AVERAGE

15.0%

POOR

15.0%

TERRIBLE

18.0%



Weighted vote 63.43%



THE OLIVE TREE (15)
March 13, 2019

Categories: Season 2018/19



Writer Paul Laverty brings the same mix of social conscience and human comedy to this gloriously �lmed Spanish �lm as he brought to ’The Angel’s

Share’ and to “I, Daniel Blake’. This is a road trip, odd-couple romance and eco-fable set in the Baix Maestrat area of Spain’s Castellan. It is a simple

story, told with charm and wit.

Icíar Bollaín | Spain/Germany | 2016 | 100 mins | 15 

THIS FILM WAS SHOWN EARLIER IN THE SEASON

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=VIvIjD_g_Es

https://youtube.com/watch?v=VIvIjD_g_Es


FILM NOTES 

“It turns out there are many ways to uproot a tree. In The Olive Tree’, an earthy, quietly stirring Spanish fable �nds familial, regional and environmental

grievances inseparably tangled in its branches. This is the third collaboration between Madrid born Iciar Bollain and Scottish screenwriter Paul Laverty

– the team behind 2010’s Oscar shortlisted ‘Even the Rain’ -and should prove their most appealing work, grafting gentle comedy, bristling social

consciousness and a salty streak of family tragedy in its tale of a �ery young farmer determined to reclaim her grandfather’s beloved olive tree…”

(Variety).

The �lm is set in Canet in Spain’s parched Castillon region. It looks at an olive producing family that had to move into commercial poultry to make

ends meet. The effect this had on the head of the family Ramon (Manuel Cucala) prompts his granddaughter Alma (Anna Castillo) to do what she does.

All will be revealed in the �lm, which is the story of a tender intuitive bond between a young woman and an old man, a commentary on poverty and a

road movie that develops into a farce. It is a well-written �lm with a sly humour, a good mix of human comedy and social conscience.

Writer Paul Laverty collaborated with Ken Loach in ‘ The Angel’s Share’, which our society viewed a decade ago, ‘Looking for Eric’, ‘Jimmy’s Hall’, and ‘I,

Daniel Blake’. There is a commonality between all these �lms in that the main characters are warm and likeable; all pitched against two-dimensional

villainous stereotypes – here thin, humourless Germans. The Olive Tree is more cinematic, less muted, full of overhead shots of beautiful harsh

landscapes. Cinematographer Sergi Gallardo leaves us sun drenched and warm. Pascal Gaigne composed a soundtrack of lilting melancholy, worthy of

one of Spain’ most respected composers. The Director, Bollain, plays with symbolism throughout the piece, ironically setting Ramon’s tree as the logo

for an energy company, using a plastic Statue of Liberty as a visual gag, and the noise from the vile poultry farm as a metaphor for the family disputes

around the dining table.

The cast is a good mix of seasoned actors and locals. The locals provide the careworn hands and sun wrinkled faces. Alma is tough yet vulnerable and

is complemented superbly by her Uncle Arti (Javier Gutierrez). Probably his best line about his niece was “Who does she think she is, Mahatma

Ghandi?”

This is a diverting �lm, a breath of fresh air after the intense and unforgiving ‘I, Daniel Blake’ that we screened last season.

Angela 

EXCELLENT GOOD AVERAGE POOR TERRIBLE



Weighted vote 93.46%

70.6% 26.1% 3.3% 0.00% 0.00%



THE CHILDREN ACT (12A)
March 27, 2019

Categories: Season 2018/19



Adapted by Ian McEwen from his novel, this stately, moving drama follows a High Court judge for whom professional and personal crises collide

as she approaches a critical ruling over the future of a sick teenager. An emotionally literate performance from Emma Thompson with immaculate

direction from Richard Eyre.

Richard Eyre | UK | 2017 | 105 mins | 12a

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=kKQkUcJioxU

https://youtube.com/watch?v=kKQkUcJioxU


FILM NOTES 

“The Children Act feels utterly apiece with the original book, urbane, understated, handsomely realized and impeccably interpreted by a cast of

superb actors. ” The Washington Post.

Ian McEwan adapted his own novel for �lm and it is both persuasive and almost absurd in an oddly entertaining way. Emma Thompson is superb

as Fiona, the Judge who rules on a teenager’s (Adam) capacity to refuse life saving treatment. Adam and his family are Jehovah’s Witnesses. Fiona

clearly crosses the line of judicial interest in visiting Adam without a phalanx of advisers. This formal introduction metamorphoses into something

quite different, which is the crux of the �lm. Behind this we hear her play Bach piano pieces brilliantly, parlay with her legal clerk, Nigel, and

continue to mess up her marriage. This sounds like a gloomy �lm, but is not. Adam is fairly creepy, so her investment in him is baf�ing rather than

sad. The failing marriage is a misogynistic cliché and her screen husband is so shadowy a �gure that their problems do not impact much. What

you see is Thompson as an outstanding actress who also sings!

This is a restrained piece, an exposition of high-minded themes that delivers an emotional punch – just right for a Wednesday evening in

Cranbrook. Even if you loathe McEwan’s introspections, you will warm to her and to the creepy kid: at least a bit.

Distinguished director Sir Richard Eyre has been friends with McEwan for over forty years and they decided to make a �lm of the book when it was

still at its manuscript stage, provided they could get Emma to star in it and �nd a great boy to play Adam. Eyre said of Emma, “There is only one

person in the world I can think of who can play the part and also would be able to raise the money. That is the killer combination.” He found Fionn

Whitehead to play Adam and the �lm was made, and it has became in the words of Peter Debruge of Variety “…that rarest of things: an adult

drama, written and interpreted with a sensitivity to mature human concerns.”

Angela

EXCELLENT

73%

GOOD

21%

AVERAGE

6%

POOR

0%

TERRIBLE

0%



Weighted vote 93.4%



SHOPLIFTERS 15
May 1, 2019

Categories: Season 2018/19



The 2018 winner of the Palme d’Or at Cannes is the gentle, thrilling tale of Tokyo’s down and outs. Kore-eda’s �lm contrasts the frigidity of socially

correct behaviour with the warmth and happiness of the poor.

‘A family of thieves steals the moral high ground – and hearts’ Peter Bradshaw, The Guardian

Hirokazu Kore-eda | Japan | 2018 | 121 mins | Cert 15

🎦

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=Rwcb5ki1f-4

https://youtube.com/watch?v=Rwcb5ki1f-4


FILM NOTES 

For a nation obsessed with conformity Japan has originated a startling number of classic �lms concerned with mavericks and outsiders – Seven

Samurai (Magni�cent Seven), Yojimbo (most of the Clint Eastwood “Man with no Name” movies) Hidden Fortress (Star Wars) – all are concerned with

the noble few versus the authority and organization of the many. 

Hirokazu Koreeda 56 who wrote and directed “Shoplifters “is one of Japan’s acclaimed new breeds of �lmmaker. He has received numerous awards

including the Cannes Palme d’Or and an Oscar nomination for this work and has been cited for similar awards for “Like Father like Son” and more

recently “After the Storm.” Although he works more in the style of “Ozu” (“Tokyo Story”) he also cites Ken ‘Kes’Loach as a seminal in�uence and is

essentially concerned with the every day as opposed to the epic, however his central theme is still that of the individual or few versus the many. 

In “Shoplifters” we are presented not with recalcitrant samurai but with a disaffected group of poor shift workers, tarts, petty thieves and urchin

children living as a traditional family in the margins of the modern Tokyo suburbs, calling themselves the Shibatas. The plot of the �lm appears to

have been inspired by Dickens’s “Oliver Twist,” with the central male protagonist Osamu Shibata having much in common with Fagin “I Taught them to

steal it’s all I know;” there is a passing resemblance to other characters in that work, most notably Nancy. 

These are damaged individuals who make common cause and band together under the �ag of family in order to survive the economic privations and

rules of the Japanese Corporate state. 

The alienating immoral nature of this industrial society is poignantly illustrated by the Shibata’s eldest “daughter” who makes her living in a sex show

where dressed in obligatory schoolgirls uniform she pleasures unseen salary men to a rigid script and timetable, the scene is necessarily graphic, but

very short, as it is later contrasted with the gentle and human lovemaking of outcasts Mr. and Mrs. Shibata. 

Having established this scenario Koreeda powers the narrative drive of the plot with an analysis of each character’s motivation or the loyalty they

afford the Shibata family. Is it survival? Is it blood? Is it ruthless control? Is it simply kindness? Every character is interrogated as to what it is that

makes a family. 

As one character points out “Giving birth does not make you a mother” and yet is it possible to choose your family and still be valid? Maybe motive is

irrelevant good people can make bad parents; bad people can make great human beings. 

For the most part the �lm perambulates at a stately pace gradually revealing the Shibata’s surprising, sometimes shocking secrets, like peeling an

onion, whilst ratcheting up the tension as their situation becomes increasingly precarious. Nonconformity in Japan can exact a heavy penalty. For all

that there is that Japanese resilience of the individual to assure us that all is not lost and the almost overwhelming, cathartic sense that the Shibatas’

earthy humanity is something we all need to reconnect with. 

Koreeda’s camera works is intimate, deep focus and usually at eye level except for one marvelous overhead reveal of the Shibata’s low-rise, rickety

residence nestled in the uniform concrete poverty of its neighbors, strangely de�ant, noble and squalid. The tradition of the few continues. 

P Bret-Day



Weighted vote 81.8%

EXCELLENT

41%

GOOD

37%

AVERAGE

16%

POOR

2%

TERRIBLE

4%



STAN AND OLLIE (PG)
September 11, 2019

Categories: Season 2019/20

In 1953, Laurel and Hardy, the great comedy duo face an uncertain future as their golden Hollywood days are behind them. They embark on a tour of

British variety halls to great success but health issues and old tensions threaten their friendship. A warm and touching story with excellent

performances.



JON S. BAIRD│UK, CANADA,USA│97 MINS│2018│PG

FILM NOTES

Stan and Ollie is a gentle, elegiac homage to Laurel and Hardy. It’s never perhaps, quite as funny as might have been expected but it tugs at the

emotions throughout. With beautiful performances from Steve Coogan (as Stan Laurel) and John C Reilly (as Oliver Hardy) it is a �lm about friendship

and loyalty as much as a comedy. 

Director Jon S Baird and screenwriter Jeff Pope are exploring the strange process through which two comedians in their private lives and dealings with

one another become well-nigh identical to the characters they played on screen. The �lm follows them on their tour in Britain in 1953, very late in

their careers. As they travel from Newcastle to Glasgow they play half-empty halls and stay in seedy boarding houses and hotels. Their slick, double–

dealing promoter Bernard Delfont is much more interested in boosting his new client Norman Wisdom than in helping old-timers like Laurel and

Hardy. 

A short �ashback prelude, set in Hollywood in 1937, reminds the audience that only a few years years earlier Laurel and Hardy were the biggest

comedy stars in the world. In a single shot, Baird shows the duo in their bowler hats and braces walking from dressing rooms to sound stages.

Everyone loves them. In the course of this epic walk, Olli grabs a doughnut and places a bet while Stan is greeted with affection by passersby. 16 years

later the comedians have come back to Britain to try to revive their careers by making another movie.

Reilly and Coogan brilliantly capture the physical mannerisms and verbal tics of their characters without resorting to caricature. The make-up

department works wonders with Reilly’s double chin, while Coogan brilliantly re-creates the ‘little boy lost’ look which was always Laurel’s trade-mark

on screen. They sing ‘Blue Ridge Mountains of Virginia’ and dance with a comic grace and panache matching that of the real comedy legends. 

Director Baird wrings every last drop of pathos from the material as he develops the theme of ‘the tears of the clowns’. He also shows a sympathetic

respect for his characters, two of the best-loved �gures in �lm history, here at their lowest ebb. But though they were no longer bankable as movie

stars the magic between them never entirely dissipated, and this account of the comedians in their twilight years is both insightful and touching. 

John Badcock

EXCELLENT

45%

GOOD

45%

AVERAGE

10%

POOR

0%

TERRIBLE

0%



Weighted vote 87.14%



THE GUILTY (15)
September 18, 2019

Categories: Season 2019/20

“ A masterclass in cinematic suspense” The Guardian

With a single setting, a real time story and a very small cast, The Guilty is a brilliant genre exercise: a study in tension and sound design and in how to

make a thrilling �lm with a limited tool box.



GUSTAV MÖLLER│DENMARK│88 MINS│2018│15

FILM NOTES

“…so taut, you almost forget to breathe…Gustav Möller’s nerve-jangling thriller about an emergency police dispatcher and one fateful call uses

minimal ingredients to devastating effect.” – The Guardian.

The �lm is set in real time in two call centre of�ces. It rapidly enthrals and surprises, as did ‘Locke’ a �lm we showed a few seasons back. Both �lms

centre upon one man who is speaking on the telephone. We see him and then �ll in every other detail ourselves.

Writer and director, Möller explained how powerful this is, 

“I believe that the strongest images in �lm, the ones that stay with you the longest; they are the ones, you don’t see. 

“I got the idea for the �lm when I stumbled across a real-life 911 call from a kidnapped woman,” he continues, “The woman was travelling by car, and

since she was sitting next to her kidnapper she was speaking in codes. At �rst, I was just gripped by the suspense of the call, as any listener would. But

then I started re�ecting on what made it so intriguing. 

“Even though I had just listened to a sound recording it felt like I had seen images. I had seen the woman, the car she was in, the road the car was on,

and even the kidnapper sitting next to her. I realized, that every single person listening to that phone 

call would see different images: a different woman, a different kidnapper, and so on.

“I started thinking: What if you used this idea of mental imagery, in �lm?”

That is exactly what he did with great effect. Jakob Cedergren is perfectly cast as Asger Holm a man trying his best to do the right thing, to atone for

something we understand only towards the end of the �lm. His physical and vocal intensity is tightly controlled at �rst as he tries not to be read by his

colleagues. Later he loses this tautness and externalizes his fears as he leads us to an ending few can predict.

The �lm is largely shot with a narrow focus in invasive close up by Jasper Spanning. This and the drab utilitarian lighting force us to focus on Asger’s

face and Oskar Skriver’s brilliant sound track. The intensity of the sounds of off-the-hoof panic set against the dead air of the call centre certainly racks

up the tension. Angela



Weighted vote 93.05%

EXCELLENT
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SUMMER 1993 (12A)
October 9, 2019

Categories: Season 2019/20



A stunning drama about a childhood ripped apart, this autobiographical directorial debut from Carla Simón is complex and yet simple at the same

time. The performances from the children are beguiling and this is a warm and sensitive �lm about loneliness and confusion.

CARLA SIMÓN│SPAIN│96 MINS│2018│12A

FILM NOTES

“Ultimately, this is a memorable look at our desire to love and feel safe, to connect and belong — and the unexpected ways in which families can

reshape and grow.” – Los Angeles Times.

Summer 1993 is a touching autobiographical �lm by Catalan writer/director, Carla Simón. Six-year-old Frida’s (Laia Artigas) mother has died. We see

her move from her home in Barcelona at life with her Aunt Marga (Bruna Cusi), Uncle Esteve (David Verdaguer) and younger Cousin Anna (Paula

Robles) in the country.

This is a thoughtful, light-�lled and atmospheric �lm. The girls are beautiful and stunningly well cast. The care taken in casting the girls is so evident

and indeed Laia Artigas was the second to last girl auditioned for the role of Frida out of almost one thousand. Frida is at times exuberant, de�ant and

puzzled. She both exasperates us and touches our hearts, and the hearts of her Aunt and Uncle. Cinematographer Santiago Racaj treats his camera as

a living, breathing observer, often viewing the world at Frida’s level. Early in the �lm Frida is mostly seen alone, but more share the little girl’s frame as

the �lm progresses, as her disorientation and uncertainty thankfully subside. This is truly a �lm about a child hearing much and understanding only

part of it, of recovery and love.

Visually this is a great �lm. It has a timeless contemporary feel to it. The story feels real, and indeed in part it is a retelling of the writer’s own grief

and loss. It is not sentimental or trite, but lovely to watch and to listen to. Salvador Pipó wrote the music. Sometimes it is slow, sometimes it

meanders, but that is how children are in long warm summers.

In short, Summer 1993 is a human story told in a uniquely vivid way. It reminds us of other child centred portraits such as the acclaimed 1973 drama

“The Spirit of the Beehive” and 1996’s award-winning “Ponette”, and was a great début for Simón. It premiered in the Generation section at the 67th

Berlin International Film Festival, where it won the GWFF Best First Feature Award. It was selected as the Spanish entry for the Best Foreign Language

Film at the 90th Academy Awards. 

Angela
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COLD WAR (15)
November 20, 2019

Categories: Season 2019/20



Shot in luminous black and white, this epic romance is set in a divided Europe after World War II. Directed by Pawlikowski, who won an Oscar for ‘Ida’,

it is a haunting and mesmerising �lm about a divided continent and ill-fated love. It won the Best Director award at Cannes in 2018.

PAWEL PAWLIKOWSKI│FRANCE/POLAND/UK│88 MINS│2018│15

“Unattainable desire hurts deeply, scars permanently and as in ‘Casablanca,’ From Here to Eternity’ and countless others, makes for some of �lm
history’s most swoon-worthy stories of passion…An aching �lm on such exquisite pains of impossible love…concurrently swells your heart and breaks

it.” (Roger Ebert)

Pawel Pawlikowski was inspired to create this �lm as witness to his own parents’ tempestuous marriage. This is a story of impossible love and glorious

passion and beauty. Wiktor played by Thomas Kot is travelling through Poland in 1949 recruiting the �nest performers of traditional folk music to form

a troupe that represents national pride and is a vehicle of cultural propaganda throughout the Iron Curtain. He falls for Zula, played by Joanna Kulig.

Kulig has a ripe naturalistic beauty. She is glamorous then plain in the �ash of an eye, an unpredictable creature of pure instinct, quite mesmerising.

These imperfect lovers are enormously sympathetic even at their most �awed. The �lm is an emotionally compulsive watch.

Cold War is visually stunning, crafted in velvety looking black and white by Lukasz Zal. He showcases his subjects vividly against smoky impressionistic

backdrops with compositional precision, usually within squared-off symmetrical frames. Look out for two impeccable shots, the �rst Wiktor’s silhouette

projected onto the silver screen as he scores a �lm within a studio, the second Zulu seen singing in a jazz club through a 360 degree surround shot.

The soundtrack that moves from traditional folk music to jazz and nascent rock and roll is beautiful and adroitly mirrors the emotional turmoil

enfolding on screen. 

The story is told epigrammatically. The scenes do not dovetail and we are left to �ll in the blanks. It is a clever excavation rather than a linear

narrative. This cleverly echoes the chronic sense of dislocation found in post war Poland. Angela

‘THIS IS ME’ – a short �lm by Josh Pickup

“’This is ME’ is a short �lm exploring ‘Spoon Theory’ told through the eyes of a young woman living with Chronic Fatigue Syndrome/ME. The �lm

follows Ally’s struggle to get across town in time for a job interview – an experience I had myself a few years ago whilst learning to cope with the

illness.



“When the opportunity arose to make a short �lm for the Herne Hill Film Festival, the task of condensing my ME experience into a three-minute �lm

seemed unachievable (turns out it was!). I had been working on a feature length script intermittently for a number of years so I eventually decided to

take just one scene from that script and adapt it in order to give a broader picture of invisible disabilities in general.

Christine Miserandino’s ‘spoon theory’ is for me, and millions of others, our easily digestible metaphor for explaining to others the rapid depletion of

energy we experience from hour to hour. Without giving away too much, I wanted to use Miserandino’s disability metaphor (where spoons represent

units of energy) as a visual guide for both Ally and the audience.

“For those unfamiliar with spoon theory, I hope the �lm intrigues you enough to cause a ‘googling’ of the term when you get home. For everyone else, I

apologize in advance for delaying the start of ‘Cold War’ – I am looking forward to it as much as you!”              Josh.

Press report – Southwest Londoner Lucas Hill-Paul

“Josh Pickup, 29, was diagnosed with myalgic encephalomyelitis (ME), which is also known as chronic fatigue syndrome, at the age of 21. ME is among

the most common invisible disabilities, with up to 1 in 250 people living with the condition in the UK, and some feel that the name chronic fatigue

syndrome is inaccurate, furthering its stigma. Mr Pickup said: “Someone explained to me that calling ME chronic fatigue syndrome is like calling

stomach cancer chronic upset tummy. It’s not just tiredness, it’s a fatigue on the cells of your body.

“The �lm was entered as part of Herne Hill Free Film Festival’s 48 Hour Film Challenge, but due to its length of 5:51 was too long to be considered for

any awards. Despite this, festival organiser Tom Worth felt it was important to screen the �lm at the ceremony on Sunday 26 May, where it received an

excellent reception. The �lm’s crew shot and edited the short within just two days, and Mr Pickup was overwhelmed by the number of people who

wanted to get involved, including 400 young actresses applying for the lead role. Actress Lily Walbeoffe ended up securing the role of Ally, whose

experiences in the �lm mirror Mr Pickup’s struggle with the disease. “Almost all of them had written long, inspiring letters. Lily’s audition tape blew me

away and I knew I didn’t want anyone else to play Ally,” he said.

“As well as bringing attention to ME in hope of destigmatising current attitudes towards hidden illnesses, This is ME also explores ‘spoon theory’, a

common point of discussion in the UK’s disabled communities. The term was coined by Christine Miserandino, a blogger with Lupus, who used spoons

as a metaphor to describe units of energy. Mr Pickup said: “Healthy people have essentially an unlimited number of spoons. They do everything Ally

does in the �lm, and they don’t really think about the energy. People with chronic illnesses have to think consciously about how to delegate spoons for



everything they need to do that day.” There is currently no grant for disabled �lmmakers in the UK, and Mr Pickup is in the process of �nding more

funding to extend the �lm beyond its short runtime. He said: “The result of it has been life-changing. It turned out to be the best thing I’ve ever done.”
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LEAVE NO TRACE (12)
November 27, 2019

Categories: Season 2019/20



“A deeply intelligent story of love and survival in the wild.” The Guardian

An army veteran suffering with PTSD and his daughter live in the woods, off grid, rarely making contact with society. A small mistake brings them to

the attention of the authorities and they embark on an erratic journey to �nd a place to call their own.  A powerful and poignant tale.

DEBRA GRANIK│USA│109 MINS│2018│12

 

FILM NOTES

Debra Granik’s new �lm ‘Leave No Trace’ is based on the 2009 novel ‘My Abandonment’ by Peter Rock. This could be the bleakest of tales, the story of a

veteran suffering from post traumatic stress disorder living outside society with his daughter, but is in fact suffused with kindness, good will and

genuine love.

First we see an impenetrable forest of green, a public park in Portland, Oregon. Will (Ben Foster) and Tom (Thomasin Harcourt-McKenzie) are going

about their daily routines mostly wordlessly. This harsh Eden is disrupted when a jogger spots Tom and reports her presence to the authorities. Will

and Tom are taken into custody from the soft cocooning green into the harsh �uorescent light of a detention centre. There are no stereotypes here and

the of�cials are doing their best to help in a troublesome situation. Tom learns to mix with other kids and moves from being highly protected to

realising she can choose her own future. There is the feel of a documentary about the �lm as it examines the con�icting needs of an emotionally

damaged veteran and a young child in a quiet non-judgmental way.  It is fascinating to see glimpses of Tom’s curiosity about the world pitted against

her loyalty to her father.

This slightly gloomy and redemptive �lm �ts well with earlier �lms on the theme of the outsider, such as ‘Huckleberry Finn’ and ‘Easy Rider’. It treats

the characters within it with absolute respect and allows the story to meander following its own path much as Will and Tom wandered through the

woods. It is stripped down in style and is very quiet emotionally. The real understanding of Tom and Will’s moods come through the intelligent work of

Scottish cinematographer, Michael McDonough, through his use of �lters, lenses and focal length. When Will and Tom are settled the camera comes in

close and the �lters are green, when they feel alienated it moves away and grey tones predominate – simple and very effective. Granik and

McDonough were students together at New York University and both studied under Professor Boris Frumin whose mantra was to focus on the truth

and the reality of what you are looking at.



The �lm score is by Dickon Hinchliffe who wrote the music for ‘Locke’ a �lm we showed a few season’s back. It was selected as one of the best �lm

scores at music site, ‘A Closer Listen’. The music re�ects Granik’s profound empathy that is so apparent in this �lm. Indeed Foster said of her direction,

“She’s the most intense director I’ve even worked with…everything matters…she’s hunting something authentic.” He was also quick of praise the

maturity and acting ability of his daughter on set. New Zealander Tom is an actress to watch. The other thing to look out for is the delightful scene at

the rabbit training school, oh and the encounter with the honeybees.

This is at its heart a delightful story of the innocent intimacy and love between a father and daughter.

Angela
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EVERLASTING MOMENTS (15)
December 4, 2019

Categories: Season 2019/20



This exquisite drama is the true story of Maria Larsson, a working class woman, who wins a camera in a lottery and goes on to become a photographer.

Set in the early twentieth century, when Sweden was undergoing social change and unrest it evokes tenderness and hope.

JAN TROELL│SWEDEN│131 MINS│2009│15

FILM NOTES

Everlasting Moments 2008

Jan Troell’s “Everlasting Moments” is his fourteenth �lm to date; a grand old man of the Swedish cinema he is regarded as one of that country’s Masters

along with Ingmar Bergmann and Bo Wilderberg whom he worked for as a cameraman yet I would be surprised if anybody reading this has ever heard

of him.

Whilst Troell’s  directorial style is anchored in the Cinema Verite documentary genre of the 1960’s his stories tend towards a detached yet lyrical

observation of a recreated past, “Emigrants” (peasants emigrating to America in the early 20th century) being a typical example.

Troell’s cinematographic signature is highly naturalistic camerawork in which the mundane and the ordinary appear almost mystically signi�cant. In

“Everlasting Moments” he shot on 16 mm �lm, which was then transposed to 35 mm in order to create a grainy, sepia muted colour redolent of the

early 20th century. This together with his skilful use of available natural light gives the �lm an astonishing authenticity.

“Everlasting Moments” is the true story of Maria Larsson and her family’s struggles with poverty and the vicissitudes of the 20th century. On the

surface it is the tale of a strong female pioneer of photography achieving spiritual and economic emancipation through kindness and hard work but on

another level it is the story of the awakening of 20th century mankind’s sense of identity through the camera.

The Larsson family is typical working class poor, Maria’s husband Sigge is a stevedore working in Malmo docks, brutally masculine yet charming, a

bluff father and partner his character blighted by the oppression of manual labour and alcoholism. By contrast Maria is a sensitive, dutiful housewife

surrounded by ignorance and �ercely protective of her children.

The narrative drive of the �lm concerns Maria’s winning a Contessa camera in a lottery, which she later takes tries to sell to a sympathetic gentleman

photographer Mr. Pedersen. However, instead of buying the camera outright, Pedersen becomes her mentor and teaches her to see and use the



instrument.

From here on we watch Maria and her magic box as they create a kinetic family album exploring, amongst other things, ways and means of using this

“magic” for her family’s spiritual and economic improvement, taking portraits of the neighbours, selling pictures to newspapers.

Troell sets these protagonists against the developing 20th century as they face socialism, the Great War, electricity and the cinema. The drama is at its

most intense when it pits the old rules of marriage against the new complicated order of greater equality. The masculine role of marriage is literally

put to the test and collapses. Maria, the liberated woman emerges from the con�ict as if from a chrysalis.

Through all this Troell sustains our interest with images of transient everyday beauty, whether it is hanging out the washing, the company picnic or

the hauntingly beautiful shot of a tram’s headlight in the isolating darkness.

This is not just a �lm about the liberation of a woman through art but an acute observation on how the camera has changed the very essence of the

human psyche for the better.

Weighted vote 94.6%
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WOMAN AT WAR (12A)
December 11, 2019

Categories: Season 2019/20

The latest �lm from the director of the memorable ‘Of Horses and Men’, this jet black comedy features Halla, a choir leader and environmental

guerrilla who takes on corporations to protect her native Iceland. Wonderfully quirky, but ultimately thought provoking and shot in beautiful scenery.



BENEDIKT ERLINGSSON│ICELAND,UKRAINE│104 MINS │2018│12A

FILM NOTES

‘Woman at War’ is a 2018 Icelandic -Ukrainian Post Modern eco friendly, absurdist comedy thriller �lm written, produced and directed by Benedikt

Erlingsson, and starring Halldóra Geirhardsdottir. This is Erlingsson’s second �lm, his �rst being the much admired “Of Horses and Men”(previously

shown and enjoyed by Film Society). He shares his dry laconic comedic style with that other celebrated Finnish director Aki Kaurismäki (‘Other Side of

Hope’) even going so far as to use that director’s quirky conceit of placing live musicians in the narrative as orchestral commentary on the action.’

‘Woman at War’ is set very much in the present, although it just pre empted ‘Extinction Rebellion’ and ostensibly concerns a middle aged, middle class

woman Halla and her guerrilla war against the “corrupt” multinationals, in this case Rio Tinto Aluminium, a war that entails blowing up the national

grid when and where she deems necessary. However this is not “Mission Impossible” but an extremely entertaining dramatic analysis of just what it is

really like to try and save the world.

The plot derives its riveting dramatic tension from Halla’s recently accepted application to adopt a child and the authorities’ increasing success in

discovering her identity and disqualifying her from her dream role as a mother…after all why save the world if not for the children?

Halla desires to be a responsible citizen but the only way she feels she can achieve this is by being a rebel. This is the split nature of the human race

”To be or not to be…that is the question.”

The entire narrative is set up as a set of contradictions in three acts…Halla leads a choir, symbol of harmony, yet is a luddite subversive, saviour of

humanity, enemy of the people; responsible mother, irresponsible adult; impractical daydreaming, Gandhi-worshipping paci�st, ruthlessly practical

terrorist. It soon becomes clear that in order to succeed in her objectives Halla has to be two different things at once, a conundrum Erlingsson

brilliantly resolves with a cinematic device you will need to see.

One of the most notable features of this �lm are its cunningly conceived cat and mouse action sequences, a use of the $2.9 budget that seems to have

so impressed the Hollywood accountants that they have announced an “English” version to be directed by Jodie Foster. LOL

Things to watch for. The cycling Columbian of “Of Horses and Men” is reprised here as the hapless innocent scapegoat of all Halla’s activity and is

arrested on numerous occasions, because when in doubt it’s those foreigners. It’s a great “running” gag.                          Philip Bret-Day
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VICE (15)
January 15, 2020

Categories: Season 2019/20

This comedy drama follows Dick Cheney on his path to become the most powerful Vice President in American history. Nominated  for many awards the

�lm attracted much attention in the USA, albeit reviews, like politics itself, were polarised.



ADAM McKAY│USA│132 MINS │2018│15

In our recent history you will remember in 2003 Tony Blair making the case for War with Iraq.

The �lm ‘Vice’, gives us an insight into Vice President Dick Cheney (brilliantly played by Christian Bale) the architect behind that war. Part drama part

illustrated lecture written and directed by Adam McCay (previous �lm, ‘The Big Short’, about the �nancial crisis) it is a comedy, drama, horror �lm

re�ecting how the world is all of those things today.

Bale’s Cheney is diligence personi�ed in the service of the feast. Beavering an impressive path from an internship with a hail-fellow Donald Rumsfeld

(Steve Carell), whom he would later summarily dispense with, he rises to �ve terms in Congress and White House stints as Chief of Staff and Secretary

of Defence, followed by a private-sector spell as the CEO of Texas oil giant Halliburton. From there, in 2001, it’s up, up and up to the Oval summit, over

which a pushover Bush (Sam Rockwell) of�cially presides, but which the deceptively folksy and soft-spoken Cheney relentlessly oversees.

Endlessly persevering, �ercely private and ambitious as all get-out, in his down time, Dick is a consistently doting husband and father. It’s a

contradiction that does nothing to soften either his stance on the US invasion of Iraq or a calculating intermingling of politics with media and big

business—a marriage of convenience that now more than ever de�nes American political life.

Ashley Martin 

Weighted vote 82.65%
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YULI, CARLOS ACOSTA (15)
January 29, 2020

Categories: Season 2019/20

Ballet and �lm complement one another perfectly in this biopic of the Cuban dancer that captures life under Castro’s rule. Written by Paul Laverty (‘I,

Daniel Blake’) the story is told in �ashbacks, real footage and through Acosta’s own ballet adaptation of his life. A dance �lm like no other.



ICIAR BOLLAIN│SPAIN,CUBA,UK│115 MIN│2018│15

FILM NOTES

This is both a biographical drama based on balletomane Carlos Acosta’s autobiography “No Way Home” and an interpretive dance piece that seeks to

explain his childhood and rise to stardom. Acosta was very much involved with its direction by Spaniard Iciar Bollain and with its script by her

husband, Paul Laverty, with whose work we are already familiar (‘I Daniel Blake’, ‘The Angel’s Share’ and ‘Sorry We Missed You’ to name a few).

First we see Acosta playing himself driving through iridescent urban streets in Havana. Cinematographer Alex Catalán positively sweeps his camera

through the light drawing us in and on. Then the action moves to the 1980s and we see Acosta as a young sassy child. 

Edison Manuel Olbera Núñez captures his spirit, insolence, and talent and is a delight to watch. Acosta’s adamantine somewhat abusive father Pedro,

played by Santiago Alfonso, literally drags his son to audition for the Cuban ballet school. He wanted free education and lunches for him and de�nitely

wanted him off the streets away from trouble. Acosta is accepted despite his rudeness to the selection panel that makes for a great comic scene. His

eventual rise to his present eminence in the dance world took place against a background of struggle against his father. Recently Acosta

choreographed his life story in dance and Bollain weaves this into the story, with Acosta sometimes directing, sometimes dancing. In terms of time he

is centre stage, but the most fully realized character in the �lm is Pedro, which adds an interesting dimension.

Acosta grows up and actor Núñez is replaced by Keyvin Martinez. then again by Acosta playing himself. Martinez is �ne, but lacks verve and the �lm’s

pace drops a little only to rise again as we see the mature Acosta dance. The highlight is surely a pas de deux between Acosta who is representing his

own father and a younger version of himself. The two dancers play out the struggle between the two men, the ballet dancer and the dirt-poor trucker,

the rebel and the bully. In a question and answer session after the �lm’s debut Acosta said of his father, “ Whatever he did, however he did it, came

from a source of love. He was born in 1918, a very hard society for him. Whatever I am, he was the one who pursued that career with me.” He might

have added that it was some achievement for the eleventh child in a family that faced maternal health problems, a sister with schizophrenia and

patent discrimination from all sides including his mother’s white side of the family.

The panoramic shots of Havana, particularly when they feature street dancing, are fabulous and contrast well with the scenes of grey and rainy London

when Acosta lived here for seventeen years as soloist at the Royal Ballet. Their clarity and vividness spoil us but do not take away from the grainy live

shots of Acosta dancing the �rst ever-black Romeo. What is there not to like, seeing such an incredible dancer moving across the screen, grainy �lm or

not? Music predictably plays a large part in this �lm and the score by Alberto Iglesias has been described as lush. You do not need to love dancing to

enjoy this �lm, but if you are smitten then his dance company is in London this February and Acosta is now director of the Birmingham Royal Ballet. He



has not forgotten the break he received from the state and his dance company in Havana sponsors up to twenty-four students each year for three years

full time dance tuition.

This is a real crowd pleaser of a �lm, vibrant, colourful and particularly engaging when set in Havana. 
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BIRDS OF PASSAGE (15)
February 12, 2020

Categories: Season 2019/20

A visually stunning portrayal of the Colombian drug trade and its effect on an indigenous people. When greed and honour collide, a fratricidal war puts

their lives, culture and traditions at stake. An epic drama spanning twenty years and featuring breathtaking scenery and costumes.

CIRO GUERRA│COLOMBIA, DENMARK, MEXICO │125 MINS│2018│15



 

Birds of Passage is the second major �lm creation of Colombian husband and wife team director Ciro Guerra, and producer Christina Gallego…it is an

epic. 

Their �rst offering “Embrace of the Serpent “was about the clash of culture between white Europeans and Amazonian Indians. This �lm takes a

similarly ethnographic approach and concerns an indigenous Indian tribe of Northern Colombia, the Wayuu and their involvement in the inception of

the great Narco wars of the later half of the 20th century…wars that ran for decades and almost destroyed the country. However, unlike the American

Net�ix’ production “Narcos”, this is the story as told by the perceived bad guys…the suppliers…this is an authentic Colombian experience.

The style of the �lm is a cross between Coppola’s “Godfather “and Gabriel Garcia Marques’ “Hundred Years of Solitude “and as with” Embrace of the

Serpent” cinematographer David Gallego, Christina Gallego’s brother, makes magni�cent play of the landscape and people, conjuring up an atmosphere

of threatening violence and magical spirituality in equal measure.

Although based on a true story and made very much in cooperation with the Wayuu themselves, the dramatic iconography of the �lm is two tiered.

The �rst incorporates a classical western Homeric narrator, in this case a lone goat herder who introduces and concludes the action, the story itself

playing out like some Oresteian fratricidal tragedy. This stylistic device lends grand stature and universality to the �lm’s protagonists.

The second tier is the bird gods and spirit world of the Wayuu encompassed by the fragile, dreamtime landscape they inhabit and the vulnerable

traditions they observe – dowry dances, reburying ancestral bones, puri�cation ceremonies… because “dreams prove the existence of the soul”.

The �lm is divided into �ve cantos, Wild Grass, The Graves, Prosperity, The War and Limbo and centres initially on the fortunes of one enterprising

adventurer Rapayet, who wishes to win the hand of the beautiful Zaida but has to pay a substantial dowry to her mother Ursula, the tribes’ most

important elder. 

How Rapayet gains that dowry to win Zaida and how his actions impact on all around him form the �lm’s epic narrative (Think Paris abducting Helen

and its rami�cations).

The clashes that drive the screenplay are the struggle between ancient tradition, and invasive Western greed. As with “Embrace of The Serpent” white

men’s ways bring problems…”Rubber means death”; here it is drugs. When one of the Wayuu proclaims, “Weed is the worlds’ happiness” you know

tragedy is at hand. The Wayuu are an unconquered Indian tribe but they must ride the corrosive and brutal materialism of the drugs trade. Alijuh is the

word the Wayuu use for people of European origin…it means destroyer. 



Things of special note: Zaida’s mesmerizing, unforgettable dowry dance, great shirts and printed dresses, a convincing ethnic soundtrack and fabulous

cinematography.

1 Oresteia, trilogy of tragic dramas by the ancient Greek dramatist Aeschylus, �rst performed in 458 bce. It is his last work and the only complete

trilogy of Greek dramas that has survived. 

Philip Bret-Day
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THE SISTERS BROTHERS (15)
February 26, 2020

Categories: Season 2019/20

A subtle and funny western about squabbling siblings hired as assassins in 1850’s Oregon. Whilst the genre is familiar the story moves in unexpected

ways and portrays the empty ambition and loneliness of their chosen career.

JACQUES AUDIARD│USA,FRANCE│121 MINS│2018│15



FILM NOTES

This is a Western with a real difference. 

In 1850, Oregon, a pair of sibling bounty-hunters, (played by Joaquin Phoenix and John C Reilly) are looking for their next target, a man en route for

California who is guarding a potentially lucrative secret. Their mission will take the brothers all the way to the exotic territories of San Francisco and

turn their lives up-side-down.

At �rst glance the two Sisters brothers are merely tough, �ea-bitten assassins, but the more time we spend with them the more we realise that this

pair of middle-aged wastrels are in fact childish, bickering improvisers who rarely know what they are doing or why they are doing it. They are

unpredictable travelling companions, sometimes hilarious, often violent, but during their journey we come to realise the younger brother is a sweet

soul caught up in what becomes a seemingly unending nightmare.

Working for a shadowy �gure known only as ‘the commodore’, the duo is hot on the trail of Kermit Warm who is carrying an invention he claims is

capable of locating gold, and their quest tosses the shambling brothers from one colourful scenario into another. This West is certainly wild,

sometimes brutal, often surreal, and the French director Audiard constantly punctures the puffed up posturings of the tough guys who inhabit it,

keeping things grubby and vital. The frontier towns are beautifully realised, but a long way from the set-piece splendour of a John Wayne classic. If

you think events are heading towards a main street shoot – up between members of an odd-ball quartet, think again. The third act of the drama is full

of wonderful weirdness and strange diversions: the Sisters Brothers gives a fresh jolt of electricity to the Old American West.

Not bad for a �lm based on a Canadian novel by a French director in Spain.

It is a terri�c yarn about two uncivilised men grappling with the onset of civilisation.

EXCELLENT

48%

GOOD

37%

AVERAGE

11%

POOR

4%

TERRIBLE

0%



Weighted vote 85.88%



CHILDREN OF THE SNOWLAND (PG)
March 11, 2020

Categories: Season 2019/20



Children born in the high Himalayas are sent to school in Kathmandu and do not see their parents for twelve years. This gentle documentary follows

three students who return to their villages to get to know their families and to consider the contrast in their old and new lives.

ZARA BALFOUR & MARCUS STEPHENSON│ NEPAL, UK│93 MINS│2018│PG

‘An incredibly inspiring story from the roof of the world where families struggle and sacri�ce everything to help their children” Bear Grylls.

Snowland Ranag Light of Education school was founded in 2001 by Guru Ripoche. It supports Nepal’s poorest children from early childhood into their

teens, giving them a home and the chance of a better life. We follow three of the students, Jeewan, Tsering Dexi and Nima as they trek through the

mountains to see families they last saw or heard from ten to twelve years previously. We see fear, gratitude, humility and man living in appalling

poverty against the incredible beauty of the Himalayas. 

Zara Balfour and Marcus Stephenson were involved in fund raising in Nepal and heard about the school and on the smallest of budgets made this �lm

that is awe inspiring and was life changing for both of them. One boy travelled alone, the two other children with the small �lm crew. Despite their

passing Everest base camp in terms of altitude, the kids trekked in jeans with portable phones powered by solar power. They had no training, no

equipment. Zara said there was so much that could not be �lmed because of the danger they were in, when they had to ford icy rivers in full �ood,

when a donkey was slipping down towards Zara, when exhaustion meant they had no strength to lift an iphone. There were no satellite phones, no

electricity, no medivac backup on the journeys, just plenty of memory sticks. 

The schoolchildren are told they are lucky, but still feel abandoned. They are hurt but loved. How they change after returning home and understanding

their histories is humbling and reveals the care they have received in Kathmandu. This is a coming of age story in the purest sense. Remember as you

watch it that the mountain people are shy and may not show their feelings. These are real people whose children trusted the makers suf�ciently to

share the most intimate parts of their souls with us. The parents had no warning. You can �nd interviews with the children on You Tube where they

talk about the �lm. To say more now would be to spoil their story. 

Jeewan, Tsering Dexi and Nima were chosen because of their charisma, willingness to share and their sense of unity coming from their complete

isolation from their families. Zara and Marcus interviewed them effectively by asking several of the children to tell their stories as part of a fund

raising campaign. They presented themselves exceptionally well, but you got the impression that their grace was mirrored throughout the school as a

whole, both staff and children. 

On You Tube you will also �nd a similar documentary confusingly called ‘Children of Snowland’ about an orphanage in Nepal called the Golok Tadra.

Do please take the time to watch it.



WE WILL BE COLLECTING MONEY FOR THE SNOWLAND JOURNEYS CHARITY ON THE NIGHT AND HERE IS THE JUSTGIVING SITE IF YOU WISH TO

DONATE. http://www.localgiving.com/snowlandjourneys

Weighted vote TBA%

EXCELLENT

TBA%

GOOD

TBA%

AVERAGE

TBA%

POOR

TBA%

TERRIBLE

TBA%



LES GARDIENNES
March 25, 2020

Categories: Season 2019/20

This unhurried historical drama set in World War 1 allows us to appreciate the painterly light of rural France as interpreted by gifted cinematographer

Caroline Champetier. We follow women left behind to tend the land without their menfolk who were facing the horrors of war. Its underlying focus is



on humanity in all its complications at a time of great distress. Everyone is damaged, but this is understated in a �lm that emanates calm and reads

like a Monet painting.

XAVIER BEAUVOIS│FRANCE│138 MINS│2017 │15

Weighted vote TBA%

EXCELLENT

TBA%

GOOD

TBA%

AVERAGE

TBA%

POOR

TBA%

TERRIBLE

TBA%



AU REVOIR LA HAUT WE MAY NOT BE ABLE TO
SCREEN THIS FILM DUE TO DISTRIBUTION ISSUES.
PLEASE NOTE CHANGE OF DATE TO 29TH APRIL. WE
WILL BE SHOWING A FILM. DETAILS TO COME.
April 22, 2020

Categories: Season 2019/20



This multiple award winner tells how a tragic act of war just before the Armistice in 1918 links two soldiers. In peace time they concoct a scam over

plans for war memorials. Beautifully crafted and �lmed, it uses grand �ourishes, but revolves around love, loyalty and friendship.

ALBERT DUPONTEL│FRANCE │117 MINS│2017│12

Weighted vote TBA%

EXCELLENT

TBA%

GOOD

TBA%

AVERAGE

TBA%

POOR

TBA%

TERRIBLE

TBA%


